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COMING ATTRACTIONS

azine you'll be able to read reviews of: loudspeakers from Mirage, Infinity, Avalon, Icon

As Iwrite, it is an early August Monday. Tom
Norton and Ihave spent the weekend endur-

Acoustics, PSB, Signet, JBL, Snell, Focal, Dahlquist, Monitor Audio, Camber, and Dick Olsher

ing, no, enjoying "ordeal by audiophile," most

(Dick Olsher?); electronics from Counterpoint,

of Stereopbile's team of equipment reviewers
having visited Santa Fe for our annual writers'

Audio Research, Krell, Mark Levinson, Gold-

conference. Among other topics discussed
heatedly over the weekend was the next

mund, Conrad-Johnson, Hafler, Adcom, and
The Mod Squad; and source components from
Revolver, Arcici, SOTA, Meridian, Esoteric by

"Recommended Components" listing, due to

TEAC, Oracle, Graham Engineering, Linn,

appear in the October issue. I'm not going to

Basis, Clearaudio, AudioQuest, and California
Audio Labs.

give away any secrets, but suffice it to say that
if Ican condense everyone's comments and

And don't forget, the long-awaited CD ver-

observations into acoherent whole, October's
"Recommended Components" should be

sion of Stereopbile's Poem flute-and-piano

recommended reading.
In the meantime, Stereopbile's reviewers are

album is now available for just $11.98—see the
ad on p.83 for details on how to order.
Enjoy

busy listening to amultifarious collection of
components. In the next few issues of the mag4
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AS WE SEE IT

AQUESTION OF S
CALE
Peter W. Mitchell

I

greater than the benefit provided by Armor All

've been wondering whether we who
write about audio will ever agree on a

and green paint combined?

sensible way to express the scale of the

At Canada's National Research Council in

differences we hear. If magazines like Stereophile and The Absolute Sound lack credibility

Ottawa, Floyd Toole's speaker listening tests
employ avariety of grading scales that cul-

among the broader audience of music lovers
and hi-fi shoppers—and we do—one impor-

minate in anumerical ranking system. The
sound of each loudspeaker is ranked in terms

tant reason may be our habit of greatly exaggerating the importance of differences that in

of several subjective parameters (brightness,

fact are very small. Asubtle improvement, one
that most people wouldn't notice except in a

imaging, et al). For each parameter, listeners

carefully arranged comparison, is often described

sions are marked with adjectives (for example:

by audiophile reviewers in language that makes

very bright, moderately bright, slightly bright,

bass extension, resolution of detail, depth
rate the speaker on alinear scale whose divi-

it seem like the contrast between awhisper and

neutral, slightly dull, moderately dull, very

athunderclap.
To take an example at random from our own

dull). Each rating scale can later be converted

pages, if the improvement afforded by Armor
All was "a revelation" to the Audio Anarchist,

averaging of the ratings by many listeners, or
to compare an individual listener's consistency

what language would he need to employ when

of judgment from day to day. This is not anew
idea; similar ranking schemes are widely used

describing the difference between the Esoteric
P2 CD transport and aconventional CD player—
an improvement that, to my ears, is ten times
Stereophile, September 1990

to numbers in order to enable computer-

in psychoacoustic studies and other research
involving sensory differences.
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At the conclusion of every listening test, each

here Differences between CD players not only

listener assigns to each speaker ajudgment of

are not of the same degree but also are not
usually of the same kind as those between
speakers. But Ithink it's fair to make the

overall fidelity, using anumerical rating scale.
The end points of the fidelity scale are calibrated
thus: 10 is the sound of live music (remembered or imagined), while 0 is voice-grade

attempt, in order to put into some sort of con-

sound quality like that delivered by atelephone

differences we hear.
Speaking only for myself, Iwould guess that
the largest differences I've heard between com-

or small transistor radio—just adequate for
intelligible speech.
Toole has found that trained listeners with

sistent perspective the subjective size of the

petent CD players (for example, between the

good hearing are able to produce remarkably

Esoteric P2 transport and alow-cost Philips,

consistent judgments. When Iparticipated

or between the Adcom GCD-575 and my previous player) would correspond to about 0.1

with several other US reviewers in aspeaker-

judging session at the NRC afew years ago, I point on the scale. Isaid earlier that the benefit of Armor All and green paint seemed only
was impressed by haw well our judgments correlated with each other, despite our varied
listening habits and musical preferences. We

one-tenth as large as the improvement afforded
by the P2. Therefore the combined effect of

didn't all assign the same numbers; some used
consistently high numbers, some low. But after

0.01 point of difference on Toole's ten-point

adjustment for that scaling bias, we all ranked
the differences in about the same way, agreeing
as to which speakers ranked high, which low,
why we ranked them that way, and how large
the difference was.
On Toole's ten-point scale good hi-fi speakers

Armor All and green paint would make about
scale of sound quality.
Don't get me wrong; I'm not seriously proposing that Stereophile reviewers should start using
this (or any other) system of numerical rankings in their reviews. Nor do Imean to suggest
that asubtle (0.01 point) improvement in sound

generally rank between about 7.0 and 8.5; thus

is either trivial or unimportant. That judgment,

the world of serious hi-fi occupies only about

as always, must be an individual one: what is
important to me may be trivial to you, and vice

one-sixth of the overall scoring range for
sound. Anything below 7.0 falls into the mass-

versa. Moreover aseries of tweaks that are indi-

market mid-fl category and can safely be
ignored by serious audiophiles, while the finest

vidually subtle can add up to an overall

high-end speakers score around 8.5. The gap
that remains between the top rating and 10
reflects the consensus that the best twospeaker stereo still doesn't sound quite like live
music.
Ithink it's safe to assume that speakers good

improvement in musicality that we all would
find satisfying.
Ido think that anumerical scale is auseful
tool to keep in the back of our heads, as away
of reminding ourselves that we should distinguish small changes from large ones in our
writing. If the best wine critics can do it, why

enough to qualify for inclusion in Stereophile's

not we? The world of the audiophile is like that

"Recommended Components" listing would

of the oenophile: both involve expensive products that differ from each other (and from mass-

occupy only the upper part of the "good"
range, say from about 7.7 to 8.5, which
amounts to atotal span of 0.8. If this is true,

market versions) in ways that only customers
who have sharpened their tastes and percep-

each Class (A, B, C, D) in our list of Recommended loudspeakers would correspond to

tions can appreciate.
The craft of describing these differences is

just 0.2 point on Toole's scale. I'm just guess-

one that we must constantly strive to refine We

ing here, of course, but the numbers look rea-

write for this magazine because we have alife-

sonable. Toole has not endorsed any attempt
to correlate his scale with judgments made

long passion for music wonderfully reproduced. As lovers, we fall too easily into the trap

elsewhere.
With this in mind, how would we score

of overpraising what we like and over-damning
what we don't. When awine critic complains

other differences, for example those between

that aparticular '82 Chardonnay tastes like

CD players or the (generally smaller) differ-

mouthwash, you probably shouldn't take him

ences between amplifiers? To some extent, of

literally either.

course, we're comparing apples with oranges
Stereophile, September 1990
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The more things change
the more they stay the same

In 1983, Goldmund introduced analogue's Reference
and began research on the digital frontier...
...In 1990, Goldmund remains analogue's reference
and now introduces digital's reference:
The Goldmund Mimesis 10 D/A Converter
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LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all
are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one
topic.

An absence of
"know-it-all-ness"?

reviewing "mid -fi" equipment. As the owner
of what Iguess would be considered abudget

Editor:

system (at least according to the Sea Cliff boy's

As anew subscriber, Iwant to congratulate you

standards), the information you provide on

on what Ithink is an informative, entertaining,

lower-cost gear is invaluable. Like everyone

and well-written journal. What I find so

else, Iwould love to put together akiller sys-

refreshing is the absence of authoritarian

tem, but until Ican, the information on more

"know- it-all- ness." This is especially evident

modestly priced gear will assuredly enable me

in the way you respond to those opinions you
do not share. Your refusal to be defensive says

to make more educated buying decisions on

alot more about your publication than any

may be the high-enders' guru, but he will never

recommendation of acomponent ever could

get my vote.

intermediate improvements. Harry Pearson

.. .
My first subscription to Stereopbile will not
he my last.
John Gahm
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ

Greg Williams
Baton Rouge, LA

Armor All in Australia
Editor:

Accentuate the positive?
Editor:
lama recent subscriber, and as such Iwould

After reading about the Audio Anarchist's
recommendation of Armor All in the February

like to thank you for guiding me toward my

1990 issue, Iraced out to the nearest hardware
store to check on its availability down here in

purchases of new components, most especially

Australia. Alocally manufactured version was

the Vandersteen 2Ci speakers. My gratitude also

available, bought, and applied to selected discs.

goes to Mr. House at Vandersteen for his con-

Sam Tellig speaks the truth! This unlikely tweak

sidered responses to my inquiries and his help-

has contributed much to my musical enjoyment...

ful advice.
Stereopbile magazine also was instrumental

But then, just as we were standing tall with

in helping me locate my local audiophile

smug faces and ears, along came reports claiming possible long-term downfalls of the Armor

society.

Jack L. Ellas
Philadelphia, PA

Mid -fi or akiller system?

All ritual. My eyes stared in horror as Iread in
the May issue of Stereopbile that CDs could
become unplayable in the future. In reply, Mr.

Editor.

Tellig took asensible and responsible stance by

Having been asubscriber to Stereopbile for one

calling for an immediate halt to the use of the

year now, Iwould like to compliment you and
your compatriots for consistently delivering

fluid and sharing his method for its removal.

amost enlightening and entertaining product.

Avital requirement of any tweak is the ability
to reverse it in the event of doubt arising as to

As alongtime subscriber (sufferer!) of Stereo
Review, Audio, and the late (but unlamented)

its effect on the music, hardware, or software.
Mr. Tellig is absolutely correct regarding the

High Fidelity, Stereopbile has provided me

music collection as being of paramount concern, above any sound-quality considerations.

with the much-needed subjective and relevant
information which is so sorely lacking in those

Let's imagine that one's house is burgled. For

publications.

anyone who is amusic-lover first and an audi-

The one area that Ifeel compelled to com-

ophile second, the stolen hi-fi represents a

ment on, however, is the ongoing debate on

material loss that can be more or less replaced

whether you should continue the practice of

through either an insurance pay-out or through

Stereophile, September 1990
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When it comes to great audio,
we're not afraid to cut corners.

What's true in life is true in loudspeakers: Ifyou don't keep an open mind
to new ideas you'll end up pretty square, like most speakers in the world.
At NI-IT ewe're obsessed with great sound and the technology that
creates it. That's why our speakers are angled at 27 degrees. It's part oían
acoustic technology called Focused Image Geometry. It's one reason our
unusually shaped speakers give you exceptionally accurate sound.
An example of better thinking going in, and better sound coming out.
That's our angle.
EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE

Now Hear This, Inc., 537 Stone Rd., #E, Benecia, CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993;
(Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., Dorval, Quebec H9P 254

one's own disposable income (or both). On the

lar to the treatments soldfor removing the oxi-

other hand, amusic collection is of more sen-

dized top layer ofpaintfrom acar's finish. It

timental value and cannot be measured in dol-

bas to be lightly rubbed into the affected area

lar terms: typically, much of it will be irre-

of the CD's playing surface, allowed to dry,

Peter Chung

then buffed off with acotton ball or lint-free

Melbourne, Australia
Mr Tellig further discusses this vexed subject

cotton cloth.
First, Icleaned the disc with warm, soapy

placeable.

in this month's "Anarchist" column. It was

water Second, following the CD Saver instruc-

Scott Nixon of the Anodyne Group who first
alerted Mr léllig to tbe possible long-term

tions with just the inner area of the Rameau
CD-1 wanted to leave the outer area un-

effects of Armor All on the CD's polycarbonate

treated to provide abasis for comparison —

substrate—see "Letters," May, p.35, where Mr

brought about some improvement. The Merid-

Nixon warned that some CDs be bad treated

ian 206 was now able to read the disc's ToC-

five or so years back bad become unplayable.

14 tracks were consistently indicated on all

As far as Iknow, this is the only bard evidence

three players, though the CD trap card listed

so far available that Armor All may have a

18 tracks; total playing time was consistently

long-term effect (see also "Letters" in the

displayed as 47:11 on all three players, though

August issue). Mr Nixon subsequently sent Ste-

the tracks listed on the card added up to 45:58.

reophile one of these unplayable discs,

(As the ToC is recorded many times on the

Rameau: Bob James (CBS Masterworks MK

inner edge of the playing area and is read

39540). The playing surface of the disc wbich

afresh each time the disc is loaded into the

bad been pressed by DIDC in 1984, was dis-

player Ibave to assume that the CD booklet

figured with milky-looking blotches. Tbere

was plain wrong.) Despite this apparent sign

were also obvious scratches, including many

of success, the 206 went into Stop mode some

circular ones, these the worst kind because
theyfollow the data path. The aluminum coat-

2s into track 1. The Meridian 208's error light,
however now could be seen to beflashing less,

ing seemed in good condition, there being only

on aonce-per-revolution basis, and both it

one pinhole in the data area. However; none

and the KCD-40 would unmute in Play. The

of the players Robert Harley bad to band

sound from both players, however,

would even read the disc's Table of Contents

marred by skipping and dropouts. Given the

was

(ToC), nor would the sample of the Meridian

much better visual condition of the playing

206 that Ireviewed in theJuly issue. Though

surface, Iwonder whether the disc bad been

both aKinergetics KCD-40 and the new Merid-

cut with an intrinsically high number of errors

ian 208 Bitstream player could read the CD's

or perhaps a low IIF level, either of which

ToC, neither player would lift its muting in

would exacerbate the disc's subsequent prob-

Play and their elapsed time displays revealed

lems. Robert Harley tells me that both condi-

that both players were continually losing the

tions could be possible with adisc of this vin-

data track. In fact, the Meridian's amber

tage. It was obvious that the disc would need

"error" LED flashed so much, it appeared to
be on continually. Obviously, the disc was

prolonged treatment to bring about any
appreciable improvement. In addition, I

catastrophically damaged.

became concerned that Icould possibly inflict

Time to reach for a magic bullet. In the

more scratches on the CD's playing surface.

August "Letters" column, Idescribed my feel-

One more experiment seemed worthwhile

ing that lightly polishing/abrading the CD's
playing surface might well remote sufficient

eansparent Audio Marketing's Fin pl liquid
is claimed to offer "optical impedance match-

of the affected polycarbonate to allow a

ing." Maybe it would kelp the laser beam pene-

damaged disc to play satisfactorily again, a

trate the polycarbonate surface by filling in

process recommended by Consumer Reports
back in March 1987. (My thanks to Mr WA.

scratches. There was nothing to lose, with

Darling of Thousand Oaks, CA, for sending
me acopy of the CR article.)CD Saver; avail-

like refugeesfrom ascratcb'n'rap contention.

able from Buff Stuff, PO. Box 43128, Upper

disc's playing surface; spread out using a

Montclair, NJ 07043, is a mildly abrasive

clean, lint-free cloth and aradial motion; buff

solid-in-liquid suspension, presumably simi-

to ahigh luster—gave an interesting result.

Stereophile, September 1990

Rameau 's Piéces de Clavecin sounding more
Following the Finyl instructions—squirt the
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The $200
Audiophile
Cable
Trade-up
Program
Bring in your
Monster Cable
Audioguest
MIT
VanDenHul
Cardas
Tara Labs
or any other cable
to audition apair of any
MY_Sigma Cable
and we will give you
$200 credit towards
the purchase price.
It's well worth listening to.

AO

Sigma Series
For aparticipating dealer near you
Please call Randy at (415) 871-6000

While the Meridian 206 still stalled at the start
of track I, it and the other two players gave
passable attempts at playing track 2. The
Kinergetics, in particular; offered several
periods with an absence of clicks, enabling me
to get a handle on the music and sound.
Nevertheless, it was time to retire (temporarily)
from the fray. Iwill report in future issues

the Beatles or Elvis or Mozart been banned.
If we allow the banning of music, our finely
tuned audio systems may be capable of resolving everything. Everything, that is, except the
truth.
There is also another dimension to the problem. 2Live Crew is ablack band with astrong
following among college-age whites. The re-

whether Ican further rescue Mr Nixon's disc

cord-store owner is black. The Sheriff and the

from the sonic purgatory in which it currently

Judge are white. Racial motivation may very

resides.
What conclusions can be drawn? Irepeat
what Ihave said before in these pages. The CD

well play acentral part in this hideous business.

should be treated with enormous respect for
the up to 1.2 gigabytes of data it stores. Surface
treatments may improve the sound, but there

the control of ideas, and the abridgement of
human rights. We must stand shoulder to

is always the risk of unwittingly scratching the
playing surface while applying the whatever;
and Isuspect that this is as great adanger as

Marty Kohn

It is my hope that Stereophile will take an
editorial stance against the banning of music,

shoulder to prevent these acts.
Torrance, CA

the possible long-term effects of for example,

The Mist

Armor All.

Editor:

—JA

Censorship &
an editorial stand

The discussion about abinaural cassette of
Stephen King's novella The Mist in Tom Norton's 'A Matter of 'Paste" (Vol.13 No.6, June 1990)

Editor:
First, Iwould like to thank you for printing my

contained asmall error of acknowledgement.
He has given credit to Simon & Schuster for

recent letter ("Dealers & Incompatibility," May

creating The Mist. In reality, anot-for-profit

1990, p.15). Igreatly appreciate the chance to

arts organization is responsible for this record-

participate in an open exchange of ideas that

ing. ZBS Foundation, of Fort Edward, NY, has

reaches so many people who share my in-

been putting out great-quality work for many
years. The Mist comes out of aset of stories

terests.
Iam prompted to write again due to recent

from what they like to call "The Cabinet of

events with far-reaching repercussions for us

Doctor Fritz." These stories are ". ..
recorded

all. Recently, arecord-store owner in Broward
County, Florida was placed under arrest, hand-

in Kunstkopf binaural sound. .. Kunstkopf
literally means 'art head' in German and refers

cuffed, and taken to jail. In this age of gang
wars, drug wars, and environmental destruc-

to the Ku81 'dummy head' manufactured in

tion his crime was the most heinous of them

land] nicknamed 'Fritz'."
All of these stories are duplicated in real time

all: he sold music Specifically, he sold an album
by the band 2Live Crew titled Nasty as They
Wanna Be.

Germany by Georg Neumann Corporation

in order to preserve the quality of the sound.
ZBS may be reached at (518) 695-6406; for

Due to the band's offensive use of verbiage

phone orders, call (800)662-3345. "The Cabi-

and imagery, aFlorida Judge ruled that the
album was obscene. The Broward County

net of Doctor Fritz" was funded by the New

Sheriff took this as license to arrest all those in

ment for the Arts, and the Corporation for Pub-

York Council on the Arts, the National Endow-

contact with the dangerous music, going so far

lic Broadcasting through National Public

as to say that aperson listening to the obscene
cassette in acar could be arrested for the act.

Radio's Satellite Program Development Fund.
Scott Levy

Clearly the Orwellian future is here and upon

Middletown, CT

us in 1990. Let us hope that these acts are an
aberration rather than an ominous trend to

Putting the record straight

control ideas. Freedom of expression is the cornerstone of a free society. Imagine, for a

Editor:
I'd like to clear up some ambiguities in the
description of Peter Mitchell's and my contri-

moment, how history would be changed had
Stereophile, September 1990
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The Proceed CD. An original expression of
how technology can fulfill your desire for musical fidelity. Twoyears of research into the sonic
possibilities of the compact disc medium have
resulted in acomponent worth waiting for.

The Proceed CD. The world's most well
understood CD player.

PROCE ED
Proceed® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

bution to the Stereopbile test CD, the James

unnatural sound. (Why else would audiophiles

Johnson organ piece.
First let me express my appreciation for Bob

go to concerts with funny-looking ear exten-

Harley's good ears in spotting and correcting
the missing pre-emphasis flag in his digital
transfer/assembly of our segment. Sony PCMFl tapes all have high-frequency pre-emphasis
unless the unit is modified to give the user a
choice. The new Macintosh-based digital editing systems are handy, and much cheaper than
their bigger brothers from Sony, Lexicon, and
so on, but they don't always attend to all the

sions when the real sound is available to all, at
no extra charge, with natural unaided ears?)
And why else would they listen to the inept
playing on this disc (not unlike other audiophile discs) if they had any interest in music
or sound? And I'm not referring just to JGH's
1948 high-school band.
Quibbles aside, Ilistened attentively to the
microphone comparison tests. This is what an
audiophile test disc should be—it allows the

details; dropped emphasis flags seem to be a

listener to make his own choice of sounds from

common problem.

agreat selection of great professional microphones few of us are able to possess or have

The Johnson recording was shared to an
unusual degree. •I‘vo microphones were Peter's,
two mine; he supplied the mixer and monitor

access to.
Despite their very obvious differences, J.

speakers, Ithe mike stands, mastering recorder,
and noise reduction (dbx type II, which works

Gordon Holt sounded more alike than different
on all but the Crown. Some were better, some

especially well with the Revox). We placed the

were worse, but all were quite good, something

microphones, adjusted levels and balances, and

you expect from good professional equipment.

set up the monitoring system by consensus,
with remarkably few arguments. Iedited the

The highly touted tube Neumann sounded
almost identical to the FET Neumann, causing

analog submaster tape for the LP, and later
made the transfer to digital on the FI, in my stu-

wonder as to its price multiple used over anew

dio. Northeastern Digital Recording handled

FETone. In fact, many of the ""Ibbe Wonders"
added a noticeable filament microphone

the transfer of the digital data from Fl to PCM

sound to the ,voice of J. Gordon. (Are audi-

1630 format, and Toby Mountain and Iassem-

ophiles so Pygmalion-bored with real sound

bled the master tape.

as to prefer these artifacts?)

For those who are sufficiently interested to
track down the original: the LP, of which afew

JGH's old tapes were amazing! Who would
have thought that aBrush (did he really save

remain, contains only the first four works (eight

that tape since 1948?) recorder and micro-

cuts) of the CD. The final five short pieces were

phone could sound so good? And how did he

recorded in concert by William Busiek of

get the Revox A77 (an amateur recorder) to

WGBH-FM, Boston, using two Schoeps cardi-

sound so good? 'Sips? dbx? Perhaps the tape?

oid microphones. Ilater equalized these cuts
and adjusted the stereo image to match the first

(Did it ever occur to him to mention the tape
type? There is a huge difference between

ones, but did not attempt to correct for the

Scotcb III and Ampex 456 and subtleties in

audience soaking up the room's reverb.
Congratulations on an ambitious and interesting project. I'm looking forward eagerly to

between!)
But please, next time put that poor dog out
of his misery and identify the right, middle, and

hearing the entire disc.

left with avoice recorded in stereo with two

E. Brad Meyer
Lincoln, MA

The best & worst of discs

microphones and atune for out-of-phase, not
some unwilling pan-potted canine jumping
across the room scaring my cat!
Donald Bisbee

Editor:
It was the best of discs, it was the worst of discs.
But it was worth the money just for the microphone tests.
While recorded sound can never sound like
the real thing, and listeners pick the kind of distortion they like, audiophiles seem the most

Columbus, OH

More on the Test CD
Editor:
Having recently received the Stereopbile Test

offended by realistic reproduction, and seem

CD, Iwould like to make some comments.
First, Iappreciate the fact that you generously

to prefer some obviously exaggerated and

sent the corrected version free of charge.
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
timer
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room... .Not so with the Velodyne—I was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through

16

asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion."
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800NELODYNE
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The CD itself is very good and has allowed

"Boy, this tie is expensive. Icould buy four LPs

me to position my loudspeakers (Celestion

for this?'—but Idefine life on alady's shoe standard, wherein the price of everything is converted into how many Brazilian sandals Icould

SL6ses) for the maximum bass without affecting the imaging. Musically, Ienjoyed the flute
sonatas the most and hope that you release a
CD version of your Poem LP. [The Poem CD is
released this month—Ed.] With regards to the
low- frequency test- tones:
1) They obviate my need for more extended

buy. Ihave never asked willingly to listen to any
test disc before. So, congratulations! Iwant
more test discs like yours —Anita Kulman

Where's the jewel box?
Editor:

bass (subwoofer).
2) DO's subwoofer survey was very inform-

Iwas extremely relieved to discover your lit-

ative and very relevant to me since Iuse the
same family of speakers as monitors. Can we

You know, the one that says afree replacement

tle note packed with the Stereopbile Test CD.

have another survey, except this time with sub-

will arrive within 8weeks. The reason for my

woofers by Vandersteen (2W), VMPS, etc? [DO

gratification? My CD arrived cracked in half

reviewed the VMPS in Vol.8 No.4. —Ed.] The

(due to the misdirected efforts of the letter-

most striking thing about the last survey was

carrier in attempting to make sure the parcel

the absence of subwoofers by manufacturers

fit in my mailbox).
While Iin no way intend this letter as acom-

of highly regarded loudspeakers (Celestion
excepted). Obviously, now that readers have

mentary on the postal system (when con-

access to the test tones on the CD, system

fronted by me, the letter-carrier said "he didn't

integration might prove easier.

hear it crack"), the simple fact is, the CD was

3) The Lesley test is interesting, but at what
level should Iplay the recording to achieve

enclosed in an ordinary, flimsy envelope, with

realistic sound levels with respect to the actual
source? [In the smallish room where Lesley was
singing her voice reached peaks of over
100dB. — Ed.]
One final note: an excellent mid-priced CD

absolutely nothing in the envelope to provide
stiffness or in any other way resist bending or
breakage. Furthermore, absolutely nothing on
the envelope calls attention to the fact that its
contents are fragile and should not be bent or
otherwise mishandled.

Ihave come across is the Beethoven Cello

Considering Stereopbile's penchant for detail

Sonatas 3and 5(EMI/Angel CDM 769179 2).

and avoidance of any factor which would

Not only is Jacqueline du Pré's performance

degrade the sound (even if the disc hadn't

very moving, but the sound quality is topnotch.
Kabul Virmani

cracked, the warpage would surely have
affected the tracking), Icannot understand how
you would allow such flimsy, unmarked pack-

Ontario, Canada

A dog biscuit to Ralph
Editor:
Thank you so much for the wit you showed in
your Test CD by having Ralph the Christmas

ing for such aprecision product ...1 urge your
staff to consider using an improved medium in
which to transport your next mailing of discs.
Oh yes—the magazine. It's quite good,
much better than Iremember it to be way back

Dog do the Channel Identification and Phasing

when. Thank you for enticing me to subscribe.

bands. After years of having my wife listen to
the phasing and other tests on numerous test
records and CDs, this was the first time she

Good, honest salesmanship on your part.
Bruce M. Scheiner
Levittown, NY

doubled over in laughter. Kudos and adog bis-

Irk mach,the decision to send the initial mail-

cuit to Ralph.

ing of our Test CD in aplastic CD-ViewPak

Kenneth Kulman
Laurel, MD

PS: My husband's description of my reaction

enclosed in an unmarked envelope because
a) we were wary of thejewel box breaking b)

to your Test CD is far from the truth: Yes, Idou-

we were concerned about theft, and c) we

bled over in laughter, but Ialso cried in delight

didn't want to raise costs to the point that the
price would bave to rise above our target

until mascara ran down my face and Iasked to
listen to Ralph the Christmas Dog again. My

$695. Despite these worries, however; we were

husband may love to listen to test records and
CDs since he runs his life on ahi-fi standard—

able to send out the free replacements to pur-
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cbasers complete with jewel box.
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The Marque
of aLifetime
The test of any great product comes
with time, with years of use and years of
reliably superb performance. When it
passes the test. the marque carried by
that product comes to signify something
very special to thousands of owners. and
to thousands more who hope to become
owners. The name itself becomes a
symbol of pride. of distinction.

::•••

preamplifiers were
seminal in the creation
of -high-end" audio.
Today. the sophisticated
hybrid technology of the
SP15 continues that same
passionate commitment to music. Most
recently. the [Si line-stage preamp and
Classic 30 power amp have made leadingedge performance accessible to more musiclovers than any products in recent memory.

In audio, no marque comes so close to
this stature as Audio Research. which has
been defining and redefining the state of Excellence. Reliability. Integrity. Value.
the art for over two decades. Many juri F it These are what come with every
of our products have become
Audio Research product. To be
collectors' items, earning extraclassic years enjoyed as long as you own the
ordinary resale values. Our first
gra" ie
marque—for alifetime.
1970 -1990

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION"

6801 Shingle Creek Parkway /Minneapolis. MN 55430 /Phone: 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402

Ice-T, KC, & aural wallpaper
Editor:
Iapplaud the inclusion of Ice-T's latest release
in the review section. Mr. Conklin is at least two
years behind Ice-T's best efforts and the cutting edge in general, but he's trying. Perhaps
someone could lend him the last few issues of
Option magazine The fact that he is doing bet-

and viol families, in discussions of early instruments it generally refers to the double bass viol,
which was the immediate predecessor of the
modern double bass. The violone (which I
have seen played at anumber of early-music
concerts) differs most obviously from the double bass in the fact that its neck is fretted. Often,
it has either five or six strings, as opposed to

ter than most was painfully apparent at
Stereopbile's recent New York High End show

the usual four on the modem instrument. Further, the player sits on alow chair and leans the

—aural wallpaper galore. Enya's Watermark

neck of the instrument on her/his shoulder,

was easily the best music being played in any

rather than standing up or sitting on ahigh

of the rooms Ihad time to visit. Amazingly, few

stool while playing. The seated position is

who listened were familiar with the recording;

made possible by the fact that the violone has

almost all were captivated. This suggests to me

either avery short or no leg extending from its

that most simply don't make the effort to find

bottom, so that it appears to sit directly on the

out just how much good music is available On

floor. Ihave not heard aviolone in achamber

atangent, couldn't the organizers of one of the

setting, so Ican't comment specifically on

hi-fi shows get exhibitors to select at least one

sonic differences between it and adouble bass,
but they do sound generally alike.

piece of music in common with all other exhibitors so that ambitious attendees could at least
pretend to do acomparative evaluation of the
sound in each room? My humble suggestion,
as you may have guessed, is that all exhibitors

Thus, there is good reason to distinguish
between the two instruments in liner notes
(and elsewhere). For further information on
this subject, you might check The New Har-

have a copy of Watermark on hand for

vard Dictionary «Music, edited by Don Ran-

demonstration...

del (1986), and Bach's Continuo Group, by

On the other subjects, it's nice to see that

Laurance Dreyfus (1987), both published by

you've quit panhandling for subscriptions in

Harvard University Press. The latter is adiscus-

"Coming Attractions." Ithink that the Stereo-

sion of the different types of bass instruments

phile record and CD are agreat service to the

used in Bach's pieces—violas da gamba, violones, celli, and others—and arguments for

readers. The SOTA is thick and lumpy no matter
how well JGH can detect differences between
components in blind listening tests. Last of all,
how about an Iggy Pop retrospective, something on Jandek, James Blood Ulmer, Dub Syndicate, John Lurk, and The Lounge Lizards, or,
if rap is on Mr. Conklin's mind, how about a
review of the first two Jungle Brothers releases?
(The first one was astrong influence on De La
Soul's landmark Three Feet High and Rising.)
Ben Lammons
Albuquerque, NM

choosing which to use in specific pieces, given
the fact that Bach rarely specified instrumentation in this range, preferring to use the general
term "continuo."
Regarding the specific recordings under
review, Ihave not heard them, nor have Iheard
Pinnock's (although Ihave many of his recordings, and Ifeel confident that his recording of
The Four Seasons will never be surpassed in
my estimation, especially after hearing the English Concert perform it in Boston), but Ido like
Hogwood's very much, even though he uses

Enlightenment

alternate editions of the works. Ialso have a

Editor:

great admiration for one of the earliest early-

Iam writing to (I hope) enlighten Les Berkeley

instrument recordings of the works, performed

regarding his confusion over the possible

by Collegium Aureum, released in the late '60s

differences between aviolone (which needn't

(I think).

be italicized, because it is in most English dic-

Finally, ageneral question for JA: Ihave no
problem with DO reviewing aturntable costing

tionaries) and amodern double bass, as dis-

over $4600 (Space & Time Aura lbrntable,

cussed in the footnote to his review of Bach's
Brandenburg Concertos (April 1990). Although
the term "violone" can refer to anumber of

April, p.173), but is it reasonable to review any

similar bass string instruments from the violin

that is only sold by one dealer?! Granted, the
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piece of equipment, no matter how superb,
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NERGY loudspeakers have
become the personal
philes the world over.

revolutionary
SPHEREX

favorites of discriminating audiour Dual

1111181

baffle.

ts smooth,
sculpted surface angles grace-

Hyperdome tweeter is the key

fully out of the way of direct radi-

reason why ENERGY recreates

ated sound.

the original performance with un -

nated for superior soundstage

compromised accuracy.

ith

¡fraction is elimi-

and positional imaging.

imply

more than $1 million in develop-

put, the ENERGY 22-Series

ment, it exhibits better dispersion

defines a new standard in sonic

than any other tweeter on the

precision.

market today.

today.

hat's also why

ake a test drive

our ears will thank you.

our new ENERGY 22-Series
incorporates the

•

market for such equipment is relatively small,

refrain from dancing in the aisles. Extraor-

but how many people in the US will actually

dinary stuff musiç when played right.

be able to see this turntable? Certainly, no one
is likely to buy it through the mail. It strikes me

products that bave a very low profile goes

Second, our policy regarding reviews of

as being abit like reviewing acomponent that

thusly: for a non-mail-order product to be

is no longer available—interesting reading, but

formally reviewed in Stereophile, it must be

not particularly useful for someone who wants

available through at least five US dealers.

to buy anew piece of equipment. Just thought

(Though this number is subject to change

I'd do areality check here.

according to the identities of the dealers
David Foss

involved: if a product is only available

Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA

through three dealers, but those three are, for
example, Lyric Hi -Fi in Manhattan, Chris-

The good Mr Foss is essentially correct. Unfor-

top ber Hansen in Los Angeles, and The Audi-

tunately, thefirst definition Iencounteredfor

ble Difference in Palo Alto, then an exception

violone simply made it synonymous with dou-

can obviously be justified.) With respect to

ble bass. This is, !suppose what comes of look-

Dick Olsber's report on the Aura, when tbe

ing at things from a Renaissance perspec-

review was in preparation Iwas under the

tive—in tbose days, by God, they called a

impression that it bad a wider distribution

contrabass viol a "greatt dooble bass" and

than subsequently turned out to be the case.

that was that. None ofyour newfangledfor-

Mea culpa.

eign nonsense.
While we're on the subject, there was some

Beware!

question as to the lowest pitch of adouble bass.

Editor:

In modern tuning (A =440), the lowest string

Fans, beware. Everyone, beware. Do not take

of the bass sounds at approximately 42Hz.
The lowest pitch Ihavefound on arecording

Richard Lehnert's Flying Cowboys review
(Vol.13 No.4) seriously. Rickie Lee Jones

is A= 396. This would make (be lowest tone

deserves better.

about 38Hz (assuming the instrument to be

I'll state that Isimply love this album; but

tuned in standard tuning). Put that in your

that's not my real reason for writing. Mr. Leh-

minimonitors!

—ISB

nert is entitled to his opinion, but things he says
just don't make sense.

First, regarding Mr Foss 's comments on the

Iquote: "the reigning metaphor of Flying

English Concert and Vivaldi's Four Seasons,

Cowboys being the ghetto—one song is called

Iused to think that Ibad listened to these

'Ghetto of My Mind' (ouch), and the word

works too much. Every measure was over-

pops up in several others." Well, I've looked,

familiar; Ithought tbat Ibad heard every pos-

read, and listened and Ican't find the word

sible interpretation, even Harnoncourt 's way-

"ghetto" outside that one song. Mr. Lehnert

ward 1977 recording raising my eyebrows not

claims to understand all the words without the

my pulse. lb borrow aphrase from the world

lyric sheet (and calls that one of the album's

ofjazz criticism,' no way could the ';sound of

faults!), however, it's clear that although he

surprise" ever again be part of these works'

"listened again. And again," he didn't under-

appeal for me. Then, in 1985 or so, Iwas

stand the words. "Doesn't" is one word which

dragged unwillingly to aconcert in London's

appears several times; maybe that sounded like

Barbican Hall, featuring Mr Pinnock's bun-

"ghetto" to him ...

cha players performing the said Seasons. The

(By the way, Rickie Lee's words really aren't

musicians stood in an arc behind the

so easy to understand, so Ihave no worry that

harpsichord-seated Mr P; the non-verbal

"something's wrong.")

communication between all of them was obvi-

The real "reigning metaphors" are the desert,

ous; the music literally crackled into the

flying (away), and wildness. Each of these ideas

auditorium; and it was all Icould do to

does appear in more than one song (the wildness of RU's youth in two). Maybe, Mr. Lehnert,
the lyric sheet would help.

IWhitney Salliett's 1959 collection of Neu ,)beer rrviews,
The Sound of Surprise, is essential reading for the tazz-inclined
audiophile.
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Regarding Mr. Lehnert's footnote concerning
Ms. Jones's baby: Ican't imagine anyone not
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HEARI \G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send S2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIOUSk
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

realizing on first listen that "The Horses" was

only in the one song. But only the willfully

written by amother to her child. (I guessed

dense (or deaf) would deny that "Ghost

immediately and correctly, from the lyrics, that
the child is agirl.) Did RL really listen to this
song? She doesn't sound exhausted or as if she's

Tain"—tbe album's best and worst song—is
about ablack ghetto and its inhabitants; the
patois and RU 's diction are patently urban

trying to wake up; she sounds ecstatic in her

black. And Ithink Ican beforgiven if I
found

role as amother. Motherhood may cause a
"shift in her priorities," but that shift's okay

this troubling song to loom over the rest, contributing more than its share to the album's

with me. (It's true this album does sound quite
different from RU's earlier work.)

overallfeel. 71, mg the ghetto metaphor reigns
yet. But in the final analysis, Mr Donnelly, I

Mr. Lehnert claims that all the songs are "flac-

calls 'em as Ibears em. I'm glad you enjoyed

cid medium tempos." Well, I've listened to quite
abit of RUJand she's always favored slower

Flying Cowboys. I'm an RUJfan from way
back, and Ididn't enjoy it. For what it's worth,

tempos. Granted, other albums had some faster

neither did anyone Ilent it to (even JA, who
still thinks "Danny's All-Starjoint" was one

tunes than this one, but "Just My Baby," "Satellites:' the title tune, and others, while maybe

of the best rock 'n 'roll songs to emerge from

not "quick," sure have an up-tempo "feel" and

those dog days of rock misery, the mid- to late-

plenty of "sheer joy." Tom Waits released sev-

70s). Nct RUJhas not "alwaysfavored slower

eral albums of almost all slow tunes and I've

tempos "—just listen to any of ber other

heard of no one mentioning this as afault. I

records. And yes, plenty ofpeople (I'm not one

never realized that certain tempos were

of them) think bell's Muzalft migbt well be an

required for quality. It's the feeling which

album of slow tunes by Tom Waits.

—RL

changes from song to song, and this (for me)
adds the necessary variety, even if the tempos

More RU vs RL

don't change agreat deal.
Final points—the production sounds fine to

Editor:

me; so nice to hear a"pop" album without

Rickie Lee Jones is what Icall a"lifestyle art-

artificial brightness. 2 All the instruments and
voices seem clear and clean without too much

ist." Rightly or wrongly, her work is not judged

detail (je, more than "live"). And the musician-

anew Judy Garland, sending postcards from

by ordinary standards (wrongly, Ithink!). She's

ship is just superb—they sound like they really

the edge. She also conforms to my theory of

listened to each other. Last, how does RL know

mythical archetypes: Jones acts out publicly

that the people in "Ghost Train" are black? I've

apsychological need for many fans. Thus, if

tried to figure this out, but Ican't.

you're looking for "well-crafted tunes," forget

Iapologize if Iseem to be re-reviewing this

it. RL mentioned her "enervation." Well, one

album; Ithink it's the best (popular) thing I've

man's enervation is another fan's jaded ennui

heard in years. Isaw RUJin concert last week;

or wasted elegance So her lyrics make no "log-

all her fans seemed to love the songs from Fly-

ical" sense? Well, here come the Jungians (of

ing Cowboys. She was wonderful in concert—

which I'm one, actually) to tell you that Jones

and Ihad trouble understanding most of the

"writes from the heart, from intuition, from the
right brain, and only uptight pedantics can't dig

lyrics. That should make RL happy!
Gerard.J. Donnelly
Brooklyn, NY
P.S. "Rodeo Girl" still makes me cry.

her."
This is written by aguy who has never
bought an RUJdisc, but whose first wife bought
every one—and then never listened to 'em!

Rickie Lee Jones's shift in priorities is okay

me, she's that kind of artist: women applaud

with mg too; it's simply my opinion that ber

her "courage," her "survivor's skills," her "musi-

music suffers by it. Mr Donnelly is correct,

cal freedom," etc But you won't ever hear one

and I'm wrong: the word "ghetto" appears

of 'em humming one of her songs or covering
atune in some folk club. We just applaud RUJ

2Ilisten to the LP on aSonographe turntable with aMission
773, ARC SP8 into two B&K ST-140s, Qysonic subwoofer (one
amp), and Snell model Ks (bi-wired); Monster Cable M-1000
interconnects and Powerbne 2speaker wire Sounds great; bass
could be abit tighter! Iagree with "buy cheap speakers."
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for staying alive.
However, her recent Interview interview was
great. Ilike Jones personally, via her interviews,
at least. She's an authentic, sensuous, gypsy
23

"Get out your checkbook, Michael."
-- Robert Harley, technical editor,
Stereophile, in his Aug. 1990
review of the Theta DS Pro basic

Robert Harley on his friend Michael:
". ..willing to fork over acouple of kilobucks,
provided the processor provides truly musical
performance and isn't likely to be
significantly surpassed at the price anytime soon. -

Robert Harley on Theta DS Pro Basic:
"To say Iliked the Theta DS Pro Basic
is an understatement. It provided
alevel oemusicality Iwould never
have expected at this price."
"It had all the attributes of the best digital
playback: adeep and transparent soundstage,
smooth tonal balance, spatial detail galore,
and textural liquidity."
"The DS Pro Basic clearly breaks new ground
in affordable digital playback. It represents
aquantum leap in what we can expect from a
$2000 processor. All.contenders for the title
of best reasonably-priced converter must regard
the Theta DS Pro Basic as the benchmark
against which all others are judged. "Get out your checkbook, Micha
The Theta DS Pro Basic is exautl
what you've been waiting for"'
— Robert Harley.
Stereophile, Vol. 13, N
Aug. 1990

P”

,Michael, with his brand new Theta DS*.‘ .
froBasic
fa.

Digital Done Right

e*

Theta Digital Corporation 5330 Deny Ave., Suite R. itgourá
CA 91301
5919195:FAX pip-Al-1979 •«
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waif—but, dammit, Iwish she'd learn/use

(Reference Recordings RR-25CD, reviewed by

form, as asource of musical tension, if noth-

KC in Vol.11 No.4). It bas a constant low-

ing else.

Ron Peet
Serafina, NM
Mr Peet's "wasted elegance" and 'jaded

frequency noise (tubes? air conditioner?) that
is somewhat higher in level than the noise on

ennui" sound too much to me like the studied,
deliberate affectations-in-place-of-talent they

don't find it interferes with my enjoyment of

Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller. But, again, I

and literary circles. RLJ has been guilty of this,

the music Perhaps if we bad recording techniques with infinite S/N ratio, and recording
venues with zero background noise we would

but not as much as some. Otherwise, Iagree
with bis views.
—RL

silence For now, Ithink Reference Recordings

Hunfn'hash'n'Hyman?

bas done an admirable job of capturing the
Btisendorfer's sound on disc with aminimum

too often are especially in "hipper" musical

have recorded music emergingfrom absolute

Editor:
According to Robert Deutsch's review of the

of sonic distractions.

—RD

Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller CD (Stereo-

More GAS

phile, May 1990), the recording is "absolutely
stunning.. .
sonically and musically." Musi-

Editor:

cally, Iagree, but sonically, Imust disagree.

Jim Bongiorno's letter ("Letters," June 1990,

After listening to afew selections of the goldplated limited edition at exuberant but not outrageous levels, Ibecame aware of anoticeable

It was with great sadness and regret that Iread
p.31). My first reading resulted in astonishment—my friends and family and I, after having it read out loud, were astonished at the

hum, accompanied by some low-level hash

extent Jim was willing to go to rewrite history.

(higher-frequency noise). Iwas very disappointed that such aproblem existed, especially

anger—it is difficult, no matter who or what

in aCD that cost $25. Why wasn't this problem
pointed out in Mr. Deutsch's review?
Ican appreciate areviewer taking the posi-

My second reading, to myself, resulted in
the source, to be confronted with dishonest
and unfair accusations which one cannot
instantaneously dispute (how many months

tion of reviewing for musical content and

since my original letter until Jim's letter and

accuracy, but how are we going to encourage
good engineering practice except by making

now my letter and then ...
). And finally, my
wife read the letter to herself and looked at me

the recording engineers aware of what we consider unacceptable quality?
John Rollo
Monroeville, PA

and said, "How sad. How terribly sad that he
found it necessary to invest such anger and
energy in nothing more than apersonal attack

Ihave agreater than average intolerance of
sonic gremlins (I often listen to the linear

on you. That was not what your letter was

rather than the Hi -Fi soundtrack on pre-

And that is the feeling Iwas left with. Asad,
sick feeling that the years ofJim's and my co-

recorded videotapes because Ican't stand the
Hi -Fi track's head-switching buzz), but Ibad
not noticed anything untoward on Dick
Hyman Plays Fats Waller. However; following
receipt of Mr Rolin's letter, Ilistened again

about."

founding and co-managing the GAS Company
have resulted in nothing more than fishwife
haranguing and bitter accusations.
Ido not intend to respond in kind. In fact,

both in my system and through aMeridian
208/Stax SRM -T1 /SR-Lambda Signature

Iam concerned about the format being used

setup (thanks to William Cbinque of Hi VO,

can Ijust sit by and allow his accusations to

and Ican bear the noise he refers to: alow-

stand unchallenged. In that regard, Iresubmit

level bum, audible during pauses between
selections, possibly generated by the elec-

my original letter for your readers who do not

tronics/mechanics of the BÉisenclorfer reproducing piano. The noise is noticeable only at
what for me are higher- tban-normal playback levels (peaks above 95dB), and is masked

for the airing of these accusations. But neither

have acopy of the May 1989 issue of Stereopbile on hand. [Mr Hejley's letter appeared on

pp.33 and 35. —Ed.] My intent in that letter
was merely to announce publicly that the orig-

during the music For comparison, Ialso

inal founders of the GAS Company were not
back and to provide abrief history of GAS

listened to the acclaimed Nojima Plays Liszt CD

Company for those might be interested; it was

Stereophile, September 1990
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not intended, in any way, to impugn anyone's

but got hung up partway into it when he started

reputation or to discount anyone's contribu-

talking about how low bass requires alarge

listening room. His 8' by 10' by 13' compact littion to the Company. Istand by the facts and
tle room—he claims —"won't support deep
chronology of that letter. It is true that Iwas
intentionally vague in certain areas because I bass worth adamn!"
Well, gee, Gordon, where have you been?
did not wish to personally attack anyone,
Where is the editor? Ithought that old wives'

including Jim.
However, there is one aspect of his let-

tale had been put to rest years aga Irealize that

ter/accusations to which Ifeel compelled to
respond: When the partners decided to buy

(probably because you like amore laid-back

you people live at the other end of nowhere

him out (for amyriad of reasons), Jim was paid

lifestyle, no traffic, and low housing costs), but

aquarter of amillion dollars to leave. His leav-

all you would need to do is listen to agood auto

ing was not because Iwas such aterrible person

sound system and you would begin to question

to deal with, but because all of the partners

the old idea that the largest dimension of a

wanted him out and were willing to pay him

room must be ahalf wavelength at the lowest

to leave (that's alot of money even by today's
standards; it was worth alot more in 1977).

know that many audiophiles thumb their noses

As to the final closing of GAS Company, as

at auto sound, but the fact is that Ihave put

frequency which you want to reproduce. I

Jim says, he was not there He did not know of

together auto sound systems that would put

the tremendous growth spurt of the company

many very expensive so-called audiophile

after he left; of the challenges faced by asmall
company as it grows from asmall business

home systems to shame (except, of course, in
imaging), and not only in the bass!! However,

entity to alarger one; of the danger and risk

we will limit our discussion here to bass. Acou-

involved in such growth, and the fact that those

ple of 8" woofers on the rear deck of acar will

of us who were still part of the company were
facing those risks—not Jim. And finally, the

usually have—without any equalization—flat
response down to 25 or 20Hz and below, even

heartache of not bridging that gap because of

though the woofer may have afree-air reso-

banks reneging on deals, achanging economy,

nance of only 35 or 40Hz. In fact, excellent

etc. Jim was not there. Iwas. And Iknow what

bass in acar is the easiest thing to come by—

it means to carry on, with no money; with only

just the opposite of in the home, and usually

afew steady, loyal employees who are work-

much smoother, provided you know what you

ing only for the love of the company (there was
no longer any money to pay salaries); and to

are doing. How is it possible to have excellent
bass in asmall room, and why don't you have

wait until the Company has breathed its last

to do much equalizing? Hopefully the follow-

before closing the doors and going home. Jim
was not there and it is, at best, blasphemous

ing discussion will clarify the situation.
In an article that Ibelieve was recently
referred to by John Atkinson in Stereopbile,

that he even address the issue of GAS Company's demise.

there was experimental evidence directly coun-

So these are our final words to each other in
the pages of Stereopbile. Anger, pain, accusa-

tering Gordon's comments. The article was in
the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society,

tions, emotional rhetoric. ..
and finally, Ihope,

Vol.36 No.6, June 1988, titled "Subwoofer Per-

aputting to rest of it all. Let GAS Company rest

formance for Accurate Reproduction of Music,"

in peace; Iwould prefer to just remember the

by Fielder and Benjamin. In this article, the

good times, and there were so very many.
Pride, love, and the joy of having been part of

authors describe measuring nine different com-

it all—that's what Iwill keep with me as my

different rooms. The result (shown in their

legacy from GAS Company.

fig.4) was arising response beginning at about

binations of subwoofer placements in five

AndrewJ. Hefley

30Hz and increasing at about 12dB per octave

Oxnard, CA

with decreasing frequency. No room dimensions were given. However, I'm sure they were

Deep bass & small rooms
Editor:

ber that this is an average response and that

Istarted reading J. Gordon Holt's article "In

your room can be guaranteed to be different

Search of the Audio Abode" in the April issue

and more erratic. My own experience basically
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confirms Fielder and Benjamin's work.

of, say, 10' by 11' by 15'.

To gain an understanding of the mechanisms

Fig.1 shows the results for the tube of 2'

involved, the first thing we need to realize is
that there are anumber of transition regions

length. The standing-wave resonances are
clearly evident, as well as the continuing rise

as afunction of the frequency where the effects

below the last peak. These peaks would be

of the room on the frequency response of the

considerably modified in athree-dimensional
case and, in addition, where the microphone
was away from the back "wall."

loudspeaker system differ. For the purposes of
this discussion, only the first transition at the
low-frequency end of the spectrum is of
interest. This transition region occurs—you

Fig.2 shows anumber of measurements on

guessed it—in the vicinity of the frequency at

the box as well as the anechoic response of the
speaker used on the same scale for reference.

which the room dimensions equal one half a

These curves were obtained using a/
3-octave

wavelength (Gordon's 550/room dimension).

warble sweep which effectively averages the

Below this transition region we can think in

response to more closely approximate what we

terms of pressurization of the room; above, we

would hear. 200Hz would be the approximate
transition region for this "room." The top curve

must consider pressure waves and hence standing waves. Remember, our ear responds to

shows the response with no damping (fiber-

pressure. The natural trend, starting much
above this transition region and going down-

glass) in the box. Notice the very erratic
response, and also the fact that the response

ward in frequency is toward arising response

does not roll off below the transition fre-

continuing well below the transition region

quency. Notice the considerable smoothing of

as compared to the anechoic response. The

the curve that results from the addition of

main difference in the region above the tran-

damping (fiberglass). It must be remembered

sition as compared to below is that you can

that this is ascaled situation and the fiberglass

guarantee that the response will be very uneven
in general due to the peaks and dips caused by
the standing-wave resonance.
Immediately below the frequency of the
lowest room resonance there will be adip back
to anice, smoothly rising response curve. In
this region the room looks like a lumped
acoustical element (the dimensions are small
compared with awavelength), and therefore
the pressure tends toward uniform everywhere,
like that in aballoon. This is clearly the most
desirable region to work in, as there are no wild
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Fig. 1standing waves in cylindrical tube,
24" long, 5" diameter (dashed line
corrected for drive unit ro loff)

peaks and dips. Unfortunately this nice situation is only available to those of us who have
very small listening rooms and/or good sound
systems in our cars.
Iverified these theories with some measure-

I
I

ments of the inside of a5" -diameter tube of
various lengths from 3' on down to 6", and on
the inside of alarge woofer box of dimensions
of 20" by 22" by 30". The speaker used to drive
the tube and box was awide-range 4" Audax
driver mounted in a4" by 7" by 9" box and
slightly equalized to give avery flat response
from 80Hz to about 10kHz. All the results can
be scaled to "room sizes." The tube simulates
aone-dimensional room (one that has standing
waves in only one dimension) so that the true
trend can be seen. The box could simulate a
normal (although poorly dimensioned) room
Stereophile, September 1990
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Fig 2anechoic response of 4" drive-unit
plus standing waves in test box (lower
dashed line, anechoic drive-unit
response at 18"; dash/dot line, driveunit on back on concrete firing
upward at 18"; dotted line, in box with
50% internal walls covered with 0.5"
fiberglass; solid line, in box with no
fiberglass; upper dashed line,
corrected for drive-unit rolloff)
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would not be as effective at lower frequencies

losing detail. Most of the time, however, it is the

unless it was also of proportionately greater

misapplication that gives equalization abad

thickness. Other factors would also enter the

name. It cannot be used without test equipment and lots of experience.

picture. However, we can clearly see that the
response below the transition frequency does
not plummet. Again, however, many things will

I've stated many times that there is no system that Ican't improve with equalization.

affect the real-life response, such as resonant

Don't misunderstand me. Equalization is not

walls and walls that the sound effectively goes

the perfect answer to acoustical problems.

right through. If the sound goes right through
the wall, then you are back down to the
anechoic response, or close to it. The low-

Rather, it is by far the simplest and least expensive, and in many cases the only answer, to
quality sound in many situations. Equalization,

frequency boost that occurs in the typical

for example, will not cure an imaging problem

room is, by the way, the reason that speaker sys-

due to live walls in close proximity to the

tems that have lots of low-frequency response

speakers or abadly asymmetrical speaker location (although it can make many speaker sys-

are often so problematical (boomy, over-rich,
uneven bass). A little equalization will do

tems sound quite acceptable even in asym-

wonders.
The room/speaker interface is by far the

metrical situations). Nor will having aroom
with all dimensions greater than 30' guarantee

most complex and therefore the most impor-

you smooth response, as you will still have the

tant link in the chain to high-quality sound, but
relatively little has been done with it because

standing-wave resonances to contend with. If

of its complexity and because of a lack of
understanding, but mostly, Ibelieve, because
of the difficulty of controlling it. There are a
number of tools available to help the room/

you do everything possible within the restrictions of your wife, decorator, budget, room,
etc. and then apply equalization, you will have
an excellent sound system. It will effectively

speaker interface: room selection, speaker/lis-

cure the problems due to frequency aberrations in all your equipment, including many

tener placement, new construction, bass traps,

phono cartridges, tube amps, speakers, and

passive and active absorbers, diffusors, and

rooms, all in one fell swoop!!

equalizers. But most audiophiles cannot take

John Koval
Santa Ana, CA

advantage of the majority of these tools for various reasons.
The most practical answer to many of the
problems of the room (and many speakers) is

Harmonics & octaves
Editor:
Contrary to Mr. Holt's assertion (in "In Search

equalization. Unfortunately, most audiophiles
have avery misinformed view of equalization,

of the Audio Abode" in the April 1990 issue)

so the vast majority of them will continue to

harmonics occur at integer multiples of the

go on never achieving the full potential of the
equipment that they have. Few systems, no

fundamental tone. Therefore, the second and

that harmonics occur at one-octave intervals,

matter how good, will have atruly good acous-

fourth harmonics will occur at one and two
octaves above the fundamental, but the third

tic response in the typical listening room with-

harmonic will occur at an octave and afifth

out equalization. David Wilson is the epitome
of that realization with his equalized WAMM

an oversight.

above the fundamental. I'm sure this was just
D. Andrew Austin

system. Most equalizers, graphic or otherwise,
do not degrade the sound (provided they are

Philadelphia, PA

not audibly noisy), but rather their improper

Mr Austin is, of course correct. Regarding Mr

application will. They will, of course, change

Koval 's letter, apaper presented by David

the sound as they should. For example, if a

Clark at the 8tb AES International Conference

speaker sounds too aggressive and tizzy and we

in May ("Stereo in Automobiles') reinforced

correct the problem with an equalizer (the

the idea that at low frequencies, when the

problem is usually due to excessive and/or

room dimensions become smaller than half

peaky upper midrange), we will subjectively

the wavelengths of the sound, the room starts

lose detail. However, the detail was excessive
to begin with but we often find we like it. And

the cone motion, allowing deep bass to be

so what do we do—we blame the equalizer for

developed. However; it must be pointed out

Stereophile, September 1990
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"A generation later, transistor
designs by such companies as
Levinson, Krell, and Threshold
have gained my respect as being
eminently musical despite their
silicon hearts. To this list Ican
now add Kinergetics Research."
Dick Olsher
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 1.

"Those audio fanatics who want to
be bombarded by jet planes,
earthquakes, thunderstorms, and
even atomic bombs would
probably not like the Kinergetics
sound, but if they're searching for
music, here is an oasis."
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 10, No. 5.
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"...Kinergetics offers its purchaser
more than aglimpse of what the
best CD sound is all about."
John Atkinson
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 1.

"...Kinergetics KCD-40 has
become an integral part of my
playback system. Irecommend it
very highly, especially to those
who have had monumental
difficulty coming to any terms with
the CD format."
Neil Levenson
Fanfare, Jan Feb 1990.

"Kinergetic's KCD-20... the first
CD player to crack the Class 1
Sound barrier"
Peter Montcriaff
"International Audio Review".
Hotline #43-45.

We will continue to create
improvements in areas of
psychoacoustic that others
have yet to discover.
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that subjectively this is often obscured by the

doggy-doo.

booming sound from the often strong and

The same goes for the questions about flex-

always sparsely spaced axial room modes

ible walls. The more you bate the more you'll

present immediately above this region in a

lose deep bass. The system can still sound ter'

typically sized domestic room. J. Gordon Holt

good, but not as good as it would ifyou, not

himself responds to these and other letters con-

your neighbor; were bathing in those glorious

cerning his article on good listening moms as

2511z fundamentals.

follows:

—JA

Yes, I've read the AES paper Mr Koval mentioned, and while Iam not prepared to say it

Several readers have bad the gall to question

is nonsense, Ican only say that my own expe-

some of the things Isaid in my article about

rience has been that small rooms make for

listening rooms ("In Search of the Audio

very poor deep-bass response. The major

Abode," Vo1.13 No.4). Even thoughJA tells me

problem, asJA said, is the severity of higher-

Idon't bare to respond, I'm going to anyway.

bass-range standing waves, which are only

The loudest and most gleeful squeals came

partly controllable by such as ASC 71rbe Paps.

from people who insisted Ihad the wrong deci-

These tend to mask lower-frequency signal

bel numbersfor my attenuation-with-distance

which is of lesser amplitude, even though it

chart. Even JA agreed with them. They were

may, infact, be rising above virtual zilch. Any-

right. Iknew, of course, that the strength of a

one who has ever compared the low-end range
of, say, Altec A-7 loudspeakers in the home

soundwave diminishes by one quarter every
time the distance from the source is doubled,

with that in alarge auditorium (like amovie

but blithely assumed tbat, since sound pres-

theater) will know what I'm talking about. In

sure is used to measure subjective loudness,

atheater; their low end (such as it is)isfull and

it is sound pressure which diminishes by one

well balanced with the upper range; in atypi-

quarter It isn't; it is sound intensity, or power

cal living room, it is absurdly thin.

Sound pressure is proportional to the square

Ican easily understand why automobiles

root of intensity, just as voltage is proportional

might be adifferent story altogether; because

to the square root ofpower Thus, fthe inten-

their acoustical space is so irregular and so

sity diminishes by afactor «four; the pressure

broken up by the presense of seats and people

will diminish by afactor of two. So the chart

in that space as to minimize standing-wave

was wrong. The corrected ong which is even

activity. In fact, I've beard bass range and

worse news than the originalfor people who

detailfrom average car radios that Idid not

insist on listening with windows open, was

think possible from loudspeakers that size.

shown in the July issue, on p.34. Isuggest,

Iagree with Mr Koval that equalization can

now, that you pull out your copy of the orig-

do more good than harm to asystem's sound,

inal article, cross out (be chart at the top of

but few equalizers bave sufficient resolution

p.87, and write next to it "See Vol.13 Na 7,

(that is, narrow-enough controllable bands)

p.34." All other attenuation figures in the arti-

to correct an acoustical peak without worsen-

clg including thatfor attenuation due to glass,

ing an adjacent dip. The problem, usually, is

are correct.
Some correspondents told me my estimated

that severe resonances tend to be about y
6

price (of "under $1000) for retrofitting air
conditioning to aforced-air beating system

control less than y
3of an octave, and the spectrum analyzers used to measure what's going

was way out of line, citing "a minimum of

on—also typically '/3-octave—cannot show

$2500" as amore reasonablefigure So much

the damage that is done to the overall response

for inflation.
A number of readers whined about the
rigidity of my dimensioning recommendations, and asked bow much difference afew

octave wide or less, while equalizers can rarely

when asingle 3f3-active band is setfor average
flat response relative to the rest of the audio
range.
Some people asked what kind of room I

feet of discrepancy here and there would make.

finally ended up with. !didn't. ¡gave up, and

The answer: as much difference as the dis-

am now lookingfor abouse where Ican build

crepancy. No one, least of all me, would tell

an adjoining listening room that suits my

you you can't listen in acubic room if that's

needs. That doesn't mean you won't have bet-

all you have available. It'll just sound like

ter luck than Ihad.
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UM Peter W. Mitchell
Sony fulfilled its promise to deliver consumergrade DAT recorders by mid-year. "DAT Day"
(June 22) ended the long era in which DAT
recorders were available only from gray-market
and pro-audio dealers. The initial shipment,
only afew machines per store, sold out quickly,
but with later shipments the $900 decks were
expected to be widely available by late summer.
The National Music Publishers Association,
which had taken upon itself the former RIAA
threat to sue any company selling DAT decks
to US consumers, made good on that threat
three weeks later by filing aclass-action suit
representing all composers, music publishers,
and other owners of musical copyrights.
The suit charged Sony with contributory
infringement of copyright, claiming that DAT
recorders are designed and sold for the explicit
purpose of making perfect copies of copyrighted recordings. (Ironically, the inclusion
of the SCMS circuit, which was forced on DAT
manufacturers by the record companies, can
now be used as an indication that DAT recorders
are designed for dubbing copyrighted CDs; the
SCMS circuit explicitly "authorizes" the
recorder to make one digital copy of aCD
despite the presence of acopyright flag in the
CD code.) The complaint seeks acourt injunction banning the importing of all consumer
DAT recorders and blank tapes.
The charge is reminiscent of the Betamax
suit filed 14 years ago by Disney and Universal Studios, asuit that Sony finally won (in a
35
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1984 Supreme Court decision). That case estab-

the problem of unauthorized home copying

lished the specific freedom of consumers to
videotape movies for time-shifted viewing and
also confirmed the general principle, stated in

of recordings.
While RIAA president Jay Berman testified
in favor of the SCMS compromise that the RIAA

federal copyright law, that consumers may

had co-authored ayear earlier, he also threw

copy recordings for personal use. In response

amonkey wrench into the works by asking

to the new lawsuit, Sony promised to continue
selling DAT recorders and pointed out that con-

would cover the rumored Digital Compact Cas-

sumers have been using tape recorders to copy

sette (DCC) from Philips. Surprisingly, he

music for three decades during which music

described the DCC as ahome-recording for-

Congress to amend the SCMS bill so that it

publishers made no objection. The DAT really

mat; previous reports had discussed it only as

is not a new threat; it is just a better tape

aplayback medium. Berman's motivation was

recorder that will be used for the same pur-

unclear, since if the DCC is auser-recordable

poses that earlier recorders were.

format the language of the SCMS bill already

Music publishers also achieved unexpected

covers it. (It applies to "digital audio recorders"

success in stalling the SCMS bill in Congress.
Since the SCMS (Serial Copy Management Sys-

in general, not just to the specific R-DAT
format.)

tem) compromise was approved both by DAT

Then the Coalition shocked the committee

manufacturers and by the RIAA (representing

by bringing forth two technical consultants

major US record companies), it was expected

who claimed that the SCMS circuit provides no

to sail through Congress with ease. Opponents,

real protection for copyrighted recordings; it

mainly music publishers who want royalties,

can be defeated with ablack box costing less

weren't expected to carry much clout; the big

than $50 to make Ex-Navy electronics engineer

money is in the record business, and the RIAA
had explicitly promised to support the bill's

George Wilson described how the box, con-

passage, postponing until next year its cam-

simply reset the copy-protection flag in every

paign to require royalties on tapes or recorders.

incoming bit-stream; then the DAT recorder

A group of DAT opponents calling them-

would regard it as anon-copyrighted signal.

nected to aDAT recorder's digital input, could

selves the Copyright Coalition seems to have

The actual cost of the parts in Wilson's circuit

lobbied effectively behind the scenes. The first

is only $9.55; the remainder of his $44 total was

Senate hearing on the SCMS bill opened with

for the box, power supply, etc.

statements by committee chairman Daniel

Philip Greenspun of Isosonics (whose $1495
VCR-based PCM recording processor may be

Inouye of Hawaii and Sen. Albert Gore of Tennessee (ex-presidential candidate) clearly favoring royalties. Ralph Oman, the US Register of
Copyrights, supported the SCMS bill only as
afirst step toward adebit-card royalty system;

regarded as an alternative to DAT) testified that
asimilar result will soon be achievable using
a$1 programmable logic chip. (A letter from
Greenspun to atrade magazine implies that the

if Congress would impose royalties on DAT

Isosonics processor already does reset the copy

now, he said, it would annoy only the few peo-

flag in signals passing through it, enabling

ple who have bought the new format.

unrestricted copying of CDs and DAT tapes.)

ACoalition-sponsored Roper poll reported

Amusingly, Greenspun tried to put the whole

that 100% of consumers interested in buying

silly SCMS controversy into perspective by

a DAT deck would use it to copy existing

pointing out that anybody who wants to copy

recordings. This is not as surprising as it

recordings can do it already in the analog
domain; DAT and SCMS won't change any-

sounds; agood use for DAT is to copy recordings for playback in the car, since DAT sounds
better than r2ssette and is much less vibration-

thing. And while the proposed law would

sensitive than CD. People planning to use DAT
decks for live recording with microphones are

purpose, similar threats haven't stopped the
traffic in black boxes that video hobbyists use

make it illegal to bypass the SCMS or defeat its

likely to identify themselves as semi-pro recor-

to copy rented movie tapes and decode scram-

dists, not consumers, and are likely to buy pro
DAT machines to avoid SCMS copying restric-

bled satellite-TV signals.

tions. But the Coalition used the 100% figure

By the way, it is interesting to note that the
coding of the copy-protect flag in digital

to buttress its argument that DAT will increase

recordings is the reverse of what you might
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This is especially true in the audio field where everyone, from studio engineers to
manufacturers and reviewers, needs asolid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF Reference Series has been astandard by which all
other loudspeakers have been judged. The latest benchmark for loudspeakers is the
KEF Reference Series Model 105/3.
The 105/3's draw upon KEF's ground-breaking research into
the interaction of speakers and room acoustics: coupled-cavity
bass loading for deep bass from the smallest possible enclosures;
conjugate load matching, which uses amplifier power to its full
advantage and KUBE, KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which
e111
produces the bass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3's are the first Reference Series speakers to use Uni -Q
technology.
Only the
KEF Uni-0
Uni-Q: the first coincident-source drivers.

driva places the tweeter
inside the woofer's voice coil.

KEF Uni -Q is an engineering breakthrough: the first truly
coincident-source driver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker would be apoint source;
unfortunately, multiple-driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most powerful of all magnetic materials, KEF has
created atweeter so small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice coil. In effect,
every Uni -Q driver is apoint source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as awave guide for the tweeter and controls its
dispersion. The entire frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly the same
time, producing seamless sound no matter where the listener sits. Unwanted reflections within the room are actually reduced, and the music you hear is
less colored.
If you appreciate music, audition the Reference 105/3's. For any
audiophile system, they are "standard" equipment.

KEF Electronics cl AnkrIca, Inc, 14i20 KStillyheld Cock. Chantilly, VA 22021

The Speaker Engineers.

expect: adigital 0means that the recording is

Technics pulses still contain 3.5 bits of infor-

copyrighted, while adigital 1means it is not.
Thus in the absence of apositive indication to
the contrary, digital recordings are always

mation coded by pulse-width modulation
(PWM). For this reason, some Technics and
Sony documents refer to their own circuits as

assumed to be copyrighted. Someone has to

"low-bit" decoders, and you may even en-

take the trouble to switch the flag bit to 1before

counter this term in advertising. What really
matters, though, is that all of these systems pro-

the recording will be regarded as freely copyable. Wilson's circuit captures the flag bit and
sets it to 1in every signal.

duce pulses of uniform amplitude In my book
that still makes them 1-bit decoders. By

At the conclusion of the Senate hearing, Sen.

producing pulses of only one size they have

Inouye requested an evaluation of the claims

avoided the nonlinear scaling of pulse ampli-

of Wilson and Greenspun by the National Institute of Standards & Technology (formerly the

tude which was the source of zero-crossing distortion in most linear PCM decoders.

National Bureau of Standards, whose investi-

The Philips memo, which was described in
Audio Week, noted that all of the new Japanese

gation of CBS Copycode led to that copyprotection system's demise). A few days later
the House, which had scheduled hearings on
its version of the SCMS bill, postponed them
indefinitely. There may be some further discussion of SCMS in the Senate, but it is very
unlikely that any SCMS bill, with or without
amendments, would be able to pass both
houses of Congress before they adjourn for this
fall's elections. Next year the process will have
to begin all over again, and the RIAA will revert

systems rely on noise-shaping for their
performance—a technology that Philips used
in its first CD players eight years ago. The
memo correctly criticized the misleading
claims and phony specs in some Japanese
promotional literature—for example, measurements of S/N ratio that are achieved only when
playing aspecial all-zeros test disc (which effectively shuts off the decoder); this specification
is irrelevant to any real-world playback situation.
Green paint While some audiophiles con-

to its former stance of opposing DAT recorders
until aroyalty law is enacted. Since the elec-

tinue to report anoticeable improvement in

tronics industry (and many voters) oppose

sound as aresult of painting the rim of aCD

royalties, such alaw won't pass Congress any-

with green paint in order to absorb scattered

time soon.

laser light, mainstream audio writers have sin-

The SCMS compromise may be dead. If it is,
what happens to DAT? Will Japan's Ministry of

gled out this fad as aparticularly amusing joke.

Trade again stop the exporting of consumer
DAT decks, an embargo that it lifted only on

lb illustrate why, Len Feldman used acomparison that is worth paraphrasing. Imagine that
the CD is scaled up in size 1000 to 1. The pits

June 11 when hearings on the SCMS bill were
imminent and passage seemed likely? Will

in the CD are the size of rice grains, and the
400' silver disc barely fits within the walls of

music publishers win acourt injunction to stop

Yankee Stadium (or any other major-league

DAT importing? Stay tuned; the soap opera isn't

ballpark). Instead of alaser beam, we illuminate

over yet.

the pits with apenlight whose beam is sharply

More controversies
Is it really 1-Mt.? Abranch of the giant Philips

about 0.1" in diameter. Now suppose that some

organization in Holland reacted to the publicity

the walls of the stadium and is reflected back
to the mound. Question: in comparison with

focused down to aspot on the pitcher's mound

about Japanese implementations of 1-bit

stray light from the beam makes its way out to

reviews of CD players containing Technics

the bright light of the focused spot, how weak
must the stray reflection be after its 400' trip?

MASH chips) by claiming that the Philips Bit-

How can darkening the stadium walls, to make

stream decoder is the only true 1-bit system.
In one sense that's correct: only the Philips

the reflection even weaker, affect the output

decoding (including the many favorable

produces output pulses that are all identical
(the same amplitude and the same duration).

from adetector that is focused on the illuminated spot—a detector whose sole task is to

The Japanese decoders produce output pulses

identify where the light/dark transitions occur
between the grains of rice?

that vary in duration—in the Technics case,
pulses of 11 different widths. Arguably the

the sound. But the published theory—that
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to the Difference
Custom Design Makes

green paint absorbs scattered infrared light, giv-

various nations for broadcasting and for satel-

ing the detector aless confused signal to work

lite relays. WARC meetings in previous decades

with—doesn't seem very likely after all.
Digital radio: Since Idiscussed proposals

influenced the frequency allocations now used
in each country for broadcast services; at the

for digital radio in the June issue, there has been

next WARC meeting, participating nations will

aflurry of activity in this area. It's getting to be
difficult to keep track of all of the proposals;

discuss the allocation of unused frequencies
above the top of the UHF band (ie, above
1000MHz, or 1GHz).

some are sure to fade away or merge with
others when the time comes to put money into

All of this activity has the National Associ-

equipment and allocate signal frequencies. One

ation of Broadcasters worried. Nationwide (or

new venture, Satellite CD Radio Inc, is specif-

even worldwide) radio programming via sat-

ically aimed to deliver CD-quality digital radio
to cars. Up to 100 channels of digital audio

ellite could undercut local radio stations, whose
orientation to acommunity-size audience (and

would be relayed nationally via satellite and

local advertisers) is regarded as an important

would be rebroadcast through anetwork of

part of the history of US broadcasting, some-

local transmitters. As the car travels, adiversity

thing of value that ought not to be discarded

reception system would switch to the strongest

lightly. The NAB favors the development of dig-

version of the signal at any moment (which

ital radio services that rely on local transmitters.

might be either alocal transmitter or the direct
satellite signal).

Another tantalizing mystery

Radio Satellite Corp. plans an even more

Isat in the audience during one of the compar-

elaborate service that would provide to car

isons JA conducted at the New York High End

receivers an array of signals including digital

show afew months ago. ,Where Iwas sitting,

audio, paging alarms, and text displays of news

at the extreme right side of the room, the sound

headlines, sports scores, stock quotes, weather
advisories, optional two-way messaging (elec-

from the left-channel speaker arrived several
milliseconds late and was substantially blocked

tronic mail), and amicroprocessor-based navi-

by the heads of other listeners; but Ihad aclear

gation system that would use satellite signals

line of sight to the right-channel speaker about

to determine the car's location anywhere with

20' in front of me.

an accuracy of afew dozen yards. (It's limited

In this essentially monophonic situation, the

by the US military, which is reluctant to allow

difference between an untreated CD and adisc

commercial marketing of more accurate posi-

treated with CD Stoplight and Armor All was

tioning systems.) The system would use L-band

extremely subtle In some of the comparisons

frequencies, for which the receiving antenna

Ithought Iheard adifference, while in others

can be adish no larger than acoffee cup.
Government agencies are getting into the act

Iwasn't sure. But the difference between a

as well; the US Information Agency is contem-

port seemed dramatic and unambiguous. The

plating an L-band system that could provide
up to 100 channels of satellite-borne digital

Philips deck and the Teac Esoteric P2 CD transsound from the P2 was more focused, coher-

audio to audiences around the world, with pro-

ent, and rounded (even in semi-mono!), less
like hi-fi and more like the sound of real musi-

gramming provided by acombination of pri-

cal instruments. Iwas struck by the same con-

vate sources and the Voice of America. Some

vincing musicality when Ifirst heard the Eso-

channels could carry programming produced

teric at the Tokyo Audio Fair 18 months earlier.

for aglobal audience while other channels
might be targeted to specific service areas such

Other members of Stereophile's reviewing staff
have also been impressed by the P2's audible

as Poland. Ultimately the system would cost

excellence, and Teac is building aversion of the

around abillion dollars, using anetwork of

P2 for Wadia.

dedicated satellites. Meanwhile NASA and the

I'd love to know whether the splendid sound

USIA are contemplating atest of the proposed

pf the Esoteric is attributable to its full-disc
damper—and whether the same benefit can

system using satellites already in orbit.
Why the sudden flurry of activity? To pre-

be designed into, or added to, an under-S1000

pare for the World Administrative Radio Conference in 1992, where decisions will be made
that may affect the allocation of frequencies to
Stereophile, September 1990

IPersonal problems have meant that the promiscd analysis
of the results of these tests has had to be postponed until the
October issue.
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Advertisement

TUBE INFORMATION
This is the second in an informational series designed to reduce the large degree of
confusion that exists today about high end vacuum tube equipment.

Output Impedance Taps ...Can One Size Fit All?
Many tube amplifiers have multiple impedance matching taps (i.e. 2, 4, 8, and 16
ohms) on the secondary winding of their
output transformers. Others have only asingle tap. What are these taps, and how do
they effect amplifier performance?

reveals, we are now in a region near the
limit of acceptable performance. Similar
results occur if the speaker impedance
peaks above 8ohms. Incidentally, absolutely
no power is lost in the unused secondary
taps.

Any particular set of output tubes in agiven
mode of operation perform differently when
presented with different load impedances.
The graph below shows the performance
of atypical output stage consisting of two
EL34/6CA7 power pentodes in an "ultralinear" configuration.

Now, what if the amplifier has asingle output tap, say set at 6 ohms? If we connect
our 4 ohm speaker, the nominal 4 ohms
reflects as 4400 ohms to the tubes, and the
amplifier performs fairly well. However, at
the point where the speaker's impedance
drops to 2 ohms the reflected impedance to
the tubes is only 2200 ohms. This is in a
region where the output stage's performance
is greatly compromised. A similar problem
results at the high impedance swing of an 8
ohm speaker. Clearly it is important to position the nominal impedance of the speaker
well within the correct operating range for
the output tubes if they are to handle this
variation.

Power & Distortion vs. Load Impedance
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The optimal load under these conditions is
usually considered to be around 6600 ohms.
Thus the output transformer is wound such
that an 8ohm load on the 8ohm tap reflects
as 6600 ohms to the tubes. Similarly, a4ohm
load on the 4ohm tap reflects as 6600 ohms.
Of course, aloudspeaker is not apure resistance but acomplex impedance that varies
with frequency. Suppose a speaker with a
nominal rating of 4 ohms is connected to
the 4ohm tap of an ideal transformer. If at
some frequency the speaker impedance
drops to 2ohms, the load presented to the
tubes is only 3300 ohms. As the graph

Similar results are achieved with a triode
output stage or a cathode-coupled output
stage. Straight tetrode or pentode output
stages are much less tolerant of impedance
mismatches.
Loop feedback will improve on the performance shown in the graph, but feedback is
best used in moderation. For agiven amount
of feedback, the single tap amplifier is still
at arelative disadvantage.
So, what have we learned? The best
match with a wide range of high quality
speakers is assured through multiple impedance taps. Still, some good sounding single
tap tube amps exist, but they might be more
particular about the speakers with which
they are mated today and in the future. Listen carefully, and always let the sound be
your final guide.

For afull, detailed discussion of this topic, send aself-addressed stamped business size
envelope for VAC Technical Monograph 90-9.

WC VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY

P.O. Box 4609 •Sarasota, FL 34230 USA •Telephone 813-377-7884
t1990 by WK. Arnpahcabon Company

machine. In Robert Harley's investigation of

of the CD forces the servo to work harder as it

CD errors in the May issue, the P2's digital bit-

adjusts the speed. That, in turn, can lead to sev-

stream had much lower levels of measured jitter than alow-cost Magnavox (Philips) deck.

eral undesirable consequences—more time
spent "hunting" for the correct speed, longer

As Ireported in this space last November, digital
jitter alters the decoded output signal in much

(while the servo tries to re-stabilize at anew

the same way as scrape flutter in analog tape
machines—by producing intermodulation dis-

speed), more servo current drawn from the
power supply (with increased risk of inter-

delays when you jump to adifferent track

tortion products that appear as sidebands

modulation between servo current and audio

around atone.
Is the audible excellence of the Esoteric due

signals), etc. Therefore the ad hoc addition of
discs and rings for the purpose of reducing flut-

to the elimination of these distortion products,

ter may have unpredictable results, unless the

or to something else? Having observed asubjective difference (better sound) and an objec-

increased rotational inertia is part of an overall
system re-design involving beefed-up servos

tive difference (dramatically lower jitter), there's

and alarger, more fully regulated power supply.

apowerful temptation to connect the two. But

Flutter is not supposed to matter in CD trans-

we need to do measurements on many more

ports, since the bits from the disc are fed

players, as well as more listening, to discover

directly into astorage buffer and are clocked

what the important factors are. If freedom from

out to the error-correction circuit at aconstant

jitter is the key ingredient, could we obtain the

rate. But we now recognize that recovering the

same benefit at lower cost by pairing an ordi-

ones and zeros is not enough for accurate dig-

nary CD transport with one of the new D/A

ital playback. The timing of the one-to-zero

converters that remove jitter by re-synchronizing

and zero-to-one transitions is critically impor-

the digital signal to amaster clock immediately
before decoding? Or is it necessary to stop the

eliminate every timing irregularity in the digital

jitter at its source? We have alot to learn.
If reduced jitter is the magic factor, was this
benefit produced by the P2's full-disc damper,

tant. If the CD player's buffer clock doesn't
signal, the quality of the sound may depend
directly on the amount of flutter in the trans-

or by something else? It seems logical: since the

port. Available CD test discs and measuring
equipment provide no direct way to measure

damper is clamped to the CD and spins with

CD flutter, so this remains an unanswered ques-

it, the rotation of the CD is likely to be steadier. But in Harley's test another full-disc

tion. But if jitter measurements were aroutine
part of the testing of CD players and add-ons,

damper, the Mod Squad CD damping disc, had

we might discover something about why some

no measurable effect on jitter. Does the greater
mass of the P2's damping disc make it amore
effective inertial stabilizer, reducing rotational

CD players sound better than others.

flutter and the consequent jitter? LP turntables
have traditionally been made with massive platters, with much of the mass concentrated
around the rim, to minimize flutter. Of course
LPs also need to rotate at absolutely constant
speed; once the platter gets up to 33rpm, its
speed should stabilize and never vary.
The CD is just the opposite: its speed must
constantly be adjusted. The speed varies from
50Orpm at the beginning of the disc to 20Orpm
at its end and is continually fine-tuned during

UK: Ken Kessler

play to scan the pits past the laser at auniform

Purists are gonna hate this, but the rest of you

average rate. As aresult, most CD transports go

might actually welcome aBritish invention

to the opposite design extreme from LP decks;

which could be the best thing yet to happen

their rotating inertial mass is minimized in

to noisy vintage recordings. Rightly or wrongly,

order to make it easy for the motor servo to

the major record companies now think of all

vary the disc speed.
Anything that increases the rotational inertia
Stereophile, September 1990

pre-digital era recordings as substandard—
many still insist on printing those ill-informed
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apologies in CD booklets whenever the orig-

ern ears which refuse to listen past the surface

inal tapes are analog—so research into "cleanup"

noise. Which makes straight 78-to-CD trans-

systems was inevitable. After the hiss-removing
properties of NoNoise, it's time to welcome

fers so ironic The process identifies clicks with
undeniable success, but critics have pointed

CEDAR, which ought to stand for Clicks Eradi-

out that it is less than successful in removing

cated During Analog Reprocessing.
But the acronym actually means Computer

hiss. Which brings me back to Abbey Road and
NoNoise.

Enhanced Digital Audio Restoration, and resto-

While working on adirectory for Studio
magazine, Ispoke to the engineers at Abbey

ration is the key word—especially if we're to
avoid creating a bogus us/them situation

Road, where both systems are in operation. It

between NoNoise and CEDAR. EMI's Abbey

was made clear to me, especially as Studio is

Road Studios is well-versed in both systems,

aimed at potential clients, that NoNoise takes

and they insist that the two are wholly com-

care of the hiss, while CEDAR is best left to

plementary. But that's jumping the gun.
CEDAR was developed by Dr. Peter Rayner

"declicking" records, and there's nothing to

at Cambridge University with the support of

stop arecord company from using both. (It was
also made clear that NoNoise, unlike CEDAR,

the British Library's National Sound Archive.

can be used while producing brand-new

Along the way, companies such as Neve
(manufacturers of broadcast and studio mix-

recordings.)
But it looks like CEDAR will remain the pre-

ing desks) and the gigantic Cable and Wireless
became involved. The latter formed acompany

serve of large studios like Abbey Road, because

called Audio Video Text Communications,

stand-alone processing system—ideal for
smaller reissue labels like Rhino or Ace—has

which now owns 85% of the Cedar Company,
while the remaining 15% is split between Dr.

the original concept of arelatively affordable

Rayner and Cambridge University. Because of

ended up as ahardware/software package costing in excess of £60,000 ($108,000). As aresult,

the convoluted course which CEDAR has fol-

record companies will rent CEDAR time to

lowed, the National Sound Archive is now

have their material processed, and it ain't cheap,

reduced to the status of client, ironic in that it
was one of the original supporters.

either. But judging by what I've heard, it's

But I'm not here to talk about financial

treating an hour's worth of music is correct.

maneuvers; readers are advised to turn to Barry
Fox's definitive article in the May 1990 issue of
Which CD, outlining a"farcical tale of politics

worth it, even if the rumored £1500 ($2700) for
The first discs I've tried are from Sequel, a
subsidiary of Castle Communications. Castle
made its name by reissuing whole LPs intact,

and commercial fumbling." I'm here to talk

on vinyl and CD, as well as producing fresh

about sound, because—despite Barry's justifi-

compilations. Although the packaging leans

able pessimism—CEDAR is now in use, and the

toward the minimalist, Castle releases win on

first releases bode well for all but the most

value for money. What's so remarkable about
the CDs from Sequel is the specialist nature of

unforgiving listeners.
CEDAR is acomputerized system using con-

the material.

ventional IBM PCs to process recordings which

The two discs are Blues in the Mississippi

survive only on discs-78s, LPs, singles, ace-

Night and Murderers' Home, reissues of 35-

tates, what have you. Lest this seem like an
awful lot of effort for salvaging what appears

year-old compilations which hold much appeal
for blues purists and collectors. Rather than

to be anoticeably finite body of material, note

employ CEDAR on big-name, single-artist

that, in addition to hundreds of thousands of

packages or even on genres or artists with

78s, alot of rare and historically important
post-war/tape-era recordings exist only in the

greater appeal —eg, big band, early jazz, etc—

form of surviving test pressings or acetates. Col-

catalog of blues recordings made by Alan

lectors will recall that EMI had to solicit amint

Lomax for America's Library of Congress.
These were noteworthy enough simply for

copy of acommercially available single when

Sequel has chosen to exploit the legendary

reissuing both versions of the Beatles' "Love

having been recorded between 1933 and the

Me Do."
In this respect, CEDAR is agodsend: it will

early '60s, at atime when white America was
hardly concerned with maintaining archives

make anumber of recordings tolerable to mod-

of aculture it refused even to recognize. The

Stereophile, September 1990
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beauty of the Lomax sessions is that they were

years older than the Sequel titles. Denis Argent,

superbly recorded "in the field," and as such
add new meaning to the concept of "authenticity."

a reviewer for HFN/RR who specializes in
"golden age" popular music, described the

The material re-released by Sequel is middleperiod Lomax, taken from early portable directcutting equipment such as was used to record
the great Ftobert Johnson. Even so, Lomax had,

effect as "removing unwanted noise" and that
it does "indeed clarify the accompaniments."
So, despite reservations about other artifacts
created by the process—and Ican't believe I'm

by 1947 when these recordings were made,
graduated to early mono tape recorders. The

saying this—the trade-off is understandable
and acceptable if you believe that there's aneed
to make such recordings palatable to "modem"

material on these compilations, amix of per-

audiences. (Note: Before the cinema buffs out

formances by familiar blues greats and some

there accuse me of being an apologist along the

equally talented unknowns, first appeared on
vinyl in the UK in 1957 on the Pye label.
According to Sequel, the Pye releases were

lines of those who'd use the same argument to
defend colorization, note that Iprefer my films

dubbed from acetates rather than tapes, which

in black and white, and my 78 transfers warts
and all.)

is the basis for an investigation on its own.
Whatever, those familiar with acetates know

will depend on your age and your background

that they are only required to survive acouple
of plays, for test purposes. And even fresh ones
can suffer from surface noise which rivals
poorly maintained 78s in its intensity.
Concerns which preceded my playing these
discs were based on variable results from other

Whether or not surface noise bothers you
in playback systems. Just as the first LPs were
dazzling in their relative silence to listeners
weaned on 78s, and just as the first CDs staggered most vinyl users for tbeir lack of surface
noise, so are we entering an era where the
majority of listeners will have grown up not
accepting or even understanding the concept

treatments, such as the various discs (especially
the Bessie Smith title) released by Robert Parker

of "surface noise" at all.

for the BBC. The results raise anumber of
questions.

as offerings to the next generation of blues and

Two things are immediately apparent, the
first being that the music is absolute),noisefree, a shock to those expecting the usual
crackle associated with transfers of vintage
recordings. The second is that the sound, while

If you're prepared to look at these reissues
jazz fans and scholars, you will also have to
accept that those born after 1970 are far less
likely than today's over-30s to put up with even
minor traces of surface noise, crackling, or hiss.

retaining its emotional intensity, has been

CEDAR has made these early and important
blues recordings playable and palatable to a

somehow sanitized. The authenticity is never

generation which regards vinyl the way aprevi-

in doubt, because any listener will know that

ous generation regarded cylinders, and for that
Imust deem it asuccess. In retrospect, the

the voices are the genuine articles; no modem
bluesmen could ever mimic the primitivism of
chain-gang performers because sophisticated
vocal techniques would betray them. This
music is unadulterated in the truest sense.

same applies to the Parker reissues, but some
of those could be compared to vinyl transfers
for which no apologies were needed.
Other mooted applications, since CEDAR is

But the CEDAR process appears to have

reported to be operating in real time instead of

added ahollowness reminiscent of reverb or

taking 10 or more hours to process an LP,
would include CEDAR systems in radio sta-

certain synthetic effects associated with some
surround-sound processes, while the top end

tions. This would allow disc jockeys to play

seems inordinately dull. Whether the shaving

previously unplayable records straight off the
shelf instead of having to locate cleaned-up

of the upper registers is part of the process or
if these were EQ'd for asoft top-end, Idon't
know; what Ido know is that other Lomax
transfers have a far more prominent treble
region.
Another CEDAR reissue, Noël Coward's Clas-

reissues. Well-heeled audiophiles could have
a"home version" for use when playing noisy
LPs. More interesting, though, but probably too
late to save it, is the notion that auser could

sic Recordings, 1928-38, on Conifer, uses as

feed aFinial laser turntable into aCEDAR setup,
thus removing the clicks and pops that made

source material recordings which are 20-30

the Finial afailure.
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR THE FINEST
SOMING AUDIOPHILE LP's &CD's
-Feceryineiencied "Pe,cordinqS
I-0feet ?clecees arvl

.11ere
LP

CD

MOBILE FIDELITY
MFS1. 1-100
Beatles 1set. Pepper
$15
MF'SL 1-105
Beatles 1Help
15
MFSL 1-107
Beatles 1Revolver
15
MFUDCD 526 Elton John 1Goodbye Yellow Brick Road (Ultra Disc) 25
MFUDCD 531 Jeff Beck IWired (Ultra Disc)
—
MFUDCD 532 Rod Stewart IEvery Picture Tells aStory (Ultra Disc) —
MFUDCD 533 The Who ITommy (2 in 1) (Ultra Disc)
—
MFUDCD 534 Supertramp 1Breakfast in America (Ultra Disc)
—
MFUDCD 535 Boz Scaggs ISilk Degrees (Ultra Disc)
—
MFUDCD 536 Elton John 1Honky Chateau (Ultra Disc)
—
MFUDCD 537 Pink Floyd IThe Wall (Ultra Disk) (Double)
—

—
—
—
30
25
25
30
25
25
25
45

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
RR 31
Jim Brock ITropic Affair
RR 32
Eileen Farrell Sings Rodgers and Hart
RR 33
Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller (Limited Edition)
RR 34
Eileen Farrell Sings Torch Songs
RR 35
Nojima Plays Ravel
RR 36
Eileen Farrell Sings Alec Wilder

15
15
—
15
15
15

16
16
30
16
16
16

SHEFFIELD LAB
LAB 10
Michael Newman IClassical Guitar (Bach)
I,AB 13
A. McBroom Growing Up In aHollywood Town
LAB 23
James Newton Howard and Friends (Sm. Rock)
TI.P 26
The Moscow Sessions (Shostakovich) L. Smith
TLP 29
Clair Mario /Let It Co
CD 900
H. James Sheffield Sessions, 3disc Coll. Ed 74-79

15
15
15
15
15
—

16
16
16
16
16
45

CHESKY
RC 30
JD 37
1D 39
JD 40
JD 41
.11) 42

Power of Orchestra — R. Leibowitz RPO
Jazz Sampler & Audiophile Test CD
David Cbesky's 117 "New York Chorinhos"
Herbie Mann 1Caminho De Casa
Rachmaninoff: Concerto gl (Wild RPO Horenstein
Stravinslor: Petrouchka 1Leibowitz RPO

16
—
—
—
—
—

—
16
16
16
16
16

WILSON
WI 8313
WI 8315
WI 8418
WI 8722
WI 8823
WI 8824

Waldstein /Petrouchka, H. Knight
Beethoven IEnescu, Violin & Piano
Eddie Graham Trio IS'Wonderful Jazz
Debussy & Brahms Sonatas
Winds, War, Peace /Nat. Sym. Winds -L. Graham
Center Stage lNat. Sym. Winds -L. Graham

15
15
15
15
15
15

—
16
16
16
16
16

LABEL

ARTIST 1TITLE

ORIGINAL MSS TER RECOROING

zer..ter

dl

CHESKY

VVILSON
AUDIOPHILE
We also stock
LPs and CDs of
50 other labels

.
°Ls'i-iw"

RECORDS

Catalog $3.00 U.S
$5.00 Canada I
Overseas
refundable coupon with catalog

1-800-525-1630

FAX: 1-913-825-0156

INFORMATION: 1-913-825-8609

SHIPPING
Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item &
$0.40 for each additional.
Call us for shipping costs outside the
Continental US.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS •2651 KEY AVENUE •SALINA, KS 67401 •USA
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LISTENED TO YOUR
ROOM LATELY?

Did you know that every room has its own acoustic
signature? It's affected by room shape, size and
composition —and like fingerprints, no two are exactly
alike. Some rooms sound bright, others dull. Some have
boomy bass, while some have no bass at all. And most
rooms— maybe even yours— can actually compromise
the investment you've made in great equipment.
Introducing the first scientific, acoustic room
computer analysis.
Now Acoustic Sciences Corporation (ASC), the makers of
Tube Traps, and Audio Advisor can solve the mystery of
your room's sound. Just send us your room dimensions
and equipment details, and ASC's technicians will plot
your room on their sophisticated computer system.
For just $99.95, you'll receive acomplete analysis of
the strengths and weaknesses of your listening room,
including frequency response chart, frequency differential

ORDER FORM

chart, tube application chart, and three levels of acoustic
room treatment — primary, secondary, and complete
acoustic control. When you follow ASC's recommendations, your room will be acoustically "tuned"— and you'll
hear just how great your equipment really sounds.
Simply complete the order form below, and mail or
FAX your room details, with money order for $99.95 or
your credit card information, to Audio Advisor. ASC will
send your Room Analysis Report directly to your home
or office in two to three weeks.

Not astore. More.

gpi

225 Oakes, SW, Grand Rapids.
MI 49503 1-800-669-4434 or
1-800-942-0220.
711
FAX #1-616-451-0709

(„)

All ve require for your custom room
analysis is the following information!
1. room dimensions

Name

2. interior details

Address

3. speaker location
4. listening position

CitylStatelZip

5. equipment listing

Design fee ($99.95) included? DYES ONO

Please draw the room and its components as accurately as possible, on
grid Peer.

Clip or photocopy this form and send to: Audio Advisor Inc.
225 Oakes S.W.
Grand Rapids. MI 49503

Date rcvd:

Country

Phone I

Ref/

THE AUDIO ANARCHIST
Sam Tellig

"C

BS is coming over tomorrow
morning."

can occur. But Ihaven't seen much flaking of
my own discs. Being such aflake myself, per-

It was the Gindian (Sounds

haps Iwouldn't notice. But Idon't paint the

Like.. :s Michael Gindi) on the phone, with

inside hole. Nor do Ipaint the recessed inner

news that "CBS This Morning" was doing a
report on tweaking CDs and the Gindian would
be atweak. Ithink the Gindian suspected a
setup.

ring—just the outer edge. In fact, Ino longer
paint at all-1 use Digital Touch around the
outer rim instead. More in amoment.
Incidentally, the green paint in CD Stoplight

"You think I'm making amistake?"
"Nah. Let's say the reporter hears no differ-

appears to be dose, if not identical, to the water-

ence, who cares? More people will know that

with the grass-green cap, made by Mitsubishi

some of us think CDs are far from perfect."
Next day, aCBS crew descended upon the

supply stores for under $3. Easy to find in

Gindian, who knew he was in trouble the mo-

Europe, hard to find here.

based green paint in the UniPosca PC-5M marke;
Pencil Company, ofJapan. It sells in afew art

ment he met Mr. Ira Flatow, the show's science
editor. Flatow sat in the Gindian's listening cher

Letters, letters, letters

with aknow-it-all grin on his face as Gindi

Boy, have Ireceived letters with suggestions for

played an unpainted, then apainted version of

treating CDs. Everything from guitar polish to

the same CD release.

toothpaste (!) and suntan lotion to Liquid
Wrench. No, Ido not recommend that you

Flatow heard no difference. Nor, of course,
could the television audience, through their

treat your discs with Colgate or Crest—but it

34" speakers.
"Sounds like bunk to me," opined the charis-

has been suggested, and on adisc that has aterminal case of skips, well, you may feel you have

matic Harry Smith, before the segment started.

nothing to lose. As for treating discs with Liquid

Flatow, the CBS man of science, assured the

Wrench, that would be awrenching experience—

viewers that CDs are already perfect: "The
engineers. ..who designed this knew what

for me.
"Should Iwrite this column about CD

they were doing and they created the discs to

tweaks?" Iasked JA.

be the way they are."

"You might," replied John. "But Idon't know
if people will follow your recommendations."

Tweaks like the Gindian and the Anarchist
must be out of their gourds for thinlcing "perfectsound- forever" can be made more perfect.
Flatow went on to talk about Armor All Protectant and Rain-X. By way of demonstration,

"Good—let them think for themselves! I
won't make any recommendations. I'll write
about the products and tweaks people have
written me about."

he drenched adisc with Armor All, and didn't

William V. Hobson, of St. Louis, MO, for in-

bother to wipe it off. Such laboratory tech-

stance, wrote in to recommend a product

nique. Iwonder if Flatow flunked chemistry.
Then he mentioned Rain-X —with the con-

called Digi-Clear, which isn't surprising since
his company, Liquid Audio Products, makes it.
Digi-Clear is said to have "all the appropriate

tainer facing backwards.
The morning that the segment show aired,

physical and chemical properties to treat the

the Gindian was distraught.
"Hell," Itold him. "When people see Flatow

surface of aCD."
Ireceived abottle and yes, Digi-Clear does

drench the disc with Armor All, they won't be

appear to improve CD sound—but so does
almost everything else you apply to aCD.

thinking you 're an idiot."
Should you paint the edges of your CDs
green?
Gad—I don't know. Some people are worried whether the green paint can flake off and
foul aplayer's servo mechanism. Isuppose this
Stereophile, September 1990

A teeny, tiny bottle costs 20 bucks. On the
other hand, just alittle teeny drop will do
you—you might be able to treat several hundred CDs with asingle bottle.
You apply the stuff with lens tissue Mr. Hob49

W HO SAYS CABLES
HAVE TO BE AS EXPENSIVE
AS THEY SOUND?
Not us. Oh no. no. no! We at Audio Advisor believe great sounding cables can
actually be quite inexpensive. You'll find the proof listed below. Our cables are
made by the best manufacturers. They deliver great sound. And— here's the
clincher—they're really low-priced. You get our exclusive guarantee, too:
Try the cables we recommend for your
Charge it! Order toll-free:
system. If you're not completely satis1-800-942-0220
fied, return them within 30 days. and
MasterCard/Visa/American Express/Discover
we'll send you acomplete refund.
Two New Cables from Tara Labs
From the makers of the famous Space &Time Phase
II speaker cable. All cables made with high-purity
Australian copper

Note: Speaker cables are terminated in spades unless pins are requested. Bananas or X-terminators
are extra. Longer and custom lengths are available.
Shipping costs. for 1-3 pair: 55.95 in US.

# IParagon
Interconnect
Sound is open airy.
detailed.

# 2Astral Blue
Speaker Cable
Solid-core, twin-lead
design. Excellent!

New AudioGuest Blue
Speaker Cable
Better than speaker
cables twice the price!

3h. pr

$49.95

7h. pr

$55.00

New Golden Section
Interconnect from
Cardas Audio
Smooth highs, tight lows
great for co players!

7h. pr

$59.95

5ft. pr

$66.00

10 h. pr .

$70.00

3h. pr

$59.95

10 h. pr.

$79.95

9h pr

$98.00

15 ft. pr.

$95.00

5h. pr

$79.95

15 h. pr .

$95.00

20 h. pr.

$120.00

9h. pr.

$119.95

20 h. pr.

$117.00

audio
advisor, inc

Not astore. More.
225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids. MI 49501

_

son says it lasts about ayear—the treatment,

guessed it, 303 Protectant.

that is, not your discs (I hope!). The trick is to
apply just a very small, almost minuscule
amount. This stuff is highly concentrated.

Isuppose Digital Touch is not all that expensive when you consider that a2oz bottle should
treat several hundred CDs. But 303 Protectant

I'm not keen on Digi-Clear. First, it's hard to

is cheaper—so much so that you might feel

brush just atiny drop on adisc. Put too much

free to do as Ido and use it on your car's dash-

on and you create amess. Second, Ifind that
lens tissue is more likely than cotton balls to put

board, too. To tell you the truth, Ican hear no

scratches on aCD. So scratch this one—the

sonic difference between 303 Protectant and
Digital Touch—both products clean up the

product may be Hobson's choice, but not mine.

sound! liansients are crisper, treble is smootheç

(You can't use cotton balls to apply Digi-Clear

dynamic range is subjectively greater. To my

—the stuff is too. ..ah, syrupy).

ears, anyway. You may hear no improvement

Ray Kimber, of Kimber Kable, who wants
you to know that he is not a"wire bandit" (he

at all. You may also be deaf.

isn't), sent me acouple of bottles of aproduct

—partly because it is primarily an automotive

called 303 Protectant, manufactured by 303
Products, Inc, of Redding, CA. It shines up CDs

product and priced accordingly. 303 Protectant has atouch of anti-static, which Digital
Touch doesn't. Ialso prefer the coating 303

very nicely—the surface and the sound. Plus
it leaves no dusty residue. The trick, as with all
these things, is to use very little.
303 Protectant can be hard to find, even in

Of all these products, Iprefer 303 Protectant

Protectant puts on the disc—the disc just looks
nice. You may prefer Digital Touch, though,
since it is specifically formulated for CD use.

the West, so if you want to try it, you might

Ithink it's almost atoss-up between the two

want to buy directly from the factory. ,An 8oz

products.

bottle will cost you $6.98 plus $2 shipping and
handling. Write: 303 Products, Inc., 3802

tain no alcohols, you don't have to worry about

Charlanne Drive, Redding, CA 96002. Roger

spilling some on the label side In fact, 303 Pro-

Since 303 Protectant and Digital Touch con-

Dyer, Sales Manager of 303 Products, assures

tectant looks like it might be agood label-side

me that it contains no harmful silicone oils,
which would impede the "breathability" of

cleaner—messy fingerprints and the like Isee

your CD's polycarbonate surface Breathability

ful to the lightly lacquered label side of discs.

no sign, short-term, that it does anything harm-

means that the polycarbonate—or other plas-

But remember, I'm not recommending that

tic, such as the plastic on your dashboard—
is able to dissipate heat. What 303 does contain

you use the stuff—it's up to you. (I'm using it.)
You might want to apply 303 Protectant or

is amino-base polymers in deionized water.

Digital lbuch to the outer rim of your CDs, not

Roger says the product is very antistatic—a

just to the play surface. Idon't know why, but

good thing for CDs. Ilove this product!

this seems to provide afurther improvement

Similar in appearance to 303 Protectant (bull

in the sound and might even obviate the need

semen) but different in formulation is anew

for green paint, which is messy, to say the least,

product called Digital Touch, distributed by

and possibly flaky, to fear the worst.

AudioQuest. At deadline, the price was not yet
set—somewhere in the Steens for a2oz bot-

On to other products:
From Cologne, West Germany, American

tle. Iasked Soudy Kahn, the young Stanford
engineering grad who developed the stuff,

opera singer John Del Carlo wrote in:

what's in it, and he told me: computer-grade

other products, nothing came to mind. That

"When you suggested if we had any ideas of

silicone in deionized water, with asmall amount

evening, putting my daughter's bike in the

of cleanser and bonding agent. Silicone does

garage, Ispotted on the shelf abottle of what

not mean silicone oils. Soudy assures me that
there is nothing in Digital Touch to inhibit

is called One Grand Plastic Polish & Condi-

breathability—so you can breathe easy! If the

product, so it doesn't sellfor one grand. —ST]

stuff weren't so expensive, Iwould feel free to

"Immediately alight went on upstairs. Iwonder. ..1 carefully lifted the bottle down from

use it on my dashboard, on which Iuse. ..you
1303 Products, Inc. will even send you some free samples,
enough to treat adozen or so CDs. Just send them astamped,
self-addressed envelope. See address in the text.
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tioner. [Fortunately, this is not an audiophile

the shelf, as not to disturb the contents too
much, and brought it inside, all the while my
heart racing in anticipation of the moment
51

A powerful foundation
for any fine music system
Proprietary "TI: circuitry allows
truly high performance
at affordable prices.
Manufactured
in the U.S.

WEST COAST: Upscale Audio, 8381 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304

(818)882-3802

EAST COAST: Myer-Emco, 11611 Old Georgetown Road, Rockville, MD 20852 (301) 468-2000

when Iwould apply the solution and buff it to

CDs. Guitar players have at times used tooth-

abrilliant shine. Itook adisc Ihave played
many, many times and cleaned it with something like Dawn. After, what Idid was to put
about four or five drops on the CD, then used

scratches in the finish of their instruments. It
also works well on CDs. Ihave rendered several previously unplayable CDs playable once

paste as apolishing compound to buff out

the powder puff (left from your original recom-

again by firmly yet gently buffing them with

mendation on AA) to swirl the liquid. The instructions say on some plastics, it may take 3

Colgate Tartar Control Toothpaste and asoft

to 5minutes to work. Left it on 3minutes (could
not wait 5minutes) then slipped the disc into
the drawer.

cloth. 2[Do not use atoothbrush. —ST[ Ican see
anew debate: which sounds better, discs treated
with Crest or Colgate?"
From St. Louis, MO, Karl Schuernann recom-

"My mouth was agape at what Iwas hear-

mends Meguiar's Mirror Glaze, used for polish-

ing!!! More ambience retrieval, more, as you
say, 'there' sound!!! Mind you that this is with
the green marker applied too!!! Itell you, it was

ing plexiglass aircraft canopies, available at your
local airport fixed-base shop. And from Brook-

like Iwas sitting right smack in the middle of
the hall where they made the recording!!! Literally, sounds Ihave never heard before. Acohesiveness that was unbelievable! Even clarity
improved. Iknow what you are thinking, he

lyn, NY (my favorite borough—Atkinson's,
too), Mr. Mark J. Styczen cries, "Please, please,
Istrongly suggest PLX Clean. Ibought the stuff
in amarble and Lucite specialty store for $5 a
pint. It is unbelievably good." I'll bet, but I

means the effect of the green pen. Incorrect!

don't have amarble and Lucite store nearby—
maybe atombstone cutter? Yes—that's it. Will

Ialready had been using the green pen for one
month since the April issue, where it was mentioned."

Mortuary Management please inform me how

Well, Mr. Del Carlo, bravo!

someone who regularly reads the magazine
they get apermanent glaze on tombstones?
Now there's apermanent solution!

Apint of One Grand Plastic Polish & Conditioner will set you back $6.50 plus shipping &

Dave Allison, of the Satellite Music Network,
says he often receives multiple copies of the

handling and it's probably enough to treat azillion CDs. You can order the product directly

same CD—allowing the opportunity for all
sorts of tweaky tests.

using acredit card and the toll-free number of

"First of all, we compared the CD Stoplight
to aplain old Paper Mate 'El Marko' green magic

One Grand Products, Inc., Van Nuys, California: (800) 782-3329.
But hold the phone. Problem with One
Grand polish is that it appears to attract lint and
dust. Applying with cotton balls is virtually

marker and could hear absolutely no difference Furthermore, El Marko's ink has not eaten
into the CDs over aperiod of two months or
more.

impossible, since so many fibers adhere to the

"We have also tried Armor All, 3M Imperial

disc. It sure shines up the sound, though. 303

Hand Glaze, and Rain-X on CDs, using untreated

Protectant, on the other hand, seems to have

discs as apoint of reference. Although these
products have the same general effect on CD

significant antistatic, anti-dust properties, and
can be applied with cotton balls—my preference Sonically, though, Iwould rate One Grand
on apar with 303 Protectant.

sound, we have heard subtle differences be-

The Reverend Michael W. Armistead, of South-

tween these three products. We rate 3M Imperial Hand Glaze as the 'best-sounding' treatment, followed by Armor All, then Rain-X. In

minster Presbyterian Church in Marietta, GA
(I seem to have quite afollowing among the

Imperial Hand Glaze seems to be one of those

Georgia clergy) recommends guitar polish
from the C.F. Martin Guitar Company. "If you

fact, the combination of the 'green line' plus
magical combinations that make everything
snap into focus.

can trust it on beautiful, delicate, and expen-

"I would agree that painting CD edges green

sive instruments, Ifeel safe using it on CDs."
Ihaven't tried it.
It was Rev. Armistead who recommended

makes for the most striking improvement, but
the differences are in the imaging and low-level
detail departments. The polishes, on the other

the toothpaste:
"Another trick Ilearned from my guitarplaying background is repairing badly scratched
Stereophile, September 1990

2Toothpaste is a logical idea, since the reason it makes teeth
white is that it consists oía mild abrasive, powdered chalk,
in suspension in an oil/water emulsion.
—JA
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Mod Squad Introduces
Two CD Players
New Component Feet Also Join Expanding Product Line
Leucadia, CA—The Mod Squad has
announced three important new products. The Signature CD Player, Prism II
CD Player and Soft Shoes are now on display at Mod Squad Dealers worldwide.
According to Mod Squad Designer
Steven McCormack, "This step completes our transition from modification
service to high-end audio manufacturer.
We are very proud of this evolution and
of the new products we are launching."
The Signature represents McCormack's concept of how atop-quality player should sound, look and function.
"Hearing the Signature will stop you in
your tracks," McCormack claims. "It delivers the performance approached by only ahandful of the world's very best players and the others all cost alot more." Its
remarkably natural sound is complemented by acomprehensive array of features,
such as remote volume control via motorized potentiometer and remote absolute
phase inversion.

The Prism II replaces the well-respected Prism CD Player which is widely recognized as the best player available below
the $2000 price level. The Prism II's new
look echoes the sleek, contemporary styling of the Signature. New features include remote volume control, fixed and
variable signal outputs, display control
switch and coaxial digital output.
Soft Shoes join The Mod Squad's classic Tiptoes to round out their component
platform line. These unique damping feet
deliver just the right balance of low reactance and resistive loss to maximize lucidity and transparency while minimizing
sonic "grime" and smearing. Soft Shoes
create sonic improvements in awide variety of sensitive equipment when used
either with or without Tiptoes.
For more information on these exciting
advancements in natural musical reproduction, visit your local Mod Squad
Dealer, or contact

°
TAP
crfiodecil._tad

(619) 436-7666
Australia: Sound Design, Brisbane •Canada: May Audio Marketing, Longueuil •Finland. Oy Santtu Eng., Helsinki
• France, Belgium, Luxemburg & The Netherlands: C2R Haute Fidelite • Hong Kong & Singapore: The Sound
Chamber •Indonesia: Music Gallery, Surabaya •Italy: P.F.A., Pisa •Mexico: Audia, Guadalajara •New Zealand:
Denco Audio, Ltd., Christchurch •Norway: deciBel HI FL Oslo •South Korea: Tat Woo Trading Co., Seoul •Spain
& Portugal: Electronica Sane Audio Elite, S.L., Valencia • Switzerland & Austria: Ensemble, Inc.. Muttenz •
Taiwan: Sound Ray Electronics, Taipei • Thailand: Audio Corn, Ltd., Bangkok • United Kingdom: The Moth
Group, Bedford, England •West Germany: Audio Electronic GMBH & Co., Dusseldorf

The Mod Squad, Inc., 542 North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
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hand, seem to make CDs smoother sounding
and easier to listen to."
William Cox, of New York City, has been
using Liquid Wrench Super Penetrant! I'll let
him tell it:
"For several years Ihave been using 'Liquid
Wrench Super Penetrant' as an inexpensive

speakers for something else!
"No, no;' Icried in horror. But to no a-whale
First, Lars entertained the notion of Jankee
speakers.
"Jankee?" questioned Lou.
"Oh," said Lars, "Yankee."
"Lou, Lars is now changing all of hisy's tofs.

($1.39 for 4oz) substitute for "[Week ($18 for a

There must be some deep problem in the

thimbleful). Iuse it on my interconnects and
find it to be quite effective It had never occurred

Swedish psyche about y's and j's."
"You guys never stop," said Lars, as he poured

to me to apply it to adisc. [Me neither —SI]

us another round of beers.

"I have now applied it to about 10 discs.

Instead ofJankees, Lars decided on Wilson

Wrench is transparent, slightly oily, and dries

Audio WATIk with Puppies. And the speakers
arrived the other day. Lou and Ihelped Lars set
them up.

to asmooth, shiny finish. It doesn't seem to
harm the discs. [The operative word is "seem."
—S71 The sound seems improved, with adefinite increase in the bass. Bass voices sound

Lars was ...
crestfallen.

wonderful. The highs no longer sound inco-

"Don't sound as good as your ESBs, huh?"
Iasked.

herent, but are natural and sound like real
acoustic instruments."

"Well, stop worrying. Don't even think about

"No," said Lars.

At your own risk. Hmmm. No, Iwon't use
Liquid Wrench on my CDs. Imight try avery

moving the speakers around until you've had

small quantity on my interconnects, though.

like my word for it—almost no speakers sound

(I am not necessarily recommending that you
do the same.)

exactly right, right out of the box. Everything

the chance to break them in for at least aweek.

has to break in ...
including you."

"Why do you do all this stuff, Sam?" asked

Sure enough. With every day that passes,

my friend, The Brass Ear. "You were never this

Lars is more delighted with his WATT/Puppies.

way with records."
"Well, Brass, it's this way. CDs sound pretty
poor anyway, so Ifigure, what do Ihave to lose?

He phones nearly every night to wag his tail.
Meanwhile, Lars put the ESBs in his van and

Almost anything that might make them sound

showed up on Lou's doorstep with the speakers.
"I thought you would like to try them,"

better is worth atry. The Gindian seems to

chirped Lars.

agree."
Iwant to emphasize that anything you apply
to aCD could turn out to have unforeseen and
unwanted consequences. And any product you
use to treat the play surface of aCD will probably end up causing minor surface scratches.
Cotton balls appear to be best, although you
do have to carefully clear away any remaining
cotton fibers.

Not wishing to offend, Lou said, "Sure, come
on in."
Iwas hiding out in the van and started to help
Lars with the speakers.
"I should have known you had something
to do with this," observed Lou.
"Wait till Anita [Lou's wife] sees these ESBs
in the living room," Isaid.
"Troublemaker," replied Lou.
"Just tell her the speakers are Italian. Next

Lars and the whale

week, we drive them over to Mario's."

A few months ago Imentioned the "whale"
that has been lifted from Lars's system. He

Sumiko Reference Band

meant veil, of course. It's not just j's that Lars
has difficulty with from time to time.

sure will be an unending series of CD tweaks

Now there is yet another wrinkle in what I'm

The whale-killer was the latest version of

—this is getting more tweaky than analog ever

Magnan interconnect, in the balanced mode,

was! Sims Vibration Dynamics has developed

running from Lars's Krell Balanced Line Stage

anew version of its CD Ring—sort of an elastic

to his new pride-and- yoy Krell KSA250 am-

band, made of Navcom, which stretches around

plifier.

the rim of each disc. It's adevil of adevice to

Never one to leave well enough alone, Lars
then decided it was time to change his ESB

apply.
Unfortunately, the thing works. Isay "unfor-
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THE
AGONY OF
CHOICE!
mSpeakers are the most important part of your stereo system.

It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal in .

sound and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your stereo system w'
simply not sound like music.
The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to soif
very expensive products. And if you have already bought thot
high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigme

But if you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from th
time they were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical abilr
utterly

amazed

listeners...,

but

what

caused

even

mo:

amazement was the unprecedented low price.
So avoid the expense and the agony.

Visit your authorize

Paradigm dealer..., and listen to the clear choice.

The critics agree:
•For once we wholeheartedly agree... the Paradigm is most definitely
ano-compromise two-way design capable of outperforming systems
costing several times as much."
-Hi Fidelity Magazine

"... the IParadigm I5se is no more colored than speakers costing up to
two or three times its price, and gave aconsistently musical
presentation...
Conclusion: the Paradigm 5se offers excellent performance at avery
competitive price..."
•John Atkinson IStereophile Vol. 11 No.1 January. 1988

--19111
Sound&Vision .

usic

In the U.S.: AudioStream, NIP() Box 2410. Niagara Falls. N
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fenmar Drive. Weston;

above ah

tunately," because the expected retail price is
$17.95 adozen—a buck and ahalf per disc.
Since the band covers the rim of the disc, it
would seem that the green-paint treatment is
superfluous.
The Sumilco/Sims Reference Bands are apain
in the butt. They remind me of condoms—
hard to put on, easy to take off. Ithink that's
what they should be called: the CD Condoms,
or Digital Rubbers.
Lou: "Lars, do you take it off after you finish
playing?"
Lars: "What do you think, Ikeep it on all
month?" 3
Enough screwing around. Like Isay, the CD
Condoms work. What Ihear is greater clarity,
more detail, superior separation of instruments,
more ambience, and less grundge But Iwouldn't
necessarily run out and buy abunch—not at
abuck and ahalf apiece. It may be cheaper in
the long run to invest in aplayer whose transport is so good that CD Condoms don't make
an appreciable sonic difference.
Ihear that Allsop has been licensed to market

Meridian 203 Digital Converter

acheaper version. One good thing about the

adigital out. The 203 takes either coaxial or

bands is that they do come off—no adhesive

optical cable. The technology is right up to

is needed to hold them on.

date: Philips Bitstream.

Meridian 203 Digital Converter

What Ilike about the 203 is its musicality.
This is one of the smoothest, sweetest, least

Gotta get this one written up right away—you

irritating digital converters Ihave heard to date

never know with digital products. Always some-

—no hardness here. Detail is good, although

thing new.

not in the league of the latest Krell or Theta

Many of us balk at the idea of spending 4k,

units. Ditto for dynamics and soundstaging

3k, or even 2k for an outboard digital proces-

ability—very good, but not quite up there with
some of the more expensive, non-Bitstream

sor, when something better will likely come
along soon, and maybe for less money.
Too bad about the British Fidelity Digilog—a
very musical (if not especially detailed) unit selling for $995, which is no longer imported into
the US.
I've found something else for you.
The Meridian 203 Digital Converter.

units. And that's the short and sweet of it: an
excellent-sounding processor for apricè that
makes sense. If something better comes along
—and it will—you won't lose sleep over having
spent $990.
Iheard another processor for under $1k —I
won't mention its name because my audition-

Ihave to confess this is one of those products Iwas prepared to like Meridian has always

ing was brief and the manufacturer has made
changes so it may be alot better now—but it

had aspecial way with CD—the Meridian MCD

didn't match the Meridian. It was more dynamic,

Pro was and is one of the most musical players

the soundstage was deeper and wider—but

around. If you're lucky enough to own one,
keep it. It may become aclassic.

there was something artificial. ..
processed
...
about its sound. The Meridian sounds like

Enter the Meridian 203.
This is an outboard unit, retailing for $990,

music. Incidentally, Igot the best results using
an optical cable from my Philips player's digital

which you can use with any CD player having

out. Don't cheap out with inferior cable on the

3The only mason Lam and Itake it off after play is each of us
at the moment possmses only one CD Condom. "Do you rinse
it out every time?' asked Mario.

something decent. Iam most impressed with

processor's analog out—spend the money on
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THE STEAL OF THE CENTURY
ROTEL RCD-855 CD PLAYER

"It's fair to say that the Rotel RCD-855 is the steal of the century. If it were priced at $800
or so I'd consider it agood value. But for $400 it's practically agiveaway. This machine competes favorably against rivals costing up to three times as much and is quite happy in the
company of a$20,000+ ancillary system
"...Musically the RCD-855 is very refined, with adegree of transparency and harmonic neutrality
usually found only with the real expensive stuff ..
„.
One of the 855's most impressive qualities was its amazing ability to throw avery deep
and wide soundstage, extending well beyond and above the speaker boundaries. The soundstaging was natural, not overblown or frequency-dependent, dimensionally changing with each
recording. In this respect, the Rotel exceeded several more expensive digital audio products.. •
•
The Rotel is one of the few CD players, at any price, that appears to adequately resolve
the resonant envelopes surrounding instruments and voices, as well as the natural resonance
present in the recording venue
"...As an integrated unit, the 855 is truly extraordinary. And it does function credibly as a
digital source. •
..
If you're looking for adigital front end that gives great sound for apeanuts price, the
RCD-855 is the best deal around."
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 7, July 1990
It clearly delivered the best CD sound for the money. The lab performance was fine, the
sound quality exemplary, and indeed players costing £800 get recommended if they show
performance like this one!"
Marlin Colloms
Hi Fi News & Record Review, Nov. 1989

WANT MORE?
Even the most expensive CD players do not offer afive year warranty. ROTEL
DOES.

ROTEL OF AMERICA
P0 Box 653
Buffalo, N Y 14240
(416) 751-4520

IN CANADA ROTEL OF CANADA
1755 Plummer St Unit .20
Pickering. On!
L1W 3S1
(416) 831-4741

R0 -1
-EL.

BETTER SOUND. BEST BUYS

tations. A companion Meridian transport for
under $2k is expected soon.

Back to the Motherland
Anyone for Russia next spring? Last spring's

Alma -Ata —Soviet Central Asia. Tour will last
about two weeks this time, maybe 18 days, and
it will probably cost over $3000 (sorry) because
of the length of the trip and the distances involved. But hell, who else would take you

want me to take them back to the Motherland
again—that I've decided to do it again. The

shopping for 50f LPs on Moscow's Kalinin
Prospekt, for fur hats on Gorky Street, and
then to the Bolshoi at night? Who else would

date and the itinerary are not yet firm, but we

take you to the home turf of Genghis Khan?

will probably leave at the very end of March
and most of the travel will take place in April.

Finnair will handle details, and flights over and
back—they did aterrific job for us last time.

This is the ideal time of year to visit the USSR.

This doesn't commit you in any way. For infor-

We'll tentatively visit Moscow, Leningrad,

mation, as soon as it's available, write: Russia

tour was such asuccess—several participants

Tashkent, Samarkand, Bukhara, and possibly

Tour, P.O. Box 1198, Ridgefield, CT 06877. le

THE EVOLUTION 2000

Brings Recorded Music to Life

•200 \X atts/Channel onto •ohm.)
•Zero Feedback
•Direct Coupled Output
•All-Tube Gain

the conrad-johnson group
28001k Dorr Ave •Fairthx, VA •220 31•703 698 ;
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You might call us unconventional. Rebellious.
Or even — "radical." Because at Audio
Advisor, we sell high-end, audiophile-quality
equipment direct, right from our door to yours.
You say you're worried about buying
expensive equipment through the mail? When
you buy from us, there's no need to worry.
We package your purchases as if they're
travelling to China (and some do, too).
Concerned about service? We're always
concerned about it, so we have atoll-free
number that connects you with expert tech-

nicians, audiophiles who actually live with
the equipment. You'll get intelligent advice,
correct answers, and considerate service on
every product we sell.
And then there's price (no small issue).
Because we deal direct and buy in bulk from
the best manufacturers, we offer the best
prices. Really. Exclusives, too, because when
we find great bargains, we buy all of it. Every
last one.
So go ahead, call us radical. Most great
ideas are. But call us.

FOR ONCE, GET MORE THAN YOU
BARGAINED FOR.
easily

"T 225v4 raonoblocks are
le solvatT he NIL
cal
enjoy
the nest musi
and
ab exquisit
es Ilnave heard. They have an
ely
liquid and tonally pure presentation that
puts the listener closer to the musical
experience." Hobert Harley, Stereophile,
Vol. 13, No. 1, January 1990.

So often, you pay too much and get too little.
Sound familiar? But here's an amp that
delivers more than you bargained for: VTL
Monoblocks. Reviewers love them so much
they keep them. They even pay money for
them (unheard of!).
And they rave about them. They say VTL
amps sound better than amps costing twice
the price. Some even say VTL amps are better
than any other amp in the entire world.
Can so many be so wrong? No, they're
right! VTL amps sound unbelievably fantastic. And there's aVTL amp to suit any budget
and any system; each one is built to last 20
years or more.

Call us today and order yours. We'll inspect
them thoroughly before we ship them. We'll
pack them with care so they arrive ready to
spoil you. And we're so sure you'll agree
these amps are more than you bargained for,
an unheard of value—that we'll give you your
money back if you're not completely satisfied.
VTL Stereo 50/50 $999.95 ($19.95)
VTL 80 Watt Mono Blocks $1990. ¡pr. ($39.95)
VTL 150 Watt Mono Blocks $3100. ¡pr. ($49.95)
VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks $3999.95/pr.
(Shipping FREE) More models available. Just call and ask!

dea in
ail order.
HOW TO THINK BIG ON ASMALL BUDGET.
Introducing the VTL Integrator Line Stage
preamp. It's made for CD-based systems, but
you can plug in tape and tuner, too. It's
compact, but filled with some remarkable
circuitry. Like dual-mono power supply. High
quality caps and resistors. High quality tubes
from RAM Labs, for ultra-low noise. Gold
RCAs. 'Pape out, too.
But what's most important about the VTL
Integrator is the sound. It's fantastic! Brilliant highs. Liquid midrange. Great bass. It's
the sound every music lover dreams about,
but thought he or she couldn't afford.
Until now, that is. The VTL Integrator is
just $399.95. With $6.95 added for shipping,
that's just $406.90 delivered anywhere in
the U.S.
How do we do it? We keep things simple.
VTL builds each one like atank (a compact
tank). Then Audio Advisor sells it direct. And

that simple formula keeps cost way down, but
quality way up.
You'll get fast, friendly service after the
sale, too. Because at Audio Advisor we service what we sell.
So call and order your integrator today. If
you don't agree its alot of pre,amp for alittle
money, we'll give your money back. Radical!
VTL Integrator Line Stage Preamp
$399.95 ($6.95)

Join the revolution!
C A I.I.

1-800-942-0220
TO 1) A

Use your charge card (Amex, Discover,
MC, Visa).

225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids
MI 49503
616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709

DIALING-IN
THE
ORIGINAL
EXPERIENCE
Tube maven and analog disc cutis.,Tim de Paravicini
talks 'ed.: - John Atkinson
Photo: Paul Hartley

m

eeting Englishman Tim de Paravici
ni for the first time, you start to
wonder ifyour mind bas slipped a

gear; whetherpremature brain fade has cut in.
The conversation seems not only to be racing
by unexpectedly quickly, but also subjects you

Tim de Paravicini: It goes back 20 years,
when Iwas involved with rock and roll bands.
Having worked on all aspects of the studio
industry, when Iran into John Dent, who was
then the cutting engineer for Island, five years
ago or so, we got talking and Isaid, having

hadn't even realized were subjects are being

thought about it over the years, Ididn't like the

examined in knowledgeable depth. It was

sonic signatures that were being cut onto

about 10 years ago that Ibumped into Tim at
atrade show in the UK; having wanted to ask
bis opinion of tube-amp design, knowing that

records. Knowing what master tapes sounded
like, Ididn't like what the finished products
sounded like. John Dent gave me the opportu-

the gangling wispy-bearded, Nigeria-born,

nity to prove that Icould design electronics for

one-time resident of South Africa andJapan,
ex-Lux engineer' bad cast amagic wand over

acutting system that got rid of the sonic signatures of the cutter head, that Icould make a

the Michaelson &Austin product line 'found

transcription system that had the minimum
audio degradation between master tape and

myself instead being treated to an exposition
of color phosphor problems in TV monitors.
For Tim is a true polymath, his mind seem-

playback.
The biggest impact on the sound is the way

ingly capable of running at high speed along

the motional feedback on the cutter head

several sets of tracks simultaneously.

works. A typical cutter head is amechanical
system with mechanical colorations, the end

But it is in the areas of tube-amp design and
transformer winding that be bas netted a

result being that there is amechanical "clunk-

worldwide reputation. Dick Olsher andJerry

iness," for want of abetter description, that I

Novetsky interviewed Tim on (bese subjectsfor
Stereophile way back in 1984; 2 his Esoteric

could hear on records. And because it is a
mechanical system, the ability to capture detail

Audio Research (EAR) amplifiers are sought

on the record is also somewhat missing.

after, particularly in Japan, for their solidstate-esque bass performance; we bought a
pair of his natural-sounding tube micro-

Once he'd got agreement from Island, 3John
Dent gave me the funding to go ahead with the

phones and an EAR tube mike preampfor use
on Stereophile's recording projects; and his
HEAD step-up transformer is still ?membered

project. Ispent some three months designing
asystem that would deal with these problems.
The first cutting head Iused was aWestern
Electric, but since, whether they're large or

by many audiophiles as one of the most musi-

small, they're all basically similar—they all have

cal. These days Tim has been turning his
attention to professional audio, in particular
the restoration of classic tube tape recorders

apair of drive coils coupled to an amplifier to
move the chisel and apair of feedback coils—

and analog disc cutting. It was Tim, in fact,
who cut the lacquers for Stereophile's Poem
album atJohn Dent's Exchange Studio in London, and be has done excellent work for both
Water Lily Acoustics and Cbesky Records in (be
US, and Island Records in the UK. Ibad lunch
with Tim at the Consumer Electronics Show

the exercise is roughly the same in all cases.
Each one, however, has adifferent sonic signature because of the size and the way it's built.
John Atkinson: And, of course, they're not
intrinsically flat in frequency response.
TdP: No, traditionally, stereo cutter heads are
designed with aresonance at lkHz which is
used to take care of part of the RIAA net curve;

and started by asking bow he'd gotten involved

ie, the fact that the cutter head rolls off at

in the high-end industry's sharp end:

6dB/octave below lkHz takes care of the 318microsecond time constant of the RIAA curve.

INow married to aJapanese wife, Oliva. Tim is one of the few
Western engineers to have been employed in acreative role
by a Japanese company. The classic Lux 3045 tube power
amplifier is aTdP design, as were the monstrous M6000 and
M4000 power amplifiers, two of the first Japanese transistor
muscle amps.
2In the "Almost All-lithe Issue," Vol.7 No.3, May 1984.
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(Ortofon take aslightly different approach to
3About three years ago, John Dent decided to take the gamble
and go it alone. He and his partner, Island's second cutting
engineer, hocked their houses, rented apremise in Camden,
and called their cutting studio The Exchange.
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Heart & Soul.
Pictured below is the heart and soul of tomorrow's state-of-the-art music systems.
STAX is proud to introduce the DAC-Xlt, which is, with all due modesty, the most
advanced example extant in that rarefied strata of outboard digital-to-analogue
processors.
Achieving previously unobtainable levels of sonic accuracy and musicality has
become possible through sophisticated digital-to-analogue processing, vacuum
tube amplification, rich power supplies, and acarefully designed, skillfully
constructed chassis. These technical applications represent the cumulative effort
of fifty years of research and development of STAX engineers.
We regret that the STAX DAC-Xlt is ultimately unattainable for the majority of
music lovers. Its price reflects STAX's typical approach to design and manufacturing, coupled with staggering parts costs. Custom made components and hand
crafting prohibit the DAC-Xlt from being mass produced.
And the result? With ancillary equipment of the highest caliber, the DAC-Xlt
renders digital source material with the heart and soul of real music Discussions
which argue the virtues of analogue over digital become immaterial. ..
the barrier
is broken. The DAC-Xlt is the reference by which the next generation of music
systems will be judged.
The STAX DAC-Xlt is available in limited quantities. Contact STAX Kogyo, Inc. for
details.

•ummummmisni/

Pictured DACJCIt Vacuum Tube Output Reference D/A Processor
For afull-line brochure, please send $5.00 to:
STAR KOGYO, INC. 940 E. Dominguez Sr., Carson, CA 90746
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the RIAA correction; the Ortofon cutter head

of any description can come even close to that

designs are around 2kHz.) So you only need a
bit of bass correction for the 50-cycle turnover

minimum standard. I'm just trying to put it into
context; that to get that far is no mean achievement for acomplete system, including aneedle,

point. But on the opposite side of lkHz, you
then have to boost massively to put in the RIAA

alump of rock, roughing around in agroove.

pre-emphasis. Now the cutterhead falls off by
some 30 or 40dB by 20kHz, so you've got to

JA: Were tbe cutter beads modified mechan-

actually boost the drive to the cutter head by

UP: They were all electronically fixed. If you

about 50dB at 20k ...
The very old electrical mono cutter heads,

do it right, you can make it work. Because the
whole point had to be that it had to work with

such as the Grampian, for 78rpm cutting in the

astock system. It's no good having asystem

electrical domain rather than the acoustic, were
designed in a different way. The original

that is not compatible because day-to-day
commercial running of the studio means you

approach was to design acutter head which
had an electrical resonance of somewhere

have to have serviceability and reliability. Ihave
done the same thing with both Neumann and

between 10 and 20kHz ...
78s were therefore
cut with what was effectively aflat, constant-

Ortofon heads, and the end product, the rec-

velocity characteristic. So driving these old
primitive mono cutter heads with an ordinary

ically? Or is it all done electronically?

ord, nobody knows which records were cut
with the old Western Electric or which were
cut with an Ortofon, or the Neumann. Nobody

10W tube amp, with no correction whatsoever,
gave them an approximately ideal characteristic

knows. And I'm not going to tell them which

for replay. ..While they had high-frequency

JA: When the studio tried your system out,
what was (be reaction of the artists?

coloration, they actually did avery good job
in the midband. But when Neumann came in
with motional feedback, they had to design the
head a different way... the resonance was
brought right downband and then you had
what would be called the second-order

ones are which.

'MP: Some ofJohn's better clients immediately
heard this quality. People like Jim Capaldi's
manager, they were aware of it. For one Jim
Capaldi record, they were that impressed that,
rather than sending copy masters around the

resonances, which were typically around

world, John had to originate the lacquers for

10kHz.
JA: The combination would give you this

the world production of the record. They

-clunky"

sound . .
TdP: Yes. What Iwould call a"quacky" sound.

wanted all the records pressed to have the same
quality. With others, there was adegree of, "It
doesn't sound like a lump of vinyl." Their

What Ispecifically did different was how Iread

expectations were screwed up, because they'd

the motional feedback signal, how Iread the
sonic signature of the head, and how Inegated

produce a master tape in the studio, and
because they know that they're not going to get

it. All my research was done by the simplistic

the same thing on vinyl, they tend to be artistically pumped up, making something up for the

method of bonding acartridge to acutter head
rather than actually cutting records, in order
to cut down time and to avoid wasting lacquers.
And immediately Icould recognize all the col-

end sound.
JA: My own experience when Iwas involved

orations because Iwas able to treat this as areal-

two-track master was mixed, it never sounded
like the way we wanted the record to sound.

time, line-in/line-out system. The end result
was asystem that degraded as minimally as possible: ie, the level of comparison, one could say,

in making records was that when the final

Only when that same tape was transferred to

is that with all my electronics, the replay deck

disc, did it sound right.
'RIP: That is aproblem with some people. But

and cartridge, and the replay phono equaliza-

Dire Straits and one or two other bands do try

tion, the degradation is about equivalent to that

to produce what Icall very pure, very clean

of putting audio through one 741 op-amp chip.

sounds.
JA: And then you cut the groove with as clean

That's my point of reference.
JA: But that sounds terrible! One antique op-

asignal path as you can.

amp chip?
TdP: But no other retrieval system can even

'IUP: Yes, Iwant to retain the master tape in
toto. Iwant the person out there to experience

approach that ...
no other recording system

the same thing that I'm experiencing.
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a o'pogee,
Monster Cable,
Duntech,
Eminent Technology,
Martin-Logan,
Van den Hul USA,
and VPI
have in common?

aragon

These are some of the state of the art audio companies that
have purchased Aragon amplifiers for their research and
development work.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 •(914) 693-8008
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Y

es, I
want to retain
the master tape in toto.
I
want the person out there
to experience
the same thing
that I'm experiencing.

aRolls Royce, or aJaguar, or aMercedes has.
The Japanese, for example, are trying to build
fine motorcars that will do everything correctly, but they just don't have that definable
property that is an art form. You can't become
a Rolls Royce overnight. You can't make a
machine do aPicasso. So it depends what you
want. Are you after something that is agood art
form—you want to do nice music?—or are we
going to have it computerized? Instead of buying records, you could just buy aprogram that

We talkedfor awhile about the problems in

plays your MIDI [synthesizer] at home, and you

obtaining aconsistent supply of lacquers, the
acetate-covered aluminum blanks on which

would have electronically recreated music in

the cutting engineer enscribes the grooves, and

the same as having aspeech recognition sys-

your home But it would be sterile; it would be

about bow lacquers from different companies

tem that then tells the other end to regenerate

produce different sounds when the LP is

afacsimile of your speech, instead of transmitting your voice down the telephone We are try-

finally pressedfrom the resultant metalwork.
And the metalwork itselfpresents significant

ing to dehumanize this real-time life experience...

problems. Tim now uses a company in Leicester, England, who've recently installed a

JA: And then you're no longer involved with

new plant:
TdP: Getting good metalwork is aproblem.

quality.
'MP: Exactly. And this comes down to acom-

Unfortunately one of the best metal-plating

mercial decision rather than an artistic deci-

plants in America, Allied, decided to close EMI
in England lost their quality many, many years
ago. You see, the problem is with all these

sion. The same way that television or FM radio
[operates] on alevel that satisfies the bulk of

processes, because it's ablack art it's really the
skill of the people involved. Now, the skilled

prefer to have the best. You can either buy cheap

people rather than all the people. Ipersonally
pianos or you can buy Steinways. You can either

guys at EMI were already pensioned off and

buy aToyota or an Aston-Martin.

buried; the new guys who replaced them

JA: lb return to records. ..

hadn't acquired those subtle skills. ..
so those

TdP: There was arecent letter from Bob Lud-

skills have died. There are very very few places

wig in The Absolute Sound. [Issue 61, p.24,

in the world where these traditional black-art
skills are maintained.

about the fact that the one-step process of
which TdP is an advocate and which was used

JA: But surely the basis of economic development in the modern world is that men with

for the remastered version of Stereophile's
Poem LP is less accurate than the traditional

skills be replaced by machines that can be

three-step, due to the fact that the freshly cut

operated by relatively unskilled labor? A record company can't stay financially viable if
it bas to depend on asmall number of skilled

lacquer has to be sprayed with silver before it
can be electroplated to make astamper, and
that that silver layer remains in position on

people in orderfor its products to be produced.

the stamper]. Well, the silvering left on the

That's one of the masons why machine-produced

nickel stamper is literally only of the order of
amolecule thick. And that is worn off in the

CD bas been so attractive to these companies—
it's a real mass-production medium that

first four stampings or so. Because it is only a

doesn't need arcane and archaic skillsfor it

molecule thick, it doesn't actually have any tan-

to be produced at an acceptable and consis-

gible degradation because it will still be pulled

tent level of quality once the capital outlay on

off, when they plate the interstage, second, and
third plate to the final stamper. And the second

the plant bas been made.
'MP: That is the whole point. And the point is

problem is because of thermal cycling, the fact

that there are intangible qualities. If you take

that the nickel plate, when they grow the sec-

aparallel, Rolls-Royce use craftsmen for their

ond and third generations in the tank, changes

cars; no amount of computers and robots can

temperature You have abimetallic action going

build acar with that indefinable property that

on. And so you do get problems with the three-
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"REVERSE PHASE CANCELLING"

nn TM

The Cary Audio Design CAIMUU compact disc audio processor
is arevolutionary design analog, audio control center for high-end stereo and
video systems. The CAD — 5500's primary purpose is processing the analog, audio
output signal from acompact disc player and is used in conjunction with basic or
mono-bloc amplifiers (e.g. — The Cary Audio DesignTm line of basic power amplifiers.)
The Cary Audio C.D. Processor provides the audiophile with amethod to "tame"
extremely bright, harsh, edgy and often unpleasant sounds emanating from the many
digital audio playback systems. Cary Audio Design's
unique method of audio signal processing is called
"Reverse Phase Cancelling" RPCTm

6418421-5456

Fax 1-919-460-3828

1

step that the one-step doesn't have. Another

did Kavi Alexander's CD [Arturo Delmoni per-

problem is that no metal deposits absolutely

forming Bach, Kreisler; and Ysafte Water Lily
Acoustics WLA -WS-07CD].
JA: What do you see as the major problems in

uniformly. So you get grain boundaries that
produce ahigher noise on the third generation
that the first generation doesn't have.

digital replay and recording?

JA: So you feel the one-step process, even with
the silver temporarily left on the stamper; is still
the more true representation of what was cut

TdP: We are stuck with a system that has
already been formatted by Sony and by Philips
10 years ago. We are well down that road and

into the lacquer

it's going to be awfully hard to change it. Ithink

'MP: It's very good, yes, because this new com-

perhaps in five years' time, a second, up-

pany [in England], their nickel plating is so

market system, like HDTV in television, will

good that they're actually doing laser hologram
credit-card stampers by exactly the same pro-

happen in digital. ..That has got to happen.

cess. That is molecular-level information. The
same as the record.

interests wish to have another completely new

But at the moment Idon't think the vested

JA: Ithink that alot ofpeople don't realize that

format.
JA: Icould be cynical and say we already have

the information on an LP can be an order of

a low-resolution, mass-market medium,

magnitude smaller than the pits on a CD.
TdP: Exactly. The information on an LP

tion medium, which is the LP

which is CD, and an up-market, high-resolu-

extends down to half amolecule of vinyl. It's
agood system provided one takes care. That's
the bottom line. Imean, why are people still

TdP: That is exactly what Iam trying to say.

buying turntables? LP is supposed to be dead.

doing development on cartridges and all the

Why are people

system, it's not bound by the same limitations
of, for example, saying we will have 525 lines,

And the LP is still not afinished art. I'm still
doing development. Other people are still
rest of the chain. Because the LP's an analog

still buying turntables?
LP is supposed to be dead.

take it or leave it. The parallel is that analog film,
Kodak film rolling through ashutter, is actually

JA: I understand from talking to some
manufacturers at this show that American

Arriflexes, because there's alot of creativity that

audiophiles, at least, are not buying as many

do in video.

holding its own. And in England alot of the
newsreel companies are going back to their
they can do in film, in celluloid, that they can't

turntables as they used ta
'RIP: They're not buying as many, no. But there
are still people buying them. There are still
manufacturers of turntables in America.
We continued our conversation with adiscussion of Tim's modification of the industrystandard Sony PCM- 1630 for CD mastering.
While be leaves the digital section alone, be
basically rebuilds the analog circuits so that
they minimally degrade the sound. (Martin
Colloms's Stereophile review of the '1630 in
16/.10 Na 5mentioned that the analog sections
of the processor are based on relatively ordinary NE5534 op-amp circuitry.) Iasked Tim
what CDs bad been transferred to digital with

The LP
is still not afinished art.
The parallel is analog film—
in England alot of the newsreel
companies are going back
to their Arriflexes
because there's alot of
creativity that they can do in film,
that they can't do in video.

bis modified 1630.
TdP: Well, all the CDs put out by Charlie
JA: And ifyou think that the analog medium,

Records, See For Miles, and Affinity Records in
England, quite anumber by Dire Straits, Cat

film, offers ten times the line resolution of

Stevens, Bob Marley, the Wailers, and Lincoln

good video. ..

Kwaze Johnson—Island's catalog ...
And we

TdP: And film is going through continuous
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"The WADIA X-32
Stands Up To the
Musical Tests Of Time"

The absolute time-relationships between music fundamentals and
their harmonics are what make music sound "live". In CD playback, WADIA's exclusive time-based D-to-A conversion is therefore
the key to musicality.
Time-based D-to-A Conversion
Ends "Digital Fatigue"
The new DigiMaster" X-32 features
WADIA's patent-pending time-based
Bio-Digital"' Algorithm and DigiMaster software—for CD listening
without harshness or time-smeared
harmonics.
Its mainframe computing power and
18-bit transversal DACs produce 32x
resampling for superior transient and
impulse performance. Proprietary
RockLok" input and Sledgehammer' output contribute to the musical realism of converted CD signals.

Listening Satisfaction
Time and Time Again
Test the musicality of WADIA timebased conversion today. Ask your
dealer for ademonstration of the
affordable DigiMaster X-32* D-to-A
Converter. To get the cleanest signal,
you'll want to use WADIA's new
WT-3200 CD Uansport featuring
exclusive Glass Fiber Optic modem
and interconnect.
With WADIA, you'll be asatisfied CD
listener—time and time again.

Weal DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

511 Second Street, Hudson, WI 54016
(715) 386-8100 FAX: (715) 386-8116
•SuggesIed LIM s$1,995 WADIA, Beo-DIgnal, Diglk4 aster, RockLok and Sledgehammer are trademarks of WADIA Metal Corporahon
©. 1990 WADIA D,gOal CorporatIon

improvements. They can improve the defini-

description; the body has designed itself so that

tion and the contrast and everything in film
without upsetting the compatibility. They can

we don't hear our own legs when we're walking, or running. The traditional concept should
be rewritten to say "Experience of sound

still put it on the same projector. That is the
whole crux of it. Ithink vinyl still can be aviable medium, but it's amatter of how it's [distributed]. The difference is that film and video
in the studio industry are used by professionals,

extends to 3Hz." But the traditional mike
manufacturers tend to consider themselves
doing well if they get abottom Eon abass guitar. Commonly 42 Hz. And they say that's fine.

so they haven't got to worry about the distri-

The problem is that those microphones lose

bution. Whereas with vinyl and CD, we have
to deal with trying to distribute it, to dis-

some of the information that should be there.

seminate it, as against keeping it in-house. I

is acompound picture Do we hear? Do we feel
what it's supposed to be doing? Even if some

mean the same argument can be applied to
magazines. Why aren't Hi-Fi News or The Las

So trying to understand the microphone's job

Vegas Times sold as microfiches? Why don't
they get down and print magazines this small

consumers haven't got reflexes to experience
it all. That's irrelevant. As long as we can produce and inscribe into the finished product all

and sell people magnifying glasses?

that we can, then it allows those who are in a

JA: The answer is that the centuries-oldformat of the magazine is more portable, more

more privileged position to at least share the

easily accessible.
TdP: That's my argument. We should keep

T
he tradition that we only

with things that are acceptable in human terms.
mean, vinyl is not practical for jogging but
there is atime and aplace for enjoying music.
Idon't go jogging when I'm in aconcert hall—I
may go jitterbugging but Idon't go jogging!
JA: Tell me bow you set your priorities when

experience more validly.

hear down to 20Hz is rubbish.
We actually perceive sound
all the way down to 3Hz.

you designed EAR's The Mic

JA: Does that mean that when you cut records,

ItIP: Was it transparent? Did it capture the

you don't roll off the extreme lows?

whole sound picture? A lot of the traditional

IdP: We cut records all the way down to sub-

microphones, for example, don't have enough
bass response. When we're listening to live
music in atheater, there is adimension of the

5Hz. So it's amatter of whether the guy's turntable has the correct arm and the correct

theater that with our eyes closed we could
recognize where we were sitting, in the Royal

resonances, and the damping on the arm,
whether it retrieves the bottom end accurately
or not—that is not for me to judge. As long as

Albert Hall, or the Queen Elizabeth Hall, or Bar-

it's been inscribed on the record, Iknow that

bican, or wherever. If you're familiar with the

it can be recovered with the right equipment.

buildings, it doesn't take five seconds to realize

JA: Did you choose to use quite alarge Milab

which one you're in. Most of this is the lowfrequency signature, the fundamental reflec-

capsule to capture that low-frequency infor-

tions of the building, the time decay of the

1dP: No, the capsule is moderate size The rea-

building, and the low-frequency pattern—they

son for using the rectangular capsule is that it's

mation?

all have to be phase coherent for us to recog-

more akin to aribbon microphone, to aline

nize it.
JA: The English writer Rex Baldock years ago
said that it was in the infrasonic region that

source. Stereophony, bounded by walls,
requires two pure line sources to reproduce the

the ball signature imposed itself on the music
TdP: Precisely. And human beings use vibration of the body, as well as what we hear

stereo picture. If the microphones are effectively line sources—in fact, my next-generation microphone will be even more of aline

directly through the ears, to build the sonic pic-

source, it's going to use acapsule some 2" tall
and %" wide—all the HF coloration is reduced

ture. The tradition that we only hear down to

in the horizontal plane and that gives us bet-

20Hz is rubbish. We actually perceive sound

ter localization in the horizontal plane And the

all the way down to 3Hz. Below which the
body cannot experience vibration of any

same way the head has temporal response—in
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"FRIGHTENINGLY CLOSE
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*See HiFi News& Records
Review June and July 1990

What is the proper way to get an
audio-cable test-team into astate of
exaltation?'
Select the ultimate cable material -silver
in the purest form available -and reject
the idea of getting the maximum length
from agiven weight, because only then
will the crystal structure remain
unimpaired.
In short: make the uncompromising
cable, in other words: Siltech cable.
Result: frighteningly close to no wire.

SILTECH

SILTECH: P.O. Box 31165, 6503 CD Nijmegen, The Netherlands, Fax Int.+ 3180233031.

the head and in front of the head-1 want the

compromised too severely.

microphone to do that so that we can convey
more of the dimensions of the sound that we
are trying to record. So that we can position the

JA: It's another black art.
'MP: It's ablack art. Yes. Likewise, tubes have
dynamic properties that transistors don't easily

orchestra in three dimensions. Left to right, as

have. And tubes are very rugged; they may have

well as up and down and back to front.
JA: That's areal area of contention. Most the-

tages, but at the end of the day they are

oreticians say that stereo imaging is only twodimensional: side to side andfront to back.

extremely robust beasts. And they're not significantly any less efficient than transistor cir-

TdP: Well, we seem to manage to hear very

cuits. After all, power is power. You can't squash

microphony, they may have other disadvan-

effectively in the real world where asound has

the watt, as Iput it.

come from pretty well all points of the compass. In other words, if somebody— whisk —

JA: A 100W tube amp is around the same
physical bulk as agood 100W transistor amp.

comes up to you from behind, you know he's

1dP: Because heat is heat. Ishould also say that
because tubes are made on amechanical pro-

there.
JA: But there is some ambiguity in height perception. It is hard to distinguish whether you
are bearing a sounclsource directly under
yourfeet or above your bead.
IdP: Oh, there are areas of ambiguity, yes. So

cess, they're actually remarkably consistent.
JA: Ifyou can get the skilled operators to make
them-1 understand that the Chinese company that's using the old M-0 Valve company

humans have the ability to turn their heads and

tooling bad alot of consistency problems in
their tubes because of the lack of experience

try to zero in. But there is [a small enough
degree of] ambiguity to at least make our

of their operators.
UP: Experience, yes. But I'm talking about an

choice error-minimal. We tend to turn our

all-things-being-equal condition.
JA: You do design with transistorsfor some of
your third-party projects, Musical Fidelity, for

heads in the right direction in the first place.
JA: And that adds rate-of-change information
which resolves the ambiguity.
TdP: Yes. But the more we can get that property into the recording, the more we will then

example.
TdP: Yes, yes. Ihave no particular personal
preference for any medium. Whether it's tran-

have arecording where the head is stationary.

sistor or tube, each can do its job well. But

In other words, it will have no more and no less
realism than what we would experience if our

through EAR Ichoose to purvey tubes, the
same way that Rolls-Royce still purveys large cars

head if we were sitting still in the recording

and doesn't make small cars. But what Idid for

environment. We would go to aholographic

other people is less stringent.

experience where we could say, "Let us dial
ourselves into the original experience."

JA: }bu also appear to be a traditionalist in
amplifier design in that you reject the use of a

JA: To return to the mike, alot ofyour design

lot of voltage regulation. Both your mike ',tramp
and your G88 preamp that you introduced at

philosophy seems to be very traditional. The
use of tubes, and particularly the use of transformer coupling.
lkœ: Yes, because Ihave to be practical and use
the mike in aconventional environment where
there are long cables and where cables have to

this sbowi use traditional power non-regulated
voltage supplies.
TdP: Because agood building doesn't require
props to keep it up. Itake the same approach:

be of practical dimensions. It is no good me
using cables that are 2" in diameter. And Iuse

if you design the circuitry properly, it doesn't
need prosthetic aids.
JA: But can't you see the temptation for

atransformer to be able to give me an output

designers when a20f, 3-pin chip buys them

that will transmit down a100 ohm cable cor-

50dB of bum rejection?
'MP: Yes, but if Ican already achieve that, why

rectly. ..
A transformer can achieve consistently high common-mode rejection, it has the
ability to withstand high superimposed noise
signals ...
Active balanced circuits have weak
nesses which transformers don't have—if
designed correctly. The problem is traditionally
what Icall "wound" transformers that have been
Stereophile, September 1990

do Ihave to bother? It's as simple as that. And
putting aregulated supply on is not going to
4EAR audiophile produce arc dim ribuitx1 in the US by Was Lily
Anxistics, PO. Box 9148H, &arsa &reran. (A 93190,1i M5)968/4188. 4.-hile the microphones and mil., prnimp. are available from
Audio Consulting & Engineering, 51 Federal Suva, Suite 304A,
San Francisco, CA 94107, 1d (415)661-4143.
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JUST A LITTLE BIT ... BETTER?
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11.2 MILLION BITS BETTER!
Altis Audio announces a real breakthrough
in digital to analog conversion—

DIFFERENTIAL BIT STREAM TECHNOLOGY.

Allis Audio has redefined the reference

live event. The natural tonality that

for digital audio processing with the

allows you to hear each and every

introduction of our "DAP" and

instrument as if they are playing on

"DAP Reference" one bit decoders.

their own separate and individual

The processor used in our decoders

cushion of air. You'll hear the

is the most technically advanced
method of reproducing the digital
audio signal. This processor performs
all of the decoding functions in the
digital medium so that the analog
output remains totally uncorrupted
and unaltered.
We've all heard the cliche that if it
isn't musical it just isn't right.
Audition one of our products and
hear for yourself that subtle yet
ineffable sense of rightness. The
lightning fast transients that bring
real life and energy to the music. The
spacious, open and airy soundstage
that seemingly transports you to the

rightness from first listen. There's no
mistaking it.
Best of all, this ground-breaking
technology is available in components
you won't ever outgrow. The digital
processor section of all our
equipment is fully modular and
readily upgradable through your
local dealer enabling new advancements to be passed on to you thus
assuring atimeless investment in
sound.
Isn't it time you experienced the
difference? There really is no longer
aneed to compromise.

"DAP" One Bit DIA Processor $1,795.00
"DAP Reference" Dual Dac One Bit D/A Processor $2,995.00

/
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LTD.

43 Cross St., New Canaan, CT 06840
203-972-6027

give me any benefits that Idon't have already.

better." "More" is not necessarily "better." That

It's going to give me disadvantages, because it's

is my argument. That's the whole point.

going to make the product more susceptible
to fragile power sources. Whereas when Ihave
an unregulated system, the product is relatively

JA: 1 understand your G88 preamp also
doesn't use any capacitors in the R1AA EQ.

immune from mains disturbances.
JA: 1noticed yesterday you turning your pre-

network, passively. There is no feedback. The
reason is that all capacitors have different sonic

amp off while it was playing an LP without
there being the usual speaker-destroying

signatures, which has been written about ad

bangs. ..
'MP: Ican have mains crap-outs for up to a

years. An inductor is wound with copper wire
and is easy to wind at consistent linearity that

couple of seconds without there being any tan-

allows me to get away from the problems of

gible problem. The mains can crap out or
brown out, and the preamp won't have aprob-

voltage distortion that capacitors have It allows
me to produce alow-impedance network to

lem. Whereas with alot of regulated circuitry,
there is going to be acutoff point before the

keep the noise floor of the preamp down. It

'MP: I'm using inductors to generate the RIAA

nauseam by many people over the last 10

allows me to generate agood accuracy beyond

parachute fails.

the two ends of the audio band. And it also

JA: And then it fails catastrophically.

allows me to provide apreamp with agood

UP: Yes. Iprefer to build equipment that, if
all else fails, will still limp. So if you're in a

overload margin at high frequencies so the

recording session and there's aglitch in the
mains, at least the recording will still go

and do not intermodulate.

through okay. Idon't want to be downed because

correctly, you don't have any hum problems.

of that one problem. The same way alot of peo-

The inductors are used in abalanced config-

ple are going back to cars with simple, mechan-

uration, but I'm not going to go into all the

ical engine management systems rather
than the modem mega-electronic management
systems because there are less things to go

prietary. But Iam formally stating that Iam the

clicks and spikes of the records do not overload
Provided it's done correctly and shielded

intimacies of how it's achieved. That's still pro-

wrong. As aresult, they're more likely to be

first to do it.
JA: Do you use atransformerfor the moving-

able to limp home [when things go wrong].

coil input?

And if an electronic management system fails
while you're [passing], for example, you're a

TdP: Yes, Istill use atransformer. I'm using
what is in fact the HEAD sans packaging in the

dead duck.

preamp. [A transformer] is still the most efficient way of converting one high-grade signal

Iprefer to build equipment
that if all else fails
will still limp.

to another level. I'm also using balanced topology all the way through the preamp so the
phono amplifier ends up with abalanced output transformer.
JA: Do you have favorite tubesfor each application? There appear to be twofactions in the

It is better to have asystem that is less prone,

US. They appear to go for either the 6DJ8 or
the 12AX7 and their derivatives.

long-term, to problems—but it has to be
designed correctly to cope with the short-term

'RIP: Idon't have any particular favorite tubes.

problems. Regulation is only adevice used by
conventional circuits because they convention-

never should have been used as an audio tube.

Iuse both. It's horses for courses. But the 6DJ8

ally are too sensitive to their power supplies.

It was originally designed by Mullard as atel-

Itry to design the beast to be relatively immune
to the supply. Now one of my tube-amp com-

evision front-end tube. It was designed as an

petitors puts regulators willy-nilly everywhere
But some of those regulators are actually nois-

RF amplifier and an RF oscillator to operate at
200MHz. It's aframe-grid tube, consequently
it was never designed to have low mechanical

ier than the prime regulator they have at the

noise, it should never have been used for audio.

beginning of the supply. So they have achieved

Because of the fact that it was used in televi-

nothing. It is just asales argument: "We have

sions to operate on the 90V supply, it is ahigh-

10,000 regulators in this product; it must be

current mode by comparison to the 12AX7. But
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it's only fit to do service in certain parts of the
audio circuitry. It should not be used carte
blanche all the way through. Iuse it in my preamp, but only in the high-level balanced sections since it does agood job of driving the
transformer.
JA: One tube you never see is the EF86 pentode. 5 Ionly ever recall seeing it in the front

Rople don't realize that

tubes can very nearly equate
with transistors as far as
longevity is concerned.

end of the Radford ST25 power amp.
TdP: The EF86 is a very good tube for

UP: You can always produce aone-off prod-

preamps. It's an incredibly linear tube. It has

uct with whatever you wish. You can produce

the gain, it has low microphony, it doesn't need

aone-off using West Electric 300Bs but you

DC filaments to make it work quietly, because
it was designed to operate with acenter-tap 6V

can't produce it in volume. Unless you use
something that you know you can buy in five

filament. In those days [1951], DC filaments

or ten years' time, it is really foolhardy to try

were prohibitively expensive, because of the

to tread that path.

cost of low-voltage, high-current rectifiers. It

JA: This being the beginning of the '90s, will

was designed for low-level microphone or

we still be playing LPs at the beginning of the

photomultiplier amplifiers, projector sound

next century?

and so on. So it had to have all these requirements designed in, it had to have amechanical construction that minimized microphony.

TdP: Ihope so.
JA: Do you think there will still be plenty of
tube-amp manufacturers around?

Quite the opposite of the 6DJ8, which was

RIP: Yes. We haven't seen the end of tubes yet.

designed to do acertain job of work adiffer-

Imean, they were developing quite miniature

ent way.

tubes in the late '60s for hearing aids, and the

Iwould use [the EF86] but for the fact that

British Aircraft Corporation in England used

it is only produced in one country now. All the

micro-miniature tubes in their early missiles.

original Mullard stock is effectively finished,

It's just that when transistor technology came

so from aproduction point of view it is not a

along, tubes got pushed to one side. In fact, a

viable tube to use. The problem was that peo-

re-analysis of the tube is happening in com-

ple weren't using the EF86 in the '60s because

puters. They're developing chips with cold-

they'd gone to transistors. Mullard didn't really

cathode tubes.

see the need to keep it in production because

JA: Each chip carries many little microtubes,

it was only service-replacement volume, which

each about 20µm [half athou] across. ..

was minuscule since tubes tend to have alife

...which operate on very low voltages.

of the order of 100,000 hours. Power tubes

It can only get better. If we had devoted as

have lifespans in the thousand hours or low

much attention to tubes in the last 15 years as

thousands, whereas some of the small-signal

has been devoted to semiconductors, Ithink

tubes can have lives quite easily in the

tubes would have been in amuch more inter-

hundreds of thousands of hours—people don't
realize that tubes can very nearly equate with

esting state today.

transistors as far as longevity is concerned. I
would love to use it. But the reality is that if
you're going to produce more than one piece
of equipment, forget it. It was abeautiful tube
but unfortunately the uncertainty of buying it
precludes it in modern-day manufacture.
JA: When you designed the Luxman 3045 in
the '70s, you used an exotic NEC pentode
wired as atriode. A 1990 tube designer; however; is pretty muchforced into using the commonly available tubes.
5My 1966 edition of the Allied Electronics Data Rook lists
the 6267 as the US equivalent.
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I
fwe had devoted

as much attention to tubes
in the last 15 years
as has been devoted
to semiconductors,
I
think tubes would
have been in amuch more
interesting state today.

Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:
Over the years, B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading manufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel
bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps, the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping
with the M-200's beefy design, no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Corning or Dale) 1% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium in-

put jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate
the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Impressed as Iam by the MC-I01, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power ampli- Shannon's bass guitar, but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the infiers on test here even more remarkable.
strument
clear. The M-200 is such an amp.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to
jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty morning.
Internal construction is most impressive,
with amassive, shielded toroidal transformer centrally sited within the steel chassis.
Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
of the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capacitance. The input and driver circuits are carried on asingle glassfibre board that sits

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."
All too often extremely powerful amps

excel on bombastic symphony works, but
fall down when it comes to conveying the
subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
The M-200 proved to be aglorious exception. Yes, the massed brass and great
whomping bass drum shots in "Uranus, the
Magician" were appropriately startling, but
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

Advertisement
violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth, as the size and power of the orchestra were communicated to great effect.
The M-200 was superb in its
capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values],
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously, Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of
course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget; their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B
& K, Vandersteen, etc.
B & K has undertaken the ... daunting
task of manufacturing and marketing affordable equipment in numbers sufficient
to ensure areasonable return on invest-

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.), available from: Hi-Fi Heretic, P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

B & K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, NY 14218
1-800-543-5252
(NY: 716-822-8488)
(FAX: 716-822-8306)
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Thomas J. Norton, Guy Lemcoe, &Robert Harley
report from the 1990 Summer Consumer Electronics Show

Thomas J. Norton on
Loudspeakers

have practiced duck shooting in McCormick
Place (the main show venue) and not worried
about hitting—or even much bothering—
anyone.

ig

-rs. O'Leary's cow would have felt
right at home. Not that Chicago's

But of more immediate interest, how did
audio, and high-end audio in particular, fare at

1990 Summer CES was truly acluster

the show? The advance notices were not reas-

—Chicago is still there, and State Street remains

suring. The Chicago fire marshal had finally had

(I suppose) agreat street. But no one was danc-

his way. Only afew audio exhibitors were al-

ing in it. On the last day of the show, Iheard the

lowed in the McCormick Center Hotel, home

obvious repeated by my taxi driver. "Been aslow

of last year's high-end exhibits. Probably just as
well, as the facilities there are, at best, marginal

show, hasn't it?" How did she know?' If you
want to know what's going on in acity, ask your
cabby.
Ifound out later just how right she'd been.
Industry crystal balls had been predicting a

for audio. The CES organizers made abig noise
about the special area in McCormick North
which had been set aside for the specialty audio

downbeat show for last winter in Las Vegas.

exhibitors. They trumpeted it in the trade dailies:
"Better acoustically than you've ever had it in

They were off by five months. Las Vegas had

any hotel suite," or some such nonsense. Aside

been agood show; attendance in Chicago was

from the fact that they apparently charged exor-

down by about 20%. On the last day, you could

bitant rates (by small, high-end audio company

1Yes, the driver was ashe.

standards) for these facilities, there was nothing
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remotely special about them. The ambient noise

what all of this had to do with the history of

level must have been over 60dB, except in those

Chicago.

rooms with noisy ceiling fans—where it was

And then there were the usual mavericks—

worse. A few manufacturers managed to make
agood showing here (and in the few, larger fixed

exhibitors who decided that the only way to

rooms available in McCormick North), but, in
general, it was not aplace to go to hear true

one of anumber of hotels throughout the city.
The bulk of the really interesting active exhibits

high-end sound.
About 50 manufacturers formed asplinter

at the show—from the likes of Meridian, Graham Engineering, PSB, Theta, Magnepan, Quad,

group and set up their own show in an unusual

Apogee, and one or two others—was to be
heard in these "private" suites.

location: The Chicago Historical Society Museum. A great deal of work was put into this

display their wares properly was to hide out at

effort, and special thanks are due to Dale Pitcher

But Ihave never been to aCES that didn't reveal new, interesting products to write about,

of Essence (the Nebraska loudspeaker manufac-

despite the conditions. Before Ibegin, how-

turer), who did much of the coordination and
was to be seen wielding awalkie-talkie during

ever, it should be obvious that this year, more
than ever, it was possible to miss things. With

the festivities—shades of our own LA at the re-

that proviso, Iwill plunge ahead. My charter

cent Stereopbile New York High End Hi-Fi Show

this time, as last, was to ferret out the new and
interesting in loudspeakers, but I'll make the

And Iunderstand from at least partial feedback
that some of the participants at this affair were

occasional departure, as usual, into other areas

reasonably satisfied with the result from abusiness standpoint. But the splinter show was a

as the whim strikes me Unless otherwise noted,
all new products were scheduled to be avail-

serious disappointment soundwise. A pair of

able by the time you read this (early Septem-

(aptly named) Duntech Black Knights occupy-

ber). But, as usual, planned release dates for
new gear must be regarded as highly tentative.
As are prices (per pai4 unless otherwise noted).

ing stage left and right in the museum's small,
acoustically lively auditorium (and looking for
all the world like apair of giants from astatic
performance of aWagnerian opera) 2filled the
space with excruciatingly reverberant sound.

A new loudspeaker from Apogee is always
news. Abybrid loudspeaker is atotal departure
for the company, which has established asolid

Attempts were made by other exhibitors to

reputation in the design and manufacture of the

share the four other display rooms, with vary-

planar magnetic/ribbon loudspeaker. The new

ing lacks of success. Isuppose if one waited

Centaur is the first in aplanned "Centaurus"

around through the entire four days of the

line of hybrids. It combines a26"-tall mid/
tweeter ribbon with an 8" polypropylene,

show, anumber of rotating exhibits might have
impressed. But that's not how one covers a

acoustic-suspension-loaded woofe; is enclosed

CES —waiting in one place and watching the
exhibits go by.

in an elegantly proportioned cabinet 4' high
by l' wide, and is expected to retail at $1495.

Most of the exhibitors at the museum had

While Inoted abit of emphasis in the low tre-

static displays at anumber of tables which were

ble in the demo (which might well have been

set up in two adjoining rooms off amain mu-

the result of the modestly priced NAD 2100X

seum corridor. It was strongly reminiscent of

amplifier useda), the Centaur very definitely

aswap meet cum Persian bazaar (bizarre?).
Things were leaping here the day Ipassed

had that lively, almost palpable quality which
is an Apogee trademark. The dissimilar drivers

through (Sunday), and there was much to see.

seemed to be very well integrated. As usual,

But little to hear, unless you count the single

Jason Bloom brought along asuperb selection
loudspeaker manufacturer (whose identity I of demonstration recordings. Apogee also
showed adedicated stand for the Stages dehave mercifully forgotten) attempting—with
no success whatsoever—to make musical

signed to raise them several inches off the floor,

sounds in one comer of this totally inappropri-

thus optimizing this design for aslightly higher

ate space. The museum remained open to regular (civilian?) traffic throughout all of this. One

listening axis.
Martin-Logan showed (but did not demon-

can only imagine them trying to puzzle out
2The recent Met Ring broadcasts, perhaps?
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3Chosen to demonstrates that the new Centaur is an easy load
to drive, and suitable for pairing with modest equipment
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O NNOUNCING THE BRYSTON
TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY

Bryston 4B amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to 800 watts.
For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

strate) the Monolith III, available with apassive

mestic Velodyne subwoofers.

crossover ($6500) or an electronic crossover

KEF made their most important new prod-

($7000). Also shown were anumber of new

uct introductions—the 105/111 and the 107/11

cosmetic options, including astriking artificial

—at the Stereopbue New York show. But

marble (DuPont Conan or similar material) for
the Sequel II.

hand (but, again, not on demo) were the new

among the handful of other new products on

Dale Pitcher of Essence, in addition to his

C45, amodestly priced ($498) update to the

duties organizing the splinter show, showed off
his company's products. Iwas very impressed

Coda, and the new C85 Uni -Q system ($998).
Meridian had their usual complement of

by the Amethyst Gem, asmall, stand-mounted

new CD players and processors, but the big
news was their introduction of the new D6000

(matching stands are available at $350), twoway system retailing at $995. Soon to be avail-

loudspeaker, asupplement to the D600. This

able will be a"super" version of the same loudspeaker ($1685) with upgraded drive-units,

latest design is far more elaborate. It receives

FMS Black internal wiring, and amuch heav-

and performs all crossover, tonal-balance (a

ier, more rigid enclosure (though the Gem is

spectral tilt and bass contour control are pro-

quite solid). Essence also demoed their Ame-

vided), and volume-control functions completely in the digital domain. Separate Bitstrrarn

thyst 12 loudspeaker ($27,000) in the same
(large) room. It did not make the sort of impression that its ambition and complexity indicate,
but the little Gem (driven by Musical Design/
Musical Concept electronics) produced the
best sound that Iheard at the museum show.

adigital signal (preferably via fiberoptic link)

DACs feed four internal amplifiers—two for the
woofers, and one each for the midrange and
tweeter. Externally, the system has the appear-

Muse Electronics showed their first loud-

ance of asmall, asymmetric pyramid (containing the midrange and metal-dome tweeter) sitting atop atall, slender woofer enclosure (con-

speaker, the Model 18 subwoofer —two 10"
woofers in aslot-loaded, sixth-order, vented

taining four long-throw, 8" woofers per side.
The question of how (or if) this system can han-

cabinet. Abuilt-in 225W amplifier handles the
driving duties (including the equalization required for asixth-order system). That's the

dle analog inputs was not raised. Presumably
some sort of outboard A/D conversion will be
required. The price of the D6000 is expected

standard stuff. The interesting part of the design

to be around $12,000.

involves plug-in so-called "personality cards"
which configure the high-pass filter to suit a

Bud Fried held out in one of the prefab
rooms in McCormick Place—and made area-

wide range of satellite loudspeakers. Cards are

sonable success of it. He proudly showed off

available as Iwrite this (mid-June) for ahalf

his new Q/4 ($490) and A/3a ($680) loudspeakers

dozen popular loudspeakers (generic cards are
also available); by the time you read this many

—with anew bass/mid driver said to virtually

more will be on the market. Controls are also
provided for subwoofer level, damping, and
all-pass delay (to compensate for woofer posi-

—along with the rest of the line. A review of
ently incorporates the same drivers, but in a

tioning). Price is expected to be $2000 each.
The Model 18 was on display in the museum

line—and was, as it was designed to be, some-

bazaar and was not demonstrated.
Muse wasn't the only company with interesting subwoofer news. Velodyne had a27"
professional bass driver on display. Also shown

eliminate cone break-up in the upper midrange
the former is planned soon. The A/3a appar"line-tunnel" —a modified, short transmission
what more open and "freer" in sound than the
Q/4. Both appeared to be very clear and open
through the midrange—a characteristic of a

was aprototype of adigital controller. With this

well-controlled bass/mid driver. The larger,
three-way, more expensive (about $1000) R/4

device, the signal for the woofer branch is first

was also making very natural, musical sounds.

passed through an A/D converter. Then low-

B&W has anumber of new loudspeakers in

pass filtration and anumber of other adjust-

the works besides the behemoth 800s seen at

ments—including user options for slope, cross-

the Slereophile New York show. Of particular

over frequency, and phase—are performed
totally in the digital domain, before D/A con-

interest is the DM803 Matrix, afloor-standing,

version and amplification. Aform of this device

three-way system with two 8" woofers, Kevlarconed midrange, and metal-dome tweeter.

may make its way into the smaller, more do-

Price is forecast at $3000. A whole 800 range
Stereophile, September 1990

AS IC REVENCE
Purist miking +
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =
Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth —
areference-standard !
recorded sound.
•
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver accurate sound quality
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the
music— flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke and Charles Griffes's Poem.

STEREOPHILE POEM LP/CD ORDER FORM
Name
Address
City

Zip

State
Item
Poem LP (STPH001 -1) 3Step Process
Poem CD (STPH 001-2)
Shipping (US &Canada)
Shipping (Foreign orders)

Quant.

Unit
Price
11.98
11.98
2.00/item
5.00/item
Total

Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
II MasterCard
ID Visa
LI Am Ex
Exp. Date
Card Number
D Credit Card

Signature
Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715
Return this form to: Stereophile, LP/CD dept.,
P.O. Box 364, Mt. Morris, IL 61054
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

Total

is apparently planned, with smaller DM804 and

able reflection and absorption of the sound off

DM805 Matrixes to be available later. The 803s

of the listener's chest. Sit up straight or lean for-

were on demonstration, but the large, noisy
room was not conducive to serious listening—
adeparture from previous B&W demos which,
during the John Bowers era, were always among

ward, and the clarity improves. Of course,
you're changing other variables in the process
—moving closer to the loudspeakers and per-

the most polished and civilized to be heard at

haps altering the height of your ears. But it's
certainly worth experimenting with and is a

aCES.

cheap tweak—unless you feel the need to buy

Roy Hall of Music Hall may have just re-

anew listening chair.

cently taken on the pricey '(BA electronics line

Mirage will have another addition to their

from France, but that doesn't apparently pre-

bipolar loudspeaker line come the fall—the

vent him from keeping up with the low end of

$1500 M-5. It will consist of symmetrically-

the high end. He demonstrated the new Creek

firing front-rear loudspeaker pairs, each comprised of a6.5" woofer and 0.75" metal-dome

loudspeakers—the first transducer (to my knowlCreek integrated amplifiers. Price of this basic,

tweeter. They put out avery pleasing, open
sound. The cabinets, except for their gloss-

two-way loudspeaker, the LS-50, will be $500,
with dedicated stands adding another $150 to

proportion to the new Vandersteen 3s. The

edge) from the maker of the well-received

the price.

black sides and top, are very close in size and
latter performed extremely well in the Vander-

Dynaco is back. Well, sort of. A new com-

steen room, driven by Melos amplification.

pany has acquired the rights to the Dynaco
name and is producing awhole range of loud-

Both of these rooms were worth more listening
time than Iwas able to give them.

speakers, many of them with similar model

While on the subject of bipolar loudspeakers, the BP-10 from new company Definitive

numbers to the old. But they are also trying to
retain the same price points! That is, the new
A-25 is the same price as the original A-25 of
20-odd years ago—S79 each. Needless to say,

Technologies was also demonstrated. It has
asimilar driver complement to the Mirage M-5
—though it uses Vifa (I believe) soft-dome

price and model number may be the same; the

tweeters—but amuch smaller cabinet. And a
much smaller price: $1000. It will be available

guts have to be entirely different and much
cheaper. For this price, for example, you can't

loudspeaker seemed to be abit too "hot," but

it's not as sophisticated aloudspeaker. The

expect drivers with any high-end pretensions.
Of perhaps more interest are their plans to
resume production of the Stereo 70, now called
the Stereo 70, series 2. In this case, however,
the design is agenuine attempt to produce an

in the fall. The top couple of octaves of this new
it had the same open, spacious sound noted in
the Mirage, with avery clean midrange and reasonably extended, unobtrusive bass. Abit of
sorting out of the high end and it could be a
very competitive newcomer.

update of the original design, with slightly

A surprise was hiding in the corner of the

more power. Price is anticipated to be about

Sumiko room. Would you believe aturntable

$1000.
Ididn't get the chance to talk with Keith

(very approximate price, it was said) model—

Johnson in the Precise Acoustic Laborato-

the SME Model 30. It appeared to be very well

ries room (another show-floor booth) about
his new BL line of loudspeakers, first seen in

built, and was areasonably compact design—
no resemblance to the Goldmund Reference

from SME? Not just aturntable, but an $18,000

Las Vegas. But our own Arnie Balgalvis did, and

here. It's not avacuum design, but does have

relayed afascinating tale. When he walked into
the room, he noted that the listening seats

anumber of unusual design features. Foremost
among them is the suspension: The subchassis

provided were arow of director's chairs. He

is suspended on 96 strands of rubber in ten-

commented to Keith in jest that now everyone

sion, openly visible at the four corners. The

could be adirector when listening to his loudspeakers. But there was areason for Keith's

vertical and lateral subchassis modes are fluid-

using this type of chair. He has found that sit-

high-tech" look which is unique. Availability

damped. The unit has avaguely "Victorian

ting up straight (as you almost have to do in a

is scheduled for the fall. This was certainly the

director's chair) improves the sound! Why?

gutsiest new-product introduction of the show.

Speculation is that slouching causes unpredict-

Symdex demonstrated its Epsilon Signature
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EVERYMAN'S POWER AMP
And every woman's too. Counterpoint's "New Generation" SA-220
power amplifier fulfills the hybrid promise. Tubes and MOSFETs

sr are a synergistic partnership of vacuum tube performance and
solid state reliability. Every music lover dreams of a power amplifier

that may be regarded as a final purchase. The SA-220 Power

Amplifier is superlative in its natural clarity, explosive dynamic
abilities, and three dimensional soundstaging and imaging.
The SA-220 can be used with virtually any loudspeaker system,

regardless of wat,age, current, capacitance, or even fractional
impedence requirements, and still maintain its faithfulness to the

music. Counterpoint's "APC" protection circuitry is unique in that it

protects loudspeaker and amplifier without degrading sonics. By
now, you might suspect that "Everyperson's" power amplifier is

affordable by very few. Please take another look; we've saved the

0
•

moderate pore for last

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU

10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

1979-1969

2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083 • Call 600-266-9090

APURE

The new name in precision audio cables

Mailing: 125 Warner St.
Groton, CT 06340
203-449-9772
Fax-203-449-0202

SULLIATIIRUICTIJUIE
COMPONENT RACK SYSTEM

•Adjustable
•Expandable
•Stackable
•Affordable
Be your own audio
housing
architect. Everything
is optional. .
shelves, isolation
platforms, record racks, etc.
Wide enough for
19" components.
Buy only what you
need when you
need it!
Priced from $150

Dealer lnqui ries Invited
Made in U SA by

ARCICI, INC

Tele. (212) 724-6021

P 0 Box 1502.
Ansonia Station
• New York, NY

10023

KOM51J
USA
BRAND NEW FROM KOETSU
INTERCONNECT & SPEAKER CABLES

Stressfree 6N Copper Wire as used in Koetsu Series 90
M/C Cartridges"
A must in your system for true conveyance of analog or digital
signals.
Give your ears aKoetsu Break.

"Using

NEW KOETSU PROFESSIONAL SERIES
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
URUSHI and ROSEWOOD PRO IV
712 South Military Trail
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
Telephone: 305-698-6102
Fax: 305-480-6410
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at the Museum, and it made avery good ac-

woofer) configuration. Another good room at

counting despite arather non-ideal room. This

an "unofficial" hotel.
Ihaven't taken much notice of Paradigm

$3000, three-way system incorporates a10"
woofer, 7" mid, and metal-dome tweeter in a
time-coherent design, and was driven by AlmaSphere amplification—including the AtmaSphere preamp. An Oracle Delphi Mk.III, Gra-

loudspeakers in the past, perhaps because I
never heard them properly demonstrated. That
oversight was corrected at this show, where I
spent about ahalf-hour auditioning the Para-

ham arm, and Koetsu Mk.IV rounded out this

digm Studio Monitors. Iheard really fine sound

very listenable system.
Graham Engineering demonstrated the

speakers from Canada—a bit polite, perhaps,

Ensemble Reference loudspeaker and Solo
amplifier in, appropriately (for Swiss products),
the Swiss Grand Hotel. This room was an oasis
in more ways than one. The sound was excellent, the only lack being the bottom octave and
ahalf or so. The hospitality was just as good,
the view (from the 37th-floor suite) spectacular.
Nothing really new here that was not also seen

from these floorstanding, three-way loudbut that didn't bother me in the least. At $1950,
they deserve acloser listen, which Ihope to
give them in due course.
Another surprise from Canada from another
company Ihaven't followed closely enough—
PSB. Iwas really taken with the sound of the
new, top-of-the-line Stratus Gold. Yet another
$2000 three-way, this one with ametal-dome

in New York, except for the prospect of Gra-

tweeter, avery impressive build quality, and a

ham importing the excellent Ensemble recordings, but well worth the trip to amoderately

distinctive yet conservative style Again, Icould

out-of-the-way location.

CES permits no such luxury.
TDL had anew baby to fill out the bottom

Magoepan did abit of show-stopping of their
own at the Palmer house. The new MG3.3,
which replaces the MGIIIa, produced one of the
best sounds at the show, with striking imaging

have sat and listened to this one for hours, but

of their line—the Studio 0.5. It is avery small,
floor-standing, two-way system consisting of

and depth. Changes from the Ilia include are-

ametal-dome tweeter and atransmission-lineloaded 13.5mm woofer. Price will be $995.

duced crossover frequency (from 350 to 200Hz)
which, in theory, should result in improved

620mm—just over 24"), giving me some con-

transparency through the lower midrange.
Price will be between $2700 and $3000. Also
new is the MG2.6, which replaces the 2.5.

Aside from the very low cabinet (its height is
cern about the proper vertical listening axis,
its overall sound belied its modest size.
Ruark Acoustics is not acommonly recog-

While this model was not on demo when I
passed through, Jim Winey of Magnepan stated
that the midrange balance is now less laid-back,

nized name among US audiophiles, even those

the phase response is improved, and the effi-

made their "trade-show" debut in Chicago,
demonstrating the two-way Talisman ($1999)

ciency is increased by 2-3dB (all in comparison
with the 2.5). Ialso noted another new model,

who read the British audio press. Making their
official US bow at our New York show, they

and three-way Accolade ($5499). The latter

not yet named or ready for production, which

appears to use all Dynaudio drivers—as does

is essentially amid-tweeter panel designed to
be used with separate, panel subwoofers. And

the $2499, two-way Broadsword. Listening
conditions in the Gentronics room (Gentronics

the MG20, first seen last year in Chicago, is
expected to be in production in the fall at

is the Canadian-based North American distributor for Ruark) were far from ideal, and didn't

$7000.
ProAc shared aroom with Day-Sequerra
(the Sequerra tuner folks) and Basis. Their new

appear to be flattering the sound of the Ruarks.

Response 3, driven by Krell amplification and
the $8000 Koetsu Anniversary 80 cartridge
(which cost more than the $6000 Pro Acs), had
atangible presence, with very well-defined

They look to be worth acloser audition in a
better environment, although their prices put
them up against some stiff competition.
Sumo, subject of arecent management buyout from their erstwhile parent Califone, no
longer distributes the Aria loudspeaker. That

system with two 6.5" woofers and anew, soft-

responsibility has reverted to that device's
Canadian manufacturer, Highwood. In their

dome tweeter in aslightly canted but otherwise vertically symmetrical (woofer-tweeter-

demonstrated their updated Athena II pream-

imaging. The Response 3is afloor-standing

Stereophile, September 1990

room in the McCormick Center Hotel, Sumo
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Elicit integrated amp from REGA

Meridian's new D6000

Basis Ovation turntable

Mod Squad's latest CD lineup

SME's new fluid-damped turntable
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piffles through asystem consisting of Alt SCM

Can Ipossibly discuss this CES without men-

20s as satellites with Sumo's•own Samson sub-

tion of the "Glasnost Mondial" Russian dinner

woofers. The Athena will be available as abasic,
high-level preamplifier for $650, with optional

thrown by (obviously) Mondial? The highlight
of this dinner was not the food, but aperfor-

plug-in phono stage ($150) or D/A converter
($490)—it will accept one or the other, not
both. The system sounded very dynamic, punchy, and lively through the little ATC loudspeakers.
The Type Bloudspeaker from Snell Acoustics was nowhere to be heard at this CES. It's

mance by the rapidly formed, and just as rapidly disbanded (stay tuned for the reunion)
Glasnost Mondial Supergroup featuring Frank
Doris (TAS), Roland Marconi (Mondial), and
Steve Harris (HFN/RR) on guitar, Michael
Fremer (TAS) and Rob Sample on vocals, Elliot
Kallen and Rob Reina (both of Sounds Like. ..)

still an ongoing project, but has taken aback

on keyboards, Allen Perkins (SOTA) and Neil

seat, for the time being, to Snell's involvement

Sinclair (Theta Digital) on drums, and our own

in Lucasfilm's Home THX project. Snell is one

John Atkinson on Fender bass. Bainbridge

of the first three licensees of the process. The

Records recorded the affair with the Colossus

unique qualities of this system, as contrasted

digital 4-channel system, although not—as I

with other home surround-sound video setups,

understand it—for general release. Our gain is

appear to be three. First, an attempt to control

the Grammy's loss. Agood time was had by all.

the vertical dispersion of the front loudspeak-

Which helped to soften the blow of arather

ers. Second, the use of dipole radiators for the
side loudspeakers, edge-on to the listener, to

disappointing CES. There were, as noted, more
than afew interesting products. But the dem-

provide adiffuse "wash" of sound along the

onstration facilities, except for those of manu-

sides (no "rear" loudspeakers, per se, are used).
And third, high-frequency contouring of the

facturers who chose to exhibit off by themselves in isolated hotels 4 (and the occasional

signal is used in the processor to compensate
for sonically over-bright video source mate-

exception noted elsewhere), were marginal at
best. Still, I've never been to aCES, this one

rial (transferred from masters designed for the-

included, where Ifelt my time was not well

ater, not home, use).
The home THX activities at the show included

spent. SCES '90 will not be remembered as the
most upbeat in recent memory, but there's

afascinating, in-theater demonstration at the

always next year in Las Vegas. Which, with its

McClurg Court theater (a local THX house) pre-

far better high-end demonstration facilities, 5

sented by Tomlinson Holman, Lucasfilm's Cor-

might just turn out to be the major trade show

porate Technical Director (watch for my inter-

for the specialty audio market, until the CES

view with him in an upcoming issue). While

sponsors get their Chicago act back together.

the home THX demos—given by Snell and
Lexicon at alocal hotel and by Technics (the
second and third initial licensees) on the main
show floor at McCormick—couldn't match the
impact of the theater show, they were nonetheless very effective. Snell has designed awhole
series of new loudspeakers specifically for the
home THX system, the 500 LCR ($799 each)
for the left, right, and center, the Sur 500 ($799
each) dipole surround speakers (conventional

Guy Lemcoe on
Amplifiers & Preamps

7

, he occasional breezes blowing in off
Lake Michigan did little to relieve the
heat in Chicago, the city which hosts

the annual Summer Consumer Electronics Show.
Throughout the first weekend in June, the cli-

drivers), and Sub 500 ($499)subwoofer. To save

mate in the Windy City lived up to its reputa-

you the arithmetic, acomplete set for the full-

tion. High temperatures and humidity, rain and

up THX system will cost you $4993 exclusive

gusty winds caused this Southwesterner to

of the processor and amplifiers; processors

appreciate Santa Fe weather more and more as

from both Lexicon and Technics should be

each day passed. My wool blazer and long-

available, or nearly so, by the time you read this.

sleeved shirts were quickly discarded in favor

Technics is also marketing adedicated line of
THX loudspeakers. The demonstrations were
most impressive; JGH will have more to say
about this next month.
Stereophile, September 1990

4LA is still scratching his head over our collective taxi bills!
5The setup b-Nt yrar at the Sahara in Las Vegas was not the best,
as my show report on that CES in March made clean but it was
far and away superior to that in Chicago.
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of T-shirts and khakis. I'd forgotten how

the SE 150 dual 16-bit, 4x-oversampling CD

oppressive high humidity is to people on the

player ($549), the SE 120 MOSFET amp

go, but was soon reminded as Itrudged about
in search of the various hotels in which some

(60Wpc for $325), and the SE 240 MOSFET

of the exhibitors were sequestered. When my

were the appearance and sound (even at back-

amp (120Wpc for $499). Equally impressive

feet and legs gave out Iresorted to taxis, as sev-

ground listening levels) of the new Acoustat

eral of the manufacturers Iwanted to visit were
scattered throughout the city. As my cabfare
expenses mounted, Ibegan to wonder if per-

Spectra 1100 loudspeakers being driven by the

haps the greatest beneficiaries of this annual

design reminiscent of the well-received Spectra
11. The 1100 is not meant to replace the 11, but

event are the Chicago cabbies. Ifelt entirely

Hafler SE ensemble. Priced at $1500 /pair, the
Spectra 1100 is an evolved electrostatic/hybrid

at their mercy as Idropped myself into the

will expand the Spectra line of Acoustat loud-

back seat and gave the driver the address of the

speakers. The speaker is quite attractive in oak

hotel to which Iwas headed. Once there, Ipaid

with beige grille cloth. I'd like to get apair in

the smiling driver and went on my way, ligh-

my listening room to see how they compare
with my Acoustat Model Twos. Ialso enjoyed

ter in wallet but high in spirits in anticipation
of the coming events. Iwas not disappointed.
Among the highlights at this year's show was

meeting and talking with Jim Strickland, the
man responsible for these speakers.

apress reception hosted by Nakamichi at Spi-

While at the Palmer House Ivisited PSE

aggia, an elegant Italian restaurant on North
Michigan. There was nothing new here in the
way of separate preamps or amps, though. ltd

(Professional Systems Engineering) in their

Nalcamichi said new high-end separates may
appear in ayear or so, as this division of the

lowing the trend in preamps exhibited at the
show, this unit offers only linestage accommo-

company is viewed by the founders more as a
"hobby" Intrciduced to the press was the new

dation as delivered, for aprojected price of
$1500. Details and specifications were not avail-

line of modestly priced CD players, cassette

able, and the unit Isaw was only aprototype.

decks, and receivers, featuring new technology and styling while maintaining, Iwas told,

outputs with balanced inputs optional. A

traditional Nalcamichi design and build qual-

suite in the Conference Center. Jerry Stoeckigt showed me his new Fulcrum preamp. Fol-

Idid learn, though, that it offers balanced XLR

ity. The Music Bank System used in the CD

unique Card Bay, accessed on the front panel,
gives the user flexibility as to type of format

Players 2and 3will be welcomed by those who
don't like keeping track of loaded CD maga-

desired in the future, demand for other formats
determining the different types of card inserts

zines. Up to six discs may be loaded through

to be made available. Another feature of this

the single-disc drawer and stored in an inter-

preamp is the Fulcrum Contour Control. Acting

nal stacker mechanism. In similar fashion, a

as a spectral contour or "tilt" control, it
smoothly shifts the overall tonal balance on a

seventh disc can be loaded and stored temporarily. Ididn't get achance to judge the sound of
these new products, but the buffet lunch
catered by Spiaggia was excellent. Iaward Nalcamachi the prize for Best Press Conference Food.
Those chocolate-covered strawberries, served
as dessert, were positively scrumptious.
Second prize went to Hafler's spread in their
Palmer House suite. I'm asucker for shrimp,

"fulcrum" based in the midrange. As the highs
are increased, the bass is proportionally
decreased and vice-versa.
The sound reaching my ears in Quad's large,
elegant room was what Ihad always hoped I
would one day hear from this company. The
system, with the exception of the subwoofers
upon which sat the ESL 63 speakers, was stan-

and kept myself within arm's reach of the food

dard Quad: the 66 CD player ($1200), 66 pre-

tray. The melon assortment was the perfect
complement. Iwas impressed with the looks

amp ($1500), 306 power amp ($695), and 606
power amp (for the subwoofers, $1300). What

of the stacked Hafler SE (Sonic Excellence)
components in ivory; they offer pleasant relief

opened my eyes and titillated my ears was the

from the ubiquitous black. This new line of

awesome sense of dynamics, acoustic space,
and energy exhibited by this system. Ifelt the

affordable components includes the SE 100 allJET line-stage preamp ($349 with optional

speakers were placed too far apart, but could

phono board), the SE 130 AM/FM tuner ($299),

of scale was realistically captured regardless
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not help being caught up in the music Asense
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of the size of the performing ensemble Isensed
the intimacy of solo instrumentalists and the
power of alarge symphony orchestra. The
sound had an overall "rightness" to it, and the
midrange was legendary Quad. A lot of what
Iheard can be attributed to the prototype subwoofers and their integration into the system.
Unfortunately, they're not yet in production,

ham is the sole US agent for Ensemble of Switzerland, the worldwide distributor of the
French-made B-50 amplifier and Swiss-made
Pawel Acoustics speakers. The view from
their suite in the Swiss Grand Hotel overlooking the Chicago lakefront and skyline was
unsurpassed at the show. The Graham aerie

and details were sketchy as to when they will be

provided apleasant retreat from the hustle and
bustle of city life 37 floors below. Ialso heard

Over at Le Meridien, Krell had lined their

some fine-sounding music here. The analog-

room with all sorts of electronic goodies. Krell

sourced system consisted of the Graham Model

Digital showed off their new MD-2 CD 'Run-

1.5 tonearm ($2270) fitted with a"mystery"

table ($2700), the "Stealth" Processor (>$2000),

cartridge (this cartridge, made in Japan, was a
"working" prototype of asimilar one which

and the SBP-32X Processor ($3500). Bob
Harley, knowledgeable in all things digital, will

may be marketed as adedicated cartridge for

tell you about these products. Ifocused my

use in the Graham tonearm) sitting on an Arcici

attention on the preamps and amps from the

Onyx turntable The signal was fed into either
an Ensemble Phonomaster EQ preamp (again

parent company. The modestly priced KSL preamp ($1800 sans phono stage) is a singlechassis, stereo, high-level line-stage unit with
two balanced and three single-ended inputs.

aprototype, availability uncertain) or aKrell
KSP-7B ($2700), then into apair of Ensemble

Main outputs are provided in balanced mode

B-50 amps ($1940 each), and finally into the
Ensemble Reference speakers ($4390/pair). An

via XLR connectors and single-ended through

improved Pawel Acoustics subsonic filter was

RCAs. Circuitry is fully discrete high-bias classA. A plug-in phono section will be available as

also used (ca $1100). Since the B-50 amps are
not bridgeable for mono operation, the left and

an option, offering user-adjustable MM/MC

right outputs from the preamp were routed to

selectivity and impedance loading. Acompan-

separate amps with aY-connector serving to
split the signal at the amp inputs. The woofer

ion to this preamp is the KST-100 stereo amp
($2500), a class-AB, direct-coupled design
providing 100Wpc into 8ohms and 800Wpc
(!) into 1ohm. Input stages are pure class-A

section of the speaker was terminated at the
amp's right channel, the tweeter at the left
channel. Idon't know what this arrangement

with output class-A until half power is reached,

is called, but it sure sounded good! The sound

at which point it shifts into class-B operation.

was detailed and balanced, with excellent
soundstaging and three-dimensional palpabil-

Balanced

and

single-ended

inputs

are

provided, as are two sets of speaker binding

ity. Frequency extremes were handled with

posts per channel, making for easy bi-wiring.

aplomb, and the sense of dynamics, so impor-

The KST-100 is internally switchable to mon-

tant to amusical event, was realistically con-

aural operation, making it aprodigious mono-

veyed. The Graham tonearm is the result of

block (400W into 8ohms!). You can also place

intelligent design and precision tooling, and

this amp in any type of cabinet without con-

should be agood choice for those well-heeled

cern for overheating. For those who like pure

audiophiles looking for apivoted arm for their

class-A power, the KSA-150 amp ($3950) will
replace the KSA-80B. Rated at 150W into 8

last analog front-end upgrade. Setup should
present no problem (it fits astandard SME

ohms, its power doubles into successively
lower impedances. For all you Apogee lovers,

cutout), as all adjustment parameters can be
performed with ease and precision due to the

the KSA-150 will provide 600Wpc into 2ohms

special, patented installation fixtures (Bob Graham says it should take less than 25 minutes).

or 1200Wpc into 1. Alittle brother to the KSA250, the KSA- 150 provides for both balanced
and single-ended inputs. It's also convertible
for mono operation. The availability and cost
for this modification will be announced at a
later date.
It was apleasure to finally meet Robert and
Mary Graham of Graham Engineering. GraStereophile, September 1990

Iwas equally intrigued by the design and
unconventional styling of the Ensemble B-50
amps, and look forward to auditioning one
soon. The B-50 is ahybrid amp with asolidstate output section and apair of tubes (ECC
81s) in the preamp stage. It can be used as a
stand-alone integrated amp (line-stage only)
95
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or dedicated power amp, is rated at 50Wpc into

PS Audio's first monoblock power amplifier,

8ohms, and is said to be stable into any load.
A phono module, powered by aspecial outlet

the 250 Delta. Scheduled for production in
August, the 250 will put out 250W into 8ohms
and will retail for $995 ($1990 for astereo pair).

on the amp, is available.
When you make the rounds at these shows

Details are sketchy, but if this monster is any-

with). Gordon Holt, there's never adull mo-

thing like the infamous PS 200CX, it will be

ment. In the Ensemble room, for example, the

worth keeping an eye out for. By the time you

conversation turned from hi-fi to photography,

read this, the Digital Link Mk.II will be on

and to stereo (3-D) photography in particular.
It seems Gordon and Bob Graham each have

dealers' shelves. This component will not
replace the Digital Link, but will offer astep up

an interest in this format, and it wasn't long

for $1195. Digital circuitry is 18-bit, 8x-over-

before Bob pulled out his Stereo Realist camera

sampling, and the Mk.II will feature abalanced

and started taking pictures. Ihad alot of fun in
this room talking with the Grahams, and left

coaxial digital input (the world's first, says

reassured that not everyone is obsessively committed to the nuts and bolts of music repro-

Paul). Who said digital was dull?
There was aline at the Audio Advancements booth as music lovers and audiophiles
perused the imported recordings offered for

duction.
New this year was the appearance of asplinter group of high-end manufacturers calling

cakes, the most popular CD being the hard-to-

themselves The Audio Group. This consortium
of some 50 companies set up shop in the

find Fairytales on Norway's Odin label (ODIN
CD-03). Ibought acopy (only afew remaining,

sale there. LPs and CDs were selling like hot-

Chicago Historical Society Museum, scattered

according to Mr. Hart) and, having listened to

among galleries, classrooms, conference
rooms, an auditorium, and adining room.

it, recommend it highly. It's just the right tonic

Approximately 35 exhibitors were bunched
together, carnival fashion, in along, narrow,

drawer, sit back, relax, and enjoy awonderful

when the hi-fi blahs get you down. Slip it in the
recording of lovely music, beautifully per-

bifurcated gallery. Minimal displays were the

formed. Audio Advancements also imports

rule, with little chance for equipment audition,

hybrid and all-tube amps and preamps from

although the brave souls at Swan Speakers

Germany and France. Especially interesting to

did manage to produce some music for an

me was the Linnett pure class-A monoblock

interested customer sitting only afew feet away
from the speakers. The atmosphere was claus-

Klimo. It has atube complement of 6EL34s

trophobic, and Imade my way through the
crowd as quickly as possible in search of aplace

or 8ohms. Asolderless internal modification

where Imight listen to some music in amore

will permit usage into 1or 16 ohms. Price is

power amp from the German company, D.
per channel and is rated at 100W into either 4

complimentary setting. Ilocated aplace which

$7800/pair. From France comes the Lectron

satisfied my need—but first Imust mention a
few of the new products Isaw in the Pauline

JH 30 integrated amp, incorporating ahybrid

Palmer Wood Gallery.

rated at 30Wpc into 8ohms. It accommodates

Paul McGowan of PS Audio is once again

circuit designed by Jean Hiraga and modestly
four line-level sources, has tape monitoring

assaulting the high end, this time via his new

facilities, lacks aphono stage, and retails for

6.0 preamplifier, aline-stage-only affair retailing for $499 ("basic"). The $599 "deluxe"

$3300. The MC-30 outboard phono stage is
available for $1250.

model sports athicker and fancier machined

A relatively new company, Reference Line,

front panel with three sets of Tiffany connec-

is offering two new passive control units, the

tors on the back. Now in production, both
units have six inputs, straightwire, high-level,

cision Line Interfaces. They say the key to

and "bypass" switching (this last circumvents

superior performance lies in linear conduc-

Model 1000 ($399) and Model 2000 ($949) Pre-

the balance and tape-monitoring controls). Lest

tance; Reference Line's use of gold, silver, and

you feel Paul has forsaken record collectors, he

oxygen-free copper (OFC) provides—according to Reference Line—a signal path accurate

will offer in September the PS Phono Link for
$599. It will handle either MM or MC cartridges
with front-panel-switchable gain, resistance,
and capacitance loading. Also in the works is
Stereophile, September 1990

in "amplitude, phase, and time parameters." 6
6But apassive control unit should not, by its nature, have problems in any of these areas.
—TJN
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Beard M-1000 monoblock

PS Audio 6.0 preamp and
Digital Link Mk.II

Conrad-Johnson PV-11 preamp
and MV-52 power amp
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Linn Numerik professional digital processor

MAS DCC-1 D/A preamplifier
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Both units feature four line-stage inputs with

coupled with low feedback, and provides

mute switching (up to two additional inputs

100W into 8ohms or 200W into 4ohms with

and an extra output for bi-amping may be
added at extra cost), and have full 5-year war-

maximum peak current of 30 amps. MAS also
imports the Norwegian Electrocompaniet

ranties on parts and labor. Among the differ-

line of electronics. New this summer from the

ences between the Model 1000 and Model
2000 are the latter's use of superior-quality

land of the fjords is the Ampliwire AW-75 dual-

components, 100% pure silver hard-wiring,
and a patented Micro-Grid ultra-precision
RFI/EMI high-conductivity chassis-shielding
network. The units look lean and clean, with
good build quality.

mono power amp, providing 75Wpc into 8
ohms, 140Wpc into 4ohms, and 220Wpc into
2ohms, with apeak current capacity of 60A.
Price is $2195.
First Sound of Issaquah, WA showed their
Reference Il passive preamp ($1895). This pur-

Muse Electronics showed their revised

ist, dual-mono unit with separate volume con-

Model 100 stereo power amp ($1200). It re-

trols and selector switches features three line-

mains a100Wpc/8 ohms amp and will swing
45A of output current. It seems Michael God-

level inputs, one tape output, one main output,
and discrete grounding of the left and right

dard took to heart some recent comments

channels for maximum channel separation. A

regarding the performance of this product. He

description of the components used in this preamp reads like a Who's Wbo of the best in

returned to the drawing board, made some circuit changes, and assured me he has corrected

audio hardware: Shallcross, Holco, Cardas,

the problems identified earlier. In aphone con-

WBT, Tiffany, Formulation 2.0, and Wonder.
Ifound the Reference II quite attractive, and its

versation with Michael, Iasked him what he
thought of the Audio Group's desire to separate from the rest of the show and set up elsewhere. He thought the idea was good and,
despite the apparent confusion at the Museum,

simplicity caught my fancy.
Mirror Image Audio displayed their .2P
preamplifier, atwo-chassis affair selling for
$3250 complete or $2600 without phono sec-

said the response to his product and the expo-

tion. The .2P is extremely flexible with eight

sure his company received there exceeded his
expectations. He felt grouping several manufac-

inputs, two buffered tape outputs, two pairs of
balanced outputs, and two pairs of single-

turers and importers together in asmall space

ended outputs. These outputs are internally

contributed to asense of camaraderie and
purpose.

switchable to provide one positive and one

Music & Sound Imports announced their

phase for bi-amping. Absolute phase is switch-

High Technology Group of components this

able from the front panel, and muting of either

inverting output for bridging, or both the same

summer. At the heart of their line is the DCC-1

or both channels is accomplished by apair of

Digital Control Center. Priced at $1195, the

mute switches (!). Through the phono module,

DCC- 1provides the user afull-function pre-

the .2P will accommodate either moving-

amp incorporating onboard digital processing

magnet or moving-coil cartridges, and features

for up to three digital sources. The converter
employs 18-bit 8x-oversampling. The DCC-1

adjustable gain. The MC input has adjustable
input impedances as well. Adigital input mod-

is fully upgradable to accept future developments in DACs and filtering. Three inputs are

oversampling has been promised.

ule with dual DIA converters and at least 8x

provided for digital sources, including optical,

Ray Shab of Arcici was on hand with his line

coaxial, and athird selectable for either type

of hi-fi furnishings. Arcici's products make the

of transmission. Seven analog inputs are avail-

audiophile's life abit easier and pleasurable by

able (no phono, though), with two tape loops

providing him or her with solid stands and

and separate listening/recording controls. An

racks on which to put all that stuff. New this

external power supply, switchable gain stage

year are his Super Spikes (a set of which now

(in circuit or bypass mode), optional balanced

sit under my Acoustat loudspeakers), and

output and optical phono input complete the
picture. At $795, the DCS- 1offers the digital

Superstructure II equipment rack. The Super
Spike is aZorbex-damped hybrid (!) cone/

section of the DCC-1 sans the preamp func-

spike which can be used under most speakers

tions. Also available is the SPA-100 stereo

or components to provide isolation and stabil-

power amplifier. Priced at $849, it's DC-

ity. Aset of four costs $50. The Superstructure
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bling the user to adjust shelves at 4" instead of

¡lisa taller version of the Superstructure, ena-

to provide an "enhanced" sound. What's
meant by "enhanced" was not explained. Sep-

6" intervals. It lists for $165 without shelves.
The basic shelf sells for $30.

arate buffered tape outputs are provided. The
main outputs are direct-coupled, with inputs

Essence had several loudspeakers, asubwoofer, and two power amplifiers on display.
The Essence Standard ($4850) and Essence

and outputs protected by shunting diodes. The
slim style of this unit is deceptive when you go
to lift it. The thing weighs 20 lbs! The power

Reference ($9850) power amps looked less like

supply weighs 3.4 lbs.

amps than like small tables with smoked-glass

Bruce Thigpen, President of Eminent itch-

tops. Essence has studied the effects of vibra-

nology, was beaming over his new LFT-VIII

tion-induced distortions and addressed the

loudspeaker. For $1500/pair you get athree-

problem by internally and externally "floating"
the interactive elements, isolating them to provide mechanical grounding. Both amps use the

uses anew patented LFT-midrange driver and

same basic bipolar transistor circuitry and have
the same output power of 200Wpc. The Refer-

way hybrid planar magnetic speaker which
tweeter crossed over to an 8" woofer in asealed
enclosure at 180Hz.
Before leaving the Audio Group's installation

ence amp, Iwas told, features asignificantly

at the Historical Society, I'd like to mention a

larger and stiffer power supply and aerospace-

system which provided much pleasure and

grade components throughout. Details and full

relaxation. Off the main gallery and down a

specs were not available at the show, but

narrow hallway was the Field Classroom where
Symdex Audio Systems exhibited their line

should be by the time you read this.
From my old hometown of St. Louis comes
Musical Design's D-140 stereo power amplifier ($1195) and aprototype of their dual-mono
construction, line-stage preamplifier (no name,

of speakers along with electronics by Atma
Sphere. The system Leland Wallace of Symdex
played for me consisted of his company's Epsilon Signature loudspeakers ($3000/pair) linked

specs, or price as yet). The power amp puts out

by Symdex Omega speaker cable ($20/ft) to a

140Wpc into 8 ohms with less than 0.01%
THD. That, by the way, is the only spec listed

pair of Atma-Sphere MA-1 output transformerless power amplifiers ($5400/pair) driven by

on their information sheet. They describe their

the new Atma-Sphere Music Preamp MP-1 (ca

product first in terms of its musicality, then its
technology, and finally its practicality. In the

world's first all-differential balanced-line

context of the D- I40's soundstaging and focusing abilities, asentence from their flyer struck

$5600). This preamp is described as being the
model. Atwo-chassis affair in ahandsome twotone black and gold brushed-anodized finish,

me as meaningful: "There is adifference be-

the MP-1 employs adirect-coupled output, has

tween being polite and having manners." Per-

the ability to drive alow-impedance (150-600

haps we can get one in Santa Fe to see if there's

ohm) balanced line, and features zero negative

any truth in what they say.
Upstairs in the Trustee Conference Room

as atotal system phase-inversion switch. The

feedback and dual-mono construction as well

could be found Eminent Technology, Klyne

source material in this room was all analog,

Audio Arts, Siltech, and SOTA. New from

with an Oracle Delphi turntable set up with a

Klyne is their Model 7PX RIAA Phono Pream-

Graham Model 1.5 arm and costly Koetsu Rose-

plifier ($2750). The unit is acomplete stand-

wood Pro IV cartridge ($3500). Good sound

alone phono preamp with an external power

has its price Leland is an avid jazz collector, and

supply, and can be used with aline- level pre-

pulled from his record rack album after album

amp, adigital preamp (with analog inputs), or

of musical treasures. The few Ilistened to trans-

with apassive switchbox/controller. Gain is

ported me from the hectic show atmosphere

adjustable from 36 to 66dB, so almost all phono

to aquieter, more peaceful place where musi-

cartridges can be accommodated. Input

cians plied their skills. Icould have stayed in

impedance is also adjustable from 0-47k ohms,

this room all afternoon, so caught up was Iin

with capacitance fixed at 150pE Output imped-

the music Iwas hearing. There was nothing to

ance is 300 ohms. Unique and new for me is the

criticize here. Instruments sounded real to me,

owner's choice of input and output jacks,

and every detail of the performance was cap-

sourced from two different manufacturers; one

tured in away which seemed to elude many

set is said to yield a"neutral" sound, the other

other systems. The resonance of the body of
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the string bass could be felt as well as heard,
and, at the other frequency extreme, the delicate sizzle of the rivets on the drummer's cymbals could be visualized as they danced in
place. The timbres of the various solo instruments, reed or brass, were captured perfectly.
Iliked! Iwalked with some reluctance out the
Historical Society's doors and hailed acab to

Classic 150. Removing the protective cage,
however, reveals the heritage of the Classic 60.
The 120 sports two sets of four 6550 output
tubes mounted vertically and separated by a
bank of six filter capacitors. Cooling fans are
mounted inside the rear of the protective cover.
The Classic 120 puts out 110W into 4, 8, or 16
ohms, has energy-storage capacity of over 415

the nerve center of the SCES—McCormick
Center.
Everything you ever wanted to see related

joules, and features atriode-configured out-

to consumer electronics was on display some-

6FQ7 driver tubes. Construction and parts
were up to Audio Research's usual exemplary

place at McCormick Center, either in the McCormick Center Hotel, McCormick East, or
McCormick North. In the Boulder room at the

put stage. It's ahybrid, using precision semiconductors in the input stage along with two

standards. The other Audio Research product
Isaw was the EC22 two-way, fully active elec-

MS51 ($649) and MS52 ($949) allow the user

tronic crossover ($1995). The EC22 is entirely
solid-state in design; through the use of fieldreplaceable filter-contour circuit boards (they

to run balanced interconnects to his Complete

plug into computer-grade receptacles in each

or Ultimate Boulder preamp. The MS51 offers
asingle input, the MS52 offers dual inputs.

channel), the EC22 can be reconfigured for var-

Hotel, the folks from the high country introduced two balanced line-input modules. The

ious crossover points and slopes, both top and

Conrad-Johnson debuted their PV11 vac-

bottom. Precise matching of output between

uum-tube preamplifier and the MV52 power

bass and treble amplifiers is easy with coarse

amp. At $1795, the PV11 uses zero feedback in
the audio circuits, this said to improve handling

(3dB steps) and fine (0.5dB steps) bass-level
controls. The EC22 shares the same styling and

of dynamic contrasts and retrieval of spatial and

parts and construction quality as other Audio

temporal information. Both phono and line

Research products.
The Linn room was packed with people

stages feature cathode-follower outputs to minimize output impedance, which should reduce
interconnect-cable interface problems. In addition to phono, inputs are provided for four linelevel sources including two tape loops. Iwas
happy to see afive-position mode switch, one
setting providing the all-important mono configuration. This product has the feel and appearance Ihave come to appreciate in ConradJohnson electronics (I love those large, round
knobs); I'm anxious to get one of these home

perusing the new loudspeakers and electronics,
especially the megabuck Numerik AID and
D/A conversion system. The Numerik is intended for professional use and looks it. In the
realm of consumer electronics, the news here
was the introduction of the Spark power supply for the LK280 amplifier. It retails, as a
dealer-installed upgrade kit, for $1195 and converts the LK280 into acomplete dual-mono

for an audition. The audio circuit of the MV52

system, with dedicated mains filter and transformer for each channel. The amp's storage

power amp ($1895) consists of atriode-input

capacity is tripled and the two transformers

amplifier direct-coupled to atriode inverter
stage which drives the final output pair of
EL34s. These are operated in an "ultralinear"

provide nearly twice the regulation of the
LK280's single one. The LK280 will be available

fashion said to offer high power, low distortion,

with the Spark power supply for $2790. Corning soon will be the Sparkler (love those names!),

and low output impedance. Power specifica-

asimilar power-supply upgrade for the LK1

tion is 45Wpc into 8ohms. For those addicted

preamplifier. Price and availability are not yet

to tube sound and efficient loudspeakers, this
pair of components might be the way to expe-

known.

rience it without going into financial chaos.
Audio Research introduced two new prod-

It's always apleasure to discover new companies with products offering a musically
involving experience. Such was my reaction to

ucts. Sitting in the center of their room on a

what Iheard in the Unity Audio/NRG Control

sturdy table was the Classic 120 monaural
hybrid power amp, retailing for $2995 ($5990

room at the McCormick Center Hotel. The
Unity Audio Signature "Class e loudspeakers

for astereo pair) and externally resembling the

($2750 /pair), powered by abehemoth NRG
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A201S stereo power amp ($5995), with aMod

diverse exhibits were several old friends. The

Squad Signature CD player ($2995) and Duet
preamp ($2595), immediately impressed me
with apowerful, dynamic sound. The soundstaging achieved in the rather smallish room

following, in no particular order are those Ifelt
important and noteworthy.
Rega has anew US importer/distributor—

was hard to believe, with excellent depth,
width, and precise image focus. Frequency

Music for Others, of St. Louis, MO. Rega, whose
reputation is founded on their modestly priced
yet fine-sounding turntables, is expanding into

extension was exceptional; Ijust sat back and
enjoyed the music. The Class A's were among

amps. Shown at the show was the Elicit

the most attractive Ihave ever seen, with exquisite cabinet work and finish. Congratulations,

($1500), an 80Wpc dual-mono design with four
line and one phono inputs. The phono input

Unity Audio, NRG Control, and Mod Squad.

will accept both MM and MC cartridges. The

NRG Control manufactures three power

unit had clean lines and looked extremely wellmade. No specs or other details were available

amps, each providing prodigous amounts of
power and current. These may become "Krell
Krunchers" in the future. The model A201S is
apure class-A stereo amp rated at 200Wpc into

the field of electronics with two new integrated

in Chicago, but acall to Music for Others at
(314) 963-0177 should get some response. A
yet-unnamed integrated amp expected to sell

stated to be greater than 3000W (!), and said to

for under $1000 and providing 50Wpc is also
in the works from Rega. This company is worth

be stable into loads well below 1ohm. Maximum current is 125Apc. Ahuge toroidal power

keeping an eye on.
Klaus Bunge of German Acoustics showed

transformer is used to charge the power supplies, which use in excess of 100,000AF of

tube mono power amp ($2595). Next to it was

8ohms. The maximum continuous power is

off the new version of the Kebschull 35/70 all-

capacitance and store on the order of 500 (!)
joules of energy. Chris Ludwig, Vice President

the new Symphonic Line of solid-state gear.

of NRG Control, assures me each amp is hand-

mono, solid-state, class-A/AB unit with an out-

made and not shipped until every detail is per-

put of 100Wpc into 8ohms, 200Wpc into 4
ohms, and 360Wpc into 2ohms. It has zero

fect. The output stage of the amp uses 48 complementary high-power discrete FETs. Each

The RG 1Mk.II power amp (83475) is adual-

feedback and is said to be stable into any load.

device is hand-selected and matched to every

The amp is attractively styled in Aranya

other device. No relays or switches are used in
the signal path. To complement the power sup-

chrome, comes with WBT binding posts, and

ply, eight massive heatsinIcs are provided to dis-

plementing the RG 1Mk.11 amp is the RG 3

sipate the heat associated with such high power

Mk.II preamp ($4200 sans phono section).

levels. They're quite effective—the amp didn't

With MM cartridge capability, it costs $4500;

even feel warm. Two sets of custom-made

with MC capability, $4970. The power supply
is external. The styling is the same as for the

binding posts (the nicest I've ever seen) are
provided on the rear panel (four for the A201S)
to facilitate biwiring. All signal connections are
gold-plated, and giant spade lugs are furnished

features pure OFC cables throughout. Com-

power amp, and the units look striking together
Counterpoint showed their line-stage-only
preamp, the SA 2000 ($1495)—it's the SA 3000

with the amps to complement the binding

without aphono stage. Also new from Coun-

posts. Other amplifiers in the NRG line are the

terpoint are the PAC Pure Power AC mains
filters. Two models are offered, the PAC 5

A401M ($5600), a400W into 8ohms monaural model with amaximum dynamic power of

(600W at $295) and PAC 15(1800W for $395).

12,000Wpc (!) and 195A of current, and the

The PAC 5 is recommended for low-level

401S ($5995), aclass-A/AB stereo amp rated at
400Wpc into 8ohms with only (!) 97 amps of

sources, the PAC 15 for power amplifiers.
Beard Audio announced three new prod-

current. These amps have very sophisticated
circuitry to protect both speakers and ampli-

ucts, including the M1000 monoblock all-tube

fier. NRG Control's warranty is 5years on parts

class-A/AB into 4or 8ohms, it uses eight 6550

and labor.
The time Ispent on the first level of McCor-

triode-connected output tubes and operates

power amplifier ($8499/pair). Rated at 120W

mick North was enlightening, if abit over-

in pure class-A up to 50W, after which it
switches into class-AB. Premium-quality parts

whelming. Scattered among the hundreds of

are used throughout, with shortest signal paths
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and hard-wiring utilized wherever possible. In

used. Six inputs are available on the P-3001,

addition to the M1000, Beard introduced its

along with two tape loops and provision to listen to one source while recording another.
There are two outputs, one of which is bal-

first integrated amplifier incorporating both
MM and MC phono stages. Called the Int-35,
the unit will put out 35Wpc RMS ($2999). Also
unveiled was aD/A converter unit, the DAC
($1999), with 16-bit, 12x oversampling and a
tube output stage.
Classé Audio of Canada announced the
availability of the DR-6L and DR-5L line-stageonly preamps, priced at $2895 and $1895,

anced. There's also aheadphone jack. (When
did you last see one of those on ahigh-end preamp?) Construction seemed first-rate, with
military-grade circuit boards, 1% tolerance
metal-film resistors, and silver solder used
throughout.
New from Goldmund SA is the Mimesis 8

respectively.
Vacuum lithe logic showed their CD "equal-

power amplifier ($4990). Based on the same

izer," called the Ultimate Line-Equ21i7er Preamplifier ($3900). Developed to improve the

9, the 8puts out 125Wpc into 2, 4, or 8ohms
with 30A of current available Like the 9, both

sound quality of tapes, CDs, and DAlb through

balanced and single-ended inputs are available.
One special show-related event bears men-

frequency-compensation controls, it features

mechanical design principles as the Mimesis

five inputs, allowing for avariety of CD and

tion—the Glasnost Mondial Supergig at the

tape sources. It's dual-mono all the way, with
separate switching for each channel. The Tilt

Moscow At Night restaurant on Chicago's West

control, centered at 700Hz, dictates the onset

This Supergroup of (mostly) high-end journ-

point of the Bass and Treble controls, each of
which can be boosted or cut up to 8dB. A

alists—including Stereopbile's John Atkinson'

Peterson Street (it seemed halfway to Indiana).

Phase-Invert-Mute switch allows restoration

—emptied my table less than one minute into
the first song. Only Ken Kessler and I(napkin

of absolute phase with muting in the center

in ear) remained, along with what was left of

position.
Nain Audio showed the NAC 52 preampli-

What asound! J. Gordon Holt and Tom Nor-

fier ($8995), Naim's no-compromise two-box
preamplifier operable by infrared remote control. Six inputs are provided, with separate
listening/recording switching. Three of the

the 21-course Russian dinner. What aband!
ton stood at the exit door with expressions of
disbelief. By the second or third song (I don't
exactly remember; the vodka was having its

inputs accept optional plug-in modules to

effect) things calmed down and conversation
could be resumed. From what Icould see, all

allow precise matching of input sensitivities

assembled were having the time of their lives;

and impedances. The separate power supply
has the same dimensions and finish as the con-

people entertaining such acrowd. Ihope the

trol unit, and houses ahuge toroidal trans-

spirit of openness shown at this party will con-

former with four large capacitors.
Sim Audio of Canada showed their P-3001

surely will, as Bainbridge Records preserved it

preamplifier ($1850 including phono module).

on tape. Ihope aCD of the band (the Mondial

The control unit and power supply are sepa-

Mashers?) becomes available; it will surely redefine what is meant by "the absolute sound" (!?).

rated (as seems to be the trend these days) and

it was great to see such avaried cast of audio

tinue indefinitely. The sound of the event

are dimensionally the same The umbilical cord

Finally, atrip to Chicago would not be com-

is afive-pin locking XLR connector. The entire

plete for me without avisit to ablues club.

preamp is direct-coupled with no capacitors

Buddy Guy's Legends club on South Wabash
was within walking distance of my hotel, and

in the signal path from input to output. The
phono section, utilizing both active and pas-

Iwent on Saturday night to hear Buddy Guy

sive RIAA equalization, will accept either MM

and Junior Wells perform. Wow! This is the real

or MC cartridges with selectable (via miniature

thing, folks. Ilistened through the excruciat-

DIP switches) input impedances for both. The
output stage of the phono section operates in

ing myself in the music along with the hun-

pure class-A, as does that of the high-level

dreds of screaming fans that night. Iwas treated

ingly loud sound (thanks, Kleenex), immers-

stages. Input on the high-level stage is comprised of ahandmatched pair of low-noise
JFETs. Like the phono section, no feedback is
Stereophile, September 1990
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to adose of electric blues as heard only in

cord/playback mode (on aD-120 with a32kHz

Chicago—an unforgettable experience. Yeah!
Thank you, Chicago. Thank you, Buddy Guy
and Junior Wells.

sampling rate and 12-bit quantization) and
user-accessible subcode functions such as

Robert Harley on
Digital Developments

DTC-75ES. It incorporates all the features and
technological highlights of the DTC-700, but

writing Start ID, Skip ID, End ID, and Rehearsal.
Astep higher in the Sony DAT lineup is the

T

he Consumer Electronics Show seems
to offer less and less to high-end manu-

adds Sony's ES circuit refinements including
acopper chassis, multi-regulated power-supply stages, and avibration-resistant transport.

facturers, distributors, and retailers

Suggested retail price is $950, only $50 more

every year. This CES was no exception, "Spe-

than the DTC-700. Both units feature both

cialty Audio" being relegated to stand-up

coaxial and optical digital inputs and outputs.
Watch for areview soon.

booths on the main convention floor, mixed
with some decidedly un-hi-fi manufacturers.

Blank DAT cassettes will be marketed through

Counterpoint, for example, displayed their

DAT hardware retailers. Suggested prices are

beautiful tube products next to acompany

$12, $15, and $18, for 60-, 90-, and 120-minute

who makes speakers that look like rocks. In
addition, the thin-walled partitions made try-

blanks respectively. In addition, Sony has
lowered the suggested retail price of prere-

ing to get adecent sound all but impossible.

corded DAT software on its Sony Classical label

The high end deserves abetter forum for con-

from $35 (as reported in my WCES report,

ducting business than the current situation of

Vol.13 No.3) to $19.95.

being an unwanted stepchild of the massmarket "consumer electronics" show.
With that bit of editorializing over, let's take
alook at the new digital products introduced
at

the show.

Interestingly, Sony is advocating DAT for
professional use, but much more quietly than
for its consumer counterpart. At the recent
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB)
show, Sony showed professional DAT machines

Sony is moving rapidly forward with their
Digital Audio Tape marketing program and

that will lock (time-synchronize) to other

introduction of DAT hardware and software.

must for editing. Sony is promoting profes-

The electronics giant announced two new DAT

sional DAT very gingerly since many customers
of its y
4"U-Matie machines ($17,400) and PCM-

machines, due for release at the end ofJune. In

machines (DAT and y
4"U-Matic) and video, a

fact, Isaw afull-page ad in the June 24 Los

1630 digital processors ($23,000) used in CD

Angeles Times Calendar section by Southern

mastering may be concerned about their in-

California retailer RogerSound Labs for one of

vestments in the face of $7000 DAT units that

Sony's new machines. The fact that anon-gray

replicate the functions of aPCM-1630 /Y4"U-

market retailer is advertising DAT and has stock
is an unmistakable signpost that Digital Audio

Matic combination. At any rate, DAT may be in

Tape has really arrived.

in its struggle to become amass-market product.

for atough fight against competing products

The two models are the first to include the

Krell had plenty to show the press in their

Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) chip,
asystem that allows adigital-to-digital trans-

suite at an off-site hotel. In addition to their

fer from CD to DAT but prohibits asecond-

(covered by GL in his report), Krell Digital

generation DAT-to-DAT transfer in the digital
domain. The lower-priced of the two ma-

introduced some interesting new products as
well as announcing an upgrade to their discon-

chines, the DTC-700, carries asuggested list

tinued SBP-16X. Owners of the 16x-oversam-

new line of power amplifiers and preamplifiers

price of $900 and uses Sony's High Density Lin-

piing SBP-16X converter can return the unit to

ear Converter (HDLC), aversion of 1-bit technology. The HDLC is used in both the analogto-digital and digital-to-analog converter sec-

the factory for acomplete overhaul, inside and
out. First, the ROMs containing the decoding

tions. In addition, the Dit -700 features something called a"Direct Digital Sync" stage that
reportedly reduces jitter before decoding. The
four-motor DTC-700 includes afour-hour reStereophile, September 1990

software are exchanged for ones that double
the oversampling rate to 32x. The existing analog board is replaced with abetter-sounding
version that also offers balanced as well as
single-ended outputs. The SBP- 16X is then
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given new front and rear panels to reflect the

avoiding the industry-standard TOSLINK ter-

new oversampling rate in the model number

minations and cables. In addition, Wadia has

and to accommodate the balanced outputs. In
essence, the overhauled unit is identical to the

added astabilizer clamp that mechanically
damps the CD and also covers the disc with a

new SBP-32X in appearance as well as function. "But how much does this cost?" the wary

non-reflective material to eliminate light scattering. Finally, the WT-2000 incorporates a

owner asks. In acommendable move, Krell will
perform this transformation for amere $300,

proprietary dock circuit that reportedly clocks

the difference in price between the old SBP16X and the new SBP-32X. At $300, they are
probably losing money on this venture, but it
is in line with Krell's reputation for commitment to their customers.
In addition to the update, Krell showed a
more affordable version of their MD-1 CD

the data to extremely tight specifications from
the laser photo-detector to the final S/P DIF
(Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format) output.
For those of you who don't have aspare
$5500 for aCD transport, Wadia has introduced the WT-3200, amuch less ambitious
unit. The WT-3200 is based on aPhilips chassis
and incorporates many of the WT-2000's fea-

tures, including the clocking circuit and "Glass
gorgeous, both visually and ergonomically. I Fiber Optic Modem." The WT-3200 carries a
have yet to hear one, however. For those on a suggested retail price of $1995.
Judging by the number of new products
tighter budget, Krell introduced the MD-2,

transport. If you've never seen the MD-1, it's

which, at $2700, is half the price of its big

introduced, Wadia has been busy since the last

brother. Both, however, share similar design,

CES. In addition to the two new transports.

styling, and, I'm told, sonics. The MD-2 fea-

they showed the DigiMaster X-64.4 Digital
Decoding Computer. The single-box unit

tures Philips's best CDM-1 Mk.11 mechanism,
ment techniques for maximum rigidity. The

incorporates the computing power of the
DigiMaster 2000 Decoding Computer, but with

entire structure is isolated by an independent

some added refinements. These include the

spring suspension system and supported by

"RocLok" circuit that reduces received jitter
in the S/P DIF output from your CD player, four

heavy-gauge steel, and sophisticated reinforce-

feet made of sonically dead material. One
fiberoptic and two coaxial outputs are provided.

digital inputs including Wadia's proprietary

Also up Krell's digital sleeve was anew pro-

glass fiber system, and programmable gate

cessor, shown in prototype form at the CES.

arrays for easy updating. The X-64.4's sug-

Aptly called the "Stealth," the $2000 unit (a

gested list price of $4995 positions it toward

preliminary figure) is designed to be an entry-

the mid to upper end of digital decoders.

level software-based processor. The unit is 16x
oversampling, uses 18-bit DACs, and features

two-box Musik System One digital processor.

balanced outputs. The decoding software is a
version of Krell's "Waveform Duplicator" used
in the SBP-64X and SBP-32X processors. Availability is scheduled for this September.

Bitwise Audio Technologies showed their
The $1990 unit features 8x oversampling, 14
regulated power-supply stages, and dual transformers in the separate power supply. Ispent

Wadia Digital introduced several new dig-

an afternoon in my listening room with the
Musik System One's three designers and was

ital products, including two CD transports. The

quite impressed by the unit, even in compar-

top-of-the-line WT-2000 CD transport is
designed for use primarily with the Wadia 2000

ison with some heavy competition. The Sys-

and X64.4 digital decoders. The $5500 WT-

tem One has found atemporary home in Dick
Olsher's listening room. Bitwise has refined the

2000 begins life as the highly regarded Esoteric
P2 transport, and is then heavily modified by

design as well as the fit and finish of the Musik
System One as they gear up for shipping quan-

Wadia. First, the power supply is removed and
rebuilt in an external case. The black-plate

tities by the middle of summer.
Knowing my interest in analog-to-digital

metal case replaces the Esoteric's chassis, and

converters, LA pointed me in the direction of

a"Glass Fiber Optic Modem" circuit converts

the Audiophile Systems room in the McCor-

data to an optical signal for transmission
through aglass fiberoptic line Aspecial optical

mick to see the Linn Numerik, an A/D and D/A
converter in the same chassis. "Linn is making

output on the WT-2000 provides connection

digital converters?" Iasked with surprise.

to the Wadia 2000 or X-64.4 digital processors,

"Since when have those analog-stalwart Scots
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Imagine sound so remarkable, from every CD. and
from any CD player. It's yours, with PS Audio's new
Digital Link DSP (Digital Signal Processor).
Just plug in Digital Link between your CD player
and preamp or receiver, and let its advanced, 18-bit.
8times oversampling processor work its magic.
Because you bypass all of its internal electronics,
your CD player is instantly upgraded to state-of-theart. Your CDs will sound sweeter, more open, and
more dynamic.
And because its D-A computer chips are user-

Why pay for what you don't need? PS Audio's new
6.0 "Line Stage Only" preamp has no fancy extras —
like phono stage — so there are no phony baloney
extra charges. Instead, you get apreamp that easily
outperforms others twice the price.
The 6.0 lets you control just how much circuitry
is in the signal path. The "bypass" switch removes
the tape monitor loop from the circuit for clearer.
sweeter sound. The "straight-wire" switch turns the
6.0 into apassive volumelbalance control with no
active circuitry in line — giving you the cleanest
sound you've ever heard. Plus six inputs, including
two tape loops— and high-quality, precision parts
used throughout.
PS Audio's 6.0 gives you everything you need —
including its world-famous sound — and nothing you
don't. Order yours today!
PS Audio 6.0 Line Stage Preamp $499.00 ($9.95)
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replaceable, your Digital Link will never be outdated.
As technology improves, simply plug in new chips!
All you need to link up is aCD player with a
coaxial digital output in the back and agood quality
digital interconnect. Just %fig Digital Link into the
output, and then into the CD input on your preamp
or receiver. Now turn it on — and hear the sweet
sounds you've been missing!
PS Audio Digital Link DSP $799.00 (shipping $7.95)
Special Tara Labs Digital Cable (1M) $39.95

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Or Your Money Back.
Try either PS Audio product in your system. If
you're not satisfied — for any reason — simply
return it within 30 days for afull refund of the
purchase price.
CALL

1-800-942-0220

Use your charge card (Amex, Discover, MC, Visa).

Not astore. More.
225 Oakes SW.. Grand Rapids.
MI 49503 616-451-3868
FAX e1-616-451-0709
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the past five years they have quietly been pur-

An IBM PC's expansion bus is agood example of this type of open architecture. Rather

been working on digital?" It turns out that for
suing musical digital audio, not by designing

than limit the computer to its integral hardware,

commercial digital decoders, but by building

the expansion bus permits the computer to

the entire encoding and decoding chain from

communicate with awide variety of boards,

scratch. Rather than rely on existing recordings,

the vast majority of them never even imagined
by the PC's designers. Similarly, the Mimesis 10

Linn has decided to keep everything under
their control, including the recording and conversion to digital. Their attitude is, "Digital is

will be adaptable to future digital products. No

only worth doing if you can advance the art."

ogy were disclosed. Instead, Goldmund issued
this statement: "The Mimesis 10 circuit design

The result of their behind-the-scenes efforts
is the Numerik, aunit that can be used during

details of the Mimesis 10's converter technol-

will not be revealed. No circuit topology, technology, or specifications will be given." The

recording, CD mastering in place of aSony
PCM -1630, or for digital decoding. The Numerik can also be configured as an A/D or D/A

should be available by the time you read this.

only to suit particular requirements.
Unfortunately, the complete Numerik sys-

Goldmund is also involved with a small
Swiss company called Meta Research, which

tem has a$60,000 price tag, is designed for
professional use, and isn't available in quantity.

has introduced two new digital products based

However, it is significant to the audiophile that

The Laser 1CD transport is priced at $3190 and

Linn is working in this direction: the result will

incorporates Philips's best mechanism along
with some mechanical refinements. The top-

most likely be intrinsically more musical CDs
if the Numerik is used in place of conventional
analog-to-digital converters. Iheard several
recordings that had been made with the Numerik and was impressed.
Also pursuing the high end of digital playback was Goldmund. They showed their new
Mimesis 10 digital converter, which incorporates many forward-thinking ideas. The unit
features six digital inputs (expandable to 14)

unit has aprojected retail price of $6400 and

on design input from Goldmund and Stellavox.

loading drive uses ametacrylate disc clamp to
improve the CD's rigidity during play, and a3'
chassis structure based on Goldmund's "Mechanical Grounding" principles for removing
vibration.
Meta Research's companion digital processor, the Convert 1, is based on undisclosed
"new converter technology" developed under
license from Stellavox. The unit can be con-

and two digital tape loops, as well as basic
preamplifier functions. In addition, aremote

figured with several options, including four

control can be added that provides balance and
volume adjustment, making the Mimesis 10 a

machines, and afuture remote volume control

full digital preamplifier. The remote switching
capability can be operated by an optional

"Goldbus." The Convert 1will cost $2650; like
the Laser 1transport, it will be available in

remote and can be extended to control 12

August. US distribution is through International

rooms throughout ahouse equipped with the

Audio Technologies, Ltd.
Several I-bit digital processors made their
debuts at the show. One was Aids Audio's DAP

Goldmund "Smart Remote Control System."
The Mimesis 10's most interesting feature,
however, is the "Goldbus" digital expansion
port. As future digital signal-processing devices
become available (digital equalizers, timedomain processors, ambience synthesizers),
they will need to communicate with each other
and with the digital converter/preamplifier.
This could be an interfacing nightmare with
different interface standards, clock rates, etc.
lb solve these problems, the Mimesis 10 is built
around the Goldbus digital interface. It allows
connection of future components (up to 32)
with the assurance that they will all interface
correctly.
Stereophile, September 1990

digital inputs, digital tape loop for driving DAT
in the digital domain, through Goldmund's

Bitstream Decoder, based on the Philips chip.
The $1795 unit has a specified frequency
response of 10Hz-24.1kHz ±OdB. Huh?? At
any rate, it should be available by the time you
read this. A reference version with dual DACs,
separate power supply, and balanced outputs
is also available at $2995. Altis also introduced
the $3995 DACC digital preamplifier, which
combines aconventional preamplifier with the
bitstreatn decoder used in the DAP The DACC
has three digital inputs, two analog inputs, a
digital output. and an analog tape monitor loop.
California Audio Labs has also jumped on
113

TJN, JA, B&W's Robert Tr unz, and Laura Atkinson at O'Hare Airport following CES

(L-R:) Nancy Patrick, Laura Chancellor, Martha
Payne. and Laura Atkinson at Stereophile's
booth
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Krell's Dan D'Agostino

Robert Graham and JGH
cradling aStereo Realist camera
(no, Gordon, this isn't
Photo Expo)

(L-R:) RH, TJN, LG, Apogee's Jason Bloom,
and GL audition Apogee's new Centaur

II
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the 1-bit bandwagon. Their System 1Digital

converter as well as the DCS-1, astand-alone

Audio Processor, CAL's first stand-alone con-

digital converter. The DCC-I offers three digital
inputs and seven analog inputs. Both units' digital converters use 18-bit DACs with an 8x-

verter, features the Matsushita MASH converter.
The System 1sells for $1995.
CAL also added anew CD player called the

oversampling digital filter. The DCC-I digital

"Genesis" to their existing line (Icon, Tercet,
Aria) that employs the MASH converter. The

preamplifier sells for $1195, the outboard DCS1converter for $795. These units are the first

$1695 player, like the outboard System 1, has
aclaimed resolution of 20 bits. Both units are

products from Music & Sound Imports' "High
Technology Group" (HTG) line of electronics.

based on computer-style plug-in boards for
easy upgradability, use discrete FET analog

PS Audio showed their diminutive Digilink
digital processor, as well as the prototype of an

stages, and feature balanced outputs. CAL
claims to have developed anew technique (pat-

upgraded version of this popular and inexpensive ($799) digital converter. No pricing or avail-

ent pending) for improving 1-bit systems called

ability was disclosed for the new digital pro-

"Pulse Width Control" that results in "im-

cessor. Hafier introduced the Iris CD player,

proved pulse width integrity" Both the Genesis

a$599, 16-bit, 4x-oversampling machine that

CD player and the System 1digital processor
should be in the stores by the time this issue

includes the Iris remote control (which uses
knobs for volume and balance control). Hafer

gets in your hands.

also showed their new SE 150 CD player based

The Mod Squad introduced two new CD

on dual 16-bit converters and aPhilips trans-

players: the Signature, priced at $2995, and the

port. The SE 150 sells for $549 and includes a

$1750 Prism II. Both machines feature distinc-

digital-out jack.
Since I'm covering new digital products at

tive styling and unusual slate-grey finish. The
Signature, based on aPhilips transport and chip

the show and TJN is covering loudspeakers, the

set, includes remote volume control via amo-

question of who's going to write up the Merid-

torized pot, remote polarity inversion, and
Philips TDA1541A Si Crown DACs. The Prism

ian 6000 loudspeakers is vexing. What do
loudspeakers have to do with digital audio? you

II replaces the popular original Prism.

ask. If it's the Meridian 6000 Digital loud-

In the vacuum tube department, the Anodyne Group showed the latest version of their

speaker, everything.

ADAP, atube-hybrid outboard digital proces-

The 6000 is afundamental redesign of what
aloudspeaker is and how it works. First, the

sor. The $2295 unit has alist of impressive

crossovers, tone controls, and acoustic response

design features including four separate DC
power supplies with 11 regulation stages, dual

shaping are all implemented in the digital
domain. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chips

6DJ8 rubes, class-A differential amplifiers in the
current-to-voltage converter, and 8x-over-

replace capacitors and inductors found in conventional crossovers. In addition to removing

sampling with dual 18-bit DACs. Not shown at

these components from the signal path, DSP-

CES, but with aship date in July, is Anodyne's

based crossovers allow the designer to select

solid-state digital processor. The unit has many

any crossover parameters he wishes, without

of the ADAP's features, but without tubes, and

the limitations of analog electronics. The loud-

carries a$1595 price tag.
Melos has combined Sony's 1-bit D/A con-

domain for fiat response with perfect phase

version technology with vacuum tubes in their

and time-alignment performance.

three new CD players, which differ in features
only: The $1695 CD- T Bitstream is astraight-

speaker can thus be equalized in the digital

The 6000 incorporates power amplifiers,

forward CD player, the $1995 CD-T Bitstream/
Pincorporates aline stage, and the $2395 CD-T

digital crossovers, and digital-to-analog converters, all within the loudspeaker enclosure.
Each loudspeaker accepts adigital input from

Bitstream/PP includes both aline stage and

aCD transport, performs DSP to compensate

phono section. Melos also showed their $2395
outboard-tubed digital processor based on the

for driver responses and achieve the crossover
filtering, then converts the signals to analog to

Philips 1-bit chip.
Music & Sound Imports showed their

drive each of the 6000's four integral amplifiers.
Since the 6000 is athree-way system and the

impressive new DCC- 1Digital Control Center,

frequency spectrum is divided in the digital domain,

afull-function preamplifier with onboard DIA

three Meridian dual-differential Bitstream A/D
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converters convert the digital datastream to
analog just before the power amplifiers.
The system is fully remote controllable, with

chip incorporates the K-2 Interface, acircuit
that reduces jitter at the converter. (See my
Industry Update in Vol.12 No.9 for adescrip-

volume adjustable in ldB steps. The 6000's out-

tion of this circuit.) The $2500 unit is designed

put volume is indicated on adisplay behind the

primarily for audio/video systems. JVC also

its glass front panel (the woofers are mounted

showed two SCMS-equipped DAT machines

on the cabinet sides). One feature that may not

with deliveries scheduled for August, the $1700

appeal to everyone, however, is that since the
6000 accepts only digital sources, one's phono

XL-Z1010 and the $1000 XD-505.

signal must be digitized (with aforthcoming

II digital processors, which are redesigned ver-

Meridian converter) before being sent to the

sions of their highly acclaimed original processors. The new units feature refined circuitry

loudspeakers. The 6000 system is priced at
$12,000/pair. Considering that one gets power

Theta Digital displayed their Generation

and balanced outputs.

amplifiers, cables, A/D converter, remote con-

Esoteric Audio, the upscale division of

trol, and apair of loudspeakers, the Meridian

Teac, displayed their line of three digital converters, three CD transports, aDAT machine,

6000 offers quite abit for the money. In addition, the 6000s have ahigh Wife Acceptance
Factor since they are nearly self-contained.
How do they sound? Ispent half an hour

and two cassette decks. See my review in the
next issue of the D-500 ($1000), D-1 ($2000),
and D-2 ($4000) digital processors.

with them in afairly large room and was favor-

Ed Meitner, designer of the Museatex line

ably impressed, the 6000s producing one of
the better sounds at the show.

of electronics, told me about anew process
they have developed that reportedly improves

Meridian also introduced the 602 CD transport and 603 control unit with digital inputs,
analog inputs, and analog outputs. The trans-

the sound of CDs. In fact, they have formed a
new company called Meitner Cryogenics to
pursue the process. They cryogenically freeze

port is unusual in that it consists of two boxes,
one containing the mechanism, power sup-

CDs to extremely low temperatures (75° Kelvin) and bring them back to room temperature

plies, and servos, the other holding the decod-

over the course of about 20 hours. Ileft several

ing and display circuits. The 602 sells for

copies of the Stereophde '1st CD for treatment
and will give afull report on the process and

$2600, the 603 for $2400. Also on display, but
first introduced at the Sterroplyde High End Hi Fi Show in New York, was the $990 203 digital processor. Like other Meridian digital products, it's based on Philips Bitstream converters.
Look for areview soon: I've got one in my
listening room.
In keeping with the trend to perform more

results in next month's "Industry Update." The
process reportedly affects the sound of cables
and other components in the signal path.
Speaking of CD tweaks, AudioPrism, manufacturer of CD Stoplight (the green paint) was
doing aland-boom business signing up dealers
for its product. Sumiko announced its "CD

and more functions in the digital domain,JVC
showed their AX-D909, an audio/video in-

Microdatnper," atwo-layer mat that reduces a

tegrated amplifier. Besides being a 65Wpc

$50 device can be used in CD players that will
not accept most other damper discs.

integrated amplifier, the AX-D909 has four
additional channels for surround sound, Dolby

CD's mechanical vibration in the player. The

Pro Logic, and alimited version ofJVC's Dig-

The poor conditions at both the Museum
and McCormick main floor resulted in very few

ital Acoustics Processor (reviewed in Vol.12
No.12). What makes this unit unique, however,

ever, afew oases of musicality amid the desert.

is that all Dolby decoding functions and signal
processing are done in the digital domain. The
result is 60dB channel separation between
front and rear, 80dB dynamic range in the
effects channels, and automatic speaker switching based on which input and processing functions are selected. A/D and D/A conversion is

musical-sounding displays. There were, howMost of the exhibitors who did get good sound
were scattered in various hotels around Chicago. The best sounds Iheard, in no particular order, were: the Graham/Ensemble room
with the Ensemble PA1 Reference, the aforementioned Meridian 6000 system, the new

performed by JVC's "PDM" conversion pro-

$1500 Apogee ribbon/dynamic hybrids driven
by an NAD amplifier, and the Thiel CS5s in the

cess, avariation of 1-bit technology. Their PDM

Sumiko room. There was also good sound at
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the Chicago Historical Society Museum. Dorian
Recordings had agood setup in asmall recital
hall including Duntech Black Knights, FM
Acoustics preamplifier and power amplifiers,
driven by aWadia 2000 Decoding Computer
and Wadia WT-2000 CD transport.
Judging by the number of new digital products introduced and the number of companies
entering the digital fray, we can expect avast
array of products to chose from in the coming
years. It is heartening to see so many audiophile
companies applying their skills and philosophies to digital playback.

Addresses of lesser-known companies
mentioned:
Dynaco: Division of Panor Corp., 125
Cabot Court, Hauppauge, NY 11788. Tel:
(516) 434-1200.
Essence: 805 M Street, Lincoln, NE 68508.
Tel: (402) 477-0600.
Symdex Audio Systems, Inc.: Box 359,
Gloucester, MA 01930. Tel: (508)281-1115.
Definitive Technology, Inc.: 11105 Valley Heights Drive, Baltimore, MD 21117. Tel:
(800) 228-7148.
Gentronics Marketing Intl, Inc. (Ruark):
14-1495 Bonhill Road, Mississauga, Ontario
L5T 1M2, Canada. Tel: (416) 670-0894.

KIM3ER KABLE
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-81.00 per loot up to 8180.00 per toot. Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables
KC-1 868.00/meter pair
KCAG 8350/meter pair
KC1G 8650/meter pair
All other lengths including custom are available All are available with balanced XLR.

2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE •OGDEN,
UT 84401
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BYPASS
YOUR
PREAMP!

Discriminating audiophiles realize the purest signal path is superior in
accurate music reproduction. Reference Line achieves stunning performance by
()pt i
titi zing tilt ra- high quality (•omponentry in apure passive configurat ion.
Audit ions Available Through Select Dealers
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ADVERTISEMENT

"In its price category,
the Adcom GFA-535
is not only an excellent choice;
it's the only choice:'
Sam TeIlig. The Audlo Cheapskate

Vol. 10 No. 8

November 1987

'11111111111111111111Mil.
••••

The complete report:

Adcom GFA-535 power amplifier.

Sometimes products are too cheap for their

'I've never heard the Quad ESL-63 sound

own good, and people don't take them seri-

better," Rob said. Of course, he was hardly an

ously: the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual
Mono preamp, Rega RB300 arm, AR ES-1 turn-

impartial observer, but the sound was extraordinarily clean, detailed, and musical. If it

table, Shure V15-V MR cartridge, and the B&K
ST-140 power amp. They can't be any good

wasn't the best sound /have ever heard from
Quads, it was pretty close.

because they cost so little, right?

This humble $300 amplifier was driving a

Wrong, of course.

pair of very revealing $3000 speakers and giv-

Adcom appears to be having the same prob-

ing avery good account of itself. (We listened

lem with their $299.95 GFA-535 amp. Credibility.

first to some Got-an Sollscher classical guitar.)

Now if this amplifier were imported from

"So how come this product isn't flying off
the dealers' shelves?" Iasked Rob.

England and sold for $599.95, then maybe it

"I don't know. Everyone wants the GFA-555

would be taken seriously. And highly praised,
no doubt.
For the baby Adcom is one of the finest

with 200 watts per channel. Including people
who don't need it."

solid-state amps Ihave heard. No, not the best;

"Does the GFA-555 sound any better?" I
asked.

I'm not sure what is the best. But it's an
amplifier that is so good for so little money as

"It's our aim to have all our amps sound
pretty much the same. You pay more money,

to be practically agift.

you get more power."

Actually, when Rob Ain from Adcom called,
Iwas about as enthusiastic about the GFA-535

Rob pointed out that while the GFA-535 is
rated at (0Wpc, it puts out more like 80. And

as you were before you finish reading this

while Idid not do any measurements, my experience with other amps tells me Rob's right.

piece But Rob insisted, 'You've gotta hear this
amp. '
He brought it over the next day, along with
the GFP-555 preamp ($499.95), and we put
both pieces into the rest of the system: aShure
Ultra 500 in aRega RB300 arm on an AR ES-1

Isuppose Adcom doesn't want to steal sales
from its GFA-545, rated at 100Wpc and selling
for $200 more.
After acouple of hours, Rob left, grinning

table, with Quad ESL-63 speakers on Arcici

from ear to ear, and Ilater sat down to listen
alone. True, when Itried certain Telarcs and

stands Then we chatted for ahalf hour or so
while the electronics warmed up.

pushed hard Icould get the amplifier to clip—
two LEDs quickly light up (
very useful). But

And then, simultaneously, the two of us
decided to shut up and listen

the Quads were running out of the ability to
use the power anyway. My first impressions

ADVERTISEMENT
were confirmed: the GFA-535 is one of the

The bass, like everything else, is neutral, cer-

best amplifiers around for driving Quads.

tainly not fat and overdone But it's here where

Spendor SP- ls, too.

you notice that this amp is not apowerhouse.

Suddenly, it hit me what this meant. Con-

You just don't get the solidity and extension

ventional wisdom had been dealt a severe

you get with avery powerful (and expensive)

blow. You know, the old saw that you should

solid-state amp. Nor do you get the breadth

never power agood pair of speakers with a

"The GFA-535 reminds
me of...amplifiers that
sell...for about three
and five times the
price:'
cheap amplifier. Here was acheap amp—one

and depth of soundstage that you often find
with avery powerful amp. The Adcom GFA535 sounds awee bit small, which it is.
My only criticism, and it's more of aquibble, is that the speaker connectors are nonstandard and unique (so far as Iknow). You insert bared speaker wire into ahole and twist
the connector tight aquarter turn. Most speaker
cables will fit, but some will not. Certainly MIT
won't. Neither will the best Kimber, the kind
with eight clumps of strands. The less costly

of the cheapest on the market—that sounded

four-clump Kimber will, and proved an ex-

good with Quads, Spendors, later Vander-

cellent choice. My sample amp was quiet—

steens. Probably Thiels, too—at least the CSI.
What it means is you can stretch your speaker
budget abit and get the speakers you really
want, then economize by buying an Adcom
GFA-535 for $299.95. True, you may be alittle
power shy, but probably not much. And to say
the least, the GFA-535 would make adecent
interim amp.
What does the GFA-535 sound like? (You
thought I'd forget that part, right?) Well, this
is one of the most neutral amps I've heard.

"...the baby Adcom is
one of the finest solidstate amps Ihave
heard...so good for
so little money as to
be practically agift'
While it doesn't sound particularly tubelike,
it avoids the typical transistor nasties through
the midrange and into the treble. Iwouldn't
call it sweet—there's no euphonic coloring—
but it isn't cold or sterile. What it is, is smooth.
And detailed. Far more detailed than Iwould
ever imagine a$300 amplifier could be. The
GFA- 535 reminds me of the Eagle 2A and PS
Audio 200C, amplifiers that sell, respectively,
for about three and five times the price. Of
course, they have more power. And they are
more detailed. The point is, the Adcom comes
close. Very close.

"This amplifier is so
good and so cheap that I
think any CD owner who
buys an integrated amp
is nuts:'
no hum—and ran cool. There are selectors for
two sets of speakers. And the 535 looks nice.
And talk about economy: If you're not into LPs anymore, you could buy aMod Squad,
dbx, or Old Colony line-level switching box
—or possibly aB&K Pro 5preamp, with its
switchable line amp section (only $350), or the
Adcom SLC-505 passive preamp (S150)—and
run it with aCD player. In fact, if you are into
CD only (no tape, no tuner, no phono), you
could buy aCD player with avariable volume
output and run it directly into the Adcom. This
amplifier is so good and so cheap that Ithink
any CD owner who buys an integrated amp
is nuts.
In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is
not only an excellent choice: it's the only
choice. The real question is whether you
should buy one even if S299.95 is much less
than you planned to spend for an amp— se,
whether you should put the money into abetter CD player or pair of speakers instead.

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816

201-390-1130

DIstnbuted nCanada by PRO ACOUSTICS
Pointe Claire Quebec Hel 4)(5
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en Kantor bas been an electronics
and loudspeaker designerfor awide
array of audio companies during

the past decade. As Director of Research at

Acoustic Research in the early 1980s he developed the MGC- 1loudspeaker; the realization
of bis college thesis on developing ameasurement that would describe aloudspeaker's spa-

A
CONCERN

tial presentation. He bas since co-founded
(with Chris Byrne) Now Hear This (NHT), a
three-year-old company concentrating on
building inexpensive loudspeakers. (NHT was
bought in June by International Jensen, the
company that already owns Acoustic Researrb
and Advent; Kantor is now Vice President in
charge of Research and Development.) During an afternoon listening session with NHT

WITH

Model 1.3 speakers (reviewed in this issue), I
asked Ken bow be got involved in loudspeaker
design

DETAIL
Ken Kantor: Myfirst exposure to this whole
field was as an aspiring young musician who

Loudspeaker designer
Ken Kantor

was interested in making recordings and using
contemporary instruments. Icame to the realization that Ireally had to learn electronics and
that was just as important a part of being
involved in music in the modem world. Iwent
to school to study electronics and did alot of

talks with
Robert Harley

work combining electronics and performance
and that kind of stuff. Iwas supposed to be
doing my undergraduate thesis on arelated
topic, and got somewhat randomly assigned
by my advisor to alaboratory that was also
doing some of the really pioneering work in
relating hearing research to circuit design ...
that was one of the first groups in the country
that tried to reconcile academic psychoacoustics work with the field of audio reproduction.
Ihad my little bench in the corner where I
was trying to do my other work, but Ireally got
hooked by the audio stuff going on in the lab.
Ibegan spending more and more of my time
doing stuff Iwasn't supposed to, until it became
manifest that Ireally ought to change my thesis
topic.

I»)
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of thought process about speaker design.

research projects to actual products that
reached the market. Just to earn aliving. Just

Acoustic Research and their ilk had the philosophy that we measure our speakers to be fiat,

to pay the bills.
My Master's in Art involved alot of relatively

Ihad been raised on the New England kind

and flat must be accurate—so these must be

high-tech stuff, and Iwas sitting around won-

perfect speakers because they're as flat as we
can make them. Then Ihad the experience of

dering what Iwould do after seven-plus years
in the academic environment. And then, out

going to ahigh-end store—rather accidentally,
killing some time—and Iheard high-end

of the blue, my dream came true. Igot aletter
from NAD saying they had heard about some

speakers. All of asudden Iheard things I'd
never heard from ahi-fi before. Detail, and
things that didn't exist in my system at home,

of my work and were looking for somebody
to expand their staff in England. They asked me

no matter how flat that analyzer said it was. Yet

if I'd like to come and live in London and
design audio equipment. They told me they

from those other speakers that Iheard on my

wouldn't pay me very much but they would
give me an apartment and acar and I'd only

system at home. Idecided to do my Electrical

have to work when Iwanted to work. So I

on the other hand, there were things missing

Engineering thesis on trying to reconcile and

headed for England. That was my first real

understand what made one speaker do one

experience getting products out the door.
Igot involved in everything from turntables

thing well and another speaker do something
else well.
What was missing from the conventional list
of measurements was that they didn't address

to loudspeakers to electronics. But electronics
was the main thing Idid—the bread and butter.
It was there that Ireally learned about the struc-

athesis concept [to devise ameasurement of

mre of overseas manufacturing: some products
were being manufactured in Asia. So Ilearned

spatial presentation] but didn't have any money

alot there and it was really abig change from

the issues of spatial presentation. Ideveloped

to fund it. It was suggested to me by my professor that Isend letters to abunch of the loudspeaker companies in the Boston area, explaining what I was interested in. Out of the
inquiries Igot aletter back from the head of
R&D at AR saying, "Yeah, we think what you're
doing is moderately interesting. We'll give you
$200 and all the speaker parts you want. You
can come out and use our test chamber." And,
boy, $200 at that time was alot of money. I
don't think Iwas living on $200 amonth. That
was like big money. Iwas hooked.
Robert Harley: And then you went to work
for Acoustic Research?
ICK: Well, Ifinished my undergraduate thesis
with what Ihoped was meaningful work but
with no really earthshaking conclusions. I
graduated and decided Icouldn't stand another
day working around engineers and academics.
So Igot back into the theater and art side of
what Iwas doing, and got my Master's degree
in Art. But to support myself through that process, Ibegan to do design work for anumber
of companies in the Boston area. It was at the
time akind of ahotbed for asmall group of relatively high-end manufacturers who were trying
to make better amps, preamps, and speakers.
Idid alot of consulting work for AR, doing
everything from prototype instrumentation for
Stereophile, September 1990
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.
about 20 of my colleagues in the National Symphon),
plan to purchase 855s. •."
`... for S400 it's practically agiveaway."

Lewis Lipnick
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the more isolated work that Ihad been doing

and move into loudspeaker design?

in the past, as aconsultant on esoteric laboratory stuff which never had to look pretty or
work very long. It had to work well, but that's

KK: Should Iget myself in trouble? Ijust felt
that electronics was starting to reach apoint of
diminishing return and it wasn't as much fun

about it. Ilearned alot about small compan-

for me. Ifound electronics designers, amplifier designers in particular, getting increasingly

ies—I had been very isolated from the realities
of the marketplace in asurvival sense. Before

involved in dealing with the more subtle issues.

that, they tended to be products of love more

Ibegan spending more and more time reading

than anything else. But that was really my first

data books to find transistors, MOSFETs, or

exposure to "Okay, you can make agood prod-

whatever that would do aslightly better job.

uct, but can you make 10,000 of them that will

Whereas Isaw this whole area of speaker

all work and make the customers happy?"

design being back in the dark ages. Here we
were spending weeks at atime designing ampli-

RH: Was it after that when you worked on the
AR MGC-1?

fiers to deal with relatively subtle sonic and

MC: Oh yeah, Ireturned from London, moved
back to the States, and began consulting again.

engineering issues, when Ihad yet to hear a
speaker that even came close to doing its job

Itried to renew my relationship with AR

right.

because Ineeded work. But the company was
changing direction, they wanted to shut their

exciting, more creative field. 1don't mean to

R&D department down. The management

put down amplifier design—there are some

Speaker design just seemed like amuch more

didn't see a lot of utility in people doing

very creative amplifier designers out there that

research on something that had very little

are doing good work. But speaker design was

direct impact on this quarter's sales. And Icame
in and said, "Look, Iunderstand product. I

of human perception and with music and

awhole area that interacted with knowledge

know you've got to make abuck, but Ithink

recording technology in away that was very

research is important for the company. Before

compelling to me. It incorporated alot more

you shut this all down, let me take acrack at

areas of my interest than did amplifier design.

running it. I'd like to do aresearch-oriented

In amplifier design you are given asignal and

product. It's not going to make you alot of

your job is to deal with it well. You spend all

money but it's going to be for sale, and it's

your time refining how well you're doing with

going to incorporate the kind of thinking that's

that signal without much concern for what the

going on here."
At one point AR was really one of the three

content of the signal is and what the results will

or four most active audio research organizations in the country, if not the world. Back in

what the speaker is going to do, you don't
know what the recording is like, and frankly,

the heyday of AR, atremendous amount was

in good amplifier design, you don't care.

published on everything you could imagine.
It was up there with Bell Labs and MIT. They
had probably 60 or 70 basic patents. Because
that's what the company was started for. Back
in the old days it was Ed Villchur and Henry
'Goss, the enthusiasts who started the company
and really didn't care about selling products.
That was just away to pay for the fun and
games. At any rate, Ireally didn't want to see all

be in terms of presentation. You don't know

I
had yet to hear aspeaker
that even came close
to doing its job right.

Idon't believe in euphonic amplifiers. I
believe in amplifiers that work real well into

the stuff go to waste. Itook over the research

real-world loads. It's achallenge, but it's afixed

department there and happened to pull out of

challenge. You know when it's getting better.

my back pocket this research that I'd done for

In speaker design, Ididn't see anybody, anywhere talking about what Ithought the real

my college thesis. Ithought it would be fun to
make it into aspeaker. That was the MGC- 1.

issues were. And that to me was achallenge. It's

[About 200 pairs of the AR MGC- 1were sold

very, very primitive. It's exciting because you're

at 3'4000/pair; which was, by 1982 standards,
quite successful. —RH]

not going to be able to design agood speaker
once and for all, until recording technology

RH: What made you leave electronics design

improves. Or until recording engineers start

Stereophile, September 1990
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talking more to speaker designers. And I'm fascinated by human beings more than by oscilloscopes, so the issue of psychoacoustics is
important to me What makes you hear space?

I
didn't see anybody, anywhere
talking about what I
thought
the real issues were.

hear adifference between in very critical listening. That's anathema to the whole way we do
things. You set up a$25,000 reference system,
and you listen and listen and then change the
amplifier and discuss what you hear differently.
Whereas you might have gone out and bought
the next pair of speakers to come off the assembly line from that manufacturer, and you might
'have heard bigger differences. It's no indictment of any particular manufacturer. It's an
indictment of the quality of the technology we

What can aspeaker do to help you hear real-

have available to us.
Electronics is very, very exact compared to

ity? It's fascinating to me, and it's just scratching
the surface. I'm positive that in my lifetime

mechanical systems, and any speaker is a

there might be aspeaker that is fundamentally

mechanical system. It's not whether it's elec-

different from what we have now. But Ihope

trostatic or ribbon or electrodynamic; you do

we head in the right direction. Because in a
very honest way, if you take the best speaker
made pow, whatever you consider that to be,

surrounds, and to get them within 1% is really
very, very difficult. To find two tweeters

and you take atypical $500 or $300 speaker,
the problems they have are very similar in

aday. You have to go through the whole batch,

them with magnets and wires and spiders and

matched within ahalf dB, you have to spend
set them up, and find them. It's atough prob-

terms of presenting reality. Very similar. One
has much better depth, and one has much better dynamics. They're both doing essentially

lem. So Ithink the speakers are really an impor-

the same thing. The cues that lead your mind

tle lost in our business in terms of product

to believe it's real or not real are somehow very

reviewing and product marketing.

similar to me.
The other thing is—damn, this is acontroversial subject and it's something that I'm not
sure my marketing people are happy about me
saying—but we take alot of care in the building
of our products. We really do, in terms of buying good drivers and throwing back to the
manufacturer ones that aren't good. We test
every product that leaves the factory by ear and
by meter, and I'll tell you this: Idoubt that any
two speakers we ship within agiven month are

tant area. Ithink that's something that gets alit-

T
ofind two tweeters

matched within ahalf dB,
you have to spend aday.
What areas are further behind? Number one
is recording techniques. Still, that means com-

closer together than any two different brands

pared to speakers even, it's ablack art. You
know that. You're arecording engineer. Peo-

of competently designed amplifier that we can
buy. Speakers are still aweak link. It's really,

ple don't know why they're doing what they're
doing. They just do it because it works, be-

really hard to find two tweeters that you cannot

cause everything else they tried didn't work as
well. That's the level of science in recording.

I
doubt that any two speakers

we ship within agiven month
are closer together than
any two different brands of
competently designed amplifer
that we can buy.
Speakers are still aweak link.

This mike sounds good, Idon't know what it
does. Nobody even knows how to measure a
mike reliably, let alone choosing mikes on the
basis of their responses. You couldn't get ten
speaker designers to all agree on what makes
agood speaker.
RH: That's why there are so many different
products.
IOC: That's right. To me that's an exciting field
to work in. It's afun field. It's just the right
blend of engineering and creative work for me.
There are good speakers out there that have
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honestly been designed with very little listen-

money where our ears are.

ing. And there are good speakers out there that

What you do there is you run the risk of turn-

have been designed with no measurement
whatsoever. There are bad speakers that have

ing off alot of people who really might want
to have good sound, but they just aren't ready

been designed completely by the numbers, and

to step up, and they may never step up if they

there are bad speakers that have been designed

get turned off. My goal is to say, "Let's restore
alittle bit of high-end mentality to affordable

by ear.

products." Because if you look back through

T
here are bad speakers

that have been designed
completely by the numbers,
and there are bad speakers
that have been designed by ear.

the history of the business—a lot of it before
Iwas ever involved—companies like AR and
JBL were high-end companies when they
started. They were companies that really cared
about bringing better sound to the world. It
wasn't aprice issue, it was really an attempt to
produce aproduct that people could afford
that would really improve their listening experience.

RH: What made you want to design and build
inexpensive loudspeakers like the NHT line?
KK: Idon't mean to sound apocalyptic, but 1
perceived adangerous trend in our industry in
that the industry was dividing itself into people
who cared about good sound and people who

Companies like AR and JBL
were high-end companies
when they started.

didn't. The notion was that either you could
afford to buy into good sound or you gave up.

We found aneed for acompany that would
say, "Were going to do products that really care
about sound for $300 or $500." Nobody is
pretending they're as good as the $3000 products, but hopefully they represent alittle bit
different attitude from the other $300 and $500
products on the market.
RH: And that led to you found NHT.
ICK: Yeah, Ithink in essence that's true. That s
a little bit clearer explanation of it than it
worked in real life. In real life these things just
sort of happen. Iwas a consultant at that
point—designing for anumber of big companies in the US and offshore project work. And
Igot acall from my now-partner Chris, who
was VP of home audio at Pioneer and then at
Altai. When Altai got purchased by Mitsubishi.
he was off on his own. And Chris, who was personally an audiophile, said he wanted to start
acompany. He was amarketing guy. what does
he know? So he tried to do this for awhile on
hieown. and finally somebody said, "You

NHT's Model 1loudspeaker
If you weren't willing to spend x- thousand dollars on your system, it was ahopeless task. Why
try? It was "us and them—the "them" were

really need somebody who can come out with
anew product. Why don't you call this guy
Ken?" And he called me. But if Ihad anickel
for everybody who wanted to start acompany

selling mass-market mid-11 and the "us" really

with me and was going to give me stock and
couldn't quite afford to pay anything, I'd he

cured about sound and were willing to put our

retired by now. But Chris seemed to really have
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agood sense of marketing. He seemed to be

the time to really refine things so they're where

one of the few marketing people who really
understood products. And Iknew Ineeded
that. Iknew I'd never start acompany as an

you want them to be. And it doesn't always cost
more—maybe it costs acouple of pennies for
adifferent kind of glue in the woofer, or differ-

engineer without that expertise You know he'd

ent material in the dustcap. That's instead of

never start acompany just because he had a
great idea about how to market products. We

saying, "Well, this is round three on this driver

talked alot and he paid me on acontract basis
to develop the first product, which is now for

and Ipromised my boss it would be on the
market by CES." It's adifferent approach.
RH: What are the sonic tradeoffs in designing

sale as our Model I. That's been on sale for

a $500 loudspeaker?

three years now.

KK: Well, you've never heard aspeaker that
doesn't have sonic tradeoffs at any price There

Through the course of this development I
decided that we worked together real well,

are just more of them in a$500 speaker. Now

there was areal viable company there, and I

what you give up to make a$500 speaker, that

would jump in and try and do it together. So

varies. That's why there are so many different
products out there and so many speaker

it happened gradually in reality, but the guiding
principle behind it is this notion that there's
room for better sound out there at popular
price points.
RH: What do you do as adesigner to get better
soundfrom inexpensive products?

designers.
RH: }bu obviously give up bass extension and
power handling.
ICK: Yeah. It's an interesting question, and-I'm
thinking alittle bit out loud now when Ianswer

KR: The key to developing apopularly priced

it. There's no reason why atwo-way 6" loud-

product is to look at the products that you
really love that cost alot of money, and try to

speaker can't be the equal of almost the best

steal from them the essence of what makes

speaker out there from acertain frequency

them good. What is making this speaker sound

point upward, with the possible exception of
ultimate dynamic range. Which isn't alimita-

better? Forget the marketing hype. Forget what-

tion in most home settings, where you can pro-

ever explanations are being bandied about and

duce 105 or 110dB out of a speaker. It's

really sit down and take ahard look at what's

immaterial whether you can get to 120dB or
not, for most applications. Having said that,

making this product good. A lot of times you
find that it's just aconcern with detail and has
very little to do with anything that would cost
you more to do.
It took 18 months to develop the woofer in

there's really nothing that the very best speaker
has in the upper registers that couldn't be in a
smaller, less expensive speaker.

the Model 1. 18 months. That's unheard of in

The whole problem is that when you truncate aspeaker at some point in frequency, it

the mass market. It doesn't happen. The

doesn't sound natural. The designer's job is to

woofer doesn't cost any more than anybody
else's woofer. But we sat there and we worked
with the vendor until it was right. To me, that
makes abetter product. And that's something
that the big companies will never da It doesn't
fit into the way they work. So the result is that
the product development stops at some point.
It's time to sell the product, and the little increments of performance, well, you know. ..They

fool you into thinking—through the use of the
lower registers—that you've done the best job.
If you took the best speaker you know and
lopped off everything below 100Hz, Iguarantee it would no longer sound very good.
Because the speaker is an integrated thing. It's
abalance of factors. You don't just build the
best speaker you can build and then remove
the woofer. You wind up with something that

say "Our sales people can't hear them [design

isn't balanced. That's your first step—you make

refinements]. Send 'em down—click, click,

areal good high end, then figure out how to

click—sounds fine to me, ship it. We won't sell
two more pieces if we spend another six

deal with the curve shape and fool the listener,

months on that bump at 4.2kHz." No attention

balance.
Any designer will tell you he's gone through

is paid to details of the midrange No attention
is paid to imaging and soundstage and ambience presentation.
It's just the care; it's being willing to spend
Stereophile, September 1990

if you will, into the sense of the best subjective

the exercise of making a$500 two-way 6"
that's ruler-flat down to its cutoff. And everyone will tell you it sounds terrible. What
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Museatex And Jemstone Audio
Have Something In Common

A

PASSION FOR MUSIC, and acommitment to advance the eloquence
of its reproduction. We invite you to drop by Jemstone and hear
amost sophisticated expression of the listening art.
Museatex products—Meitner components, and the new Melior Series—
were created to shatter forever the notion that great sounding components
can't be apleasure to use or graceful in appearance.
Compare the results of our breakthrough technology against anything,
regardless of price, with the speaker of your choice. And while you're listening, notice how the wireless remote control eliminates all the ups and downs
that otherwise distract you from the music.
We think you'll hear what you've been missing.

"We find Ed Meitner 's designs to be among the finest available at any price.
Solid well defined bass, atransparent high end, and superb definition—all
wrapped in outward elegance. Museatex products give our customers the
extra value they have come to expect from Jemstone Audio."
—Jeffrey E. Morris, Jemstone Audio

MUSE TEX

JAUDIO

emstone

Premium Audio Video Systems

325 Grove Street •East Lansing •(517) 332-1230

The designer's job
is to fool you into thinking
that [he's] done the best job.
differentiates the products in that range is how
successful the designer is at balancing the
speaker to give aconvincing presentation. The
other factor that really comes into play in the
less expensive speaker is that it puts more of
aburden on the driver and driver development. It's easy to make agood woofer for $50.
And it's comparatively easy to get the tonal balance in the midrange right if you can use a
really complex crossover. When you don't have
the luxury of using acomplex crossover or
throwing money at the materials in the woofer
and the tweeter, it takes agood amount of
design effort to maximize the performance of
alow-cost woofer and simple crossover. You

to get us what we wanted. That's hard to do
when you start acompany. It's very, very hard
to get people to pay attention to you. One very
often winds up having to buy out of mail-order
catalogs; this Dynaudio woofer, that Focal
tweeter. Those are fine drivers, but it limits your
flexibility in what you can do with your product, both from cost and performance points of
view.
RH: You mentioned earlier that your academic work dealt with the fact that measurements are unable to reveal anything about a
speaker's spatial presentation. What are the
limitations of measurements in speaker
design, and how important is listening in the
design process?
KR: Measurements are far and away less important in speaker design than in any other area of
audio design I've worked in. That's because
nobody knows what to measure. With an
amp—without opening that can of worms—

can't afford to say, "Well, Ihave aresonant peak
here but Ican compensate for it in the net-

the job of the amp is definable Whether or not
you believe that we have aset of measurements

work." Ithink it's fairly commonly done in
more expensive speakers. The designer sits

that can characterize properly what an amplifier's doing, very few people disagree on the

there and listens and every time he hears an
aberration he fixes it. He throws parts at it. You

of view. Here's asignal, make it bigger, make it

can't do that in a$500 speaker. Your drivers
have to be right. Ilike to demonstrate to people

right, into the speaker. That's asimplification,
but fundamentally it's astraightforward pro-

that they can literally detach the crossover from

cess. You can't say that about aspeaker. There
is no one point of reference where you can put

a Model 1 loudspeaker; they can wire the
woofer and tweeter in parallel and it will be an

goal of an amplifier from ameasurement point

amicrophone and say, "Duplicate the wave-

eminently listenable system if you don't try to

form at this point in space." Duplicating the

take it up over 85dB, at which point the tweeter
will get into trouble That's the kind of care that

electrical input to aspeaker at the listener's ears

went into the driver.

through the characteristics of the soundfield,
not through the characteristics of that point in

In that particular product, there's no crossover at all in the woofer. And all we're doing is
keeping the subsonics out of the tweeter. That
saves alot of money. Those kind of things can
magnify into $100 at retail. That's asignificant
change in the cost of the product, if you're willing to do that and if you have adriver supplier
that can work with you to that extent. You have
to be willing to work with your vendors. And
frankly, that's the advantage that we had starting NHT. I'd worked for some of the bigger
names in the speaker business. People knew
me. Chris came from abig Japanese company.
Driver suppliers were willing to sit down and
work with us for 18 months in the hope of getapiece of the action. They never got that much
action [laughs], but we got alot of support
from people in the industry; they really tried
Stereophile, September 1990

is acompletely irrelevant issue: you hear space

space.

Measurements are

far and away less important
in speaker design than in
any other area of audio design
I've worked in because
nobody knows what to measure.
Say you have aroom full of sound, from a
violin or aperson speaking or an orchestra.
Somebody walks in with some number of
microphones and some personal philosophy
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about how to use them and takes afantastically

you start to build aspeaker. You listen long and

complicated soundfield and funnels it down

hard, you compare it with other products and

into two electrical signals, left channel and right
channel. Not even very wide-bandwidth channels. This room full of complicated stuff is

to your own ideals. Measurement just doesn't
come into play there. But as you get closer and
closer to what you want, you invariably find

squeezed down in avery unknown and arbitrary manner. Now you present the signal to the

you don't understand why they're there Your

speaker and say, "Rebuild me that room."

ears are telling you something's wrong. But

that there are artifacts that you're hearing and

That's avirtually impossible task in any theo-

you've given up trying to fix it by obvious

retical sense The speaker can't know what pro-

things like making the tweeter less loud or

duced that soundfield. Now, Idon't care if

changing the crossover slope. At that point,

you're talking binaural, multi-mike, or any
other technique, it's anon-unique mapping.

to. Because your ears are good at telling you

There are many different soundfields that will
all squeeze down to the same electrical signals,

you why. That's when you get out your

because of the directional characteristics of the

analyzer and you look for little resonances that

microphones. How can aspeaker truly recreate

you missed when the overall response was so
messy you didn't see that little glitch there or

that? It can't.
And so the speaker is called upon to create

measurements are the only thing you can revert
what you hear, but they're not good at telling

the phase inversion.

an illusion, to somehow turn the left and right
signals into aroom full of sound, with waves
traveling in every direction. How do you measure whether it's doing agoodjob or not? You
can't. You can measure whether the speaker is
basically producing the right amount of highs,
mids, and lows, and you can measure whether
the speaker is adding harmonics that weren't
there in the recording. Those kinds of things

y

our ears are good
at telling you what you hear,
but they're not good
at telling you why.

you can measure—we do measure—but when
it comes down to how good ajob it did at

So measurements come in for the last
processes of design to try to get the little bugs

rebuilding this room full of sound, there's no
measurement that can possibly describe that.

out that you can't find with your ears. You dis-

And there's no speaker, for that matter, that can
possibly be the optimum speaker for every

cover them with your ears—you don't ever discover them in measurements because they're

different recording.

too obscure. That's how Ifeel about measurements. Ithink the work that's going on in

Measurements are useful in areas of tonal balance: Is my tweeter louder than my midrange?
Is my midrange louder than my woofer? Have
Igot the right bass tuning for this cabinet? Am
Igetting apanel resonance? All those things are
measurable and should be measured. But they

objectively characterizing the sound of loudspeakers is important, but frankly Ithink it's
along way before it impacts the work of design
engineers.
RH: Are you talking about the research going

only hint in avery vague way at whether the
speaker is doing agood job at re-expanding
that simple signal into its multidimensional

on at Canada's National Research Council?

soundfield. Having said that, Icouldn't design

the most visible Ithink that's important work,

aspeaker without some degree of measure-

and you've got to do it. Science marches on,

ment. Icouldn't do it, because measurement
is most important at the beginning and the end

and all that. But that doesn't tell you how to
make agood speaker yet. It only tells you how

of the speaker-design process. In the beginning, there are many issues you have to con-

good, pretty good, and very good. But within

ICIC: Yes, the NRC and other projects. They're
not the only people, although they're certainly

to sort speakers into categories of not very

front: "Over what range can Iuse this driver?

the group of "very good" you'll get eight prod-

What's the right size box for this woofer?"

ucts that sound different. So it's good work, but

Those are all straightforward engineering questions. Then, once you answer those questions,

Idon't ever worry that speaker design is about
to turn into acomputer program.
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
John Atkinson

MINIMUM
audio research

.01.1 OgVBIBITION
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Audio Research Classic 60 power amplifier
Specifications: stereo, hybrid tube/FET power amplifier. Tube complement: four matched pairs
of low-gas 6550s, four 6FC/7/6CG7s. Maximum power output: at least 60W into 16 ohms (20.8dBVV),
15Hz-20kHz, with less than 1% THD; typically 62W at lkHz with 120V AC line. Power bandwidth
(-3dB): 12Hz-40kHz. Input sensitivity: 550mV RMS for rated output. Input impedance: 100k
ohms. Output regulation: approximately 0.3dB, 16 ohms to open circuit (equivalent to an output impedance of 0.56 ohms—damping factor quoted as approximately 30). Negative feedback:
20dB. Slew rate: 20V/p.s. Risetime: 2µs. Hum and noise: less than 2mV RMS-84dB below rated
output (20kHz bandwidth, unweighted, input shorted). Power supply energy storage: approximately
280 joules. Power requirements: 500W at rated output, 700W maximum, 370W at idle. Dimensions:
19" (480mm) W by 7" (180mm) H by 15.75" (400mm) D, handles add 1
5
A" (41mm) to depth. Weight:
63 lbs (28.64kg). Serial number reviewed: 30046005. Price: $3295. Approximate number of dealers:
58. Manufacturer: Audio Research, 6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430. Tel:
(612) 566-7570.
"The only tubes that Iwant to see in my house-

that not only do anumber of American manu-

hold are. ..
the picture tube in my TV and the

facturers manufacture amplifiers and preamplifiers using tubes, but some of those companies—

magnetron in the microwave oven," aGlendale,
CA, reader recently wrote, and Iguess his feel-

Counterpoint and Audio Research in particular—

ings reflect those of many when confronted by
asupposedly "obsolete" audio technology.

are among the more successful. It is the Classic
60 power amplifier from Minnesota-based

Forty years after the invention of the transistor and 20 after the widespread introduction

Audio Research that is the subject of this
month's lead-off equipment review.

of solid-state amplifiers; it must come as a
shock to readers of the mass-market "slicks"

tive of the Audio Research Classic 150 mono-

IActually, when Iwas studying electronics for my University
of London Bachelor's degree in the late 150s, the transistor was
even then too arcane adevice for there to be much of the syllabus devoted to it. All the audio circuitry Istudied was based
on vacuum tubes; even the "digital" circuits Iconstructed, astable multivibrators and flip- flops, for example, were all-tube.
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Aless expensive, less powerful, stereo derivablock, the 60 features classic Audio Research
styling, with the mains and output transformers at the front of the chassis behind a
brushed aluminum panel (black is an optional
finish), and the tubes, filter caps, and circuit
Stereophile, September 1990

board behind the transformers under ablack

tion. (There is no AC connection from the

wire cage. Two silent-running AC fans on the

screens to ground.) As with earlier ARC power

rear of this cage direct cooling air over the two
groups of four 6550 output tubes. Inputs are
via gold-plated phono jacks, while the outputs

amplifiers, while the primary of the output
transformer is hung between the plates of the

are taken from two terminal strips, one per

operation, the output tube cathodes are connected to ground via their respective ends of

channel, these fitted with non-magnetic brass

hot and cold pairs of 6550s to give push-pull

screws. The only control is afront-panel on/off

the transformer secondary. This means that the

switch, this accompanied by two green LEDs

electrical ground has to be connected to the

and two fuses, one of each for AC mains power,

center-tap connection of the transformer
secondary, which is actually the one labeled

the other of each for the high-voltage regulator
for the input and driver stages. Construction

"4 ohms," not the "0 ohms" connection. This

is to ahigh standard, and the parts quality is

is of no concern in normal use, but when the

high.
It is worth going into some detail regarding

kind of common-ground switch-box, or with

the design of the Classic 60, as it represents the

multi-amplifier, servo-controlled loudspeaker

complexity but also elegance of amodem tube
design. (I'm pleased to note that Audio Research

Classic 60 is used in systems that feature some

systems such as the Infinity RS1b, the ground

continues its custom of including acomplete

connection must be made to the 4ohms terminal if damage is not to result, and the posi-

schematic and list of replacement parts in their
owners' manuals.)

connection.

Looking at the Classic 60's input circuit, the
audio signal is low-pass-filtered by an RC network with a-3dB point lying between 200kHz

tive speaker terminal connected to the 16 ohm
Aconsistent feature of ARC power amplifiers
has been the cross-coupling of the cathodes
of the hot and cold halves of the circuit to give

and 2MHz (these frequencies given with source
impedances of 10k ohms and 100 ohms,

automatic compensation for individual tube

respectively), and is then DC-coupled to the

the source outputs of the two parallel FET

gates of two n-channel JFElb. One seems
merely to provide voltage amplification; the

6CG7/6FQ7 tube but also the cathodes of the

characteristics. The Classic 60 is no different,
arrays not only feeding the grids of their own

other is involved in amore complicated signal

other polarity signal's 6CG7/6FQ7, this com-

path, being followed by aMOSFET source fol-

pensating to alarge degree for the difference

lower which is then AC-coupled to the gate of

in individual tube characteristics. Audio

another n-channel JFET, thus creating an
equal-amplitude but opposite-polarity version

necessarily be matched, though matched pairs

of the input signal. From then on, the circuitry

will offer "slightly better sonic performance."

is fully symmetrical: the polarity-correct (hot)

When the output tubes are replaced, the
new tubes have to have their bias adjusted. As

and inverted (cold) versions of the signal feed
both aDC-servo amplifier, based on an opamp chip, and the gates of two arrays of four
more JFEU (now MOSFElb), p-channel this

Research states that replacement tubes needn't

supplied, the 6550s carry astanding current of
65mA, resulting in"enriched" class-AB1 oper-

time. Each group of four FEU is connected as

ation. This bias level is adjusted by an automatic
circuit and is therefore independent of AC line

aparallel source follower, presumably to get

conditions. Asecond DC servo circuit, again

enough output current to drive the next stage,

based on ahigh-quality op-amp chip, keeps the

which is both halves of a6CG7/6FQ7 dual-

output tubes in DC balance.

triode tube, again connected in parallel. The

Befitting the symmetrical nature of the cir-

HF is also rolled off before the source-follower

cuit, there are two negative feedback paths,

stage.
One of these tubes is therefore used for each

one from each end of the output transformer
secondary. These connect with the sources of

of the hot and cold signals to provide more

the input FElb, and shunt capacitors across the

voltage amplification, the hot and cold signals

feedback resistors provide additional high-

each then being AC-coupled to the grids of a

frequency negative feedback, resulting in extra

pair of 6550 output tubes connected in parallel.

rolloff above 100IcHz or so, reaching (according

The screen grids of these tubes are connected

to my calculations) -3dB at approximately
500kHz.

to the plate supply, resulting in triode operaStereophile, September 1990
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The power supply is shared between the

nects and Clear Hyperlitz speaker cables—

channels, but is no less thorough in execution.

though Audio Research interconnects were also

With the exception of the high-voltage rail sup-

used between pre- and power amps, Audio

plying the output tubes, each of the voltage

Research speaker cable used between amp and

rails is regulated with an op-amp/series MOS-

SL700s, and Cardas Hodink "Golden 5" be-

FET combination. The output rail is filtered

een the amp and the Avalon speakers (see later). The power amplifier was first used on an

with four 800pF electrolytic capacitors bypassed with 2pF and 0.01pF plastic-film caps.
This much filter capacitance results in astored
energy capacity of approximately 283 joules—

MDF board sitting on Mod Squad Tiptoes; then
on aSound Organisation spiked table.
Source components included aLinn LP12 /

alot! The AC-powered tube heaters are driven

Ekos/Troilca LP player sitting on ArchiDee and

from three separate transformer windings, one

Sound Organisation tables, Meridian 206 and

each for the two driver tubes and each chan-

Kinergetics KCD-40 CD players, and my 1974-

nel's four output tubes.

vintage Revox A77 to play back master and

My study of the Classic 60's schematic leaves

copy-master tapes. Apart from the turntable,

me with agreat deal of respect for its designers.

all other components sat on Target equipment

Far from being based on an "obsolete" technol-

racks fitted with carpet-piercing spikes.

ogy, the Classic 60 appears thoroughly modem in concept. Its Minnesota pedigree shines

Listening

forth, its circuit being as painstakingly elegant

Though the SP-10 was my preamplifier of

and as thoroughly thought out as if the amplifier had been designed by Lake Wobegon's
famous team of conscientious Norwegian

choice for many years—and still resides in my
closet awaiting anew complement of tubes—

bachelor farmers.

spent any serious time with was the all-tube
D250 back in 1984. The massive D250 was not

Reference system

particularly neutral by 1990 standards, but
never failed to elicit music from the speakers

The Classic 60 was used over aperiod of four

the last Audio Research power amplifier Ihad

months with avariety of ancillary components.
Preamplifier was mainly a Mark Levinson

it drove It formed asynergistic combination,

No.26, first used with its outboard No.25

for example, with the original Celestion

phono preamplifie; then with the latter replaced

SL600s, though its prodigious turn-on and
turn-off thumps led me to fear for the lives of

by the excellent External Power Supply version

the minimonitors' woofers. In fact, much as I

of the Mod Squad's Phono Drive. Ialso used
both the sample of the Audio Research SP14

loved the sound of the D250, Iwas almost glad
when it had to be returned: a tube power

reviewed by Guy Lemcoe in June, as well as an

amplifier with that much stored energy in its

SP14 loaned by California dealer Howard

power supply is almost too much of awild
beast to have in the home Imagine patting the

Rodgers (RogerSound Labs, Upscale Audio).
My reference Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe
(soon to be updated to the latest 1990 specs)
also saw service for CD replay. Loudspeakers

head of atiger sprawled on your listening room

used were the pair of Celestion 3000s reviewed

rug instead of the domestic kitty and you'll get
afeel for what I'm talking about.
Iwas less happy with the next generation of

last May, Celestion SL700s, Dick Olsher's Black

Audio Research components, the first to fea-

Dahlias (constructional article forthcoming),

ture hybrid tube/FET circuitry—original SP9

and the superb Avalon Eclipses (review forthcoming). Following some experimentation, all

preamplifier, M300 power amplifier—their
sound having alittle too much of the Minnesota

loudspeakers were driven from the Classic 60's

snow blowing through it for my tastes. Since

4ohm outputs. The Celestions were used on
their dedicated spiked and lead-shot-filled

that time, therefore, though many solid-state
power amplifiers have passed through my

stands, the Dahlias on spiked and lead-shot-

listening room, the only tube amps were apair

filled 16" Celestion SL stands, and the Avalons
each sitting on three German Acoustics 'Audio

of VTL 100W monoblocks. Impressed as Iwas

Selection" brass cones. All the speakers except

tube design, its rather midrange-forward tonal
balance failed to gel with the balance of my pre-

the Dahlias were used in bi-wired mode Cables
were in the main AudioQuest —Lapis intercon136

with the overall musicality of this "traditional"

ferred SL700 loudspeakers, and Ihave ended
Stereophile, September 1990

up using apair of my "old dependables" —

became rather too loose with the Avalons. But

Mark Levinson No.20.5s —for the past 18
months or so.

with orchestral music, this low-frequency sig-

When the Levinsons are cold, they have a

nature added adegree of reality to the sound
that was quite—no, very seductive. Ash-

rather tizzy character, and only reach their

kenazy's Sibelius 2, with the Philharmonia

promised neutrality after warming up for aday

(London 410 206-2)—a very early digital
recording by Kenneth Wilkinson—was

or so. (This is one environment-unfriendly
amplifier when left on continually, apair typically drawing akilowatt from the wall socket.)
My first impressions of the Classic 60, garnered

recorded in London's Kingsway Hall. It starts
with solo basses following aroll on the timps,
cellos and violas then joining in, playing apiz-

with Audio Research interconnect and speaker

zicato theme above which woodwinds intone

cable, were also that it sounds rather thin in the

aslow-paced melodic fragment that never fails

treble, if not as tizzy as acold pair of Levinsons.

to send ashiver down my back: an icy piece of

Leaving the amplifier powered up for acouple
of days rendered the amplifier much more

music that for me conjures up the wind over a

neutral-sounding in the treble; though the

sotan—landscape. With the Classic 60 driving

frozen Finnish—or an appropriately Minne-

amplifier is not midrange-forward like the

the Eclipses, those basses sounded real, if

VTLs, aresidual brightness remains audible in

miniature-sized. The leading edge of the pluck,

the mid-treble This was not unmusical, how-

the roundness of the fundamental and low har-

ever, and added to the amplifier's excellent
impression of transparency It was also prefer-

monics of the sound, the nasal tonality imparted by the instruments' bodies, all blended

able to the Levinson 's residual HF grain, which

as they do in real life to give the impressions of

seemed to be somewhat higher in frequency

whole instruments. When the cellos entered,

That's when Istarted experimenting with

their sound was distinct from that of the basses—

speaker cables. It seems that the sound of the

fundamentals an octave higher, nasal color-

Classic 60 is far more dependent on the cables

ations also pitched higher—yet musically

with which it is used than Ihad expected.

complete.

Replacing the Audio Research cables with

Adding to this high degree of musical real-

Cardas Hexlink endowed the sound with even

ism was asoundstage that verged on being the

better clarity, but the slight treble accentuation

most transparent Ihave ever heard, particularly

remained. Bonnie Raitt's Nick of Time CD (Capitol CDP 79128 2) was just too bright with both

the Celestions in this respect. Now don't get

Cardas and the Audio Research speaker cables,
even though you could rejoice in the wealth of

accused me of giving asystem's soundstage and

recorded detail laid open for your inspection.

with the Avalon loudspeakers, which far outdo
me wrong: the venerable JGH has several times
imaging performance ahigher priority than

Replacing the Cardas with AudioQuest Clear

even tonal neutrality. "And who hears that kind

made the treble tonally correct, but now the

of precision in real life anyway?" he has often

upper bass lost its tight, well-defined nature.
With the ARC and Cardas cables, though the

his attention to aTanqueray Martini, straight

Classic 60 doesn't rival the No.20.5 in the

up, with two twists.

weight or definition of its low frequencies, it

Well, Gordon, old son, I'm afraid that Ido
hear that kind of precision live—given the

still has superb definition for atransformercoupled design. With the AudioQuest Clear,
whether the quality of the bass was musically

snorted down his nose at me before returning

equivalent conditions. When the recorded
orchestra subtends an angle of some 60°, it is

correct or not became much more dependent

not surprising that similar pinpoint imaging

on the loudspeaker in use and the type of

cannot be experienced by alistener sitting in

music being played. The Celestion SL700

front of the real thing far enough back in the
concert hall so that the entire orchestra can be

benefited from the bass quality with the Clear
cable on both rock and classical orchestral
music; the Eclipses became rather over-ripe

covered by his or her open hand. First, the
angle subtended by the orchestra in this situ-

with bass guitar and kick drum. The reggae-

ation is about 10-15°, and it is naïve to expect

style, back-beat bass drum at the start of Bonnie Raitt's "Have aHeart" track—"Hey. ..
shut

human hearing to increase its positional acuity
when the listener is sitting farther back. Sec-

up, don't lie to me"; just love that lyric—

ond, in agood concert hall, unless you're sit-
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ting in Row N or closer, you'll be hearing sig-

mal. There was asatisfying solidity to the drum

nificantly more reflected sound than direct,

images on the Jeff Beck Guitar Shop album

particularly in ahall with alow ceiling, this

(Epic EK-44313); in fact, this whole album

again confusing the ear/brain. In acloser seat,

reproduced with an excellent sense of space,

so that the orchestra subtends an angle of 45-

despite being atotal studio production. Check

60°, things are somewhat different. With the

out the soundstage layering on track 3, "Behind

exception of the French horns, which per-

the Veil" —more of that backbeat bass drum—

versely take adelight in pointing the bells of

for an example of what I'm talking about: a

their instruments at the back of the stage—

wide, deep soundstage that reproduces via the

Janacek's Sinfonietta being the only common

Audio Research with oodles of detail.

exception that springs to mind—and the vio-

Adding to the sense of verisimilitude with

lins and cellos, which are generally spread in

which the Classic 60 reproduced drums was

alarge enough arc that you hear their sound

its startling sense of dynamics, startling in that
this is, after all, 2 relatively low-powered ampli-

coming from quite a large lateral angle,
instrumental images can be pinpoint-sharp,
depending on the concert hall. Many don't like
this, finding it oppressive, but please don't tell
me that it doesn't exist. 2
The relevance of this argument to my

fier. It didn't lack for "jump factor." Several
times during the auditioning Ifound myself
caught by surprise as aloud peak came over as
being louder and peakier than Ihad remembered. The bang accompanied by afinger cym-

reviews is that when we recorded Stereopbile's

bal halfway through track 4on the Harmonia

Poem album, we deliberately chose to use a
microphone technique that captured the true,

Mundi La Folia album (HM 90.1050), for example, or the whip cracks at 3:59 into track 8,

live, angular size of the piano and flute. Their

never failed to make me jump out of my skin.

images should sound quite narrow, therefore,
compared with the total width of the stage

Comparing

between the loudspeakers. If you hear awide
piano, or aflute image that appears to move

For "official" comparisons with the Mark
Levinson Na20.5s, for which Iused the SL700s,

around the stage, then your system is doing
something wrong, no matter bow mucb you

the levels of each amplifier were equalized at
IkHz using a Fluke 87 digital multimeter

like (be effect. The real-life images of the instru-

(DMM). 3The Levinsons were driven in balanced

ment were narrow; that should be the para-

mode using AudioQuest Lapis, while the ARC
amplifier was driven in single-ended form with

digm for accurate presentation of that recording's soundstage.

the Audio Research interconnect. (Sufficiently

And with Audio Research's Classic 60, whether

long lengths of unbalanced Lapis were not to

it was used to drive the Celestion SL700s or the
Avalon Eclipses, that is what Iheard. The pin-

hand during the review period.) This unfortunately adds an additional variable, one that

point flute image was anchored in space, in

in my experience renders the sound of the

front of apiano that occupied about one third

Levinson more reticent in the highs, more laidback, than it actually is. However, adirect com-

of the distance between the loudspeakers. The
rest of the stage was filled with the sound of the

parison with both amps warmed up confirmed

hall. Similarly with the London Sibelius record-

my earlier statement that the solid-state amp

ing mentioned earlier: via the

ments were firmly and unambiguously fixed

has arather more grainy upper treble, even
though the AudioQuest cable lent its sound a

in the recording acoustic And rather than those
images being presented as being fiat, cartoon-

rather closed-in balance compared with the
tube amp.

12‘sic 60, instru-

like, they had that essential rounding to their

The Classic 60 definitely opened up the

outlines that suggested solidity, adding signifi-

soundstage in amore expansive nature than the

cantly to both the illusion and to the musical

Levinson, there being asuperb presentation of

enjoyment. This was noticeable even on
recordings where there was no acoustic orig-

depth. This is one of the areas where Ihave

2 Please note, however, that Iam not an advocate of '60s
Columbia recordings, where the first violins were crowded
into atelephone booth on far stage right, the cellos into asimilar
booth on far stage left. The Stravinsky/Craft recordings were
the worst examples of this perversion.
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always found the No.20.5 to lack alittle finesse
compared to the best tube designs, but in the
3This excellent, true-RMS handheld multimeter is superb value
for around $250 (mail-order price), and has become an
indispensable pan of my listening mom setup.
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bass, it was no contest. As musically acceptable

ments were presented as being even slightly

as the ARC sounded in this region, the Levin-

more forward. This lack—and it is aslight
lack—of image transparency is, Iam sure, due
both to the Air Tight's closed-in highs, but

son controlled the SL700s with an iron fist,
offering control and definition. "There's no
substitute for current;' awise old man once

more importantly, to the lows, which get con-

said. (Actually, Ithink it was Martin Colloms.)

gested at highish levels. Powerful left-hand

He was right.
The final set of comparisons was made with

piano chords tended to muddy up the window
somewhat. The Air Tight's highs could be

the Japanese Air Tight amplifier that had so
impressed Dick Olsher in May. This 80Wpc,
$5950 stereo design is typical of classic tube

brought up in subjective level by switching to

amplifier design. It uses apair of Gold Aero

rier strip on the Avalons), but the lows were

KT88s for each channel, with input and driver

unchanged in nature. Though the Avalons
boast a6±1 ohm impedance across the audio

stages comprised of a12AX7, a12AU7, and a
12BH7. It is also typical of classic tube design

the Cardas cables (the spade lugs on the Audio
Research cables are incompatible with the bar-

band, it was clear that they were not asyner-

in that it has ahigh output impedance and
much higher levels of distortion than the Clas-

gistic match with the Air Tight. In fact, Iactually found it harder to catch on to the exact

sic 60: 1% or more when driving 4ohm loads
from the 8ohm transformer tap. Construction

pitch of deep-bass piano notes with the Eclipses
driven by the Japanese amp. With the caveat,

is immaculate, with point-to-point wiring used

therefore, concerning the slightly bloated nature

throughout—no pcbs —and DO enthused

of the upper bass with the Audio Research
amplifier that Imentioned earlier, Icould go

over its tonal neutrality, remarkable transparency, and excellent soundstage delineation.
Driving the Avalon speakers from its 4ohm outputs, with the amp sitting on aSound Organisation table, it was 2dB less sensitive than the
American amp, so levels, as before, were equal-

on listening to the Avalons through it all
night—and sometimes almost did.

Measuring

Using the Lesley test track from the Stereo-

The Classic 60 measured as having a fiat
response across the audio band (fig.1), apart
from aslight rolloff above 10kHz, reaching

Ode Test CD, Dick's wife's soprano voice
reproduced as being more robust, less "small,"
via the Air Tight amplifier. The Audio Research's

avery slightly soh top octave, but is otherwise
Inconsequential. Crosstalk was also inconse-

ized at lkHz.

highs, though not unpleasant, were alittle "tinkly" by comparison, though acopy master tape
of Stereopbile's forthcoming Brahms third
piano sonata recording4 reproduced with

-0.32dB at 20kHz. This will be just audible as

quential: fig.2 shows the leakage from Channel 1into Channel 2with the Channel 2input
shorted, below -120dB across the band, which
is effectively buried in the amplifier's noise

rather too shut-in ahigh end via the Japanese

floor. Looking at the amplifier's response with

amplifier. The midrange tonality of the Stein-

an input signal consisting of a200µs, positive-

way, however, was perhaps even more true to
the original than via the American amplifier. In
fact, the Air Tight has perhaps the most musi-
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cally neutral and natural midrange of any
amplifier Ihave ever used. However, Ifound
it to offer aslightly less transparent view into
the soundstage than the Classic 60, this impression confirmed by listening to Stereophile's

,

Poem CD,' which has less image depth than the
equivalent LP. Via the Air Tight, both instruVII

4As Iwrite (mid July), we are in the process of deciding where
to have the LP and CD mastered. Release of the LP is scheduled for late October, while the CD will follow presently. Imust
say that even having heard thb recording aberzillion times during the editing, Robert Silverman's performance of the second, slow movement never fails to brings the hairs on my arms
to attention.
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Fig. 1 ARC Classic 60, frequency response
at 1W into 8ohms, channel 1,8 ohm
tap (0.5dB/vertical division)
5Available for Ill 98, plus 12 S8tii. S
C.: the advertisement elsewhere in this issue for ordering details.
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ohm taps the clipping power (at 1% THD) into
8ohms was 47.8W/47.2W (16.8dBW/16.7dBW),
and into 4 ohms, 57.4W/56.6W (14.6dBW/
14.5dBW). Unlike agood solid-state amplifier,
which approximately acts as avoltage source,
meaning that its output power will almost dou-

-.16.111

ble as the load impedance halves, the Classic
60 is atypical tube design in being more like
acurrent source: halve the load and the outInk

Fig. 2 ARC Classic 60, crosstalk, channel 1
to 2, channel 2input shorted

put voltage falls to maintain the same maximum
current. The effect of this character on sound
quality is not known, though it does imply
both that such an amplifier will run out of

going, rectangular pulse revealed that the 60
is non-inverting when connected convention-

steam with real-world loudspeakers somewhat
earlier than agood solid-state design, and that

ally; je, with the positive speaker connection
taken from the 4, 8, or 16 ohm tap and the

it will retain less effective control on the loudspeaker near the clipping point.

ground connected to "0."

The sensitivity to reach the 1% THD level

The Classic 60's input impedance was 100k

was alittle lower than specification at 476mV.

ohms, while its output impedance varied

The amplifier's voltage gain measured 29.8dB
from the 4ohm taps, 33.25dB from the 8ohm
taps, and 35.55dB from the 16 ohm taps. All of

according to what transformer tap was being
used. At 'kHz and a2.83V RMS output level,
from the 4 ohm taps Imeasured 0.3 ohms

which means, in combination with its high

(Channel 1) and 0.34 ohms (Channel 2), from
the 8ohm taps 0.45 and 0.5 ohms (1 and 2,

input impedance, that the Classic 60 is agood
candidate for being used with aCD player/passive control unit combination, even when used

respectively), while Channel 2measured 0.65
ohms at lkHz from the 16 ohm tap. At the frequency extremes, the output impedance at
20Hz was identical to that at lkHz, while at
20IcHz it rose alittle, reaching 0.9 ohms, 1ohm,
and 0.7 ohms for Channel 2's 16, 8, and 4ohm
taps, respectively. These figures are lowish for
atube amplifier, suggesting that the Classic 60's
sound will not be quite as loudspeaker-

to drive loudspeakers from its 4ohm taps.
The Classic 60 offers low levels of harmonic
distortion at normal power levels. Fig.3 shows
the THD+Noise plotted from 10Hz to 50IcHz at
a2.83V output level. The four traces are, from
bottom to top: from the 8ohm tap into 8ohms;
the 4ohm tap into 8ohms; the 8ohm tap into
4ohms; and from the 4ohm tap into 4ohms.

dependent as that of some more "classic" tube
designs. Audio-band noise on the outputs was
slightly better than specification, at around
1.2mV unweighted, while the partially cathodecoupled nature of the output stage means that
the output-tube bias current flows to ground
(connected to the 4ohm terminal) through the
transformer secondary. This gives rise to slight
DC offsets from the various taps: +3/- lmV, 16
ohms, -7/-10mV, 8ohms, and -28/ -30mV, 4
ohms, all L/R referred to the appropriate "0"
terminal after aday's warm-up. These offsets
are innocuous, however.
Power output was pretty much to specification, allowing for my line voltage of 115V AC,
which is lower than the value quoted by Audio
Research. From the 8 ohm taps I raised
59.8W/59.1W (17.8dBW/17.7dBW) into 8
ohms, 56.2W/55.2W (14.5dBW/14.4dBW) into
4ohms for a 1% THD reading. 6 From the 4
140
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Fig. 3 ARC Classic 60, THD+ Noise at
2.83V, from bottom to top, 8ohm tap
into 8ohms, 4ohm tap into 8ohms,
8ohm tap into 4ohms, 4ohm tap into
4ohms
6Idkl not carry out any power or distortion measurements from
16 ohm cps. Not timing &tee. to any Joule:dues dut %multi
be suitable (possessing acombination of high sew:Unity and high
impedance) for auditioning from dice tap, I!mud them as Mt*.
%ant in atee world system.
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Only at low frequencies does the level rise
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above 0.1%, with all four traces reaching a
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maximum of around 0.55% at 10Hz, afrequency unlikely to be encountered with normal recondings. The distortion worsens at higher
levels, but still not to the point where it might
be thought to have an audible effect with music
program. Fig.4 shows the plot of TFID+Noise
at atwo-thirds full-power level, 39.6W into 8
ohms, delivered from the 8ohm tap. Reaching
0.4% at 16Hz and 21kHz, it still averages just
0.11% through the midband. This good performance is confirmed by fig.5, which shows the
distortion and spuriae spectrum from 10Hz to
lIcHz with an almost full-power 50Hz sinewave

11.1114.
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Fig. 4 ARC Classic 60, THD+ Noise at
39.6W into 8ohms from 8ohm tap
1.211142414444 - 4/1 wolte,101•1
.•
10.0

being delivered into 8ohms. The distortion is
primarily odd-order—the cursor shows the
fifth harmonic at 250Hz, 58.9dB below the
fundamental, 0.11%, which is the highest in

-

level. Note also the absence of AC line-related
components; the 120Hz full-wave rectified frequency is nearly 90dB down, implying agood,
"stiff' power supply for the output tubes;
though the 180Hz component can be seen at

!Hours. - Iftearlmr/ • -1211.117114

Fig. 5 ARC Classic 60, spectral analysis of
50Hz sinewave at 55.7W into 8ohms
from 8ohm tap
Jmut

welte

-82dB, this again is low for atube amplifier near
clipping. Only regarding intermodulation distortion did the Classic 60 do less well than
an equivalent, low-feedback solid-state design.
Driving a1:1 mix of 19 and 20kHz sinewaves
at the amp's clipping point, driving 8ohms
from the 8ohm tap—admittedly an extremely
severe test—the IkHz difference tone was
apparent at around 0.3%, with many other

Fig. 6 ARC Classic 60, high-level 1kHz
squarewave, 4ohm tap into 8ohms
.11,2•It Iota

,

volt*

products emerging around the 0.1% level.
Finally, looking at the manner in which the
Classic 60 handles squarewave signals, fig.6
shows alkHz squarewave with the 60 driving
an 8ohm load from its 4ohm output tap, the
level being 8.1V RMS. At higher levels than this
from this tap into 8ohms, aleading-edge spike
developed without any increase in the height
of the wavetops being developed. Into lower
impedances, aslight ring developed on the
squarewave leading edge, even at low levels, as

Fig. 7 ARC Classic 60, 10kHz squarewave,
4ohm tap into 4ohms
1,44 II•44•

It
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can be seen in fig.7, which shows a 10kHz
squarewave at 1.4V RMS. (No anti-aliasing filter
was used when this waveform was captured;
the effective sampling rate was 2.5MHz, which
should have pushed any alias components
below the Heath/Zenith storage 'scope's 8-bit

Fig. 8 ARC Classic 60, 10kHz squarewave,
4ohm tap into Celestion SL700

floor.) This slight ring persisted when the Classic 60 was asked to drive real-life loads, fig.8
showing the 10kHz waveform with the ampli-

ringing, however, is well-damped, and has an
approximate frequency of 210kHz; je, adecade

fier driving aCelestion SL700 loudspeaker. The

above the audio band, where it would be un-
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likely to have any subjective effect.

more treble content than the Air Tight amplifier, this didn't render its sound unmusical; in

Summing up
It's no use pretending that the Classic 60 isn't
an expensive amplifier, given its lowish output
power. Yet only rarely during my auditioning
did Ifeel the need for alittle more headroom,
and then only with master tapes, which tend
to preserve their peaks intact. The Classic 60's

fact, with the transparent window it offers into
adeep and wide soundstage, it gave me agreat
deal of pleasure. Given that its owner will have
to be prepared to experiment with cables to get
the best balance from his or her preferred loudspeakers, the Classic 60 produces asound that
would make those Norwegian bachelor farmers

lows were alittle less well-damped than the

proud. It's taking the place of my Levinsons as

best solid-state amplifiers, and while possessing

the system workhouse amplifier.

TARA LABS SPACE 8( TIME TIMEKEEPER
MODEL 0.5 LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Type: Two-way, closed-box design. Manufacturer's stated frequency response: 50Hz-25kHz, ±3dB.
Recommended amplifier pr: 30-100W. Nominal impedance: 7ohms. Sensitivity: 86dB 1W/1m.
Price: $1495/pair in standard finish. Approximate number of dealers: 6 Manufacturer Lambert Audio,
New Zealand. Importer and world-wide distributor: TARA Labs, Inc., 2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland,
OR 97520. Tel: (503) 488-6485.
The 0.5 is the smallest speaker in the Timekeeper line. There are also the Models 1and 2.
Clever folks run TARA Labs. How else would
you account for the following bit of mathematical wizardry? If you multiply the Model designation by two, you get the number of woofers
per channel of each member of the series. For
example, for the 0.5, there is 1woofer per side,
while the Model 1uses two woofers and the
Model 2's woofer complement is four. Interestingly enough, all of the Timekeepers are twoway designs using the same woofer and
tweeter.
The designer and manufacturer is New Zealander Garry Lambert. Ifirst met Garry at last
Winter's CES; we managed to get in along chat
one evening. His speaker-building philosophy
impressed me as purist and straightforward in
conception: use the best drivers you can, in a

The Timekeeper tweeter is aleaf tweeter of
Japanese origins, further modified by Lamben.
The woofer/midrange is built in-house. This
is agood-looking 6" nominal-diameter driver
with apolypropylene cone, ahalf-rolled foam
surround, and adie-cast aluminum frame. The
voice-coil is wound on an aluminum former.
The woofer is allowed to run wide open—
without any kind of electrical low-pass filter.
Its acoustic rolloff starts above 5kHz and it is
down about 24dB at 10kHz. Fig.1 shows the
on-axis acoustic response of each of the drivers
of one of the revised pair of speakers (see later)
at a48" distance, revealing the crossover point
to lie around 5kHz. (This measurement, as well
as all other MLSSA and Audio Precision measurements in this report, were performed by

well-built and sonically benign cabinet, and
add aminimalist crossover network. Iapplaud
at least the first two design principles. lbo often,
someone tries to squeeze good sound out of
mediocre or worse drivers. This sort of alchemy
does not work. Despite the designer's best wishes
and incantations, and no matter how cleverly he
synthesizes the driver crossover filters, you can't
turn asonic lemon into awinner. In-band resonances of the drivers inevitably color the final
product.
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Timekeeper 0.5, acoustic crossover
at 48"
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finish. Standard finishes include walnut, rosewood, and New Zealand Rimu. As another indication of the emphasis on quality, all internal
wiring is done with TARA Labs' own excellent
Space & Time Phase II speaker cable. Provisions are made for bi-wiring. The speakers are
provided with shorting links which bridge the
tweeter and woofer terminals and allow single
wiring. By removing these links, it is possible
to address each driver individually. Although
the merits of bi-wiring are well known, for a
number of reasons Iconducted all of the listening tests using single wiring. One of these reasons had to do with the binding posts used
here. The plastic-on-brass posts stripped too
easily, making it awkward to use spade lugs or
bare-wire terminations.
The Marge T-50 stands are recommended by
TARA Labs for use with the 0.5. However, my
samples were provided with athree-legged
metal stand, fitted with carpet-piercing spikes
and sourced in New Zealand. The bottom of
the speaker was drilled out to allow bolting of
the stand and speaker. Ireally liked the look
and feel of this stand. That it could be rigidly
secured to the bottom of the speaker simply
meant enhanced coupling and dissipation of
enclosure resonant energy Unfortunately, I'm
told that the cost of the stand makes it unattractive as abusiness proposition in the US.

TARA Labs Timekeeper loudspeaker

Chapter One
The 0.5 was hand-delivered to Santa Fe by
TARA Labs' Merrill Bergs and Matthew Bond.

JA.) Because the planar tweeter is significantly

It was during this preliminary listening session

limited in excursion, asecond-order high-pass
filter is used for protection from drive signals

that the speaker nearly took my head off with

below 5kHz. The tweeter's inherent 12dB/
octave LF rolloff, together with the additional
12dB of rolloff afforded by the filter, combine

a"raw" upper-midrange squeak. That this was
afairly narrow-band effect was evident from
the fact that it was energized only occasionally.
We were listening to Julianne Baird's The En-

The tweeter's rising on-axis high-end response

glish Lute Song (Dorian DOR-90109); on certain notes in the upper registers, all hell broke

does not appear to have been corrected with

loose. Iswitched from the Air Tight ATM-2 to

equalization.
The 0.5's smallish, well-braced cabinet is
dearly in the minimonitor category. It is shaped

the Music Reference RM-9 to verify that this
was not an amplifier problem. According to the

to produce an acoustic slope of 24dB/octave.

Timekeeper, Julianne Baird was really awere-

like atruncated pyramid to eliminate parallel
sides and internal standing waves, and is made

wolf, periodically emitting wolf notes, and only

of high-density wood. Rapping one's knuckles

But because I've used this disc many times and

on the cabinet produces nothing more than a

in many contexts, it could not have possibly
been acase of adefect in the recording chain

dull thud, which is indicative of adamped cabi-

it was capable of revealing this shocking truth.

net with aminimal sonic signature.
The review samples were finished in an

that was somehow being unmasked by the

enticing white lacquer, which is not astandard

Iwas quite certain that the problem was due
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to adriver resonance, but which driver was not

-

immediately clear. At first, Iwas inclined to
blame the tweeter. Could this be acase of zapping the tweeter with too much midrange
energy and eliciting gross distortion? JA agreed
to measure the drivers pretty quickly and shed
some light on the situation. It became clear that
the problem was being caused by the woofer.
Fig.1 makes it clear that the tweeter did not
have any significant output in the problem

s:e
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Fig. 2 Timekeeper 0.5, impulse response of
original woofer
-

band, while fig.2, the woofer's impulse response, reveals that there is some ringing going
on in this driver's output. The woofer's waterfall plot (fig.3) shows that there is apronounced
resonance at 4IcHz, with also adegree of boost
at IkHz. The tweeter, however, looked pretty
good. Its impulse response and waterfall plot
are shown in fig,s.4 and 5, respectively. It was

•
o
Fig. 4 Timekeeper 0.5, tweeter impulse
response

Fig. 3 Timekeeper 0.5, cumulative spectral- decay plot, original woofer

Fig. 5 Timekeeper 0.5, cumulative spectral-decay plot, tweeter
Stereophile, September 1990

the woofer resonance at 4kHz, therefore, that

Iexperienced with the old woofers, which

seemed to be the cause of my grief.
Because the review samples had been to a
CES and had undergone across-country trip,

could mean either that the new woofers were
dramatically improved over the old (unlikely)
or that the old woofers were defective. There

there remained the possibility that the woofers

was no official indication from Lambert as to

had been damaged. TARA Labs agreed to
resolve the matter with Lambert and provide

the status of the old woofers, so this issue is still
in doubt. Compare fig.2 with fig.6, which

me with afresh complement of drivers.

shows the impulse response of the modified
woofer. As you can see, the new drive-unit is

Chapter Two

better-damped. This should mean that any

To be fair to Lambert, it should be made clear

resonances should be of lower Q, and, as is evi-

that just about any woofer, running wide open,

dent from acomparison of the old and new

will exhibit some resonances in its upper range.
The Timekeeper woofer is no exception, and

waterfall plots in figs.3 and 7, that is exactly the
case. The impulse response of the new 0.5 is

according to Garry, considerable effort had
gone into controlling these resonances. After

shown in fig.8, and reveals that the woofer and

being informed of Stereopbile's preliminary
findings, Lamben went into abit of crisis R&D.

tic polarity. The waterfall plot for the speaker

the ribbon are connected with the same acous-

î
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What else would you do after having your
product fingered as being potentially fatally
flawed? Further testing and experimentation
with different adhesive combinations led to the
extraction of small improvements in the woofer's
steady-state and time-domain behaviors
through its upper range. Because the enhancements were small as evinced by their own
listening and measurements, Lamben still felt
that the real problem was with the disc. With
Garry's own program material at the factory,
soprano voices apparently failed to elicit any
treble ringing.
Matthew Bond hand-delivered the new

• 0

Fig. 6 Timekeeper 0.5, impulse response of
new woofer
1_201••
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drivers to Santa Fe and personally replaced the
old with the new. Clearly, the modded woofers

0.8r5

sounded much cleaner through the upper
mids. Iwas unable to reproduce the howling

Fig. 8 Timekeeper 0.5, impulse response of
new speaker at 48" on HF axis
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Fig. 7 Timekeeper 0.5, cumulative spectral-decay plot, new woofer
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msec

Fig. 9 Timekeeper 0.5, cumulative spectral-decay plot
operated fullrange, derived from fig.8, is shown

curve represents the frequency response at 48"

in fig.9: note that there is still some resonant

with the 13&K microphone 6" above the top of

liveliness in the lkHz region and aslight boost

the speaker, le, representing the sound astanding listener would hear at the back of the room.

at 4kHz, probably due to the woofer beaming
at this frequency. The residual resonant

Note the sharp suckout around 5kHz— the

behavior in the mid-treble (the low-level ridges

crossover frequency. This is due to severe
acoustic interference between the drivers. The

extending to the 4ms edge of the plot) is perhaps due to the tweeter, while the ridge around

next curve down represents the response on-

16kHz is spurious, being due to the MLSSA
hardware picking up the computer monitor's
line whistle.
In any case, Iwas back in business. That's not
to say that Iwas entirely happy with the quality
of the upper mids. As you will shortly see, I
really was not. This range was still too rough
and grainy to satisfy my tastes.

Setup
The toe-in angle did not prove to be acritical
factor with the Timekeepers. Ichose to cross
the tweeter axes just in front of the listening
seat, so as to take the edge off the rising high

11111:

luz

liii

1§h

Fig. 10 Timekeeper 0.5, lateral response
family at 48", from front to back: 30°
off-axis; 22.5° off-axis; 15° off-axis;
7.5° off-axis; on HF axis.

end of the tweeter. This was borne out by the
Timekeeper's lateral response family at a48"
distance (fig.10). The top/back trace is the
response on the tweeter axis, while the bottom/front curve represents the response 30°
off-axis. As you can see, there is little shift in
frequency response within this lateral window,
though the rise above 12kHz is slightly suppressed on the latter axis.
The vertical listening axis was of some concern, however. It turned out that it was important to remain seated—pretty much on-axis
with the tweeter. Take alook at the vertical
response family in fig.11. The top/rearmost
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Timekeeper 0.5, vertical response
family at 48", from front to back:
below woofer; on woofer axis; on HF
axis; 15° above cabinet top.
Stereophile, September 1990

axis with the tweeter. The lower treble is much
better behaved here. The other two curves
show the response below the axis of the
tweeter, first on the woofer axis, the second
with the microphone level with the cabinet
base. Taken together, these curves highlight the
importance of adjusting the height of the
speaker so that the tweeter is pretty much at
ear level.
TARA Labs' own Space & Time TFA/Return
speaker cable was used throughout the testing.
A pair of Classé Audio DR-8 amps were used
in bridged mode for much of the time. However, atubed Air Tight ATM-2 was also used to
verify the results obtained with the DR-8s.
Listening impressions
Hooray, no dome fatigue! Although there was
abit too much treble, it was clean and detailed.
There was none of the sizzle and fizz that
accompany an appalling number of dome
tweeters. Treble transients were well-behaved.
One of my stock tests in this regard is the first
cut of the Opus 3Test Record /. Therese Juel's
sibilants were well-controlled, without splash
or sizzle. They were not beyond reproach,
however, being slightly etched because of the
rising nature of the lower treble.
Iseem to be more sensitive than most folks
to treble nasties; at least Icomplain more. I've

of 6 ohms, fig.13 reveals the 0.5 really to be
more like an 8ohm design, the load only dropping close to 6ohms in the octave between 5
and 10kHz.
The midbass was strong and reasonably
tight. The major problem down here had to do
with the recessed nature of the upper bass and
lower midrange, the range from about 150Hz
to 600Hz being down about 3dB in relation to
the midbass and the middle of the mids. One
effect of this was to rob orchestral music of its
proper foundation. Substitute "anemia" for
"orchestral weight and heft" to get an inkling
of what the Timekeeper had wrought. Orchestral textures that should have warmed the heart
shriveled instead into alean tapestry of sound.
The Timekeeper consistently failed to deliver the beef. The bass registers of piano, cello,
and double bass failed to satisfy. Max Bruch's
Kol Nidrei (Collected Works for Cello and
Orchestra, EBS 6060) features awonderful
cello tone, full of body and expression.
Through the 0.5, the cello was quite deficient
in body and extension. Hall reverb was also not
so easy to resolve—the wonderful spacious1 11111111
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seen too many promising designs spoil my fun
with aggressive and overbearing HF presentations. Having found atreble Icould live with,
Iwas looking forward to keeping time with the
Timekeeper. Alas, Ifailed to find much else to
write home about.
The 0.5's tonal balance proved the biggest
mountain to climb. Let me start with the foothills: Of course, there wasn't much in the way
of any deep bass, but Ididn't really expect

-410
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Fig. 12 Timekeeper 0.5, anechoic response
averaged across 30° lateral window,
with nearfield LF response plotted
below 400Hz

much from aminimonitor. The lows started
rolling off at 70Hz, and, as you might expect,
the rate of rolloff was agentle 12dB/octave—as
it should be for aclosed box—seen on the
lefthand side of fig.12, which shows the
speaker's bass response in the nearfield, je,
measured with the microphone almost touching the drive-unit's dustcap. The -6dB point
for the nearfield bass response was 47Hz, ref.
the level at 100Hz, to be predicted from the
Timekeeper's impedance, shown in fig.13. The
highish box tuning is clearly indicated by the
peak in the midbass (25.3 ohms at 63Hz). Note
also that despite the speaker's nominal rating
Stereophile, September 1990

Fig. 13 Timekeeper 0.5, electrical
impedance (solid line) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/div. vertical
scale)
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ness and hall presence of this recording were
undermined. It was as though the Timekeeper
had pulled the plug and let much of the magic
of this recording evaporate into thin air. Similarly, the tonal reproduction of Peclard and
Pidoux's cellos (Offenbach: Suites pour deux
Violoncelles, Harmonia Mundi HM -901043)
merely hinted at what was really going on in
the bass registers. The body of the cello was
emaciated to the point of diminishing the
bloom and spaciousness of its spatial outlines.
The size of the cello collapsed; not exactly to
apoint, but certainly to ashadow of its true self.
The localization of instruments within the
soundstage was always precise, but just as predictable was the reduction of image size. You
could point an unwavering finger at aparticular instrument within the soundstage, but
what you could visiialie at that particular location often lacked an authentic spatial imprint.
Itzhak Perlman, star that he is, is highlighted
with his own mike on the EMI release of the
Bruch Violin Concerto 1with André Previn
conducting the LSO. Normally, the larger-thanlife spatial outlines of Itzhak's violin are
patently apparent. With the Timekeeper, this
was difficult to discern.
Neither were male voices spared; the lower
registers were lightened in texture. The effect

dips slightly above IkHz. Also note the peaks
in the upper midrange between 1and 4kHz.
These may very well be the root cause of the
grain and roughne , •
introduced by the Timekeeper throughout Lesley's upper registers.
The imbalance between the middle and upper
mids appeared to screw up Lesley's timbre She
came across with aslight nasality which, when
coupled to the loss of sheen and sunshine,
resulted in agross misrepresentation of reality.
The timbre of Pilar Lorengar as Princess Pamina
(The Magic Flute) was similarly slighted. Emma
Kirkby's vocal quality was also darkened (A
Feather on the Breath of God, Hyperion CDA66039) without aproper dosage of brilliance
through her upper registers.
An interesting situation was created by soprano Anne Reissar, featured on Kochskottas—
Songs of Estonia, on the EOS label (ECD 1002),
asmall perfectionist New Zealand company
that deserves much wider distribution. The
recording was produced by John Button, a
well-known music critic down under, and my
copy of the disc was actually sent me courtesy
of Garry Lambert. Ilike the recording partly
for its purist miking approach, but mainly for
Reissar's feeling for the music and range of
expressiveness. After all, she was born in Esto-

nia and lived there until age five Idon't underwas most dramatic in the bass range 'lb say that
stand aword of Estonian, but the haunting folk
Martti Talvela (The Magic Flute, London OSA - melodies communicate nonetheless. Reissar's
1397) was emasculated by the Timekeeper is
rich and chocolate-flavored timbre seemed litan understatement.
tle affected by the machinations of the TimeThe Timekeeper delivered the coup de grace
in the upper midrange. For many two- way

designs, this is already the range covered by the
tweeter. Here, the woofer is asked to shoulder
the full responsibility for the reproduction of
delicate overtones. Sorry the woofer gets failing marks in this region. First, violin overtones
lacked ameasure of smoothness and sweetness. Just as serious, female voice in general was
grainy and off-color through the upper
registers. In the Lesley lbst, Lesley's sweet spot
is in the upper registers, where her tone colors

keeper in the mids. One of my favorites, "A
Mother's Heart" (track 17), did not fail to touch
my heart. Reissar must have managed to energize some of those upper-midrange resonances
on track 18, however, because the edge of a
scream crept into her high notes.
While the upper mids sounded laid-back,
the lower treble did not. The impression of a
rising response gave anylon-stringed guitar an
overbright color. However, the timbre of apiccolo came through convincingly.
Switching to the Air Tight ATM-2 amp clearly

are suffused with sheen and brilliance. You'd

benefited the Timekeeper. The strong suits of

certainly be hard-pressed to realize that with
the Timekeeper in the chain. The problem is

the soundstage improved, as did the focus and

that the 600Hz-1.5kHz range is elevated compared to regions immediately above and below.
If you glance again at fig.12, the righthand side
shows the modified version of the Timekeeper's FFT response averaged across a30° window; you'll see that the frequency response
148

the ATM-2 were not lost. The transparency of
crispness of instrumental outlines. The sensation of space became more palpable and depth
perspective increased. The liquidity of the
ATM-2's midrange also helped the Timekeeper
achieve smoother textures through the problematic upper mids. Amore romantic tube amp
Stereophile, September 1990

than the Air Tight would have surely helped

municates the musical message and sets one's

matters through the lower midrange and upper

feet tapping to the beat. This did not happen

bass. This is an area where the Timekeeper

with the Timekeeper. The longer Ilistened to

could use every bit of help.

it, the more frustrated Ibecame with its shortcomings. The fact that its treble is far superior
to that of a host of other speakers was not

Summary
From New Zealand with love. It would have
been anice finishing touch, had things worked

enough; that alone failed to carry it close

out differently. The Timekeeper's weird tonal

tronics and atolerance of tirnbral inaccuracies,

balance did it in for me. Not that tonal-balance

the Timekeeper may find a home here and

aberrations are necessarily fatal flaws—several

there. However, at its asking price of $1495/pair,

enough to the finish line. With tubed elec-

minimonitors come to mind whose tonal

it faces stiff competition from the likes of the

balances are less than exemplary. The ProAc

Vandersteen 2Ci, Acoustat Spectra 11, and Mag-

Tablette is acase in point, sounding as if it has

nepan MG2.5/R. There's also the Spica Angelus

agiant built-in tone control: The upper octaves

at $1275/pair, which has so aroused our own

are clearly emphasized at the expense of the

Sam Tellig. Can the Timekeeper keep up with

lower registers. Yet the ProAc effectively com-

these? Unfortunately, Idon't think sa

THREE INEXPENSIVE LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS
Robert Harley reviews the Dana Audio Model 1,
Tannoy Ell, and NHT Model 1.3 loudspeakers
Dana Audio Model 1: two-way loudspeaker with 6" woofer and 1" titanium-coated dome tweeter.
Bass alignment: sealed-box. Frequency response: 63-20kHz ±3dB. Maximum continuous power:
60W. Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m. Crossover frequency: 3150Hz. Crossover slopes: first-order,
6dB/octave. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Terminals: five-way binding posts. Dimensions: 83
4 "
/
W by 15" H by 71
/ "D. Weight: 11 lbs each. Price: $179/pair. Approximate number of dealers:
2
factory direct. Manufacturer: Dana Audio, P.O. Box 1, Austin, TX 78767. Tel: (512) 251-7701.
Tannoy E11: two-way loudspeaker with 61/2" woofer and 25mm aluminum-dome tweeter. Bass
alignment: reflex (rear-firing port). Frequency response: 55Hz-20kHz +3dB. Recommended
amplifier power: 10-90W. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum impedance: 6ohms. Sensitivity: 88dB (2.83V at 1m). Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Crossover type: first-order low-pass,
overdamped second-order high-pass. Terminals: five-way binding posts (two pairs), bi-wirable.
Internal volume: 11 liters. Dimensions: 81/
4"W by 15 1
/
4"H by 8" D. Weight: 11.4 lbs. each (5.2kg).
Price: S349/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 45. Manufacturer: Tannoy Limited, Coatbridge,
Scotland, UK. North American Distributor: TGI Inc., 1225 17th Street, Suite 1430, Denver, CO
80202. Tel: (303) 293-9737. Fax: (303) 293-9738.
NHT Model 1.3: two-way loudspeaker with 61/
2"woofer and 1" soft-dome tweeter. Bass alignment: sealed-box. Frequency response: 53Hz-24kHz +3dB. Power handling: 150W maximum.
Impedance: 8ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 86dB, 2.3V at 1m (as published in owner's manual).
Crossover frequency: 3100Hz with second-order slopes. Dimensions: 7" W by 16 1/2" H by 10"
D. Weight: 15 lbs each, net. Finish: high-gloss black laminate. Price: $480/pair. Optional stands,
$150/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 110. Manufacturer: Now Hear This, Inc., 537 Stone
Road, Building E, Benicia, CA 94510. Tel: (707) 747-0151. Fax: (707) 747-0169.
The philosophy promoted by many main-

amount on loudspeakers. Since all electronics

stream stereo magazines (and thus often the

sound alike and it's the loudspeaker that really

belief of the general public) is that one should
spend aminimum amount of one's hi-fi budget

produces the sound, the highest overall performance is obtained by putting expensive

on electronics and front ends, and amaximum

loudspeakers at the end of achain of inexpen-
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sive electronics. Cables? Don't waste your
money.

both CD and LP playback. Speaker cable was
AudioQuest Green Hyperlitz, and intercon-

During this review of three inexpensive

nects were AudioQuest Lapis and Music Metre

speakers, Ihad an opportunity to listen at

by Second Opinion Audio. Speaker stands

length to asystem that is the antithesis of this

included lead-shot-filled and spiked Celestion

oft-espoused thinking. Idrove the $179/pair
Dana Audio Model 1loudspeakers (and the two

stands,' while the NHT 1.3s were auditioned
on both the Celestion stands and NHT's own

other pairs of speakers under review) with

stands made for the 1.3. Since the Dana Audio

$4200/pair tube monoblocks, an $8000 CD

Model Is and the Tannoy Ells were auditioned

transport/digital processor combination, and

on the superior Celestion stands, most of the

apassive control unit. What's more, it was all
connected with some of the most expensive
cable and interconnects money can buy.

NHT 1.3's description relates to their sound on
the Celestions.
Next month I'll be taking alook at more inex-

The result? An astonishing level of musicality.

pensive loudspeakers: the Fried Q/4, Mission

Surprisingly, Iwas able to spend time with this

Cyrus 762, Plateau Camber 3.5ti, and Snell

system enjoying music for its own sake and
never felt it was areviewing chore. Further-

Type K, as well as the Triad System Seven, a
subwoofer/satellite system.

more, the differences between the digital processors used (the Esoteric D-10, D-2, and the
Theta DSPro Basic) were readily apparent
through this system.

Dana Audio Model 1: $179/pair
How on Earth can anyone sell a6" two-way
loudspeaker with name-brand drivers and gold
binding posts for about the same price as aset

In my opinion, it makes absolutely no sense
to put high-resolution loudspeakers at the end

of three Goldmund cones or apair of decent

of achain of mediocre electronics, and worse,

interconnects? Dana Audio has done just that

mediocre front ends, whether analog or dig-

by keeping their overhead low, trimming their
profit margins, and most important, selling

ital (especially digital). This setup will only
reveal just how bad the upstream electronics
really are.

II've found that the dime words most likely to upset an audiophile's domestic tranquility are "carpet -piercing spikes."

A much better approach for the audiophile
on abudget is to buy good electronics and
source components, but inexpensive loudspeakers like the ones reviewed here. Then, as
resources permit, there is aclear upgrade path
to atruly high-end system. Idon't advocate
inexpensive loudspeakers for everyone—they
have obvious limitations—but it is far better
to invest in electronics that won't end up in
Audiomart six months later and loudspeakers
that will.

Review context
All three loudspeakers reviewed here were
auditioned in my dedicated listening room
with the following ancillary equipment: VTL
225W Deluxe monoblock power amplifiers,
Esoteric D-10 and D-2 digital processors (to be
reviewed next month), aTheta DSPro Basic
digital processor, and the Electronic Visionary
Systems Stepped Attenuator, apassive control
unit. The analog front end was aVPI HW -19
Jr. turntable with an AudioQuest PT-5 tonearrn
and Sumiko Boron cartridge. A new outboard
phono preamp made by Precision Audio
allowed me to use the passive control unit for
150

Dana Audio Model 1loudspeaker
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factory-direct. Dana Audio, run by John and
Dana Fish in Austin, TX, is the prototypical cottage industry: When you call to place an order,
Dana answers the phone, processes the chargecard slip, goes in the workshop and builds a
pair of speakers, then ships them to the customer. It is hard to imagine aless corporatetype business.
Although both John and Dana are avid audiophiles, for some reason they had adesire
to build aspeaker business based on making
amusical loudspeaker that was ridiculously

balance and presentation.
What asurprise! Although the Model l's
shortcomings were readily apparent, real music
managed to emerge from these humble boxes.
The tonal balance was smooth, with most of
the midrange fairly uncolored. The left- and
right-hand lines were clearly differentiated,
without the homogeneity one often hears from
cheap boxes. On the down side, Inoticed alack
of air and high-frequency extension that took
some life and sparkle from the BiOsendorfer. In

inexpensive. The result is the Model 1. The
speaker's one-year development was aprocess
of trial and error, with the design constantly
compared to the sound of live instruments.
John Fish is amusician, and his and Dana's
home is filled with musical instruments,
recording equipment, and hi-fi. Typically, a

addition, bass peaks were clearly audible on
some left-hand notes and the bass seemed
underdamped, somewhat on the tubby side.
There was also atendency for the midrange to
be pushed forward in the presentation. All
things considered, however, the Dana Model
1was off to agood start.
Moving on to my guitar and bass recording

John's miked Sonar drum kit or piano, the suc-

on the Stereophile Test CD, Iagain had the
impression of arelatively uncolored midrange,

cess or failure of the design judged by how
accurately it reproduced the live instrument.
The Model 1uses aPolydax HIF17JVX woofer

this recording's spatial information. However,
the Model Is conveyed the essence of the

design variation would be asked to reproduce

(ostensibly the same driver found in the Spica
TC-50) and aPolydax titanium-coated dome
tweeter in asealed enclosure. The cabinet is

but with aloss of HF extension that lessened

music and some of the acoustic space in which
it was recorded. The bass was more prominent
in the presentation than Iam accustomed to,

made from %"-thick MDF and covered in black

somewhat bloated and definitely under-

vinyl. Asingle pair of gold-plated input terminals is provided on the rear panel. Crossover
frequency is 3150Hz, with first-order slopes.
SEAS inductors are used and all connections

forced. Much to my surprise, Ienjoyed listening

are soldered instead of using push-on connectors. The Model l's construction is surprisingly
good for aloudspeaker at this price (but then,
everything about it is surprising considering
its price). However, it understandably falls short
of the NHT 1.3's or Tannoy Ell's fit and finish.
Listening: The 24" Celestion stands placed
the Dana Model Is' tweeters about 1" below ear
level. After some experimentation, Isettled on
the Model is toed-in slightly so the listener was
just off-axis, and the loudspeakers 39" from
the side walls and 53" from the rear wall. Alittle
experimentation goes along way toward getting the best spatial presentation from the Danas.
After listening daily to the extremely neutral
Hales System Two Signature loudspeakers, I
was not looking forward to switching to apair
of $179 boxes. Nevertheless, Ibegan the auditioning with Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller
(RR-33CD), afavorite of mine for getting a
good overall picture of aloudspeaker's tonal
Stereophile, September 1990

damped.
Throughout the rest of the auditioning, these
impressions of the Dana Model 1were reinto music through them. Female vocal (Diane
Reeves on David Benoit's album This Side Up,
ENP 0001) appeared between the loudspeakers
and detached from them, but the image was
large and diffuse, rather than apinpoint spot
directly in the soundstage center. The tonal
quality of the voice was surprisingly pure and
free from severe coloration for such an inexpensive product. However, some notes in
Reeves's lower register could clearly be heard
to excite resonances, giving achesty or husky
character to her voice. There was also ameasure of hardness to the vocal, with aforward
quality. Pitch definition in the low end was
fairly good despite the somewhat tubby midbass character and cabinet colorations. It was
easy to follow Stanley Clarke's bass lines on
Light as a Feather (Polydor 827 148-2). The
Model Is never sounded thin or threadbare in
the midbass, but lacked LF extension.
To sum up the Model l's overall tonal balance, it tended to be abit forward in the mid151

range laid-back in the treble and with aloose,

The highest-amplitude resonance was at l'70Hz,

over-warm upper bass that added atubbiness
to the presentation.

when them was abuzzing sound from the cabinet.
The Model l's impedance magnitude and
phase are shown in fig.l. The overall imped-

The Model is' imaging abilities were quite
good. They could throw asense of depth and

ance is quite high, dropping near the 8ohm

space that was surprising for their modest
price. On Jazz at the Pawnshop (Proprius

specification below about 40Hz and again at
200Hz. In addition, the phase angle is minimal

PRCD- 7778), the brush work on the snare

throughout the midrange and treble. The

drum was clearly behind the other musicians.

Model 1should thus be an easy load to drive.

In addition, the vibes, spread somewhat unnat-

The sealed-box woofer tuning is revealed by

urally across the soundstage in the recording,

the narrow impedance peak centered on 73Hz.
Looking at the time domain, fig.2 shows the

managed to have good lateral placement.
Although there was some tendency for the

anechoic portion of the Model l's impulse
response taken at 48" on the tweeter axis. Iwas

notes to clump around the loudspeaker positions, the Model Is were still able to present

able to get afairly long anechoic "window" by
placing the Model Is on stacked Celestion

images between the loudspeakers. Nevertheless, the Danas lacked the precision and pin-

stands, which, coupled with my listening
room's high ceiling, pushed the first reflections

point localization of the best minimonitors.
Images tended to be big and diffuse, without
afirm anchor in the soundstage.

more than 5ms away from the loudspeaker's
direct response. (The frequency resolution of
these FFT tests is proportional to the time win-

Measurements: Ibegan the measurements

dow before the first reflection of the pulse, normally that from the floor, arrives at the microphone position. 5ms' worth of anechoic impulse

with the Listening Environment Diagnostic
Recording (LEDR) described by Bob Katz in
Vol.12 No.12 and found on the Chesky Jazz

response corresponds, therefore, to 200Hz
resolution.) The jaggedness after the initial

Sampler CD. The LEDR test consists of asampled cabasa (a percussion instrument) that has

pulse is most likely the result of atweeter resonance.

had its sound manipulated by acomputer to
give the illusion of the instrument moving in

Fig.3 shows the Model l's FFT-derived frequency response averaged over a30° lateral

three-dimensional space Three tests comprise
LEDR: in "Up," the sound should appear to

window. A nearfield measurement of the
woofer, taken with the microphone capsule

move up in a straight line from the loudspeaker; the "Over" test is also called the "rainbow" since the image should follow arainbowshaped arc above the two loudspeakers; and
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the "Lateral" test should produce an image that
moves in an unbroken straight line from one
loudspeaker to the other. The LEDR test reveals aloudspeaker's ability to throw an image,
provided the listening room itself doesn't
destroy the imaging.
The Dana Model is did fairly well on the
"Up" test, but with the image stopping below
the point heard through the Hales Signatures.
The "Over" test was better, but with some discontinuities in the image. The "Lateral" was
fairly good, the Model is producing astable
image between the loudspeakers.
Idrove the Model is with avariable-frequen-
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Fig. 1 Dana Model 1, electrical impedance
(solid line) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/div. vertical scale)
0.15
0.10

cy sinewave oscillator, with my hand on the
cabinet to detect resonances. Surprisingly, the
Is exhibited no major cabinet resonances.
Instead, there were many low-Q resonances
throughout the entire low-frequency band.
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Fig. 2 Dana Model 1, impulse response at 48"
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decays cleanly and rapidly. However, there is
asevere ridge visible at 4.5kHz, the energy at
this frequency taking along time to decay (The
small dark ridge near 16kHz is the computer
monitor's scanning frequency, not part of the
loudspeaker's behavior.) The titanium-coated
tweeter's primary resonance is apparent at
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Fig. 3 Dana Model 1, anechoic response
averaged across 30° lateral window,
with nearfield LF response plotted
below 200Hz
almost touching the dustcap, has been appended
to the right-hand side of the spatially averaged

about 28kHz.
Overall, the Dana Model 1measured very
well for such an inexpensive product.
Conclusion: The Dana Audio Model 1loudspeaker offers afar more musical performance
than one would imagine possible r.t this low
price point. Despite its obvious shortcomings,
it nevertheless manages to convey the music

frequency response, revealing a-6dB point at

in away that is enjoyable and musically satis-

58Hz, correlating with the 73Hz woofer tun-

fying. It is free from the spitty treble and
severely colored midrange one often hears in

ing. The woofer's rolloff is 12dB/octave, as
expected from the sealed-box alignment. The
midrange is remarkably smooth up to about
4kHz, while the overall lower level of treble
energy apparent in the plot correlates with my
impression of the Model l's somewhat depressed treble balance. Unfortunately, the large
peak in the response falls just above 4kHz, a
region where the ear is quite sensitive to ampli-

inexpensive loudspeakers. In addition, the pair
throws afairly credible lateral soundstage, with
some feeling of depth. This is an amazing feat
for a$179/pair product. Although the Model
Is manage to present instrumental images outside the loudspeaker positions, these images
tend to be diffuse and somewhat lacking in
focus. However, what is truly remarkable about
the Model 1is its relative freedom from severe

tude irregularities. Although the region
between IkHz and 4kHz is somewhat lower

colorations through most of the critical

than that between 100Hz and lkHz, the "for-

midrange.

ward" midrange character Inoted is most likely
the result of this peak.
Looking at how the FFT-derived frequency

My criticisms of the Model 1, which should
be taken in the context of its price, involve an

response changes over time after the stimulus
has been removed (fig.4), the Model l's decay
characteristics are quite good. The treble

underdamped and somewhat bloated bass, a
subdued treble that lacks life and air, and an
aggressive, forward upper midrange.
Although the Model Is will not satisfy most

Fig. 4 Dana Model 1, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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audiophiles as their primary loudspeakers, they
do have avariety of other uses: video surround
speakers, a bedroom system, or for someone who is on atight budget. This last use
brings up agood point. We audiophiles should
encourage our non-audiophile friends to buy
inexpensive but musical products like the Dana
Model 1, the $25 Grado ZTE+1 cartridge, and
the $400 Rotel RCD-855 CD player, rather than
amusical mass-market products. Not only
would this support the companies who care
about the musical enjoyment of their customers, but would also give the non-audiophile
aglimpse of what ahi-fi system is supposed to
do. Who knows, today's Dana Audio Model 1
customer may evolve into aWAMM owner in
ten years!
Because of its $179 /pair price, the Dana
Audio Model 1is aunique and interesting product that manages to squeeze the most music out
of the least money. On that basis, it earns an
enthusiastic recommendation.

Tannoy Ell: $349/pair
The llinnoy Ell is the company's least-expensive model in awide range of consumer loudspeakers. 'annoy is most often known for its
professional models, especially their nearfield,
dual-concentric monitors that have become
de rigueur on the top of recording consoles.
The Ell is atwo-way, ported design with a6.5"
woofer and 1" dome tweeter. Both drivers are
manufactured by Tannoy, instead of being
sourced from a driver manufacturer. The
woofer is made from apolyolefin co-polymer,
aplastic material with high rigidity and good
self-damping properties. To improve power
handling and increase sensitivity, the voice-coil

Tannoy Ell loudspeaker
Ell is unusual for an inexpensive loudspeaker
in that two pairs of input terminals are provided
for bi-wiring. Shorting bars are included for
single-wire connection. Just above the input
terminals, aport vents the enclosure interior
to the outside world. Incidentally, the terminals were the best of this group of loudspeakers, and excellent by any standards. The

is edge-wound on aICapton former. The sur-

large cup provided plenty of room for thick

round appears to be made of butyl rubber.

cable, the two pair of inputs are angled upward
to make connection easier, and the spacing is

The Ell's tweeter is a 25mm aluminumdome unit that sports Tannoys name on the

well thought out.

front plate. The tweeter surround is made from
polyamide, which is said to give the driver lin-

rear panels are black anthracite. Ablack grille

ear, piston-like characteristics. 'annoy calls this

cloth with the blue Ilinnoy logo attaches to the

use of two materials"Differential Material Tech-

front panel. Overall, the Ell is very attractive,
and its fit and finish are excellent.

Cabinet finish is black ash, and the front and

nology." The tweeter's ferrofluid damping is
said to contribute to the driver's high firstbreakup mode.

Listening: Ibegan the auditioning with the

Crossover frequency is 3kHz, with firstorder low-pass and second-order high-pass

Ells on the Celestion stands, which placed their
tweeters 37" above the floor, 1" above my ears.

slopes. Polyester caps and iron-dust core inductors are hard-wired into the system. Inter-

Ifound the tonal balance too bright with the
speakers toed-in toward the listener; it didn't

nal bracing helps reduce panel resonances. The

take long to realize that the Ells work best
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pointing straight ahead, putting the listener off
the main axis. Not only did this position tame
the sizzly top end, but imaging and spatial detail
improved as well. The Ells ended up 39" from
the side walls, 53" from the rear wall, and 7W
apart, with the listening chair sy, ,from the
speakers' lateral axes.
My first impression of the Ells was their
much brighter and more open presentation
compared with the Dana Model Is. There was
more treble energy, giving the sound alively
quality not heard through the Model Is. However, Ifelt the treble was abit too bright, giving cymbals aspiny quality and making vocals
alittle on the sibilant side Directly on-axis, the

more laid-back than that of the Dana Model 1,
giving a less forward presentation which I
found more involving.
Spatial presentation was excellent, with
images well located between and behind the
loudspeakers. Although image focus was far
better than the Dana Model Is', the Ells didn't
exhibit the pinpoint imaging of the best minimonitors. Considering their price, however, the
Ells' soundstage width and depth were impressive.
Ispent afew days with the Ells single-wired
before switching to bi-wired connection. The
difference was significant. The Ells' spatial presentation improved, the top end was smoother,

Ells were too bright to listen to for an extended

and the entire rendering became more musi-

period, but pointing them straight ahead
greatly ameliorated the tizzy rendering. Even

cal and involving. The Ell must certainly be bi-

off-axis, however, the Ells still had abit of edge
to the treble Strings had aslightly steely quality
and sax had too much of areedy edge. Overall, the brightness was not severe enough to distract from the listening.

wired for maximum performance, even if it
means using inexpensive cable like AudioQuest's 79e/foot F-14. The decision to include
bi-wirable inputs in such alow-cost product
was wise, and points to the designers' care
about sound quality.

The Ells had atight, well-defined bass presentation. Although there was still some bloat,

Measurements: The Ells performed well on

bass was better controlled and with greater

the LEDR test, with solid images presented outside the loudspeaker boundaries. Driving the

pitch definition than the Dana Model Is. In
addition, low-frequency extension seemed
better. Listening to Dick Hyman plays Fats

Ells with asinewave oscillator revealed minor
cabinet resonances at 30Hz and 90Hz. At

Waller (Reference Recordings RR-33CD), the
piano's lower registers had agreater sense of

200Hz, the cabinet started to vibrate and take
on abuzzing sound. At 220Hz, the buzzing pro-

weight. Bass drum had more sock, with a

duced by the cabinet was louder than the tone

greater feeling of extension. In addition, the

produced by the woofer. This will certainly be
audible as an inability to distinguish the pitch

bass resonances were less severe and did not
produce such obvious excitations at the resonant frequencies as heard through the Dana
Model Is.

of notes near this area. Another lower-amplitude resonance was heard at 380Hz.
Fig.5 shows the Ell's impedance magnitude

More important to the Ell's overall sound,

and phase angle. The impedance is quite high,

however, was the surprisingly neutral mid-

dropping to 6ohms in the lower treble only

range It was relatively free from the boxy col-

over anarrow frequency band. This suggests

orations that can make speakers at this price
level annoying to listen to. Vocals were smooth

IMO 111141S1011 MN- IMP PAPLIV, I 1.11116i140
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and uncolored, taking on avocalist's character rather than the loudspeaker's. There was,
however, atendency for adegree of stridency
in the upper midrange, particularly with instruments that are rich in harmonics. The harpsichord on Handel's Water Music (Harmonia
Mundi HMU -907010) took on too much of a
tinkly character. It was as though there was a
—WO

coloration-free band in the midrange, but surrounded on the one side by an overly bright
lower treble and on the other by some upperbass anomalies. In general, the midrange was
Stereophile, September 1990

Tannoy Ell, electrical impedance
(solid line) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/div. vertical scale)
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that the Ell will be an easy load to drive even

11.,1•1_ 11••,•••• - galls
•••0

for inexpensive amplifiers. Given the fact that
Ifound the cabinet to have avibration problem at 220Hz, it is interesting to see that this

•.•0

shows up as awrinkle in the impedance plot

I,

at the same frequency
•

Moving to the Ell's time-domain performance, the impulse response is shown in fig.6.

_

Fig. 6 Tannoy Ell, impulse response at 48"

This curve's shape is typical and somewhat
cleaner than the Dana Model l's impulse
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response. Mathematically converting the anechoic portion of the impulse response with
the Fourier Transform yields the frequencyresponse plot on the right of fig.7. (The frequency response shown is actually an average
of five impulse responses taken over a 30°
lateral window.) The Ell's nearfield woofer

.106
-NB

46111

response, measured with the microphone capsule almost touching the dustcap, appears on
the same graph. The rear-firing port's output
is also plotted, centered on 58Hz, the tuning
frequency suggested by the impedance minimum in fig.5. Below the port center frequency,
where the woofer minimum is apparent, the
woofer and port outputs are in opposite polarity, resulting in asteeper LF rolloff than the plot
would suggest. Most of the midband is fairly

18111
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Fig. 7 Tannoy Ell, anechoic response averaged across 30° lateral window, with
nearfield LF response plotted below
300Hz
response, evidenced by the dense dark area
centered around 10kHz, but beginning at
6.5kHz. This perhaps correlates to my impression of asomewhat "steely" and "metallic" treble Compare this plot with those of the Dana

smooth, with a crossover-related suckout
apparent at 3kHz. The treble rolls off above

Model 1and the NHT 1.3.

15kHz before the tweeter resonance takes over
at about 25kHz.
Fig.8 is the Ell's Cumulative Spectral Decay

Conclusion: The Tannoy Ell is eminently
musical for its price It has afairly smooth tonal

plot, also known as a"waterfall" graph. There
is avery clean and sudden initial decay, but the

range, in particular, has an open, unboxy quality that is uncommon for aloudspeaker in this

treble region has some "hashiness" to the

price range Bass extension is excellent for the

balance, without gross colorations. The mid-

Fig. 8 Tannoy Ell, cumulative spectral-decay plot
I
5()
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cabinet size, and the lower registers are quite

loudspeakers pointing straight ahead. This

well controlled. One aspect of the Ells Iparticularly enjoyed was their open, expansive
soundstage They have the ability to paint abig

increases the ratio of direct-to-reflected sound
reaching the listener and further improves
imaging.

sonic picture, with good focus of instrumental
outlines. Soundstage depth was similarly
impressive, with the Ells resolving spatial cues

One disadvantage of this method is higher
cost. Square boxes are chosen for inexpensive
loudspeakers because they can be made by a

in the recording. The amount of detail was

technique called "V cut and fold." The

exceptional for aloudspeaker at this price.

enclosure begins as aflat sheet of vinyl-covered

My only complaints are of an overly bright
treble presentation that gave cymbals a"ssss"

MDF that has aright-angled, 45° V-groove cut

quality rather than the more natural "ssshhh"

The box is then folded and glued. Both the

through to the vinyl, which then acts as ahinge

sound. Similarly, vocals exhibited aslightly

Model 1.3's unusual shape and laminate coating

spitty edge that exacerbated the unnatural

preclude the use of this method. The y," MDF

sibilance on most recordings. The upper
octaves tended to have abit of ametallic quality
that made violin, sax, and other instruments
rich in upper-order harmonics somewhat strident. In addition, there were afew colorations
in the upper bass that called one's attention to
the loudspeaker.
Overall, Ifound the Tannoy Ells offered a
surprisingly high level of performance for their
low cost, especially in their spatial presentation. They were always musical and enjoyable,
something that can only be said of afew inexpensive speakers. In addition, the Ells have an
attractive appearance with excellent fit and finish. Bi -wiring the Ells is a must, and the
designers' inclusion of this option is commendable at this price level. Recommended.

NHT Model 1.3: $480/pair
Now Hear This (NHT) was founded to produce
low-cost loudspeakers abreed apart from the
mass-market variety often found at the lower
price points. Co-founder Ken Kantor has along
history in the hi-fi business as adesigner at
Acoustic Research, NAD, and as adesign consultant to some large Japanese manufacturers
(see interview this issue). NHT's line ranges
from the 1180/pair Model Zero to the 11200
Model 100.
At 1480/pair, the Model 1.3 is midway in
NHT's product line. Finished in agloss-black
high-pressure laminate, the 1.3 is elegant, even
beautiful, and is distinguished by its unusual
angled front baffle. This design means that the
rear baffle is nonparallel to the driver, thus
reducing the amount of internal cabinet energy
reflected back toward the woofer. This is said
to improve imaging and midrange purity by
reducing comb filtering. In addition, the angled
baffle puts the listener directly on-axis with the
Stereophile, September 1990

NHT 1.3 loudspeaker

cabinet is coated with ay, 6" layer of black lam-

was reminiscent of much more expensive loud-

inate. NHT's cabinet factory is ajoint venture
with NHT, and the two factories are within

speakers. The 1.3's reproduction of the Büsen-

walking distance of one another.

33CD) was fairly close in character to the presentation of the exceptionally neutral Hales Sig-

Rather than use off-the-shelf drivers, the 6"
woofer and 1" soft-dome tweeter are custommade for NHT. The woofer took 18 months to
develop from the ground up, and is manufac-

dorfer on Dick Hyman plays Fats Waller (RR-

natures. The left-hand lines were clear and
uncongested, while the midrange and treble
exhibited afreedom from obvious colorations.

tured in Asia by KSC. The tweeter is made by

In addition, the midrange was well detailed,

Tonegen in Japan, to NHT's specifications.
Tonegen manufactures many drivers for high-

with aclarity that allowed me to hear subtle
instrumental detail.

end loudspeakers, including, Ibelieve, the
EMITs for Infinity. The drivers are mounted

My one complaint about the 1.3's tonal balance is that it tended to be bright in the upper

symmetrically on the front baffle, vertically inline. Crossover frequency is 3.1kHz, with

like the llinnoy. Rather, the excess treble energy

second-order slopes and adamping compen-

seemed higher in frequency. Although strings,

sation network. Air-core inductors are used,

vocals, and sax were fairly neutral, cymbals had
an etched character that tended to produce

along with some polypropylene capacitors. A
single pair of five-way binding posts is mounted
in alarge cup in the rear panel.

treble It didn't have asteely, sibilant brightness

fatigue over an extended listening session.

Ifound the Model 1.3 to be the best-looking
speaker of the group under review In addition

Recordings that lacked substantial energy in the
extreme treble—the Harmonia Mundi USA
recording of Handel's Water Music (HMU

to its attractive appearance, the Model 1.3 has
excellent fit and finish.

907010), for example—were unaffected by this
bright character.

Listening: The NI-IT 1.3s were auditioned pri-

The Model 1.3s had the very satisfying ability
to carry abass line. There was the subjective

marily on the Celestion 24" stands, but did see
some time on their own stands (available from

impression of LF extension, which, along with
the absence of bloat, presented adetailed, artic-

NHT for $150/pair). Ken Kantor and Ispent an
afternoon in my listening room trying to find
the best positions for the 1.3s, but Iended up

ulate bass rendering. The bass seemed quick
and agile, giving music agood rhythmic flow.

auditioning them in nearly the same place I'd
listened to the other two pairs of loudspeakers

Bass drum was reproduced with asolid feel,
along with afast attack. Drums had asharp
leading edge and were free from fatness. These

under review. Ihad, however, subsequently

characteristics added to my impression of the

rearranged my listening room to get the equipment racks to the back of the room and away

Model 1.3's speed and agility. In addition, the
lower registers were remarkably coloration-

from the loudspeakers to reduce early reflec-

free. They did not have the obvious resonances
manifested as left-hand piano notes jumping

tions. Ikept the 1.3s pointing straight ahead,
relying on the angled baffle to put me on-axis
in accordance with their design. Iwas able to
position them farther apart than the Danas or
'annoys without losing center fill, gaining alittle wider soundstage.
It was immediately apparent that the Model
1.3s were anotch higher in performance than
the Danas and Tannoys. While the Ells had a
neutral midrange that seemed to be bordered
by asteely brightness at one end and some bass

forward, or vocals taking on achestiness in the
lower registers.
The bass tended to be abit overdamped,
imparting aleanness to the mid- and upper
bass. This was in sharp contrast to the Ell's
somewhat over-warm bass and the Dana
Model l's decidedly over-warm sound. Vocals
had acharacter Iwould hesitate to call thin, but
they lacked acertain amount of body. Similarly,
acoustic bass tended to be less round and full.

coloration at the other, the 1.3s had amuch

Overall, the bass had excellent extension, was

wider band of tonal neutrality. The midrange
was exceptionally pure, detailed, and transpar-

detailed and articulate, and had agenerally lean
character.

ent. Mid- and upper bass were smoother and

Moving on to the soundstage, Ifound the

better damped, and the lower treble was free
from glare. In fact, the tonal character of the 1.3

1.3s excelled in presenting aconvincing illusion of space and depth. The transparent and
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detailed midrange helped resolve arecording's

smooth midrange, good LF extension, slightly

spatial information. Instruments were sur-

reduced energy through the mid/upper bass

rounded by asense of air, spatially and textur-

(100-500Hz), and aslightly tilted-up treble
response. This correlates exactly with my lis-

ally distinct from their neighbors. Imaging was
good laterally, with excellent focus and astrong

tening impressions in my own room. Finally,

center channel.

the cumulative spectral decay plot (fig.13) is

Having carried out mixes on many poor (by
audiophile standards) recording-studio monitors, Ifind there is atendency to second-guess
the monitors to try to figure out what's really
on the tape. One constantly modifies one's
judgments because the monitors can't be
believed due to their tonal imbalance. When
acr,essing aloudspeaker, Iask myself hypothetically, "How confident would Ibe mixing on
these?" In the case of the Model 1.3s, Iwouldn't
hesitate to use them as areference.
Measurements: The Model 1.3s did well on
the LEDR test, confirming their imaging abil-

Fig. 9 NHT 1.3, electrical impedance (solid
line) and phase (dashed) (2
ohms/div. vertical scale)
,7
,
77717.

ities. The "Over" test was particularly impres-

b.

-

sive, with a smooth, unbroken arc thrown
between and above the loudspeakers. Inext
drove the Model 1.3s with asinewave oscillator
with my hand on the cabinet to detect resonances. They exhibited very few resonances,
•

the loudest being at 140Hz and 330Hz. The
140Hz resonance produced abuzz, but was not

• •

•

• •
rém
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Fig. 10 NHT 1.3, impulse response at 48"

as severe as the Tannoy Ell's 220Hz peak.
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The 1.3's impedance (fig.9) was lower than
those of the Dana Model 1or Ell, at about 6
ohms through most of the low- to mid-frequency band. The narrow impedance peak at
66Hz reveals the 1.3's sealed-enclosure design.
The Model 1.3's impulse response is very clean,
with aminimum of ringing (fig.10). Compare
the shape of this plot to those of the Dana

III:

Model 1and Tannoy Ell.
Fig.11 shows the Model 1.3's FFT-derived

Fig. 11

frequency response, averaged over a30° lateral
window. The nearfield woofer response, measured separately, is shown in the left side of the
graph. This curve correlates with the listening

li

NHT 1.3, anechoic response averaged across 30° lateral window,
with nearfield LF response plotted
below 200Hz
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impressions: good LF extension, smooth midrange, and a bright treble. The crossoverrelated dip between 3kHz and 4kHz is much
less apparent off the direct axis, as is the rising
response in the high treble. Ipreferred listening
to the Model 1.3 about 20° off-axis.
The Model 1.3's in-room response, measured in JA's listening room for consistency
with the speakers that he has reviewed, and
spatially averaged to minimize the effects of
room standing waves (fig.12), shows avery
Stereophile, September 1990
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Fig. 12 NHT 1.3, spatially averaged,
1
/
3-octave, in-room response
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Fig. 13 NHT 1.3, cumulative spectral-decay plot
exceptionally clean and free from overhang,

lent view into the presentation.

apart from the lkHz region. The signal dies

Iprefer the 1.3's somewhat lean mid-to-

away very quickly in the treble, with only afew
very minor ridges at about 4kHz and 7IcHz.

upper bass to atubby, underdamped bass. This
improves the overall presentation by the

This is one of the better waterfall plots I've
seen, regardless of price. (The dark ridge just
below 16kHz is the computer monitor's scan-

absence of that thick, congested sound that
often accompanies aloose bass. In addition,
the bass was articulate and agile, clearly resolv-

ning frequency, and not part of the loudspeaker
response.)

ing pitch. The slight loss of body and warmth
to some instruments was, in my opinion, worth

Overall, this is excellent measured performance. The measurements also correlate very

the increase in definition and control. In addition, bass extension was surprising for the 1.3's

closely with what Iheard during the auditioning.

cabinet size. Ifound the brightness in the
extreme treble to be aliability, but not signifi-

Conclusion: The NHT Model 1.3 excels in

cant enough to preclude arecommendation.

those areas that are most important musically:

This minor fault is more than compensated for

tonal neutrality, uncolored and transparent

by the 1.3's strengths and overall musical per-

midrange, and well-defined and articulate bass

formance.
The NHT Model 1.3 offers the audiophile on

presentation. In these areas, it rivals much more
expensive loudspeakers. The midrange is especially clear and detailed, giving instruments and

abudget aglimpse of high-end sound at amid fi price. Highly recommended.

vocals anatural texture and providing an excel-

NESTOROVIC LABS MOVING-COIL
CARTRIDGE NETWORK
Thomas J. Norton
Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge Network. Passive, three-position MC equalization box.
Price: $550. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Nestorovic Labs, 8307 NE 110th
Place, Kirkland, WA 98033. Tel: (206) 821-0225.
When is areview follow-up also anew review?

the ultrasonic high-frequency peak typical of

When it is areview of the Clearaudio Veritas-

moving-coils—and certainly, from my results,

Scartridge (see Vol.13 No.4, p.145) as used into

present in the Clearaudio.

adevice designed by Nestorovic Labs to tame
160
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Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge Network
work, or MCC Network, has actually been on
the market for several years. It is apassive
device designed to accept the input from a
moving-coil cartridge and feed it into amov-

"min," and "max," with clearly different
responses? That flexibility, plus the fact that the
Clearaudio distributor was anxious to get the

ing-coil preamplifier input. My sample was

cartridge back, encouraged me to try the network, as received, with the Veritas-S.

designed to feed into a47k ohm input impedance. The low-impedance load for the car-

sive Veritas-S might have more of apeak than

Since one might expect that the less expen-

tridge is provided by the network. Other ver-

the Accurate, Ifirst tried the network on "max."

sions are available, including one for high-out-

This was definitely too much of agood thing.

put moving-coils.
Use of the Nestorovic MCC Network obvi-

The only characteristic that appeared to be
affected was the high-frequency response, and

ously requires the addition of another length

the maximum position seriously darkened the

of interconnect, which means that more than

overall sound. The minimum position was far
more open, though on some recordings the

one variable is changing when it is inserted. I
used a 1-meter length of (new) AudioQuest
Lapis; my sonic observations bear the imprint

added softness of "mid" was welcome. Recall
that Ihad criticized the Veritas-S for arather

not only of the Nestorovic network, but of the
interconnect as well.

cold, impersonal sound. The MCC Network

No added hum or noise problems were noted
as aresult of using the MCC Network. Icon-

listening was done on "min." And very rewarding listening it was, too. The overall sound from

nected its ground terminal to the grounding

the combination was tightly focused. It

post on the Klyne preamp; the rest of the
arm/turntable grounding scheme remained the

remained slightly light in balance but not in any
way top-heavy or fizzy. The low end was tight

same as previously. It took abit of re-orienting
of the Nestorovic box to null the hum, but that

cal, natural warmth; the open, lively sound was

took all of afew seconds. The moving-coil

did reduce this quality. Most of my subsequent

and detailed. It still lacked something in musi-

input was reset to the required 47k ohms—an

happiest with punchy, transient-rich program
material.

easy matter on the Klyne. At last the games
were ready to begin.

sharp transients—but acoldness that now was

Ineed to point out that the Nestorovic box
loaned for review was optimized for the
Clearaudio Accurate, not the Vericas-S, although
Ihad requested anetwork for the latter. There

Istill observed atrace of coldness on hard,
definitely less bothersome than originally.
Then, as Iwas wrapping up, Itried the combination on the VP! HW19 turntable (same SME
V arm)—a warmer-sounding unit than the

is, apparently, more demand for anetwork for

Cosmos Ihad been using. This setup was very

the Accurate, which is not surprising considering that cartridge's $2500 price (as contrasted

synergistic, the VPI adding just enough warmth
to counterbalance the Clearaudio's lean but

to $1295 for the Veritas-S). An add-on for the

now not so mean nature Surprisingly, the mild

more expensive unit makes better economic

grain that Inoticed in the sound of the I-1W19—

sense. But Iwas puzzled. If the network is

on switching from the more upmarket turnta-

optimized for agiven cartridge, why does it

bles Ireviewed in July—was less in evidence
with the Veritas-S/Nestorovic combination

have three switch-selectable positions, "mid,"
Stereophile, September 1990
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than it had been with the Benz-Micro MC-3.

slope: -3dB at 8kHz, -5.3 at 12kHz, and

The former also had adefined, open, and, well,

-10.5dB at 20kHz. Combined with the mea-

clear sound—with aprecise soundstage. Its

sured response of the Veritas-S from the orig-

high end could sometimes be just abit "hot"

inal review, these curves showed that the "min"

but, with the linear top of the B&W 801s, I

position delivered the flattest overall car-

never found it to be annoying or distracting.

tridge/network response up to about 14kHz.

It was acombination, time permitting, Iwould

"Mid" resulted in asmall reduction in output

have had no hesitation spending more time with.

from 8kHz to 14kHz, where it is most likely to

Internal inspection of the MCC Network re-

result in an audible softening of the HF

vealed very little. The circuitry is encased in a

response. "Max" was hopelessly rolled-off.

potting compound and is not accessible for

The Nestorovic MCC Network has the

either inspection or servicing—short of com-

potential to improve the audible results from

plete circuit-board replacement. As atotally

amoving-coil cartridge having too much HF

passive device, however, it's not likely to need

output. The results will depend on the match

repair. Isuspect that the network is composed
of RC filters, probably similar to the moving-

between the cartridge's response and that of
the network. When you add in the price of the

coil compensation circuitry built into the Klyne

extra, quality interconnect, however (or were

preamp. Most of the weight in the Nestorovic

you thinking of using a Radio Shack patch

box is in the heavy, well-shielded metal chassis.
There is, it should be pointed out here, a
"standard" version of the Nestorovic MCC Net-

cord?), it is hardly an inexpensive solution. The
MCC Network itself is, Ifeel, rather pricey. But
what it is designed in theory to do with the

work which sells for $300. Not specifically

Clearaudio Accurate, it does with the Veritas-S.

designed for use with the Clearaudio car-

The Veritas-S/Nestorovic, with the right asso-

tridges, it lacks the silver internal wiring of the
upscale model, and makes do with alesser

ciated equipment, now belongs firmly in Class
B, and in some ways can compete with our

grade of capacitors and other parts. Idid not
evaluate that version.

recommendation, however. If you can put up

Class A pickups. Ihave to withhold aspecific

Measurements of the MCC Network when

with the added complication, it is certainly

loaded with the high voltmeter load and driven

worth investigating. But anumber of our Class

directly by alow-output-impedance oscillator showed the expected results. The "min"

A recommended pickups cost less, and afford

position had avery gradual rolloff—about ldB

Ventas or other compatible cartridge, however

down at 12kHz and 2dB down at 18kHz. The

(check with your dealer or Nestorovic Labs on

a simpler hookup. If you already own the

"mid" setting slightly more than doubled those

the suitability of the match), the MCC Network

figures. And "max" was on aserious down-

might well be worth investigation.

AUDIOPRISM 6500 INDOOR ANTENNA
Bill Sommerwerck
Passive antenna for FM band (88-108MHz); 1
4 -wave, capacitively loaded horizontal loop antenna
/
with ground plane; unity gain (OdBi); 360° pickup when horizontal, cardioid pickup when vertical; 1.2MHz bandwidth at -3dB; tuneable from 88-108MHz; 0or 12dB resistive attenuation;
VSWR 2.1:1 or less at resonance; 75 ohms; female F-connector output. Accessories: 5' low-loss
75 ohm cable with Fconnectors. Dimensions: 2.25" (57mm) H by 9.0" (230mm) W by 9.0" (230mm)
D. Weight: 38 ounces (1.1 kg). Source: manufacturer's loan. Prices: $50 (vinyl-clad particleboard),
$90 (black lacquer finish, alder side panel). Approximate number of dealers: 23. Manufacturer:
AudioPrism, RO. Box 1124, Issaquah, WA 98027. Tel: (206) 392-0399.
The most serious problem with FM reception

and trees,' but also passing trucks and airplanes.

isn't low signal strength—it's multipath. Your

The reflections arrive later than the direct

favorite station's signal reaches the antenna not

signal, phase-distorting and amplitude-mod-

only directly, but from reflections off surrounding objects—mostly mountains and buildings
162

1Oh my!
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ulating it. The tuner demodulates these errors

tossed behind the bookcase. Although dipoles

as noise and distortion. 2 Multipath is rarely

meet the Vanderbilt standard of slimness, they
are nevertheless unattractive and ungainly.

audible during mono reception, but wreaks
havoc on the delicate stereo subcarrier, introducing noise, distortion, and breakup. 3
Though multipath never seems to be aprob-

The ideal solution to the problem of ugly
indoor antennas is to design an attractive directional antenna that users will be happy to put

lem with rock stations, jazz and classical fans

in their living rooms, regardless of its size.

seem to find their favorite stations plagued with
multipath or other reception problems. (One

(AudioPrism has designed such an antenna—

might argue that rock is so distorted in the first
place that you can't hear the multipath. Isus-

more about it at the end of the article.)
But this isn't the way most companies think.
If aconventional antenna is too big, then we

pect, rather, that since there are fewer jazz and

need to make it small. If that means aweaker

classical stations, they must draw their listeners

signal, so what? We'll just stick in an amplifier.

from alarger area—which is more likely to
include spots of poor reception.)
Outside of relocating your domicile, the only
practical solution to multipath is adirectional
antenna. Fortunately, even the inexpensive

Attack of the
Overpriced Turkeys
The result? Over the last three years, we've

folded dipole that comes with most tuners is

been invaded by aplethora of miniature amplified antennas. Some are long and pointy, others

directional—it has afigure-8 pickup. Signals

compact and disk-like. They're all basically a

arriving at right angles are received at full

short length of wire (or tiny printed-circuit

strength, while signals parallel to the antenna

loop) whose low output is boosted by an in-

are attenuated.

tegral amplifier. 4

Unfortunately, adipole tacked to the wall is

Some claim (in one breath) to be omnidirec-

not most people's idea of attractive interior

tional, and in the next to eliminate multipath.

design. Worse, the antenna position that gives

(That's like asking adrop of water to simultane-

the best reception is rarely parallel to the
wall—and it's hard to tack adipole to air.

ously exist as asolid and agas.) Others claim
to be omnidirectional when mounted one way,

Basically, people don't want to be bothered
with even something as simple as afolded

but directional when turned another. (This isn't
likely, given these antennas' small size, for pre-

dipole, despite the fact that it can provide better

cisely the same reason that asmall tweeter has

performance than a hunk of leftover wire

broad dispersion.)

2A carefully designed tuner can make the difference between
poor and acceptable reception. I've seen severe multipath distortion reduced to anear-tolerable level by simply substituting
asuperior tuner.

SCES, partly out of curiosity, partly out of hope

Ipicked up one of these babies at the 1989

3Poorly shielded tuners exhibit another form of multipath.
The signal enters the tuner directly through the cabinet, as well
as through the antenna lead in. You can test for this form of
multipath by turning off the muting and removing the antenna
lead. If you can still receive stations, you may need to shield
the tuner.
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that it would really work. The particular antenna selected (no names, please) has alist price
of $80, but Ipaid wholesale — $25—and that
4And they're not new. If you've never heard of the Gallo F1515101 FM antenna (whose t20 price in 1962 was roughly equivalent to today's $80 tag), see Vol. INos.4 & 5of Stereopleile.
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was the single-piece price. (Now do you know
why dealers push these things?) Eight para-

Uh-uh. It was worse. Noise, distortion, and
breakup were exacerbated, regardless of how

graphs from now, I'll tell you just how little
return Igot on my $25 investment.

way, the amplified antenna cost 10,000 times

Bellevue insanity

as much as the wire ($80 vs 0.8e), but didn't
give as good reception.'

Ipositioned the little cylinder. To put it another

Ilive in Bellevue (Washington, not the mental
institution). KING-FM is le bigge classical sta-

Blessed relief!

tion in NW Washington, and supposedly the
most powerful FM signal in Seattle. Yet stereo

At the same SCES where Ibought this $25 gob-

reception in Bellevue, Redmond, and other
communities to the east of Seattle, is awful.

been meaning to ask them why their half-wave
FM antenna was 90" long when it should have

bler, Iran into the folks from AudioPrism. I'd

Although KING'S RF level is high enough to

been 60". They explained this seeming anom-

nuke acorpulent turkey, the multipath is terrible It's bad enough in acar (to be expected),

aly, and we decided to get together (they live
about ahalf-hour away).

but indoor reception is even worse.
At work Isimply tossed around adipole, at

cently. Victor Tiscareno (AudioPrism) and

random, until Ifound aposition that was clean
and quiet. Then Itaped down the antenna.

on aSunday morning, each carrying agoody.

Ididn't have time to contact them until reByron Collett (Clear Image Audio) arrived early

There seems to be no rational way to select a

One goody was atube of that plastic paint you

good antenna location when multipath is severe.
At home Iused aBIC Beam Box. This classic product, no longer available, was actually

shmeer on the edge and center of aCD. (You
can read in the May issue what other Stereopbile reviewers thought of this product.) The

an improvement on asimple dipole. (Does the

other goody was the 6500 Indoor Antenna.
This little box, about 9" square by 2.5" high,

sarcasm come across?) You could tune it, vary
its selectivity, and, best of all, electrically rotate
it. Igot good reception with the passive Beam
Box in most places Ilived.

is the first attempt since the Beam Box to apply
rational engineering (rather than wishful thinking) to the design of indoor antennnas.

But not in Bellevue. Iwas so fed up that, at

What's particularly surprising is that the

one point, Iput a20' cable on the Beam Box

6500's configuration—a quarter-wave loop
above aground plane—isn't new. It's formally

and stumbled around the apartment, trying to
find at least one spot of clean, quiet, breakupfree reception. No dice.

designated a directional-discontinuity ring

Igave up on serious FM listening. The dis-

probably earlier. (Chapter 10 of The ARRL

tortion wasn't the only reason. KING-FM's current compressor—they change them every

Antenna Book has adiscussion of the DDRR.)
Not the least of aDDRR's virtues is its com-

two months or so—is faster than aspeeding

pactness. A 4-wave FM antenna is 30" long, but

bullet. It squashes loud passages instantane-

bending it into acircle reduces it to amore

ously, without any audible side-effects except

manageable 9" diameter. 6ADDRR is also directional. Although omnidirectional when horizontal, avertical DDRR is cardioid. This is just

the compression! Needless to say, it's incredibly
effective at eviscerating the music.
Around Thanksgiving, awell-known hi-fi
company asked me to write the instruction

radiator, and dates back to at least the '50s —

what's needed to suppress reflected signals
from the sides and rear.

manual for their new stereo clock -radia In an

One of aDDRR's best features is its high Q.

economy move, they replaced the usual folded

Although ahigh-Q antenna must be retuned
for each station, the narrow bandwidth sup-

dipole with a30" scrap of wire. Even abit of
wire works well if the signal is clean and
strong—and for most listeners and most stations, it is.
Well, stereo reception was less than clean
and quiet—no surprise. Ithought of the amplified antenna, which Ihadn't gotten around to
opening. "It's got to be better than that hunk
of wire."
164

5There is no engineering (only marketing) logic in making
an antenna too small, then boosting its output with atranseitor
An cura amplifier cannot enhance agood tuner's performance.
It can never be more than asource of noise and cross-modulation products. An ultra-low-noise preamp may be of use
in aweak-signal area, if it follows ahigh-Q antenna that rejects
out-of-band and strong in-band signals.
6 Theoretically, a 100MHz,
wave loop should be 5" in
diameter. Hourver, to make the antenna tuneable, the antenna
is physically lengthened and then electrically "shortened" with
avariable capacitor.
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presses unwanted signals. This improves the

muting off, Ituned across the FM band manu-

tuner's selectivity and image rejection, and

ally. Ifound 29 stations, five more than Icould

weakens signals that could drive the tuner's
front end into nonlinearity.

get with the Beam Box. Almost all were listenable in mono, and most were acceptable in stereo.

It works!
We listened to KING-FM with the Beam Box for

Recommendations

several minutes, noting the edgy quality of

If you're currently getting clean stereo recep-

voices and occasional breakup. Simply switching to the 6500 immediately reduced the edgi-

tion from all the stations you want to listen to,
you don't need anew antenna. Not an ampli-

ness. (The 6500 is omnidirectional only in the

fied antenna, not the 6500.

horizontal plane, so it provides some rejection

If reception is not all you'd like, the best solu-

of multipath coming from above or below the

tion is an attic or outdoor antenna. (When I
lived at home Ibought afancy Channel Mas-

plane of the antenna.)
— 11yturning

the 6500 on its side," suggested
Vic In this position the 6500 becomes cardi-

ter FM antenna and tossed it in the attic. It
worked well.) If this isn't possible, give the

oid, rejecting signals from the sides and rear.

AudioPrism 6500 agood look. If it can clean

Ihad to rotate the 6500 for best reception, but
the optimal point was quite obvious, and fur-

up reception on the East Side of Seattle, it'll
probably work for you. As always, insist on a

ther reduced the distortion and edginess.

money-back guarantee.

We switched back to the Beam Box, and Vic

You might prefer to wait abit. AudioPrism

asked me to tune to 98.5, aVancouver station.
Even with the tuner in mono and the muting

is about to ship the 8500, self-described as

off, nothing was audible. Switching to the 6500
and fine-tuning it brought in aweak, noisy
station!
The 6500 does not, however, give perfect

"The Ultimate FM Antenna System." Housed
in afabric-covered cylinder with wood endcaps, the 8500 is a half-wave antenna 63"
(1.6m) high and 12" (0.3m) in diameter. It has
8dB gain and a10dB front-to-back ratio. The

reception. I've only lived with it aweek, and

8500 is electrically rotatable in three 120° steps,

haven't had time to find aposition that com-

or it can be switched to omnidirectional reception. The anticipated retail price is $250. As

pletely cleans up the signal. But the 6500 made
KING-FM listenable, and from the same posi-

good as the 6500 is, the 8500 promises signifi-

tion in my apartment as the Beam Box (which
is not abad antenna). Virtually all the vocal edg-

cantly better performance, in exchange for

iness is gone, and the irritating noise which rose
and fell with the sound is all but inaudible.
With my Denon TU -600 set to mono and the

about asquare foot of floor space. AudioPrism
has promised one for review.
In the meantime, the 6500 is unhesitatingly
recommended.

ARCHIDEE TNX TURNTABLE STAND
John Atkinson
Turntable stand, formed from rectangular-section steel tubing, with MDF shelf. Dimensions: 17.75"
W by 13.75" D by 19" H (latter figure approximate and includes bottom and top stainless-steel
spikes). Price: $200. Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer: ArchiDee, Italy. Distributor:
Audiophore, 1711 North Crilly Court, Chicago, IL 60614. Tel: (312) 951-1648.
You can blame Casey McKee for this one. I
found myself sitting next to Casey who works
at Brooklyn high-end dealer Innovative Audio,
in the Phoenix rain last March, watching the

pleasantries over, Casey enthused about this
new Italian turntable stand he was setting up

first Formula One Grand Prix of the 1990 sea-

as Iwalked into the store, the oddly named
ArchiDee.
Now, being British, Idon't have to be told

son. A month later, in New York for the High
End Hi -Fi Show, Itherefore thought it appro-

about the importance of positioning your turntable on awell-designed support. Ishudder to

priate to visit Innovative and say "Hi." Audio

think of the supports many people use. No mat-
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ter the degree of isolation offered by the 'table's
suspension system, the character of the sup-

Sound quality? Of aturntable table? A/B
comparisons between the sound of my

port will still influence the sound. My Linn has
been sitting on first aRATA Torlyte, then a

Dee and Sound Organisation tables were of

LP12 /Ekos/Troilca player sitting on the Archi-

Sound Organisation table for the last five years;

necessity limited, due to the cumbersome

before that Iused to sit the turntable on awall-

nature of the exercise. But over aweekend's
auditioning, it became clear that the sound

mounted shelf. Now some here in Santa Fe—
Dick Olsher, Guy Lemcoe, Tom Norton—are

with the player sitting on the Italian support

fans of the very massive supports offered by

was more lightweight overall, but with better

Arcici and Merrill Audio. Certainly Ithought

pitch definition in the upper bass. Ialso felt the
extension at both low-frequency and high-

Guy's VPI /Eminent combination sounded
excellent sitting on the Merrill Stable Table,

frequency extremes to be alittle better. While

which- he reviewed last October. The Linn,

the latter made the sound more "airy," on some

however, seems to respond better to arigid but

records, this sometimes came across as alittle
more "wispiness." Listening to the one-step
pressing of Stereopbile's Poem LP, however, I

much more lightweight stand, the low, $150
Sound Organisation table enabling it to reproduce music with more of that essential sense
of rhythmic drive.

felt the Linn player sitting on the ArchiDee to
be that little bit closer to the original. In fact,

Which brings me to the $200 ArchiDee TNX.

the essential rightness of the sound of the

Although similar to the Sound Org., in being

player sitting on the ArchiDee was evidenced

constructed from rectangular-section steel
tube, the Italian table is not acomplete space-

by the fact that listening sessions just kept on
going, as Ikept wanting to put one more record on before retiring for the night!

frame. From the front, the two top lateral struts
are missing, compared with the Sound Org.,

Recommended, therefore, for Linn owners.

while from the side, it is the bottom two struts

(And no matter what turntable you use, if you

that are missing. In effect, the frontal view of

don't have it sitting on asuitable stand, for
shame!)

the ArchiDee resembles two metallic U's, one
behind the other and joined at the tops of the
sides. It is hard, therefore, to see how it manages
to be rigid enough to provide stable support
for one's LP12.
But I'm forgetting the shelf. Each of the eight
corners of the stand sprouts astainless-steel
spike. The four lower ones are intended to
pierce the carpet and pad; the four upwardfacing spikes support an MDF shelf upon
which the turntable sits. Once the shelf is in
place, with the spikes just piercing the material, the rather floppy steel structure appears
to become suitably rigid.
Setting up the ArchiDee is applied common
sense All the stainless-steel spikes are screwed
into the frame as far as they will go, then the
frame is placed in the desired location and
leveled by adjusting the four lower spikes.

Straight Talk...
For 30 years we have provided the best quality, selectior. Œd advice to music lovers throughout the
central U.S. at very
competitive prices.
Adcom • ADS • Alpine
El&O • B&W • Boston
Denon • Esoteric Audio
Forte • KEF • Klipsch
Martin-Logan • Mitsubishi
Monster Cable • NAD
NakomicN • Onkyo • Paradigm • Phase Tech • Philips
Revox • Sennheiser • Shure
Signet • SME • Snell • Sony
Sfax • Sumiko • Threshold
Veiodyne •Yamaha & more.

(These have ahole through them so they can
be held firm while the locking nut is tightened
with awrench.) Once the frame is level and sta-

Phone: 913/842-1811 ext 6
24th & Iowa. Lawrence, KS d.5044
Mon-Thur 1n-8prn, Fri á Sat lOarn-qpm

ble, the shelf is placed on the top spikes and
these are adjusted to bring it level, taking care
to keep as much of the threaded body of the
spike in the bush. Once these spikes have been
locked into place, the turntable can be placed
on the shelf: time to put on arecord.
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aclimaninolt, like Bruckner, was
racked by self-doubt. The total failure

Tchaikc.Arsky and his brother had once stayed
in. As was so often the case, these new sur-

of his First Symphony, largely aresult

roundings proved congenial, and the muse

of Glazunov's disastrously negligent first per-

returned. "Nothing helps me so much as soli-

formance, was an immense psychological

tude," he told his biographer, Oskar von
Riesemann. "It is possible to compose only

blow. Even after his confidence had been
somewhat restored by Dr. Nikolai Dahl's course
of therapy, Rachmaninoff continued to be ultra

when Iam alone and nothing from the outside

self-critical, and admitted it: "There is in the
whole world no critic more doubtful of me

at the piano or the writing desk, and not until

than Iam of myself." He described his per-

hinders the flow of ideas. Ispent all day long
the pines on the Monte Pincio were gilded by
the setting sun did 1put away my pen."

petual dissatisfaction as "nothing but torture,"

The results were the first drafts of the Sec-

and to alleviate this pressure he was always
ready, as Bruckner was, to revise his work at the

ond Piano Sonata in 13-flat' and the choral symphony The Bells, which were both to be com-

slightest provocation, either acting on his own
misgivings or at the suggestion of others. The

pleted at Rachmaninoffs country estate,
I
vanovka, after his sojourn in Rome was sud-

Second Piano Sonata suffered no less afate.
On December 5, 1912, Rachmaninoff de-

denly aborted due to the illness of his two
daughters. Rachmaninoff was to premiere both

cided that he needed arest from the constant
demands made on him as composer, concert

these works, within three days of each other,

pianist, and conductor. Leaving Moscow, he
made his way, with his wife and two daughters,

cert in St. Petersburg on November 30, the

to Rome via Berlin and Switzerland, managing
to hire the flat on the Piazzi di Spagna that
Stereophile, September 1990

by the end of the year: The Bells in aSiloti conSonata in Moscow on December 3.
IStereopbile's style is to designate minor keys by the lower
case; le, b-flat means B-flat minor.
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A live concert performance is more than the notes you
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the almost 30-minute-long, three-movement

and atempered artist with anaturally big style
and asense of virile, unforced poetry," and

Sonata was rather coolly received. But the
Sonata remained in this form for some 18 years,

recordings of his own performances prove this
to be so. He went to great lengths to explain to

while Rachmaninoffs financial straits forced

his friend, Marietta Shaginyan, that every piece
should be "shaped around aculminating point:

While The Bells was given awarm reception,

him to advance his career as avirtuoso pianist
in America following his flight from Russia after
the revolution of 1917. When, in February 1930,
he gave a much-praised performance of
Chopin's b-flat Sonata at Carnegie Hall (which
he recorded three days later at the Camden Studios of the Victor Company), the die was cast,
and he set about revising his own Sonata in that

the whole mass of sounds must be so measured, and depth of and power of each sound
must be given with such purity and gradation,
that this peak point is achieved with an appearance of the greatest naturalness...This
moment must arrive with the sound and sparkle of aribbon snapped at the end of arace."

key. His reasons were simple: "I look at my
early works and see how much there is that is
superfluous. Even in this Sonata, so many

Can the white heat, the bombastic, hell-bent
bravura of Horowitz's performance honestly

voices are moving simultaneously, and it is too
long. Chopin's Sonata lasts nineteen minutes,

intentions as all that? Ithink not, and, while I
would agree with the young English pianist

and all has been said."
The revised version, which thinned out tex-

contrive something very special in his own ver-

tures as well as cutting large swathes from the
score, was published in 1931, and while pianists
do continue to perform and play it, in general
the original version is much preferred. The latter was certainly the choice of another Russian
emigré, Vladimir Horowitz, who made his US
debut in 1928 and was to become alifelong
friend of Rachmaninoff.
In 1940, Horowitz suggested to Rachmaninoff that his revision had been too thorough, and with Rachmaninoffs approval he
created athird version, afusion of much of the
original with his own less drastic modifications.
This he played for many years; alive recording
of his 1968 Carnegie Hall performance commemorating the 25th anniversary of Rachmaninoffs death is still extant in the catalog

be as considerate of Ftachmaninoffs aesthetic

Stephen Hough that Horowitz certainly did
sion of this Sonata, it seems that the work
became amere vehicle for display, arecord of
Horowitz's artistry rather than Rachmaninoffs.
That said, there is more than aspark of that
high-voltage electricity (which Igor Kipnis so
aptly describes in his fine profile of Horowitz
in Stereopbile Vol.13 No.2) to this recording.
While Iwould not wish to defend the thundering bass and jerky, spasmodic tempo reversals,
there is such burning intensity to the beautifully inflected Lento theme of the non allegro
second movement that few could fail to be
spellbound here. Sadly, even this fire is missing in the recent RCA release of his 1980 performance (7754-2-RG), as the apparently bored
member of the audience unwrapping acandy
during this passage appears to second. The

(CBS MPT 39757). Admittedly, Rachmaninoff

recording is harsh—over-bright and con-

(and Josef Hofmann) regarded Horowitz as

stricted—but the coupled Concerto 3of 1951,
under Reiner and the RCA VSO, is something

their "spiritual heir," but as Harold C. Schonberg was to remark, the fact that Horowitz was
a"representative of acertain tradition" made

quite else.
A precedent having been set by Horowitz,

him "in many respects ...
aromantic throw-

anumber of pianists have recorded hybridized

back, an atavist. He was not an intellectual

forms of the Sonata. Despite the fact that the

pianist."
For those who agree with this final observa-

disc states that he performs the 1913 version,
Jean-Philippe Collard plays such ahybrid on

tion, the fact that Rachmaninoff regarded
Horowitz's pianism so highly creates some con-

the EMI 2-CD conglomeration of his 1971-78
Rachmaninoff recordings (CDZB 62745). Of all
the versions of the work considered here, this
is the least involved and attractive, apart from

fusion. For Rachmaninoff was one of the most
intellectual pianists there has been. Schonberg
describes him as "a pianist of control—a
romantic pianist who carefully avoided exaggeration, an extraordinary technician who
never went in for mere show, atempered man
Stereophile, September 1990

the exquisite tone he conjures for the dolce section of the second movement, plucking the top
from the texture to toll it gently like some fardistant Angelus. How or why he can create
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such grotesquely hammered bass notes in the
light of this subtlety is incomprehensible.
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Cecile Ousset (EMI CDC7 49941-2) is also
strangely reticent and inflexible, but at the
opposite end of the emotional spectrum, John
Browning's vision (Delos DCD-3044) is so
deeply subjective that the urgency of his
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euphoric interpretation may be just alittle too
idiosyncratic for the unsuspecting to withstand. Not achord or phrase goes unturned in
his quest to draw some hidden motif to the surface, and this is then tinted from apalette of
most imaginative colors. The Finale is like a
cloudburst, Browning's most intimate thoughts
desperately raining down on whoever is brave
enough to stand and repel them. This is heady
stuff, and while Gordon Fergus-Thompson's
reading (Kingdom KCLCD-2007) is equally
committed to an unselfconscious display of
poetic fervor, his perception is alittle more
down to earth. If, in the turbulent Finale, his
performance occasionally appears to be losing
momentum, then it has to be said in his favor
that, despite this, he never loses sight of the
work as awhole. All in all, this performance,
finished off by afine recording and coupled as
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it is with the First Sonata, has much to offer.
The other discs that also include the massive
Sonata in dcouple the 1931 revision of the Second Sonata but, in part due to the loss of
balanced development and repose in this mutilated version, they reveal little more than afearsome and overriding display of virtuosity.
Alexis Weissenberg (DG 427 499-2) is on the
attack from the first to last pages, casting Rachmaninoffs lyricism to the wind in awildly
flamboyant, devil-may-care approach.
Russian Victor Eresco's 1983 Moscow recording for Le Chant du Monde (LDC- 278 734)
shows atotal insensitivity to that particular
brand of brooding despondency that embraces
so many of Rachmaninoffs works. His sound
is big, harsh, and unrelenting; his interpreta-

being rocked by its mother in the crib. It is in
the Finale she delivers her coups de grace, lacing a subtle timbrai difference needed for
melody and improvisation-like accompaniment—she must surely have modeled her performance on Rachmaninoffs own. The work
emerges with great clarity and strength, and
rather more humanity than mere bravura. An
amazingly mature achievement for agirl of
only 15!
Van Clibum was 26, and still on the crest of
awave after winning the First Tchaikovsky
Piano Competition only two years before,
when, in 1960, he gave aperformance of the
Second Sonata in Moscow that virtually
brought the house down. RCA has recently
issued it on CD as part of their Van Clibum Col-

tion is the same. And as he rages impetuously

lection (GD87941), and if the recording tends

toward the Sonata's final climax, just about the

to highlight arather clangorous treble, what
cannot be denied is Clibum's power to hold the

only thing that the recording captures with any
clarity is his distracting muttering.
Hyperion's 1982 recording of Howard Shelley in the two Sonatas (CDA 66047) is everything that Le Chant du Monde's isn't, but that's
still not enough to cast the performance in a
better light. Here Shelley seems hurried and
uncharacteristically heavy-handed, with little
respect for separating strands of melody from
harmonic accompaniment. Comparing this
with his performance of the unabridged version, set down three years later, on arecording
coupling anumber of other early piano works
(Hyperion CDA 66198), it seems the pendulum
has swung toward an equally exaggerated feeling of relaxation, for his interpretation of the
original score is like no other's: elegant, wistful,
texturally lucid, tidy, and utterly captivating.
But he tames the score in away that quenches
the bravura fires that rage within it, and some
may find his delicate pianism a little fainthearted.
If anyone has made sense of the revised version of the Second Sonata, it is Hélène Grimaud

audience in the palm of his hand. With an intuitive sense of timing and rhetoric, his performance builds from something quite dramatic
and ardent in the non allegro to abreathtakingly daring apotheosis.
While colleagues have justifiably raved about
this performance, for me it is Vladimir Ashkenazy who ultimately captures the essence of
Rachmaninoffs soul in this piece Although his
reading is only available as part of a2-CD set
(London 414 417-2), this should not be seen as
adisadvantage, for the coupled Preludes are
equally compulsive listening. Ashkenazy has
the benefit of avery fine recording which captures so well the way he allows the piano to resonate under his fingers. This adds nobility and
power to aperformance already architectural
in its spaciousness. Every note has been
weighed in the balance, every phrase has a
sense of purpose, every movement has an
aristocratic expansiveness. Ashkenazy has an

(Denon CO-1054). This young French girl rel-

innate sense of balance here in separating the
wheat from the chaff, the strand of melody
from the pianistic figuration which, in his

ishes those moments of repose and passion
that have eluded Eresco, Shelley, and Weissenberg. If she seems alittle too distant in the

not for what dazzling virtuosity they can

hands, sounds as improvisatory as it should.
We hear the carillon of bells for what they are,

meno mosso second subject of the first move-

inspire. If Rachmaninoffs performance was

ment, it soon becomes apparent that she is

always "beautifully organized, impeccably
delivered," and shaped by an "inexorable
logic," Ashkenazy's is too. In this, Ashkenazy

working toward that culmination point which
Rachmaninoff was always searching for; and
this comes much later. The non allegro is still
fairly brisk, but has arocking quality that lulls
the listener into asense of calm, like ababy
Stereophile, September 1990

proves himself as much the spiritual heir to the
Rachmaninoff tradition as was Horowitz—
some may say more so.
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MERCURY REISSUES
Richard Schneider visits Wilma Cozart Fine
as she finishes the first batch
of Mercury Living Presence reissues
Wilma Cozart Fine at one of the original Mercury Living Presence sessions; the Ampex 350
tape deck, Westrex 35mm film deck and 1524
mixer were also used for the remastering sessions for the new CDs

.

T

lu lust Lia) of summer was damp and
soggy with athreat of rain which never

Dennis Drake, Vice President in charge of Studio and Technical Operations, PolyGram
Records, Edison, NJ, at the controls of the
Westrex

materialized. It was also Nelson Mandela's second day in New York. On that day,
Philips had invited asmall handful of audio and
music journalists on afield trip to the PolyGram
facility in Edison, New Jersey, an hour's drive
from New York City. The purpose was to witness a kind of preview-demonstration of
Philips's definitive reissue of the celebrated
Mercury Living Presence series. Although a
full-scale press-conference launch is planned
for this month, when the first ten titles will be
released, the Edison trip would provide a
unique opportunity to see and hear actual master tapes played back on vintage retrofitted
equipment, with direct A/B comparisons with
CD test pressings.
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It is difficult to conceive of agreater chal-

many of these Mercury treasures command

lenge to amajor label than living down its own

prices well in excess of $100 per mint-con-

notoriety in terms of past treatment of highquality recordings. For many audiophiles and

dition copy.
The PolyGram facility in Edison is located

collectors, Mercury Living Presence represents

in an industrial park in the Jersey hinterlands.
Basically, it consists of remastering studios and

the ne plus ultra of what analog vinyl is all
about. RCA with the Boston and Chicago
orchestras and their respective halls, conduc-

archive storage. Iwas especially impressed by
the storage area, boxes of tape clearly labeled,

tors such as Reiner, Munch, and Stokowski,

neatly filed on clean shelves in aspace whose

soloists like Heifetz and Rubenstein, entered
the stereo era with music's undisputed giants.

temperature and humidity are maintained to
the appropriate moderation, avery important

Mercury's roster, consisting largely of Detroit,

consideration in Northern New Jersey.

Minneapolis, and performers from the Eastman

We were ushered into asmall studio, domi-

School of Music, were not quite in the same

nated by apair of B&W 808s each biarnped by

league, although it would turn out in many
cases that Dorati, Paray, Fennell, and Hanson

a pair of Cello amplifiers. There we were

could give the "majors" arun for their money.

her late husband, Bob Fine, was Mercury
Records.

In any case, there were virtually no pedestrian

introduced to Wilma Cozart, who, along with

performances on Mercury, as there seem to be

Mercury descended upon qualitative hard

so many these days from virtually all directions.

times after Philips initially acquired it. We're all

RCA had the legendary artists, apioneering

too familiar with Mercury Golden Imports,
replete with officious EQ, limited dynamics,
pressing problems, and phony stereo on the

technical spirit, and produced beautiful results,
except when they permitted ancillary factors
to compromise the quality of their product. An
SI shaded dog may not always live up to your
expectations because no matter how much
care may have been exercised at the session,

mono material, like aonce-elegant neighborhood gone slum.
If the introduction of CD has been good for
anything, the improvement in the professional

all of the records would have been placed

integrity and consciousness of major record

through aregime of backup copying, equali-

companies, especially with regard to the value

zation, dynamic limiting if not outright gain

of their archives, may be its most salutary

riding, and entirely too much toleration for

effect. We've seen it recently in the quality of

stamper problems and off-centered, noisy

work RCA has applied to Toscanini, and now

pressings.

we're about to hear the early results of the Mer-

Mercury, on the other hand, took aconsistent approach to all of its recordings: every

cury restoration.

master disc was cut directly from the edited
master tape. Master tapes would be copied for

that which was mastered on

The stereo material exists in two formats:
Y2 "

tape at 15ips,

backup purposes, or possible emergency use,

and that which was mastered on 35mm tape on
afilm base. This latter had been pioneered by

but the avowed unswerving policy was to cut
from the master, and that also meant recutting

Everest, and was also used by Command.
Arguably there was scarcely abetter response

from the master if adisc had to be replaced.

or S/N ratio to be had than with the 35mm sys-

Every master disc

was cut directly from
the edited master tape.

tem, but numerous impracticalities prevented
its widespread use in the record industry.
35mm decks such as the Westrex at Edison
are extremely rare. Some are in use by the film
industry; their original tube electronics have
been replaced with solid-state. The Edison
Westrex has been lovingly retrofitted with the
best modern equivalent of its original tubes,

The occasional mishap could produce adefec-

as has the Westrex 1524 mixer, used for mix-

tive pressing, but aserious approach to quality control yielded aconsistent sonic profile

ing the three channels into two. They are, in

as well as an excellent reputation for quiet,
trouble-free vinyl. It is little wonder that so
Stereophile, September 1990

fact, the same mixing board and 35mm deck
that were used to make the original recordings.
Conventional tape decks such as the Ampex
177
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350 series used for the conventional tapes are
less rare, but again, the Edison deck glows with
the warmth of tubes.
As Wilma put it, "These are analog record-

spokespeople at the Toscanini launch last

ings, made through tubes. In going to the digital

well: The CD you buy will be the first generation. There will be no intervening copies or

format, we need to present the original as it is.
We want the CDs to sound like the analog

March. Each company, consciously or not:
continues to live up to its traditions.
Wilma was emphatic on another aspect as

lar emphasis on the principles of working from

post-production of any type. Master to converter to digital tape—the tape goes to the CD
plant where the laser master is made from it.

masters only, and the directness of the steps.
It's straight from tape to board, which does

have aproduction master, each one will be

recordings that they are." There was particu-

In cases which require more than one plant to

nothing more than add the center channel in

individually made by Wilma from the original

equal amounts to the right and left channels.

source. There will be no clones of digital

From there, with no equalization, to the DCS
900 Converter, a24-bit, 128x-oversampling

productions. (Listen to the Multiple-Generation and Low-Level Linearity Test on the

device, all of which is quite reminiscent of the

Chesky Jazz Sampler, Von, for agraphic if

VVe want the CDs
to sound like the analog
recordings that they are."

extreme example of the problems of multigeneration digital cloning.)
The proof is in the listening, for which
Wilma had acouple of CD test pressings, to be
played back on the Philips LHH900 player
through the B&Ws. The 35mm master tape of
Liszt's Piano Concerto 1played by Byron Janis

Chesky approach. The nearly daunting technical details which Wilma and her associates

with the Moscow Philharmonic under Kiril
Kondrashin, recorded in the Great Hall of

were eager to provide posed an amusing con-

Moscow Conservatory during the height of the

trast to the glib generalities provided by RCA's

Cold War, was loaded up, while its CD coun-
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terpart was placed in the LHH900. With playback levels matched, the show began. There

Watford Town Hall.

neapolis's Northrop Auditorium to London's

was one slight problem: the 35mm tape deck
is noisy as hell. It runs on the sprocket system,

Wilma wanted us to hear some selections by

Finally, in the absence of aCD test pressing,

like a movie projector, and added to that

the Eastman Wind Ensemble under Frederick

characteristic grinding sound is the sound of

Fennell on aDAT mssette. The PolyGram labels

the tape edge scraping on the reel with each

do not plan DAT releases in the foreseeable

revolution. It's hard to believe that beautiful
music or great sound could come out of such

future, but DAT is used for testing and reference

aRube Goldberg contraption, but excellence

tional master tape from the Ampex, and the

has away of transcending the ludicrous.

In this case the A/B was between convenDAT as played on the Panasonic SU3500. Here

Despite the noisy operation of the Westrex,

Icould tell adifference: Textures, clarity, and

it was possible to hear asoundstage which

dynamism remained virtually undisturbed, but

stretched beyond the placement of the B&Ws,
and which projected an aura of space above,

the soundstage was slightly reduced on the

beyond, and behind them. Within that space

was not first-generation, as the CDs had been,

were all the textural and tactile cues relating to

but asecond-generation dupe.

real musicians playing real music on real instru-

All in all, short of seeing the actual work
being done, this was one of the most enlight-

DAT. Wilma was quick to explain that the DAT

ments. In switching back and forth between
master and CD, Iwas unable to hear any differ-

ening afternoons Ihave ever spent with arec-

ences Icould describe, try as Idid to imagine
some.

ord company. Icould not help but be struck
at the study in opposites. Only two years ago,

i
nswitching back and forth

dary series utilizing Sonic Solutions' NoNoise,

between master and CD,
I
was unable to hear any
differences I
could describe.

Philips hosted amidtown launch of its Legenreplete with repetitive demonstrations and a
sampler. Now here we were in informal, unhyped surroundings hearing the unvarnished
truth.
Iwas also deeply impressed by the style and
personality of Wilma Cozart. For all her scru-

Another demonstration involved Wilma's
approach to ambience editing. Each CD in this

ples and principles, her incredible recall of
small details, and her technical expertise, she
comes off as anything but afanatic. She is a

series will have, from start to finish, continuous room sound and tape hiss. There will be

warm and delightful person who has had the

no vacuum-like silences, even between entirely

good fortune to have discovered and cultivated

separate selections where one could make an

her talents, and to have found her niche. All of

aesthetic case for silence. Wilma chose to

us who love music and recordings are fortunate
to have Wilma in our community of mind.

demonstrate this with aCD which contains
Prokofiev's Romeo andJuliet Suites 1and 2by

The Mercury Living Presence series will

Scrowaczewski and the Minneapolis Symphony, and Mussorgsky's Night on Bald Moun-

be mid-price. Most of the titles will replicate
original LPs, with "encores" to bring them up

tain by Antal Dorati and the London Symphony. In addition to the different orchestras

to an hour or more of playing time The first ten
titles scheduled for September 1990 will run

and halls, the Prokofiev had been mastered on

the gamut of, hopefully, everybody's favorites,
and will include Balalaika Favorites; Jànos

35mm, the Mussorgsky on conventional tape.
Would the change of venues and tapes be
abrupt and shocking? How much difference

Starker's Dvorák Cello Concerto, Bruch's Kol
Nidre, and Tchaikovsky's Rococco Variations;

would be revealed in the digital conversion?

Liszt Concertos 1and 2with Byron Janis, cou-

One could characterize the unDolbyized hiss

pled with solo encores; works of Ibert and
Ravel by Paray/Detroit; Prokofiev Romeo and

of 35mm as akind of environmental "airy"
sound, that of conventional tape as amore
obvious type of "white noise." And one could

Juliet Suites by Scrowaczewski/Minneapolis;

hear this difference, as well as asubtle shifting

a Kodály/Bartók compilation with Dorati/
MSO/Philharmonia Hungarica; aSchonberg/

of spatial feel in transporting from Min-

Webern/Berg compilation by Dorati/LSO; a

180
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Respighi compilation including the legendary

of the experimental stereo recordings made in

Brazilian Impressions by Dorad; Hanson Symphonies 1and 2by Hanson/Eastman; and a
compilation of British and American Band

tandem with the CSO Mercury monos by Bert
Whyte? Bert loves to tease us by referring to
them in his Audio editorials. Officially, they are
not Mercury's, and presumably one would

Classics by Fennell/Eastman Wind.
Caveat Emptort There have been, for several
years now, three Mercury Living Presence titles
in the Philips full-price CD catalog: Dorati/
MSO 1812 and Wellington's Victory; Dorati/
Philharmonia Hungarica Respighi Ancient Airs
and Dances; and aSousa march disc by Fennell/Eastman Wind. These were remastered in
Baarn, Holland, years ago; they are not from
the new series as retnastered by Wilma, and do
not represent the currently evolving state of the
art of digital conversion as its best practitioners
are doing it. Philips should cut them out
immediately, but they're too greedy because
people are buying the damn things. Just
remember, these three titles are not in the initial

have to work out all sorts of legal niceties to
make them available to the public My question
on that subject was the only question of the
afternoon to be met with muted embarrassment and noncommittal shrugs.
Otherwise, the monos are on the back
burner for the time being. The emphasis now
is for astereo series which, in CD, will pose a
one-on-one challenge to the notion that the
original vinyl groove is the only true path to nirvana. You may love your LPs, but Wilma wants
you to have areasonable $10 alternative to the
$150 or so that some of the scalpers are charging for the original LPs. She would also like to
reach an audience of younger listeners who

new release, and each costs up to five bucks

will hopefully respond favorably to lively, com-

more than the new mid-price series. Wait for

mitted performances on 30-year-old, albeit

Wilma Fine's versions; they're bound to be
along later.

unapologetically audiophile-grade recordings.

Speaking of later, some of us are wondering
about the Mercury monos —the series with

Kubelik CS0s, are slated for alater series with
ahistorical aspect to it. Let's hope they don't
wait too long.

Kubelik and the Chicago Symphony, and what

The monos, most certainly including the
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S
ONY CLASSICAL
THE FIRST RELEASE
Kevin Conklin finds the first productions of the Sony takeover
to be not necessarily Masterworks

Günther Breest,
President Sony Classical

B

ythe time you read this, they'll have
had the first sales at Tower and Sam

material from the '50s through early '80s, when

Goody. The business arrangements

Reiner, Rubenstein, Heifetz, and much of
Horowitz. Columbia Masterworks' period of
astonishing dominance from the end of the

will have been concluded for almost two years.

The cupidity and collective loss of nerve in
American business, which made the deal
inevitable, preceded it by decades.
Iwrite of the first releases of Sony Classical
records under their own label, rather than the
mummified remains of the Columbia Masterworks moniker, which Sony is preserving long
enough to convert production. Sony's 1988
purchase of Masterworks, coupled with the
German BMG firm's earlier acquisition of RCNs
classical records organization, effectively
removes the United States from any position
of influence in the world Classics market. It
also moves to offshore control both of the

it recorded the great studio efforts of Toscanini,

'50s through most of the '60s produced perhaps the richest catalog of all; certainly if stereo
efforts are counted only, the Masterworks
repository assumes mythic proportions, gravid

S

ony's 1988 purchase
of Masterworks effectively
removes the United States
from any position of influence
in the world Classics market.

country's great back-catalogs of recordings.
RCA's legacy is, of course, especially rich in
Stereophile, September 1990
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with essential work from Mahler, Bernstein,
Stravinsky, Szell, Boulez, the Budapest and Juil-

but perhaps more can be explained from the
motivations of Sony founder Akio Morita.

liard Quartets, Rudolf Serkin, Gould, Stern,

Morita has become well-known in the West for

Fleischer, and more of Horowitz.

his dabbling in right-wing Japanese nation-

The slipping away of Masterworks to the Japanese was inevitable, a consequence of a

alism ,and his public baiting of such toothless
icons of American industry as Lee Iacocca. In

decades-long regression in American business
toward short-term and narrowly bottom-line

building anew media label upon the bones of
Masterworks, Morita is in asmall way asserting

thinking. It has become increasingly difficult

Japan's parity with Europe in matters of culture

for the productive and creative people in an

as well as technology. He also demonstrates
that America has declined in both areas for pre-

enterprise to get their executive-level management to buy off any project which does not
promise economic payback in acalendar quarter or two. Recordings by Madonna and Barbra
may promise such immediate gratification;

cisely those reasons of avaricious shortsightedness he condemns.
While America and CBS were falling from
dominance in classical recording, Germany

classical music cannot. Struggling to exist in

and the Deutsche Grammophon label were

this corporate culture through the '70s and
'80s, Masterworks became moribund, losing

catching the momentum. During the '70s and
'80s the signature virtuosity of Herbert von
Karajan's Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra com-

the momentum it had built up in the '50s while
headed by Goddard Lieberson. In recent years

bined with DG's marketing prowess to form a

it retained only afew, loyal big-name artists.
European sales declined to insignificance.

juggernaut, gaining international market share
and establishing the BP0 as the most bankable

Much of the label's revenues come from reis-

ensemble for recording the symphonic repertoire. One of the critical shapers of DG during

sues such as CD masterings of Bruno Walter's
great stereo recordings, now 30 years old, ironically made possible by Lieberson's investment
in artistic quality.

its period of dominance was Günther Breest,
who began with the firm in 1970 as arecording engineer, progressed through A&R manage-

Of course, there were reasons other than
industrial policy for America to lose her leader-

ment, and finished in 1988 as VP of Production. Breest had worked for the Siemens family,

ship position in the Classics market. The shift
of that market from Europe to America earlier
this century was an aberration, an aftereffect

Sony venture another opportunity for deep-

of the Age of the Refugee, of the Bolshevik
Revolution and World 'War II. Horowitz, Walter,

who control DG; he recognized in the nascent
pockets industrialist patronage. He joined
Masterworks in November of 1988, just after
the Sony purchase, and became president of

Szell, Reiner, and so many others found refuge

the Sony Classical label upon its inception last

here, away from the madness at home. They

January.

stayed past 1945, still making music and com-

One of Breest's first acts as President was to
move the headquarters from New York to Ham-

mitting it to record.
The postwar era saw Western Europe ascendant and relatively peaceful, so there was little reason for another generation to emigrate.
Meanwhile, America was suffering through the
McCarthy and Vietnam periods, losing in avery
public fashion some of her innocence and
attractiveness as aplace for refuge, producing
refugees of her own. It was quite natural for the
focus of classical music to shift back to its European roots.
It is most appropriate that the Masterworks
heritage should pass on to Sony. The popular
audio press had emphasized that Sony President Norio Ohga's avocation as classicallytrained baritone singer might be motivation for
the classical records venture. Doubtless true,
186

burg. DG is also located in Hamburg, so it is
clear that Bit-eses new multinational company
is challenging his former employer head-on.
There have already been some coups: the post Karajan Berlin PO records for Sony as well as
DG, with conductors including Giulini, Mehta,
and Barenboim. Sony won the video rights to

IHaving met Akio Morita on several occasions and been
impressed by his apparently cosmopolitan =me and empathy
with %Tstern culture—Sony, for ocimple, was nc-,ver backuani
in employing the best and brightest Westent engineer- it came
across—I found it ashock to discover that he had coauthored
what Iunderstand to be an ultra-nationalist book, IbeJapan
That Can Say No, with Shintaro lshiharo. Ishiharo, according to John Chancellor in his thought-provoking Peril and
Prom/se A Commentary on America (Harper & Row, 1990),
is "Japan's second most popular politician" but "a virulent
racist and ahostile nationalist."
— JA
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Karajan's last performances (videodiscs only,

Interestingly, despite the labels bearing the ob-

no videotape, per the late conductor's dictates;
DG will retain rights to audio media). Breest

ligatory DDD SPARS code, aslight patina of hiss
on some issues—as well as the notes on one

brought Vladimir Horowitz into the studio for

CD—reveals that some mixdown was done in

what turned out to be his last recording, and
even got the notoriously recordophobic con-

the analog domain. This merely confirms what
recording professionals already know: that dig-

ductor Sergiu Celibidache to stand for avideo
recording; atape of Celibidache conducting
his Munich PO in Bruckner's Symphony 4

types and certain industry rags.

should be available when you read this.
What does all this mean for the music? For
the back catalog, the news is hopeful. The Japanese have proved an insatiable market for
well-made reissues of classic Masterworks
recordings. (The CBS/Sony digital rernasterings
of Bruno Walter's Columbia SO recordings,
available briefly in the US about 1984, are
among the best-sounding LPs I've ever heard.)
Under CBS, the reissued products have been

ital recordings "uncontaminated" by analog
processing are largely the illusions of marketing

D

igital recordings
"uncontaminated"
by analog processing
are largely the illusions
of marketing types and
certain industry rags.

amixed bag, especially on CD: decent quality
and coverage for Walter, spotty for Szell,

Sonics are, however, hardly Sony's only pri-

shabby for Glenn Gould.
What of the new recordings? Ten of the ini-

ority. Breest listens into the future of classical
music audio, and it is HDTV video he sees. It's

tial Sony releases are reviewed in capsule

hard to imagine much place for perfectionist

below. Collectively, they're amusical nonevent. The two watchwords seem to be Safe

audio, much less adventurous musical programming, in the Home Entertainment Center

and Bland: standard Romantic and Classical
repertoire almost throughout; heavy reliance
on superstar soloists, on orchestral music in

of the future, which Breest sees as catering priOne can hardly wait for Sony to add on the

general, and the Berlin Philharmonic in partic-

Feches and pass the Soma.
Here are some of the initial Sony Classical

ular; conductors well-known but rarely daring. These releases seem to have given the label
asuccessful bootstrap. Time will tell whether
that provides Breest with the economic space
to take more chances with repertoire, and
whether he takes them.
As to sonics, the results are mixed. In general,
the Sony (and Ilistened only to CDs, there
being ahard-to-find LP only of the Horowitz
recording) are less harsh and fatiguing, better
integrated harmonically, thinner and less warm
than recent Masterworks digitals Ihave heard.
Some sense of ambience and clarity is preserved: one can detect differences between
halls, Tel Aviv's Mann Auditorium sounding dry
(as Iunderstand it is), the Berlin Philharmonie
sterile, Jesus Christ Church in Berlin much
warmer. But these are modest differences as
heard on playback; older analog recordings
reveal more about performing spaces.
Some of the recordings were made with 20bit sample word-length, presumably to accommodate future playback equipment with resolution greater than today's standard 16 bits.
Stereophile, September 1990

marily to video consumers by decade's end.

releases:
SCHUBERT: Music for Violin & Piano
Three Sonatinas for Piano & Violin, D.384, 385, 408; Duo
for Piano & Violin, DS74; Fantasie for Piano & Violin,
D.934; Rondo Brilliant for Piano & Violin, D.895
Isaac Stern, violin; Daniel Barenboim, piano
Sony Classical S2K 44504 (2 CDs only). Georges Kisselbof, Mireille Landmartn, engs.; Georges Kadar, prod.
DE/D. TI': 117:04

It's adelight to find this set of Schubert's complete music for violin and piano among Sony's
first releases. The six pieces are hardly overfamiliar, but not recondite either. They span
most of the composer's creative life The three
sonatinas are his first solo- instrument- with piano sonatas, written while in his teens. Selfconsciously Mozartean in form and effect, they
are delightful. Stem and Barenboim play them
relaxedly, with grace and without over-loving
detail. The D.574 Sonata is given amore flexible reading, with ahint of Viennese sweetness.
The D.934 Fantasy, like the final three piano
sonatas and string quintet, is definitely of the
composer's last, exquisitely introspective years;
like his Wanderer Fantasy, it is aset of varia187
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rions on a song he wrote earlier. The performers adapt sensitively to the needs of this
poetic work, Stern scaling back his vibrato,
Barenboim providing restrained accompaniment.
The addition of the B-minor Rondo is a
bonus accommodated by CD. Previous recordings of Schubert's violin sonatas, generally
issued on apair of LPs, usually left it out in the
interest of space.
Sound is agreeable if not exceptional, with
asweetness to Stern's tone that confirms the
disservice done to the violinist by the steely
sound of his '60s Masterworks LPs. 2This StemBarenboim collaboration is completely recommendable, standing above Sony's generally
dull lot.
MOZART: 3Trios for Flute, Violin, & Cello (arr. of
K.439b)
TELEMANN: Quartet for Flute, Violin, Cello, & Lute
J.C. BACH: Trio for Flute, violin, & Cello
REICHA: 18 Variations & One Fantasie for Flute,
Violin, & Cello, Op.31
Jean-Pierre Rampal, flute; Isaac Stem, violin: MstisLiv Rostropovich, Cello; Matthias Spaeter, lute (Telemann)
Sony Classical SK 44568 (CD only). Georges Kisselhof,
Mireille Undmann, engs.; Georges Kadar, prod. DDD.
TT 6530

This is intimate music, salon music in the best
sense, written for the talented amateurs of an
earlier and less specialized era. This compilation recalls the kind of chamber recording RCA
gave us decades ago, featuring their superstar
lineup of Heifetz, Primrose, Piatagorski, and
Rubenstein. The present trio proves as adept
as their forebears, playing big and with heart
(though Rostropovich sometimes gets lost
in Sony's otherwise well-scrubbed, clear recording).
The sound captured of the UNESCO Grand
Hall in Paris is dry and close even for achamber recording. The Reicha really needs more
than two track-access points.
BORODIN: Prince Igor
Boris Martinovich, Igor; Steflta Evstatieva, Jaraslavna;
Kaludi Kaludov, lgoreyvich; Nicola Ghiuselm, Galitsky;
Nicolai Ghiaurov, Konchak; Alexandrins Mitchelevna,
Konchakovna. Sofia National Opera Chorus, Sofia Festival Orchestra, Emil Tchakorov
SonyCLusical S3K44878 (3 CDs only).Wolfgang Gülich,
cog.; Michael Glotz, prod. DDD. TT: 3:30:39

You know the Overture and Polovtsian Dances
from so many Pops concerts; here is the complete opera in the version traditionally per2Iattended aitan -Claude Malgoire session Kisselhof, Landmann. and Kadar were producing for French CM back in the
law "Os, and was struck by Kisselhors and Landmann's purist
approach to capturing the sound of the original-instruments
ensemble, based on asingle-point, soundfield-type mike
technique.
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formed, as completed by Rimsky-Korsakov
and Glazunov. Sony's release fills an important
gap, as the opera has been absent from the US
catalog for some time.
This Bulgarian performance is good if variable in execution (at least to my ears, far from
trained in Russian). Martinovich's Igor is abit
light and baritonal at times even for this hero's
role, but is plenty expressive. Evstatieva's Jaraslavna is full of spunk, really belting out the high
notes. Ghiuselev's Galitsky leers and sneers and
all but proclaims incestuous lust for his sister.
Mitchelevna as Konchakovna has some trouble with her low notes, but projects adark sensuality absolutely right for her part. Ghiaurov,
needless to say, knows the part of Khan Konchak in his sleep. While he no longer commands the freshest of voices, he gives his barbarian antihero an unselfconscious swagger.
This nonspecialist reviewer thought he was
terrific.
The Bulgarian orchestra plays with enthusiasm and brio, though their tone is at times a
bit wan. Recording is less clinical than most of
the other Sonys, and has asolid souncistage.
This is interesting, as it was made in mid-1987,
over ayear before Sony bought CBS. (Presumably the CBS corporate fathers, notoriously
unenthusiastic about opera recordings, sat on
the production during the period of negotiation with Sony.) Perspective of the singers is
more realistic than such classic vocal productions as Culshaw's Ring and War Requiem,
though Sony's recording is not nearly so
atmospheric.
CHOPIN: Piano Concertos I& 2
Murray Perahia, piano; Zubin Mehta, Israel PO
Sony Classical SK 44922 (CD only). Kevin Boutote, cog.;
Steven Epstein, prod. DDD. TT: 67:16

This recording was made live and full of coughs
in Tel Aviv's Mann Auditorium, and, save for
some (artificially induced?) reverb to the opening chords of Concerto 1, sounds appropriate
to that dry-as-dust venue.
The performance is as different as can be
from Pollinfs and Kletzki's classically structured
one on EMI analog. Perahia's liquid, coruscated
piano projects above everything. Mehta's
orchestral accompaniment is even more than
usual afunctional strumalong, but has the virtue of keeping out of Perahia's way.
Concerto 2is given similar piano-dominant
treatment. Here it works less well, Perahia's
rhapsodizing occasionally losing focus in the
first movement. Perahia is really poetic in the
Larghetto, leaden in the finale.
Best to pass on this one and stick with Pollini/Kletzki in Concerto 1, Argerich/Rostropovich in 2.
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MAHLER: Des Knaben Wunderborn, Lieder cines
fabrenden Gesellen
Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau, baritone; Daniel Barcnboim,
Berlin PO
Sony Classical 44935 (CD only). Michael Shcady, eng.;
David Mottley, prod. DOD. TT: 65:41

The great baritone has been through these
woods before, singing the Wayfarer songs as
early as 1952 with Furtwâng,ler in arecording
still to be had today on Angel CD. F-D's voice
isn't as sweet today as it was at age 25, but is
more expressive. Though he's learned athing
or two over the decades, this is no geezer's
approach to Mahler's youthful music The new
Wunderborn performance suffers not at all
from the overacting which marred F-D's 1968
version with Schwartzkopf, Szell, and the LSO.
If you can live with aWunderborn where the
baritone sings both male and female roles—
and many find this unacceptable—then this
CD deserves consideration.
BARTÓK: Concerto for Orcbestra, Suite from The
Miraculous Mandarin
Zubin Mehta, Berlin PO
Sony Classical SK 45748 (CD only). Michael Sheady, crag.;
David Mottiey, prod. ODD. Tr: 55:50

Another live-concert recording. Mehta's may
be the most boring Concerto I've ever heard.
The "Introduzione" is blowsy and insensitive;
the playing couples of the second movement
sound as if they're playing with adead rat. Execution is impeccable—otherwise this wouldn't
be the BPO. But with Reiner, Anoerl, Boulez,
and Solti in the catalog, Mehta's Concerto is
unnecessary.
Earlier Iwrote that the initial Sony releases
were dominated by standard repertoire. It is
performances like Mehta's which have pummeled Bartók's radical, scandalous music into
the class of the standard and workaday. The
conductor's apparent strategy is to convey terror through volume, nuance breaking down to
distinguishing Loud from Loudest.
This threatens to replace Ozawa's wretched
1970s Mandarin from its place as my reference
for bad recording: sort of an Attack of the Killer
Tomatoes of classical-music audio.
RICHARD STRAUSS: Eine Alpensinfonie, Horn
Concerto 1
Gerd Seifert, French horn; Zubin Mehta, Berlin PO
Sony Classical SK 45800 (CD only). Mark Vig,ars, eng.;
David Mottley, prod. DDD.
68:10

Tastier than you might think. Unlike the Bartók, Mehta gives the Strauss tone poem real
advocacy; like his earlier LAPO reading, it's a
success. Strauss's programmatic sound-pictures flow with fervor, Mehta giving them so
much cinematic blood that one is disappointed
190

that Strauss never made it to Hollywood to film
his "Life of aBerg." Expect nothing transcendent here from composer or conductor, just
good, honest, shallow excess.
Sound is more impressive than natural,
dominated by the brass, getting quite loud
when appropriate. On the debit side, the strings
are again Lucite-encased, especially the muted
strings in the "Brook" and "Meadows" episodes, which sound notably artificial.
Siefert's performance of the early Horn Concerto is alert and sensitive, but Mehta's accompaniment is so leaden as to spoil the collaboration.
NEW YEAR'S CONCERT 1990
Music of Johann Strauss, St, Johann Strauss, Jr., & Joseph
Strauss
Zubin Mehta, Vienna Philharmonic
Sony Classical 45808 (CD only). Andreas Neubronner,
eng.; Peter Laenger, recording supervisor. DOD. Ti'
72:16

The liner notes expend agreat deal of effort
defending Mehta's qualifications to conduct
this music. Unnecessary; he does it competently, though it must be admitted that Mehta's
eitscb- Tintscb Polka bounces along more naturally than his Tales of the Vienna Woods
breathes, and that earlier New Year's Eve concerts by Boskovsky and Karajan have more of
asense of event.
This CD has the rawest, roughest sound of
the Sonys, and image placement of this live,
drunken celebration is approximate at best.
VLADIMIR HOROWITZ: The Last Recording
Haydn: Sonata No.59 in E-flat; Chopin: Mazurka, op.56
No.3; Nocturnes, øp.55 No.2, 0:p.62 No.1; Fantaisie Impromptu; Etudes, Op.25 Nos.1 & 5; Liszt: Prelude on
"Weinen, klagen, sorgen, zagen"; Wagner-Liszt:
Isolde's Liebestod
Vladimir Horowitz, piano
Sony Classical S-45818 (LP), SK-45818 (CD). 1bm Lazarus,
eng.; Thomas Frost, prod. DOD. TT: 57:51

See below for Igor Kipnis's thoughts on this
release. My two cents say that this is amiraculous improvement over the 1988 DG Mozart
record on which Horowitz played so tightly
and unconvincingly. The Haydn is the highlight
of the record, Horowitz's approach being more
dramatically effective than classically "correct."
It provides anecessary second opinion to &enders asceticism in this work. Horowitz will
drive authenticists to distraction with his
easygoing, romantic rubato; he risks crassness
in his explosive introduction to the second
theme of the second movement, and rides the
edge of preciousness in the movement's
recapitulation. But it all works, not in the least
because of the pianist's technique, almost
undiminished into his ninth decade.
Stereophile, September 1990

Elsewhere, we have more Horowitz performances of brilliance, nuance, and an interpretive individuality too often missing nowadays.
Some listeners, most notably New York Times
critic Harold Schonberg, have found the
Chopin Op.25 /5 Etude to become alittle exaggerated and over-the-top when Horowitz
makes Chopin's dissonances shout out at the
end of the piece. Ifound it to be one of the truly
illuminating moments of the collection, speaking volumes about Horowitz's romanticism
and Chopin's underappreciated daring—the
man wrote harmonies adventurous by the standards of 50 years later.
DAS KONZERT: November 1989
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 1, Symphony 7
Daniel Barenboim, Berlin PO
Sony Classical SK 45830 (CD only). Dr. Wilhelm
Schlernm, Manfred Hock, engs. ODD. TT: 74:26

A live recording perhaps more valuable as an
historical than amusical document. The concert was given on 12 November 1989, three
days after the breaching of the Berlin Wall, as

Eastern sector. Barenboim's performance of the
piano concerto is respectable: stern and classically shaped, with good balance between
soloist and orchestra. The second movement
is especially good, taken at true Largo tempo,
with delicate and crystalline playing from
Barenboim.
The symphony is not so successful, rushed
past the bounds of reason in the outer movements. Walter's Columbia SO recording has a
finale only slightly less fast than Barenboim's,
yet remains flexible and never loses its wind.
By way of compensation, Barenboim's second
movement is admirably graceful, his Scherzo
fleet and controlled.
Sound is pretty miserable, with weird balances which Imust assume were the unavoidable result of setting up for this recording
on short notice. Low strings are frequently
rendered inaudible by violins. Dynamics are
congested, perspective recessed and indistinct.
The leading edge to the opening chord of the
symphony's finale sounds to me as if it was
cut off.

aspecial free event for the visitors from the

failure last November 5th. The pianist, who
of course did have an enormous repertoire,
tended over his many years of performing
before microphones to repeat certain
works. In the present instance, there is not
one duplication—all are first-time pieces,
and represent Horowitz in remarkable
form. Were Ito pick aparticular gem among
the many here, it would probably be the
Chopin Op.62 No.1 Nocturne, which is
imbued with an unusually melancholic and
introspective atmosphere; it alone would
be worth the price of the disc Nor can one
escape the symbolic farewell of Horowitz's

HOROWITZ: The Last Recording
Haydn: Sonata No.59 in E- flat; Chopin: Mazurka,
Op.56 No.3; Nocturnes, Op.55 No.2, Op.62 No.1;
Fantaisie -Impromptu; Etudes, Op.25 Nos.1 Rt 5;
Liszt: Prelude on "Weirben, ldagen, sorgen, asgas";
Wagner-Liszt: Isolde's Liebestod
Vladimir Horowitz, piano
Sony Classical S-458I8 (LP), SK-45818 (CD). item
Laztrus, eng.; Thomas Frost, prod. DOD. TT: 57:51

Another essential collection for the Horowitz aficionado. This disc, in many ways as
remarkable adocument as the RCA and EMI
recordings (soon to be reviewed), is
Horowitz's last, taped at his home only a
scant few weeks before his death from heart
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own selection of the two concluding
works, the seldom-recorded Liszt Prelude
based on Bach and the same composer's
piano setting of the "Liebestod," with its
staggeringly played climax. In his later
years, Horowitz at times tended to concentrate, even at times fussily, on the details of
the moment, forgoing asense of the overview. From time to time it happens here as
well, but then, hearing performances such
as these, one cannot help exclaiming after
all is said and done, "what moments!"
So far as reproduction is concerned, I'm
tempted to describe the Sony album, with
its rich, full-sounding piano, as overall the
finest sound Horowitz has received.
— Igor Kipnis
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RECORD REVIEWS

Tim Buckley's first new album in 16
years—worth the wait

Dohnànyi's Brahms and Bruckner

Classical
new 2is especially distinguished: transparent,
unmannered, aptly lyrical, yet surgingly assertive, it features spectacular orchestral playing,
the Cleveland horns, in particular, boasting an
astonishing richness and virtuosity. And DohFestival Overture
nányi's refusal to race through the finale lends
Otto Klemperer, Philharmonia Orchestra
it agrandeur and power found in very few perEMI Studio 69651 (CD only). Douglas Lartet cog.; Walter
formances. My only complaint regards his deciLegge, Walter Jellinek, prods. ADD. TT: 66:51
sion to include the first-movement repeat,
BRAHMS: Symphony 2, Alto Rbapsody
Chrism Ludwig, mezzosoprano; Philharmonia Orchestra
thereby increasing the movement's length by
& Chorus, Otto Klemperer
five minutes. Brahms himself came to view this
EMI Studio 69650 (CD only). Douglas Larter, cog.; Walter
repeat as redundant and urged its omission. In
Legge, prod. ADD. TT: 51:28
all other respects, the reading is among the best
BRAHMS: Symphonies 3a 4
to be had.
Otto Klemperer, Philharmonia Orchestra
EMI Studio 69649 (CD only). Douglas Lartet trig.; Walter
Dohnányi's way with 3is almost as persuaLegge, prod. ADD. TT, 76,06
sive: incisive, yet broad and majestic, and (as
BRAHMS: Symphony 2, Haydn Variations
in 2) boasting alean sonority that gives the lie
Christoph von Dohninyi, Cleveland Orchestra
to the old (ill-judged) allegation that Brahms
Teldec 8.44005 (CD only). Michael Brarnman, crag.; Marcreated "thick" orchestration. It does have a
tin Fougue, prod. DDD. TT: 60,49
BRAHMS: Symphony 3, »agic Overture
few quirks, however, that may disturb. Most
Christoph von Dohnányi, Cleveland Orchestra
glaring is atendency to let passages in the first
leldec 8.44134 (CD only). Michael Bramman, cog.; Martin
movement race ahead, consequently loosening
Fougué, prod. DDD. TE 49:49
the structure of music whose shifting meter
already makes coherence more difficult than
With the two releases featuring Dohnányi, a usual to maintain. And in the third movement,
Dohnányi tends to exaggerate Brahms's dynamic
generally distinguished Brahms cycle, begun
swells, making them sound like sentimental
almost three years ago, reaches completion.
sighs. But in all other respects the performance
Aside from arather heavy-handed 1, every(with the important first-movement repeat
thing in the series proves commanding. This

BRAHMS: Symphony 3, »wet' Overture
Sir Colin Davis, Bavarian Radio Orchestra
RCA Red Seal 60118-2 (CD only). Hans Schmid, cog.; Wolfram Graul, prod. DDD. rr: 54:33
BRAHMS: Symphony 1, »sigic Overture, Academic
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included) has avitality, delicacy, and grandeur
that remain all too uncommon in awork that
many conductors believe is the most difficult
of Brahms's symphonies to play convincingly.
Both fillers are equally impressive, the Pagic
Overture unfolding with aforceful breadth that
captures the music's doleful spirit without neutralizing its verve. And the Haydn Variations,
marked by dramatic contrasts, virtuosic execution, and textural clarity, recall the glories of
the 1936 Toscanini recording.
Where these two CDs disappoint is in the
excessively close miking of the orchestra. Perspective is flattened to the point where almost
no depth exists. Worse yet, woodwinds are at
times so near, they sound like solos, aflaw that
in the third movement of 2italicizes breathiness to the point where it almost sounds like
an additional instrument. But given the musical
rewards in these releases, such shortcomings,
if regrettable, can be tolerated.
Sir Colin Davis's account of 3, the second
installment in another (projected) Brahms cycle
begun not too long ago with an especially broad
performance of 2, is more expensive than Dohnányi's, in the two inner movements bordering on the uncomfortably lugubrious. But the
outer movements (with a first-movement
repeat observed) boast impressively judicious
balances, powerful accents, and aprevailing
noble strength, and the recording is far more
natural in perspective than Dohnányi's. The
Bavarian Radio ensemble, however, is no match
for the Cleveland Orchestra, and Davis's way
with the 7›.
agic Overture, if unaffected, becomes heavy going in its slow pacing.
EMI's reissue of Klemperer's Brahms cycle,
recorded in the mid- '50s, is amodel of what
aCD transfer of pre-Dolby material should be.
Noise has been reduced, but without sacrificing any openness on top. Compared to asuperbly pressed and equalirPd Electrola LP edition, the sound of these CDs may be ever so
slightly less "sweet," but the difference is only
discernible in the kind of A/B comparison that
forces one to shut out all musical sense for the
sakesif drawing sonic distinctions.
Klemperer's way with these scores is probably familiar enough by now to warrant no
more than apassing word. His accounts of 2
and 3are magnificent, that of the latter still
shining as one of the phonograph's great statements of the work, and one Iwould recommend along with Wand's as apreferred edition.
In contrast, 1, for all of its rhythmic rectitude
and monolithic seriousness, seems, with Klemperer's unrelentingly slow first movement, overblown and pompous. And his 4comprises one
of his few mannered recordings, with clumsy
rhythmic adjustments in the outer movements
Stereophile, September 1990

and ludicrous Luftpausen in the third. Similarly, his Academic Festival Overture features
afew jarring (if less eccentric) gear shifts. The
Pagic Overture and Alto Rhapsody (the latter
recorded in 1962) are, on the other hand, superb, with Christa Ludwig's reserved, understated elegance making the Rhapsody's pervasive gloom all the more haunting.
For those wanting acomplete Brahms cycle,
Icontinue to prefer Wand's, especially at its bargain price. But given the way tastes vary, both
the Dohnányi and Klemperer sets have much
to offer. At this writing, Iknow of no other traversal in stereo that is competitive with these
three The Dohnányi cycle, incidentally, is available either as aboxed set or on four individual
CDs.
—Mortimer H. Frank
GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess
Willard White, Porgy; Cynthia Haymon, Bess; Harolyn
Blackwell, Clara; Damon Evans, Sporting Life; Bruce
Hubbard, Jake; Cynthia Clarey, Serena; Marietta Simson, Maria; Gregg Baker, Crown; Camellia Johnson,
Strawberry Woman; others; Glyndebourne Chorus,
London Philharmonic, Simon Rattle
Angel/EMI CDC 49568 (3 CDs only). Mark Vigars, eng.;
David R. Murray, prod. DDD. rr: 3o9,32

There has been no real shortage of Porgy and
Bess recordings, complete, truncated, excerpted,
highlighted, made into orchestral suites, arranged for single instruments as well as various combinations, or served up in jazz renditions. Of the large-scale dramatic presentations,
the first in 1951 was the Goddard Liebersonproduced, Lehman Engel-conducted CBS album, afar from complete but wonderfully
characterized performance that demands to be
reissued. It took until the mid-'70s before the
appearance of Lorin Maazel's unabridged London recording and, subsequently, the Houston
Grand Opera version on RCA with John DeMain
conducting.
Simon Rattle's equally integral performance
stems from a black-cast production at the
Glyndebourne Festival in England and was
recorded in 1988. It is, by and large, abrassy
production, brilliant and controlled in orchestral execution, perhaps abit manic in its orchestral drive (note especially its opening and the
Jasbo Brown sequence), but exceedingly well
sung. Dramatically, Ifind it somewhat more
naturalistic but also less touching than Maazel's
rather more stage-oriented (including sound
effects) production; Willard White, the Porgy
of both casts, is imposing if slightly drier-voiced
in the Rattle Cynthia Harmon, as well as Clarnma
Dale of the Houston cast and Leona Mitchell
in the Maazel version, are excellent as Bess,
although the selections with Leontyne Price
on RCA's Skitch Henderson-conducted set of
excerpts continue to impress me as the most
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affecting and exciting of all. Other parts in the
Rattle are well characterized, although, again,
my preference is for the invidious Sporting Life
of John Bubbles with Henderson, or Avon
Long in the old Engel CBS performance.
Soundwise, Imust confess to some disappointment at the edgy and untransparent effect
of the loudest orchestral passages; separation
is maximum, but the orchestra, at times overly
prominent, sounds unrealistically multi-miked
and not part of the same soundstage as the
singers. For the moment then, at least until
Levine's new version with the Metropolitan
Opera appears, my preference remains Maazel.
A complete libretto, handsomely illustrated
by color photographs from the Glyndebourne
production, as well as an excellent historical
background piece by Robert Kimball, are included.
—Igor Minds
MOZART: Symphonies 9, 20, 21, 22, 23
Sir Charles Mackerras, Prague Chamber Orchestra
iblarc CD 80217 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; James Mallinson, prod. ODD. TT: 7303

This, the sixth installment in Mackerras's ongoing Mozart cycle, is probably the best in what
has proven ahighly uneven series. Here the
playing has abit more nuance and precision
than before, and Mackerras is flexible regarding
da capos, eschewing some favored by Levine.
The phonograph, let us remember, is akind of
da capo machine that Mozart could never have
envisioned. Thus, observing each of the composer's specified repeats comprises adogged
fundamentalism that cannot separate the context of his day from that of ours. Levine, to be
sure, has in the Vienna Philharmonic asuaver
ensemble than Mackerras's Prague group, but
he misses afew points that Mackerras tellingly
conveys. Note, for example, how the tart trills
which open the Minuet of 21 have greater bite
and humor with Mackerras, in part because of
the considerably closer perspective of the
Telarc recording. Indeed, the halo of resonance
that blurred detail in some of the earlier releases
in this Mackerras series is pretty well tamed
here. Finally, it's worth noting that the five symphonies on the CD—if far from the most sublime Mozart—are nonetheless revealing in the
way they underscore the composer's development, 20 and 21, for instance, marking Mozart's
growing command of sonata style. For those
interested in this repertory, then, this release
is well worth having.
—Mortimer H. Frank
PROKOFIEV: Lit mour des trots Oranges
Gabriel Bacquier, King of Clubs, Herald; Jean-Luc Viala,
Prince: Helene Perraguin, Clarice; Vincent kicier, Leander; Georges Gautier, ituffaldino; Didier Henry, Pan-
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talon, Farfarella, Master of Ceremonies; others; Chorus & Orchestra of L'Opera de Lyon, Kent Nagano
Virgin Classics VCD 91084-2 (2 CDs only). Arend Prohmann, prod.; Michel Lepage, eng. DOD. TT: 10152

Some people are mad about this piece of Dadaist fluff; Ilose patience with it almost as soon
as it begins. There's nothing to hold on to—
none of the singing is sustained and the melodies are neither appealing nor long-lined enough
to care about. But there's no denying that it's
quick and fascinating theater, and this is, simply
put, the most convincing performance of it I've
ever heard.
The version used is the French translation
commissioned for its 1921 world premiere in
Chicago, and the Lyon forces, complete with
entirely French cast, bring verve and truth to
the proceedings. They actually like the work
—you can tell—and this helps. (They practically force us to enjoy ourselves.) The story of
asad, hypochondriacal prince searching for
happiness somehow makes sense in this lively
reading, and the scene in which he finally laughs
(tenor Jean-Luc Viala is wonderful here) is vivid
and on pitch. Others in the cast who deserve
special mention are the veteran Gabriel Bacquier as the King and the Herald, Georges Gautier asli-uffaldino, who unhappily travels around
with the Prince searching for the oranges, and
Michéle Lagrange as the evil Fata Morgana. Kent
Nagano brings the whole affair to life—indeed,
he's like awizard.
The recorded sound is ideal. Prokofiev's
score is colorful and difficult to capture, but
Virgin's engineers have done so while keeping
the voices in the correct, prominent position,
so we can make out every word of the conversational text.
The critics loved this work when it was premiered in Chicago; two months later aNew
York critic called the production "expensive
per item of fruit." I'm from New York. If you
like this work, however, this recording will
make you very happy. Iwish repertory staples
—and truly great operas—were so well served.
—Robert Levine
PURCELL: The Fairy Queen
Nancy Argenta. Lynne Dawson. Charles Daniels. Jean-Paul
Fouchecourt, Bernard Loonen, Francois Piolino, Thomas
Randle. Francois BazoLi„JeromeCorreas, George BanksMartin; Les Arts Florissants, William Christie
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1308.09 (2 CDs only). Michel Bernard, mg.; Madeleine Sola, prod. DDD. TT: 2:08:42

Iwondered, when Ireceived this recording of
Purcell's The Fairy Queen, whether it could in
any way equal the exhilaration I'd experienced
in July 1989 when attending the first of the
work's performances (which doubled as prerecording rehearsals) at the 42nd Classical
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Music Festival held in the southern French
town of Aix-en-Provence. There's no denying
that the visual spectacle of this semi-opera,
loosely based on Shakespeare's AMidsummer
Night's Dream, was quite stunning, for it is a
peculiar hybrid, aform of mixed-media music
theater that pays homage to the late-17thcentury English traditions of courtly song and
dance while linking these to the then-fashionable flavor and traditions of French and Italian
music. So there were masques conjuring Night,
Mystery, Secrecy, Sleep, and Seasons and, incongruously, aChinese Garden (chinoiserie
was, apparently, all the rage in 1692), numerous, elegantly stylized barefoot dances, exquisite scenes framed by inquisitive fairies peeping
around shrubbery, and some stunning costumes
and stage effects—Juno, at one point, sang
from on high, swaying precariously on amechanical peacock. But none of these things
could be reproduced by the recording; Iwas
anxious to see what would remain, and how
much of it could be implied, once this visual
wallpaper had been stripped away.
Ithink William Christie and his incredible
band of instrumentalists and soloists have got
as near as they possibly could to conjuring all
this up in the mind's eye: The spirit of the
dance is never far away, Christie demanding a
crisp but sprightly rhythmic lift from his exemplary players, who themselves create afantastic
battery of exotic sounds with theorbos, baroque
guitar, gamba, harpsichords, organ, and authentic wind, brass, and string timbres. '1%vo recorders, the "songsters of the sky," chirrup aprelude
to the tenor solo that opens Act II (in Aix, they
themselves were accompanied by their feathered models as they soared above the open-air
staging in the Archbishop's ancient Palace
where the Festival is held). Then there is the
strong characterization inherent in Purcell's
music, the joy and awakening of the warmer
seasons, the chill and blanketing darkness of
winter, sleep, and mystery Christie, too, goes
along way toward enhancing scenes by clever
interpretive angles: the stammering, slurred
speech of the drunken poet, wittily mimicked
by the bassoon; the gauche coyness of the haymaker, Mopsa—superbly played by the countertenor Jean-Paul Fouchecourt—as she rejects
Coridon's amorous advances. Sadly, for reasons
of length and expense, these are all that is left
of the ridiculous brouhaha in the woods more
readily associated with Bottom and his fellow
tradesmen. Confusingly, there is not even a
whiff of Titania, Oberon, and Puck, for these
are major acting, rather than singing, roles in
this opera.
What's left? Some wonderful, dark-hued
singing: Lynne Dawson in "The Plaint," so
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reminiscent of "When Iam laid in earth" from
Dido and Aeneas; Thomas Randle as Phoebus;
Nancy Argenta as Night. And the Chorus is
quite superb too, shifting emotional axes with
great sensitivity and control, according to its
stipulated guise Also, William Christie has been
able to reinstate the instrumental sinfonias that
had to be cut to make the live performance (still
nearly four hours long) anything like amanageable length. All this has been captured by a
recording typical of Harmonia Mundi's high
standards in both its breadth and clarity. If the
total experience of that first night in Aix is
something Ishould never want to forget, this
delightful issue will go along way in keeping
the memory alive.
— BarbaraJahn
ROSSINI: VI:alit:Ina in Alger!
Agnes Baltsa, Isabella, Ruggero Raimondi, Mustafa; Frank
Lopardo, Lindoro; Enzo Dara, Thdcleo; Alessandro Coe
beRi, Haly; others; Vienna State Opera Orchestra & Chorus, Claudio Abbado
DG 427 331-2 (2 CDs only). Christopher Adler, prod.
DDD. TT: 206:53

This is the fourth complete Italiana to appear
on CD, and it's ahappy addition to the catalog.
Like the Ferro (CBS) and the Scimone (Erato),
it uses the critical edition, devoid of timpani
and trombones and with the original piccolos
put back. These high winds add aparticularly
wild and pointed sound to the big ensembles,
adding to the fun. In fact, fun is what this set
is long on, and you won't hear any complaints
from me.
To be sure, there are things to carp at: Raimonth sounds overtaxed and desperate in his
Act Iaria, and the few embellishments he adds
are noisy and out of place; Frank Lopardo is
oddly unidiomatic and decidedly throaty at
times, and Baltsa occasionally lacks the ironic/
sarcastic twinlde in the arias which is so needed
to make Isabella come to life But at other times
one can revel in these same singers: Raimondi's
fluency and blustery wit are ajoy, and the voice
remains pretty luxurious. Lopardo, in what I
believe is his recording debut, displays areal
ability to sing the role's difficult fiorature, and
he draws afine picture of this underdrawn character, bringing out his manliness. And Baltsa
can, at times, do almost anything. Her runs are
cleaner than one would expect, her delivery
of the recitatives shows great care and intelligence, and the voice, qua voice, is very rich.
Enzo Dam and Alessandro Corbelli, who
sang the same parts under Ferro, are even better
here. They know the style and their involvement is contagious. The Elvira and Zulma are
good. The entire cast's diction is impeccable,
by the way.
Much of the credit for this performance's
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success must go to Abbado, whose quicksilver
tempi (far faster than the other two) and light
touch are real pleasures. The first-act finale
sounds brand-new under Abbado's leadership.
Ialso like that the chorus which precedes Isabella's entrance is sung quietly, with great anticipation, and having the soloists roll their "Rs"
in the "Pappataci" ensemble is astroke of genius. The recording captures it all as well as one
could ask for—the piccolos are so vividly recorded that Icouldn't quite figure out what
they were for awhile Orchestra and men's chorus are first rate.
Booklet with essays and full libretto in ahost
of languages, photos, not quite enough cueing
points. Frankly, Ilike Valentini Terrani (on CBS)
better than either Baissa or Home, but this performance works just as well, if not slightly better (due to Abbado) than the others—Sam
Ramey's remarkable Mustafa (on Erato) notwithstanding. In short, you can't go wrong
with any of the three; and maybe you can own
them all.
—Robert Levine
VIVALDI: Six Cello Sonatas
Christophe Coin, cello; Christopher Hogwood, harpsichord; Agect Zwcistra, cello; Eugene Ferre, baroque
guitar (in No.6: Tom Finucane, archlute)
VOiscau-Lyre 421060-2 (CD only). Peter WaclUnd, prod.
DDD. TT 71:50

Another Vivaldi six-pack, Trockenbeeren Spâtlese. He wrote eleven sonatas for cello and continuo, one lost, four in manuscript, six published around 1740, just ayear before he died.
Only one copy survives, formerly in the library
of Henri Prunières, and this is the so-called
Op.14, although the Le Clerc-Boivin print
bears no opus number. Why did II reverendo
Vivaldi suddenly begin to write sonatas for
cello and continuo toward the end of his life?
Entries in the account-books of the Ospedale
della Pietà in April-May 1740 show that interest
in buying his compositions had to be frantically
fanned, and it seems as if he quickly sold off
many of his concertos before leaving for Vienna
(and Dresden?). At any rate, the published sonatas can scarcely be said to rank among his most
inspired compositions, dominated as they are
by consecutive thirds and sixths between the
solo and bass part. But they are well enough
performed here by an able soloist, Christophe
Coin, and his colleagues.
The second Largo of the A-minor sonata, a
lyrical theme supported by aslowly falling
chromatic bass line, is found as the first movement of an apparently earlier sonata for solo
violin (RV5; FXI I
1:10), indicating perhaps no
more than the composer borrowing from himself, as many others have done. We should also
remember that from about 1730 onward the
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cello sonata became quite popular, as indicated
by the two sets published by Vivaldi's Venetian
sparring-partner Benedetto Marcelo, who predeceased him by two years.
Ilike the sound of the baroque guitar and
harpsichord together, with the archlute as a
change of color in No.6. The choice of another
cello as bass continuo unfortunately makes the
entire six sound like aset of duets for two exactly similar instruments. This takes away from
the supremacy of the solo cellist. Why couldn't
the producer have insisted on abassoon and
have it play intermittently if it was really necessary to have athird instrument? Too late, alas,
for aviola da gamba. The odd thing about Coin's
playing is that it doesn't much project the Italian element in this music. We might as well be
listening to one of the French virtuosi of the
day, like Berteau. It sounds all very smooth and
controlled—excellent from atechnical point
of view, but hardly hyper-charged with estro
armonico, or harmonic inspiration.
Bravely, Coin writes his own program notes.
He does well on the whole, but throws in some
extraordinary statements. One is that when
Vivaldi was born in 1678 the word "violoncello" had only just entered the vocabulary. It
does indeed appear in Guilio Cesare Arresti's
Op.4 (1665), but this was anticipated 20 years
earlier by the blind Venetian Martino Pesenti
in his remarkable Correnti, Gagliardg eBal.
letti (Book Four) published in 1645 and containing dozens of diatonic, chromatic, and
enharmonic dances for an archicembalo built
in 1601 by Vido Trasentino. This became the
property of Nicol?) de Rossi, the Holy Roman
Emperor's Resident in Venice Pesenti was asked
to tune the wretched thing, and got on so well
that he was soon churning out Correntes in Dsharp and Gagliardas in g-flat. At the end of this
collection there occur two examples of the
Passo emezzo (probably the last to be printed
in Venice), and both have virtuosic divisions
for cello, so designated in the score.
One also finds the term "violincino" in instrumental collections by Massimilano Neri
(1651) and Francesco Cavalli (1656), both of
which antedate Arresti. But, as Coin rightly
asserts, it was mainly amatter of philology,
because long before "violoncello" settled into
the vocabulary, terms like violone and basso
da violino were commonly employed, showing that the instrument existed long before the
word ultimately chosen. The violone referred
to in so many title-pages was abulkier kind of
cello but tuned in exactly the same way. The
Venetians, devoted to processions, also had a
big fiddle with astrap to go 'round the player's
neck as he boomed and bowed his way across
the piazzetta. Grewembroch illustrates one in
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his Gli abiti de Veneziani in the Biblioteca Correr, Gradenigo 49.
Isuppose the six-pack has come to stay, but
Ioften long for aprogram qua program, containing a70-minute concert of different items
intelligently put together with sound ideas of
contrast, continuity, and courage.
—Denis Stevens
WAGNER: Das Rbeingold
James Morris, Vtioun; Chrism Ludwig, Fricka; Ekkehard
Wlaschiha, Alberich; Siegfried Jerusalem, Loge; Siegfried Lorenz, Donner; Mark Baker, Froh; Heinz Zeclnik,
Mime; Kurt Moll, FasoIt; Jan-Hendrik Rootering, Fafner;
Mari Anne Hâggander, Freia; Birgitta Svendén, Erda;
Hei-Kyung Hong, Woglinde; Diane Kesling, Wellgunde;
Meredith Parsons, Flosshilde; Metropolitan Opera
Orchestra, James Levine
Deutsche Grammophon 427 607-2 (3 CDs only). Wolfgang Mitlehner, eng.; Cord Garben, Claudia Hamann,
prods. DOD. TT 2:36:53

Anyone who watched conductor James Levine
and the Metropolitan Opera's June PBS telecasts of Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen will
have had abetter time than those listening to
this studio recording—though not by much.
The video version has little to recommend it—
what can one say about astage production that
deliberately tries to say absolutely nothing?
Richard Wagner was an ambitious cultural
critic and political thinker. In his prose, he was
an embarrassingly bad one; in his musicdramas, atimeless one In its supposed return
—I'd call it areduction—of Wagner's supersymbolic congeries of Nordic myths to the status of "fairy-tale," of "pure story," the Met's
wholly unimaginative, expensive but tackylooking Ring serves as nothing but firm confirmation of everyone's worst preconceptions
about opera in general and Wagner in particular: huge people with huge voices mugging
hugely while singing at huge volumes about
not much at all.
Fairy-tales—and, more important, the unifying myths from which fairy-tales were derived
—were essential to those who told and heard
them. They conveyed crucial truths, telling a
people where they stood between heaven and
earth; these encoded cosmologies delighted,
entertained, warned, instructed. Of his Ring
production, Met producer Otto Schenk says,
"What interests me most are the feelings. Ilike
to tell old stories and let the audience find the
meaning." Yes, but "feelings" about what? "Old
stories" about what? Levine says, "We need
to. ..
give as much interpretation as possible
to the viewer-listener." Understandable in these
overcautious, non-committal, non-sectarian
times when "secular humanism" can be called
a"religion," but what the Met and Levine have
done is leave the interpretation entirely up to
the viewer-listener while saying absolutely
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nothing themselves.
Granted, the broadcasts had problems of severe cognitive dissonance: Good opera singers
are good actors only by luck, and director Brian
Large lavished the intimate closeups of television on astylized acting tradition designed to
project nuances of emotion to the farthest
reaches of a3000-seat house while singing at
maximum volume Still—dull, safe, and stodgy
as it was, the Met's telecast Ring did have the
excitement of alive performance, something
which DG's new Rbeingold sorely lacks. Not
only that, the singers actually sang out fully at
the Met; not so in this too-distant studio recording of too-intimate sessions.
First, Levine: This may be the first Rbeingold
in which every single note can be heard; the
Met orchestra outdoes itself in sheer professionalism, producing agorgeously played performance—the prelude is amarvel of ensemble, but is somehow elemental without being
vital. Levine is directly responsible for rebuilding this band, and, as anyone who ever heard
the ragtag Met orchestra in the '60s can tell you,
he's done an astounding job—without, Iunderstand, firing asingle player.
But master instrument builders are seldom
virtuosi. Levine has turned in aRbeingold correct in every musical detail but lacking anything
resembling life, vision, or passion; the result
is crystalline turgidity. His tempos throughout
exhibit apunctilious rigidity that serves merely
to remind of the consistently missed opportunities for passion and drama. Compare any passage here with the versions of Solti, &Alm, or
Boulez—even Goodall (whose interminable
EMI recording is the only one longer than
Levine's)—and you'll hear more life, more
drama, more sheer necessity. Even the descent
into Nibelheim lacks any pulse whatever. In the
end, Levine's work here sounds like conducting by alarge committee of one.
Nor was Iconvinced—as Iwas not with his
Walküre of last year—that Levine had much
idea of what the leitmotifs meant; he seemed
to actually use them so seldom. My conclusion,
after hearing the only passage here that truly
works dramatically—tellingly, the empty, brassbelching bombast of the gods' entry into Valhalla at opera's end—is that James Levine has
nothing to offer Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen but his never-flagging professionalism,
and that's hardly enough. With Walküre, we
now have half of his, the first American, Ring
recording, and all Ihear is ambition and emptiness.
James Morris's Wotan is apale shadow of his
singing of the same role for Haitink last year.
In that EMI recording (reviewed in April 1990)
he was aggressive, greedy but desperate, stiff
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but creatively tense. Here he's uninvolved, relaxed to the point of limpness, caught in the
same malaise in which the rest of the cast is
congealed. Even Christa Ludwig, who stood
head and shoulders above the other singers in
the TV broadcast, here sounds thinner and
weaker than I've ever heard her. Wlaschiha's
Alberich is lively enough in the Neidlinger
mold, but he reduces the head Nibelung's
inverted nobility and psychotic edge to cartoon
buffoonery. And there's real trouble when two
of the three Rhinemaidens are as weak as are
Hei-Kyong Hong and Diane Kesling; only Meredith Parsons's admonitory Flosshilde is fully
fleshed. Siegfried Lorenz is alaboring Donner,
Mark Baker an earnest Froh, and Birgitta Svendén is in lovely voice as Ercia, though she might
as well be crooning aBach cantata. Kurt Moll
and Jan-Hendrik Rootering are plodding, unmemorable giants. Siegfried Jerusalem gives us
an uneven Loge, clowning and calculating by
turns, generally going for the broad gesture (as
he did as Siegfried in the broadcasts), while
Heinz Zednik remains simply the best Mime
since the retirement of Gerhard Stolze.
Levine's emotional remoteness is only exacerbated by DG's too-distantly-miked recording, taped in New York's cold, overly reverberant Manhattan Center—they should have left
the carpet down. The voices and orchestra
come through as flimsy and watery, flavorless
and uninviting, with midrange glare unkind to
male voices. I'm grateful for one thing, however: As in his Walküre, Levine's split violins
exhibit the antiphonal effects intended by
Wagner but usually ignored.
If you must have Levine's Rbeingold, I'd wait
for the laserdiscs—at least they'll have thefrisson, however enervated, of alive performance.
The broadcasts have also told us that things
might well improve with the studio recordings
of Gütterddmmerung (to be released this fall)
and Siegfried (to be released sometime next
year)—Levine's TV Siegfried was actually lively.
But if you're choosing between the two Ring
recordings currently in production, Haitink's
is, so far, the only choice. —Richard Lehnert

Show Music
WEILL/KAISER: Der Zar Liisst Sicb Pbotograpb'Wren
Barry McDaniel, The 'Mar; Manta Napier, False Angèle;

"Broadway" period, The Dar Has His Photograph Taken is Weill the serious modernist
composer. Appropriate comparisons are Stravinsky, Busoni, and Hindemith rather than
Gershwin, Kern, or Rodgers. Billed as an "opera
buffa," Zar deals with an attempt by terrorists
to assassinate the title character during aportrait photography session, an encounter that
the lar, unaware of the plot against him, tries
to turn into aseduction of the alluring chief
assassin, all the while she is trying to set him
up for the kill. The inherent comedy of this situation escapes me, but then Ididn't think Prizzi's
Honor was that funny either. Unlike Weill's later
works, Zar has no spoken dialogue, but also
no stand-alone arias or songs; those waiting to
hear another "Mack the Knife" or 'Alabama
Song" will be disappointed. The score does
have one number that attained hit status in its
day: "Tango Angèle," an attractive tune that
anticipates Weill's later forays into the pop
repertoire. In the show, it's actually arecording played on an on-stage gramophone, which
apparently represents the first time this device
was used in the musical theater. (Were Kurt
Weill and Georg Kaiser pioneer audiophiles?)
Overall, I'm not that taken with the score, but
those who view Weill's Broadway musicals as
the composer's straying from serious music's
path of righteousness may well feel otherwise.
The cast is competent but not outstanding; I
especially would have liked asuaver-sounding
'Bar than Barry McDaniel. Conductor Jan LathamKünig has agood sense of the Weill style, and
recording quality is middle-of-the-road digital (clear but abit hard in the climaxes).
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
GARY BURTON: Reunion
Gary Burton, vibraphone, marimba; Pat Metheny, guitar;
Mitchel Forman, piano, keyboards; Will Lee, bass; Peter
Erskine, drums, percussion
GRP GRD-9598 (CD only). Gary Burton, prod., Rob
Eaton, cng. DDD. TE 58:53
JACK DeJOHNETTE: Parallel Realities
Jack DeJohnette, drums, keyboard bass, Pat Metheny, guitars, syncLavier, keyboard bass; Herbie Hancock, piano
MCA MCA-42313 (LP), MCAD-423I3 (CD). Jack DeJohmac, Pat Metheny, prods.; 'Rem Mark, cog. DDA/DDD?
TT: 54:28
PAT METHENY w/DAVE HOLLAND & ROY HAYNES:
question and answer
Pat Metheny, guitar; Dave Holland, bass; Roy Haynes,
drums

Carla Pohl, Angèle. Köln Rundfunk Choir & Orchestra,
Jan Latham-Kürtig
Capriccio 60 007- I(CD only). Helmut Büttner, mtg.;
Dieter Becker, prod. DDD. TE 46:16

Geffen 24293-2 (CD only). Pat Metheny, prod.; Rob Eaton,
cog. DDD. rn 62:52

Written in 1927, before the famous collaborations with Bertolt Brecht and well before the

Readers of the above fine print will immediately note that linking these three very different
releases by three very different, long-term jazz
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masters is the strong (almost too-strong) guiding presence of guitarist Pat Metheny. What
impresses is how much Metheny remains true
to himself in all three environments, while supplely bending himself—in the very manner of
his infinitely flexible guitar lines themselves—
to the styles of each.
Ilooked forward most to Metheny's reunion
with his early mentor Gary Burton, with whom
he hadn't played in 12 years, but was satisfied
least. If Roger Vadim was still shooting Brigitte
Bardot movies on the Riviera, Reunion would
make avery contemporary soundtrack: perfectly smooth, awesomely professional, knowingly urbane, self-congratulatory, ultimately
inconsequential, and finally dull. The 11 medium-tempo tunes, regardless of composer, all
sound much the same, and each lasts about five
minutes. They go down very easily, like Kahlua and ice cream, with about as much nourishment; je, in any vital jazz sense, nothing happens on this album. Ikept thinking that if this
were aPat Metheny Group release, where each
of Reunion's tunes fades out (they all do) is
where Metheny's band might have kicked things
into high gear and given the composition an
architecture and agoal. Only three tunes stand
out: Paul Meyers's "Panama" shows some spark
and humor, Metheny's guitar synthesizer sounding like adrunken trombone, Burton plonking
away like aBaja Marimba Band dropout. Metheny's "It Wasn't Always Easy" does sound as
if it really wasn't, always, Burton at his most
soulfully poignant; but at track 8, it's the first
real emoting on the whole album. And Polo
Oafs "Quick and Running" is real music with
pulse and edges, the players challenging themselves as Burton bangs away and Metheny postbops energetically.
Otherwise, it's another GRP (the CTI of the
'80s) unit from musicians who should know
better, with the trademark soft-topped GRP
sound.
Jack DeJohnette's Parallel Realities, another
reunion album (he and Metheny last played
together on the guitarist's awkward, lumpy
80/81, recorded in '80), is more satisfying;
weak tunes aside, it's much that Reunion isn't,
the opening "Jack In" containing more energy
and propulsion than Gary Burton's entire
album. This and "Exotic Isles" are both consistently interesting rhythmically (of course;
it's aJack DeJohnette album!) and harmonically.
Metheny's "Dancing," with its on-the-fly quote
from "If IOnly Had aBrain" and aflorid, driven
solo by Herbie Hancock (who refreshingly
plays acoustic piano throughout), circles its
harmonic center for eight minutes without ever
touching down. Metheny is as effortlessly fluid
as always, and DeJohnette solos with the fury
Stereophile, September 1990

of Elvin Jones, though almost entirely in the
rock idiom (compared with his playing on, say,
A 7kibute to John Coltrane, reviewed in Vol.12
No.9).
Metheny's "John McKee" has an 'All Blues"
feel, from opening piano tremolo to loping
bass. Hancock even gets to honky-tonk, and
Metheny's much-augmented guitar sounds like
an inside-out pedal steel. Hancock also shines
on "Indigo Dreamscapes," his perfect little fills
and runs embodying convention raised to revelation, an almost frighteningly glib virtuosity.
The last and title tune is the only truly interesting composition, DeJohnette —who almost
takes aback seat on his own album, but that
seems to be the perennial drummer-as-bandleader dilemma—starting off with some nicely
recorded drum frenzies, the cut waxing quickly
symphonic with Metheny's guitar synthesizer
and Hancock, for the first time, on "additional
keyboards."
The digital (?) sound is abit flat, chalky, and
in-your-face, but not at all bad; and with the
LP absolutely identical to the CD, go with the
former. But with DeJohnette in more of arock
mode than usual, even with Hancock playing
acoustic, this is an oddly disappointing release
from three such masters.
Not disappointing at all—and the only true
jazz album of the three—is the other trio session, question & answer, which puts the first
two in true perspective. It's difficult to make
Jack DeJohnette look shabby, but Roy Haynes
does so effortlessly. Scary to think that this man,
now in his 60s, was playing in Miles Davis's
band 40 years ago, before Metheny was even
born. Regardless, he plays here with dizzying
energy, stealing the show. Metheny calls him
"one of the busiest drummers I've ever played
with, but it never gets in the way."
Couldn't have said it better. Even on ballads
like "Never Too Far Away:' Haynes drives hard
and soft simultaneously. But probably his most
satisfying playing is on the totally controlled
but all-fronts-at-once fury of Omette Coleman's "Law Years," Metheny rising to Haynes's
prodding by playing better (on record, at least)
than he has for years. Haynes tirelessly fills the
music with one surprise after another, abarelyreined-in dynamo who must be heard (again!)
to be believed, making true Metheny's claim
for him as "the father of modern drumming,"
by which he primarily means DeJohnette and
Tony Williams.
Metheny even seems to have saved his best
compositions for this last album: "H&H" is
smooth bebop married to the kind of rhythmic
and harmonic 180s Iremember him playing
live in Boston in the '70s, particularly when
he'd wail on Keith Jarrett's "The Wind-Up." A
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perfect performance. "Change of Heart" hearkens back to what remains my favorite Metheny
album to this day—Bright Size Life, his first,
also atrio—but, again, Haynes drives the tune
as Bob Moses never could. And during Dave
Holland's meaty solo on "Three Flights Up,"
Haynes listens with ears the size of New Mexico's Very Large Array.
Dave Holland, too—intelligent, harmonically elegant, strong, and swinging all at once,
and—but I'll end the endless accolades. Just
remember that it doesn't hurt that q&a is also
the most natural recording Pat Metheny has
ever made, with aminimum of electronics on
both sides of the recording-booth window,
and full advantage taken of digital's dynamicrange capabilities for Haynes 's drums. Compare
this DDD recording with GRP's for an instant
lesson in what real music and real recorded
sound really sound like. —Richard Lehnert
BILL MAYS/RAY DRUMMOND: One to One
Bill Mays, piano; Ray Drummond, acoustic bass
DMP CD-473 (CD only). ibm Jung, mg.; Bill Mays, Ibm
Jung, prods. D- D. TT: 53:40

The jazz duo—most commonly piano and bass
—when executed to its fullest, remains among
the idiom's most impressive form of expression. Nowhere in this country—indeed, perhaps internationally—is this very intimate undertaking examined as thoroughly as it is at
Bradley's, the Greenwich Village room that,
since the late 1960s, has developed into New
York's quintessential duet space. Frontliners
from two, if not three, different generations—
pianists such as Tommy Flanagan, Kenny Barron, John Hicks, James Williams, Mulgrew Miller
—all hold court for week-long sessions, pushing themselves further and, at any given magical moment, wowing audiences. Their bassist
counterparts also incorporate the genre's elite:
everyone from Milt Hinton and Red Mitchell
(who arrives annually from Scandinavia) to
George Mraz and Cecil McBee to Peter Washington and Lonnie Plaxico grace the establishment's makeshift corner bandstand.
To comprehend Bradley's depth and place
in jazz history—a recounting created and instigated by the late Bradley Cunningham and run,
since his death last year, by his widow, Wendy
Cunningham—is to know that Paul Desmond,
in his will, bequeathed his Steinway grand to
the club. On the right night, Bradley's, with its
house "quiet" policy, borders on areligious
experience. In more than two decades, many
beloved piano-bass exchanges have taken on
near-mystical proportions and subsequently
evolved Into either live recordings set at the
club or gravitated into the studio for preservation.
Stereophile, September 1990

The latest outgrowth is adelectable feast
between two masters, pianist Bill Mays and bassist Ray Drummond, rapidly becoming one of
the city's first-calls on his instrument.
The two, who have known each other from
California for some 20 years, worked aweek
together late last year. Commenting on the session, Drummond writes, "What Bill and Ifelt
in our appearance at Bradley's is faithfully
preserved here in this set of recordings. Iam
proud to say that this project has achieved its
primary goal: to capture some of that elusive
music that was evident to us at Bradley's."
And so it is. There are those times when
One to One, for instance, envelops us with its
Evansian impressionism (on the title track and
on Bill Evans's own "Interplay"). The 10-song,
CD-only release takes amodern look at some
classics, pieces such as "Stella By Starlight,"
which begins with Drummond's complex solo
examination, "Lover Man:' Hoagy Carmichael's
"Skylark," and the Dietz-Schwartz composition "Alone Together," which seems to me to
incorporate moving passages from Thad Jones's
great ballad, "A Child is Born."
Of course,there's still more to this date. In
addition to jointly arranging (re-arranging might
be more appropriate) the more well-known
titles and the title track, Mays contributes his
own "Tease for Two," an obvious play on the
classic, delivered amid some supreme improvisational prowess.
One to One places two mellifluous and compelling musicians together. Each has total command of his respective instrument; both swing
continually, know the meaning of the blues
throughout, and, working in tandem, demonstrate why the piano/bass duet, when executed
properly, remains one of jazz's most seductive
and important formats.
—Jon W. Poses

Rock
TIM BUCKLEY: Dream Letter (Live in london 1968)
Tim Buckley, vocals, I2-string; Lee Underwood, guitar,
David Friedman, vibes; Danny Thompson, bass
Enigma Retro/Straight 73507-2 (2 CDs only). Bill Inglot,
Lee Hammond, prods.; Bill Inglot, Ken Perry, John
Strother, engs. MD. TT 116:42

From time to time during the third of my life
Isleep away every night, Idream of new releases by some of my favorite musicians. The
music of those dream-records is always less
interesting but always more melancholy than
what's eventually released. Listening to this
aptly titled album, the first of "new" material
from Tim Buckley in 16 years (he died in 19759,
tFor athorough disaussion of Bucklry's entire recorded legacy,
see my article on the Enigma reissues in the March 1990 issue.
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Ifelt the similarly delicious discomfort Irecently had when listening to aBeatles bootleg
—almost as if Ireally wasn't supposed to be
hearing this dream-music from far beyond the
grave.
But these feelings faded fast, and Ifloated
along for Dream Letter's two hours on Buckley's unique way with asong, his incantatory
voice, the astounding confidence of this 21year-old so musically wise beyond his years.
Dream Letter is asingle concert recorded July
10, 1968 for Britain's Radio One (the source of
those amazing Jimi Hendrix tapes recently released by Rykodisc), complete from the audience rustlings before the announcer walks
across the stage to the very last handclap from
the polite but obviously informed London
crowd. Bucldey's third album, Happy Sad, had
just been released, and Dream Letter is very
much in that album's small-combo jazz vein—
guitars, bass (Pentangle's Danny Thompson, no
less), vibes, no drums, all acoustic but for Lee
Underwood's understated guitar.
The arrangements have adecidedly seat-ofthe-pants feel, Thompson, hired for this concert only, often laying out for entire songs. But
this was 1968; considering what else was going
down musically at the time, Dream Letter's
music is virtually timeless. While Buckley never
had what you'd call hits, they're all here anyway: "Phantasmagoria in Two," "Morning
Glory," a harrowing solo "Pleasant Street"
segueing into aminor-keyed "You Keep Me
Hangin' On," aonce-through-lightly of "Love
from Room 109," a strong "Happy Time,"
"Once IWas," the difficult "Hallucinations"
arrangement verbatim from Goodbye and Hello,
and a hot, soulful, bluesy, much-changed
"Strange Feelin'." All smoothly translated into
the dark, brooding musical argot of Happy
Sad. There are covers of Fred Neil's "Dolphins,"
an almost creepy "Hi Lily, Hi Lo" (!?!), and the
old folky chestnut "Wayfaring Stranger."
But best of all, and abig surprise, are the halfdozen Buckley compositions previously unheard: the easy-loping groove of "I've Been
Out Walking," Buckley melding the relaxed
ease of ajazz crooner with white folk-revival
singer/songwriter rhythms; "The Earth is Broken," Buckley solo, alove/"ecology" song so
far ahead of its time it's scary, and one of his
best songs and performances ever, different
from anything else he ever did—a totally Americanized Irish ballad. "Who Do You Love" is
typical late-Buckley modal rut-rant, like much
of Greetings from L.A., with some wonderful
ensemble playing. But best of all is "Troubador," sheer beauty in song, lonely and infinitely
sad, as good as anything else Buckley ever
wrote. The chorus more than haunts—it posStereophile, September 1990

sesses.
The sound is remarkably good for tapes that
have been forgotten for 22 years, with little hiss
though some distortion at the beginning. We're
lucky they were in stereo—Hendrix's Radio
One tapes of the year before are all mono.
Amazingly, Dream Letter is not only essential
for Tim Buckley fans everywhere, but is aperfect introduction to the man's music for those
who've never heard him. Highly recommended.
Steve Levesque of Enigma tells me that another
Buckley concert, from L.A.'s Troubador, has
recently been discovered and may be released.
If it's half as good as this one, I'll recommend
it in advance. Keep up the good work, Enigma/
Straight; it's good to know someone cares.
—Richard Lehnert
TODD RUNDGREN: Nearly Human
W2rner Brothers 25881- I(LP), -2 (CD'). Michael Rosen,
eng.; Todd Rundgren, prod. DDA/DDD. TVs: 4941.
53:36'

In an interview, Daryl Hall (of Hall and Oates)
was once asked about the Philly soul roots that
he and Todd Rundgren share. His answer was
that Todd's music was founded more in "the
Church of Todd," achurch with asmall but
intense following. The hyperbolic "Todd is
God" of his fans aside, the truth of Hall's words
have never been more apparent than in Rundgren's latest work, Nearly Human.
Some of the spiritual references are subtle.
With lines like "But Iswear here and now/the
truth shall be mine/and surrender to my prayer/
the weapon is time," "The Waiting Game"
could be about waiting for religious revelation
or awoman, but there is no ambiguity when
Todd tells us that he "Can't Stop Running. ..
into the arms of my god." It's likewise hard to
miss the message of "But then god kissed me/
and Ilost it when Ifainted in his arms." But, lest
you think that Todd will soon be guesting on
Billy Graham's show, let me assure you that he
is not ready to be filed under "Christian Music" yet.
As Daryl Hall would be the first to tell you,
soul music is just the secularization of gospel
music. All Todd has done is to put some of the
spiritual element back into soul music, and he
has done it without ahint of preachiness.
How? First and foremost, he makes no reference to what you should or shouldn't do, only
relating his own experiences. Second, he keeps
it light. His god has alower-case g(as confirmed
in the lyric sheet); his is aquest for apersonal
spirituality; or, as he puts it, he and his creator
have a"funky love thang."
This is by no means akarmic how-to record,
however. Earthly matters such as abusive parents and their offspring are addressed in "Un207
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loved Children." "Fidelity" and "Parallel Lines"
join earlier Rundgren songs like "Mated" and
"Compassion" in along line of tunes that deal
intelligently with relationships, tunes that would
have been number-one singles if Iruled the
pop charts.
Todd Rundgren has always been asuperior
melodist and abrilliant singer, so why is his following limited to afanatically faithful few? (Or,
If he's so smart, why ain't he rich?) Ihave some
theories. Ithink the wizard has no desire to be
atrue star. As acult hero he gets to make the
records he wants without too much concern
about sales. If he needs money he can go produce Mt-atloaf or someone like him. This is the
only way Ican explain to my own satisfaction
how it is that aman hired to produce other people's albums can make records of his own that
often sound so awful (soundwise, not contentwise). Or, for that matter, why his own work
sports some of the ugliest cover art in the history of the medium.
Although Nearly Human continues his tradition of appalling album art, it is happily his
first self-production in years to match the quality of his work for others. Digitally recorded
live in the studio, it is one of those rare albums
that successfully combines live performance
energy with studio purity of sound. The CD far
outstrips the LP on all sonic levels (some synthesizer sounds are barely audible on the LP).
The CD also includes abonus track —Todd's
reading of Elvis Costello's "Two Little Hiders."
At the close of Nearly Human Tœld sings,
"I Love My Life." He sings it with the conviction that only aperson totally in control of it
can possess. 'Eike control over your own life—
buy this record.
— Michael Ross
THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS: Flood
Elektra 6090 7 -I(LP), -2 (CD). Roger Mountenot, eng.;
John Flarohtngh, John Linnet], Clive Langer, Alan Winstanley, prods. DAA/DAD. TT, 43:22

So you want to be arock and roll star? Just get
an accordian, agiant fez, and the lyrics to "Istanbul (Not Constantinople)." Welcome to the
1990s, henceforth to be known as the They
Might Be Giants Decade.
For those of you who missed "Birdhouse in
Your Soul" during its MTV rotation, this twoman band—known to their mothers as John
Flansburgh and John Linnell—occupies the
philosophical turf between TS. Eliot and Weird
Al Yankovic. Musically? In their own words:
"They might be Mr. Spock's backup band."
On their prophetically titled major-label
debut, TMBG tackles the big questions headon. Is this global warming thing the beginning
of asoggy Armageddon? Can man and beast
coexist peacefully on this fragile planet? Is the
Stereophile, September 1990

sump pump working? Can you build an ark out
of Popsicle sticks? Still, the Giants realize that
the political is personal and vice versa. Thus
these words to live by from "Whistling in the
Dark": "There's only one thing/that Iknow
how to do well/And that's be you/Be what
you're like/Be like yourself" Or perhaps: "Drink
and cook the prodigal son/Fondue forks for
everyone." (If you figure that one out, print
your answer neatly in crayon on apage from
the Weekly Weld News and mail it immediately
in aself-addressed stamped envelope.)
In support of their personal apocalypse, John
and John enlist literary references of only the
most impeccable pedigree: Mr. Kimball from
Green Acres: "I'm your only friend/I'm not
your only friend/but really I'm not actually
your friend at all"; The Klingons: "I'd buy a
prosthetic forehead/and wear it on my real
head"; and the theme from Spider Man: "Particle Man/Particle Man/Doing the things aparticle can." Heavy stuff.
But philosophy is as philosophy does. Could
Jean-Paul Sartre play two trumpets at once?
Could Camus even lift abass saxophone? TMBG
give you more music (and more angst) for your
money. In aday and age when even Family
Feud has its own 900 number, Flood offers a
level of value that's sure to earn the band acommendation from "Fight Back with David Horowitz." First off, they cram 19 songs onto one
disc. (Granted, "Minimum Wage" is only two
words long. No, your first guess doesn't count.)
And in the tradition of K-TELs Nana Mouskouri
collection, they offer an almost free home trial.
Don't believe me when Isay this album is more
fun than aBatman rerun. Hear it for yourself.
Pencil and paper ready? The number for They
Might Be Giants' Dial-a-Song Service is (718)
387-6962. Additional consumer tip: It's free
when you call from work.
The sound? Another large potential savings
here. Sell your Krell (or, better yet, give it to
me). It uses too much electricity, and you can't
polka from your listening chair anyway. Digital or analog, let's just say that now you know
why those kind folks at Technics put tone controls on that receiver buried in the hall closet.
(A warning to would-be tweakers: Given the
CD's green sillcscreening, Ifind that CD Stoplight adds asubtle chlorophyll coloration.)
With Flood, the two Johns once again prove
that it's far, far better to be stupid on purpose.
In fact, after listening to this record for weeks
on end, I've come up with the theory that Linnell and Flansburgh are actually James Joyce
and Elvis reincarnated, except that Dublin is
Hoboken and Colonel Parker actually killed
Laura Palmer and ...
Naaaah.
— Allen St.John
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Errata

differences.

The closing paragraph of Amis Balgalvis's Apo-

Regarding the Classic 60's relatively low out-

gee DAX review (Vol.13 No.8, August 1990,

put impedance and stable performance with

p.145) was inappropriately abbreviated. It
should have read thus:
"The ultimate issue has to do with higher

avariety of speaker designs, these virtues are
largely due to the partial cathode (le, direct)

performance If you already appreciate all that
the Apogee speakers can give you, then you
owe it to yourself to go for the DAX. The
rewards are bound to be bountiful."

coupling in the output stage, as well as to our
use of advanced, highly efficient transformer
designs. Furthermore, the Classic 60 is actually
not a"current source," and the current is not
constant as lower-impedance taps are used.
The lower taps actually deliver more maximum

Our apologies to Arnie and to Apogee.
In Robert Harley's reviews of digital proces-

current than the higher voltage taps do with the

sors in the June and August issues, asuspicious

same input level. (As the voltage drops on lower

leading-edge overshoot was observed on the

taps, the current must increase to maintain the
same output power.)

'kHz squarewave waveforms. (The reviews
were of the Aragon D2A (fig.8), Proceed PDP

Finally, the use of the common "THD+

(fig.18), Stax DAC-Xl (fig.9), Theta DS Pro

Noise" test is convenient, but it may be misleading in the case of the Classic 60. The dis-

(fig.10), and 'dia X-32 (fig. 32).) Upon investigation, JA found that the storage 'scope had
had its anti-aliasing filter inadvertently switched

tortion products are typically ten times lower

fall of the square waveform, that was provid-

in amplitude than the noise level at low power
levels. Also, the low order of the distortion
components is not revealed—measurements
of individual harmonics would be more tell-

ing the overshoot. The squarewaves shown in

ing musically.

all other processor and CD player reviews in

Again, we hope these few observations will
serve to complement your generous review of
this most musical power amplifier.

into circuit for these measurements and it was
this filter, being excited by the sharp rise and

Stereopbile were taken without the anti-aliasing
filter in circuit. Our apologies to the readers and

Richard Larson

manufacturers for this oversight.

Chief Engineer, Audio Research Corporation

Audio Research Classic 60
Editor:

Dana Audio Model 1loudspeaker

Thank you for the thorough and evenhanded

Editor:

review of our Classic 60 power amplifier. We

We appreciate Stereopbile and Bob Harley for
reviewing the Dana Audio Model 1speaker. We

agree with your assessment of its many merits,
and would only offer afew additional comments that may prove helpful to your readers.
Deviations from perceived tonal neutrality

are justifiably proud of the Model 1, and are
pleased that Bob gave it an "enthusiastic recommendation."

are, in our experience, almost always system-

Designing an accurate speaker for under

related and accordingly difficult to pin down—

$300 has proven to be as challenging as, if not

especially when, for the purposes of review,

more so than, designing aspeaker for over

several cables, speakers, and amplifiers are

$3000. We have continually attempted to
improve the Model Isince we shipped the pair

compared. Program reproducers can be contributing factors as well.
On arelated note, the perception that the

to Stereopbile for review last February. In this
effort we have made some small but significant

Classic 60 is more "dependent on cables" is

improvements to the Model 1without adversely

really aresult of its neutrality and transparency.
An amplifier or system that is musically accu-

affecting its many positive qualities. Since the
pair reviewed, we are now using athicker rear

rate will be more revealing and less tolerant of

baffle and improved internal packing to further

cable-induced colorations. Lesser systems (and

tighten the bass response. The level of the

components) typically exhibit other dominant

tweeter has also been slightly raised. While the

characteristics which tend to mask minor cable

Model 1is still not unnaturally bright like many
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lower-priced speakers, this has increased both

since Ihave heard these amplifiers myself and

the transparency and extension. We will con-

have not been satisfied with their performance

tinually strive to improve our speakers to be the

with our loudspeakers. Iwould dearly love the

best they can at agiven price point.

opportunity for DO and Stereopbile to hear

John Fish
Designer, Co-owner, Dana Audio

these loudspeakers at their best, for they are
truly avery fine-sounding loudspeaker capable
of much more than the review would lead one

Tannoy Ell loudspeaker

to believe.

Matthew Bond
TARA Labs, Inc.

Editor:
Acouple of observations from the Iiinnoy Ell
review may be of interest to readers.
The two pairs of input terminals now seen

ArchiDee TNX turntable stand
Editor:

on some speakers allow for passive bi-amping

We were very pleased that Mr. Atkinson had an

as well as bi-wiring. This allows for flintier sonic
improvements over and above those achieved

opportunity to listen to the ArchiDee TNX
stand and that he found it made an improve-

with just bi- wiring.
On the cabinet noises noted,

Robert

points of particular interest. First, though the

Harley investigate the cause of the problem?

TNX was designed proportionally for Linn

did

ment in his system. We would like to add afew

If so, what did he find? Sometimes tightening

turntables, the combined experience of our-

all the driver screws is agood place to start,

selves and our dealers is that significant improve-

since these can work loose during transit and
after initial use. In any event, the Ell cabinet

ments can be realized with anumber of other
turntables, including those that claim their performance is insensitive to the furniture on

should not behave in this way.

Barry Fox

NHT 1.3 loudspeaker

which they are placed.
Second, and equally important, the same
marked improvement in sound quality achieved

Editor:
For once we are speechless. Thanks for the

by using aturntable with the TNX can also be
found when using the stand with aCD player.

Director, Sales & Marketing, Tannoy

review.

Chris Byrne, Ken Kantor

As we should all be aware, turntables and CD

Now Hear This, Inc.

players are continuously affected by acoustical
and/or mechanical forces that induce oscilla-

TARA Labs Timekeeper 0.5

tions and resonances in the disc playback sys-

Editor:
Certainly all of us involved with the development of the Space & Time Model 0.5 loud-

tems. These resonances are added to the signal that the turntable or CD player extracts
from the disc, altering its musical content.

speaker were very disappointed to see the
finalizing of the review by Dick Olsher. Unfor-

reach the turntable or the CD player either

These types of forces, or vibrations, can

tunately, just as we were developing the loud-

directly, through movements of air produced

speaker's woofer and preparing aproduction

by the loudspeakers (acoustic feedback), or

set in August for delivery to Stereopbile, the

indirectly, through the surface on which the

review had been concluded. The revised

turntable or CD player is positioned (mechan-

Timekeeper Model 0.5 will be available to the
public in October this year in its final incarna-

ical feedback).
Spring suspensions, rubber feet, or decoupling
systems in general help to reduce the effects of

tion, with improvements in the very area of the
lower midrange and upper bass where Dick
correctly perceived problems with the tonal
balance.
The Timekeepers will be heard best on apair
of Target T-50 stands instead of the original

these forces, but they are unable to damp verylow- frequency oscillations (ie, those below
their own resonance frequency). This is because
the resonance frequency of adecoupling system
(which is essentially alow-pass filter) becomes

stands supplied, and must be used with well-

ineffective. Therefore, at frequencies below

chosen and -matched amplification. Ido not

that of resonance, the turntable or CD player

think that the amplifiers used in the review
with the Timekeeper loudspeakers, as good as

is coupled to all external disturbances.

they are, are well-matched to the loudspeakers,

lem has been to place the turntable or CD
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Acommonly adopted solution to the prob-
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player on avery large, heavy piece of furniture

hoping Mr. Norton would enjoy that combina-

or supporting structure, the belief being that
due to their mass, these structures will damp

tion as much as Ido. Obviously the Veritas-S
was overdamped when used with the network
designed for the Accurate. Better results could

all unwanted vibrations. This approach is fundamentally wrong. It is specifically because of
their mass that heavy structures tend to resonate at and store very low frequencies, pre-

be obtained with the use of our regular hi-Z
MCC network.
The MCC network is not asimple RC car-

cisely those frequencies to which turntables

tridge loading. It takes into account anumber

and CD players are most vulnerable. What this
means in terms of one's system is that the turn-

of cartridge parameters, including the flux den-

table or CD player is coupled to all vibrations
present in its environment.
Another popular "fix" is to place the turntable or CD player on decoupling feet, or on
bases fitted with additional suspensions. Once
again, the approach is wrong. Additional suspensions will interact with the isolating system
of the turntable or CD player, causing both systems to excite each other continuously.
The best solution to these problems lies in

sity produced by the magnetic circuit. The
MCC network designed for the Accurate, which
has avery powerful magnetic circuit, will overdamp the Veritas-S.
In order to observe the performance of highquality cartridges, we needed arecording of
squarewaves of the highest possible frequencies. Since we could not find any record with
squares above lkHz, we produced our own (in
collaboration with Pandora Records). Our record contains squarewaves at 5kHz. We chose

the use of arigid and lightweight structure that

this frequency because it gives resolution five

will tend to resonate at frequencies which the
isolating systems of the turntable or CD player

times greater. Please note: accurate reproduction of a5kHz squarewave requires aband-

can absorb.
The ArchiDee (pronounced ar-key-day-ay

network, observations using an oscilloscope

width to at least 501(Hz. With the proper MCC

series of turntable/CD player stands —TNX,

will show greatly reduced ringing produced

TBX (substand), and MNX (wall-mount shelf)—
has been designed specifically with these goals

by high-frequency resonance of the cartridge

in mind. As Mr. Atkinson correctly points out
in his review, it is important to understand the
function of each component of the stand (the
board, the spikes, and the stand itself), and how
they work together as asystem.
In closing, we would like to thank Stereophde for including in their magazine seemingly
small, but what we consider to be important,
subjects such as simple, cost-effective improvements that any customer can make to their
system.

Audiophore

without rounding the comers of the squarewave.
Mile Nestorovic
Nestorovic Labs

Reference Recordings
Editor:
This, Ihope, will take up the last space in your
pages regarding the tiresome subject of CD preemphasis, at least as it pertains to our label.
Your July 1990 issue contains apiece by Peter
Mitchell on the subject of pre-emphasis in
which he accuses our label of being (at the very
least) sloppy about de-emphasis, and, by infer-

Nestorovic Cartridge Network
Editor:
Iwas under the impression Mr. Norton was in
possession of the entire line of Clearaudio

ence, disreputable in allowing improperly
coded CDs to be sold. In the same issue, you
printed aletter from me admitting the possi-

moving-coil cartridges. The Accurate model

bility that one run of one tide (Tafelmusik, RR13CD) might have been incorrectly decoded,

is the top of the Clearaudio line (in the US mar-

along with an offer to replace any such CDs free

ket). It is very fast and has excellent dynamics;
it is my favorite with the exception of the
Clearaudio Insider (the top of the line for the

of charge.
Since then, we have been deluged with let-

European market). The Insider uses the same

ters and returns of CDs from your readers who
are concerned about defects. Ihave personally

frequency response is even smoother. I

auditioned each of the returned CDs, and can
say with absolute confidence that every one of
them sounds exactly as we intend. There is

provided the MCC network for the Accurate,

nothing wrong with any of these CDs! If any-

electromagnetic system; it uses an internal
chamber which has nonparallel walls. Its high-
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THE DIFFERENCES ARE NOT SUBTLE
Amplifiers
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL

50/50
100
120
300
500

$1095
$2650
$3300
$4900
$8000

preweennera

DELUXE-mm
UTLIMATE-mm

VTL
Mono 300
$4900 pr.

pr
pr
pr
pr

$1050
$3050

Compare sonically to Audio Research, Levinson, or Krell. We think VTL offers
superior resolution, sound stage, and anatural sense of realism -at about half
the price! You really have to hear them for yourself.
Authorized Dealer for — Acoustat,
conrad johnson, Grado, Kimber,
Motif, Sota, Sonographe, Synthesis, SME, Sony, Tara Labs, Velodyne, VTL.

To order call: 1-800-223-3020 (outside CA)
or 1-408-559-4000 (collect -in CA)
Nob We cannot ste VTLIt you hvernthn 25 miss of en authorued VIL
3111 San Antonio Rd., M. View, CA 84040

Dealer

WE

PROUDLY

FREE 30 DAY
HOME TRIAL
Buy any VTL
product. Listen
and compare for
30 full days. If
you don't think
its the finest
amplifier you've
ever heard —
just return it to
Sound Goods
for acheerful
refund.

REPRESENT:

Audio Prism Antennas •Audioquest •Barzilay Furniture •Castle
Acoustics • Barco HDTV • Criterion Laserdiscs • Counterparts
Dahlquist Speakers • Eminent Technology • Energy • Elite by
Pioneer • ESM • Fosgate Surround • Hafler • LCD Laserdiscs
Lexicon • Digital Surround • Luxman • McIntosh Electronics
McIntosh Loudspeakers

•

MAS Musicable

• Maple Knoll

et.,

Turntables • Nifty Gritty • Pioneer Video • Proton • Rockustics

Straightwire •Interconnects & Speaker Cable •Sumiko •Sonrise
Furniture

• Sony Video

• Sennheiser • Talisman Cartridges

Target Speaker Stands • Tweek Contact Enhancer • Velodyne
Custom Installation
Satellite Installation
Repairs
Laserdisc Sales & Rentals

(215) 790-1300
(800) 545-5150
I

,

011111..SQL1li F.
1708 Locust St., Philadelphia, PA
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one, including your Mr. Mitchell, thinks they

incoming parts-quality and delivery problems

sound bright, they are free to express that opinion, but all three editions of RR-13CD, played

while in the midst of ongoing production.
Finding and educating (to our specific needs,
which incorporate the precision of the aer-

back on aproperly functioning player, sound
the same, and their spectral balance is very
close to that of the LP and the analog master
tape.
Please print this letter. We hereby retract our
previous offer to replace any copies of RR13CD, except those with obvious manufacturing defects.
J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr.
President, Reference Recordings

Versa Dynamics
Editor:
As Imentioned to John Atkinson in Chicago,
Ifelt then that his quotes from our telephone
conversation [in the June "As We See IC] could
give (and in fact have given, based on recent
phone calls to Versa) people the wrong impres-

ospace industry with the cosmetic quality
required of expensive luxury products) suppliers is atime-consuming and risky business
which requires my direct input.
That this needs my personal attention has
been avery important factor. Ihave recently
been involved with some exhausting personal
matters as well as new product development.
The combination of my own fatigue and the
nearly constant financial drain and frustration
of a slow production process has made it
necessary to put something on hold.
Versa's staff are in the process of finding substitute vendors, reorganizing the material flow
and personnel, and creating better internal
systems.

sion. At atime when much uncertainty sur-

Versa is still there for our customers and

rounds the LP and those who make related
equipment, Iwould like to explain Versa's

dealers. We continue with the same support as

activities as clearly as possible. Iwould therefore appreciate it if you would publish this letter. Due to the pervasiveness of the rumors, I
am sending asimilar letter to The Absolute
Sound.

before—a little slower, perhaps, but support
nonetheless.
That there is ageneral decline in the market
for record-playing equipment is unquestionable. We have seen this effect around us and it
makes us sad.

Versa has temporarily stopped production

Versa, howeven has not been notably affected

of the Model 1.0. Earlier this year we had also

by this situation. The market for very high qual-

temporarily stopped production of the Model
2.0. Note that in both cases Iuse the word tem-

will be limited. We started small, compact even,

ity products or services has been and always

porarily. Neither of these decisions was based

and our sales curve went up as more people

on either market conditions or on Versa's own

gained confidence in us and our products. We
believe that there will be asmall market for

business health, but they seem to have caused
something of aflutter in the marketplace.
Sales we have enough of. Our problem is,
and has historically been, getting product out
the door on time.
As everyone who has seen or used aVersa

records and record players for years to come,
and therefore Versa Dynamics record players
should still be available for years to come. On
the other hand, record players are not, nor have

probably realizes, we have for three years been

they ever been, our sole product interest.
For example, we expect to begin shipping

producing products of extremely hard-to-

our first CD transport by January of 1991.

obtain tolerances and finish quality. Many of

This does not represent any change in our
business philosophy. The business of Versa

our customers and dealers can remember that
it took along time to obtain their unit, and that
frequently delivery was long after our promise date. Our ability to deliver and to estimate
delivery has related directly to our parts availability and what our vendors promised. That
we can deliver our quality at all continues to
amaze our Japanese distributor, who does not
understand how we can build such aproduct
in the United States.
We have not been able to solve some of the
Stereophile, September 1990

Dynamics has always been to use our particular talents to produce extremely high quality
products to incitase the pleasure from recorded
music. We foresaw the need for aseparate CD
transport in the spring of 1987, but the market
wasn't ready and neither were we.
We find records to sound better than any
readily available recording medium, but there
clearly is aneed for improvements in Compact
Disc equipment. We expect we can help with
215

this matter.

AN ALTERNATIVE

Next spring, possibly at the Winter CES, we
will bring back the Model 1.0, and a few
months later anew Model 2.0. Past that, we
have along list of exciting products to follow.
John Bicht
President, Versa Dynamics

Deltec
Editor:
Iwish to correct an error of serious importance,
as printed in your June 1990 issue, Vol.13 No.6.
Specifically, Irefer to Ken Kessler's "Industry
Update," p55, where Mr Kessler writes, "Meridian
has already produced its first Bitstream model,
while Deltec has announced aBitstream DM."
In fact, at the Penta Hi -Fi Show held at
Heathrow Airport September 14-16, 1989,
Deltec Precision Audio of Cardiff, Wales, UK,
first premiered its Bitstream D/A convertor, the
PDM-1, to the worldwide hi-fi market, accept-

Tired of dealing with the "high-end supermarkets',"Call me My name is Harry Maybrun
Ihave 18 years experience in the audio business and I
can give you straightforward advice
on the products Isell Ispecialize in selecting
products that otter exceptional performance at
very low prices, with emphasis on cables and
analog record playing equipment Ialso send
out a free newsletter loaded with monthly
specials and information on my products So if
you're looking for new cables or equipment
call me before you buy and we'll talk You'll be
glad you did My phone number is 916-3451341 Iship anywhere in the world and accept
Visa. Mastercard and American Express
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
Audioquest • Straightwu.e • Monster

Sole •SME •Premier • AR Turntable
Alpha Genesis • Grado Signature • Signet
Alchemist • Kisekt • Talisman • Virtuoso
Sumiko • Nifty Gritty • Stax • 138K
Musical Concepts • Music Reference
Celestion • Taddeo • Harman Kardon
Sony • Standesign
JUST CALL

916-345-1341

ing orders at the show for deliveries in November/December 1989.
Deltec designed and developed the Bitstream D/A commencing in June 1989, and
finishing just prior to the September 1989 Penta
show, and was the first company in the world
to apply Bitstream technology to high-end
audiophile products.
Deliveries commenced in December 1989,
and to date the company has supplied well over
700 units worldwide. By the time this letter is
published, the company will have delivered
over 1000 units—due to the installation of a
new robotic Surface Mount facility at its factory
in Cardiff—which will substantially increase
production capacity to over 300 units per
month. This is no small feat for acompany just
recently expanded to 22 people whose only
previous association with the general hi-fi market has been through its design and manufacture of high-quality PTFE cables and SMDconfigured amplifiers and preamplifiers, utilizing their proprietary low-noise hybrid op-amp
DH -0A32, which was the result of some six
years of R&D.
Nevertheless, within the next few days, Deltec
will have commenced deliveries of anew PDM1Series 2Model with greatly improved sound

I

AUDIO
1015 Mangrove Ave, Chico, CA 95926
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quality, and the company also plans an additional three unique and innovative Bitstream
D/A converters within the next nine months.
Meridian, on the other hand, had only just
announced delivery of its Bitstream model
Stereophile, September 1990

from April 1990. By that time, Deltec had
already shipped 350 PDM -1 units.
John Bizik
Marketing Manager, Deltec Precision Audio

ran impedance and phase-angle curves on both
loudspeakers of the stereo pair. Ialso took an
impedance and phase-angle measurement
(fig.1) of the "mimic" load you use, consisting
of an 8-ohm non-inductive resistor shunted by

Adcom

a2.2µF film capacitor.

Editor:

Wanting to be as thorough as Icould, I
obtained apair of Sound-Lab loudspeakers,

While reading the January 1990 issue of Stereopbile, Icame across (on pp.161, 166, and 171)
what appeared to be anomalous behavior of
the amplifiers you tested in that issue. In particular, the curves on the amplifiers run with
your test load, consisting of an 8-ohm resistor

which are ahybrid system consisting of electrodynamic woofers and electrostatic mid- and
high-frequency panels, and ran the impedance
and phase angle on both of these units. Aquick
Me

shunted by a2.2p.F capacitor, seemed to indicate that the amplifiers under test with this load

1113111116(1) I11111(
1es) vs 1111(h)

01 lel 10 11:11:11
-17.50

were showing signs of instability at high frequencies.

45.10

During aconversation with your Consulting

-12.50

itchnical Editor, Robert Harley, Iinquired why

-00

this load had been selected and he stated that
it was meant to "mimic" the load which aQuad
Electrostatic presented to an amplifier. Iwas
not surprised at his statement, since many seem
to feel (erroneously) that an electrostatic loudspeaker presents an almost purely capacitive
load to an amplifier.
1, therefore, undertook to purchase two
Quad ESL-63 electrostatic loudspeakers and
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'Leh
0.0

10

-47.3
10J

101,

-10.1
1111

Fig. 18ohms//2.2µF, electrical impedance
(solid line) and phase (dashed) (4.2
ohms/div. vertical scale)
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ADS •Analogic
Bryston •B&W
Carver •Classe
Conrad Johnson
Duntech •Dynavector
Encore •Esoteric
Goldring •Hales
Janis •Krell
Krell Digital
Martin Logan
Morch •MIT
Oracle •Rega
Rotel •Snell
Sony ES •Target
Tice •Wadia Digital

simply
the
best

INSIGHT
For Further Information:

214/437-4167

EXPOSE
YOURSELF
to all of the speakers you've always wanted
to audition, now under one roof.

APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers. Frequent "best sound at show" awards;
available in decorator finishes.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar
speakers. Superb values, outperforming
competitors twice their price.
FRIED Classic musical, phase-coherent
loudspeakers both large and small. Transmission
line loading for tremendous bass impact without
subwoofers.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Innovative,
highly reliable push-pull planar magnetic systems
acclaimed by The Absolute Sound, IAR and
Sterrophile. Upper range clarity that surpasses
even electrostatic designs.
JSE Patented Infinite Slope crossovers assure
smooth, sweet, detailed sound. Lifetime
warranty.
PRECISE New, highly musical loudspeakers
designed by Keith Johnson. The Absolute Sound
awarded the Precise 10* *.

Come listen and compare these world class loudspeakeis on some of the best associated
components available. Then choose the one most suited to your listening requirements.
Apogee •Ariston •Audioquest •BEL •B&K•Cary •Celestion •Counterpoint •Eminent Technology
Forte •Fried •Fostex •Jarno •g •Kimber Kable •Kisela •Klyne •Magnum Drulab •Melon •MIT
Mod Squad •Monster ("*Filiii/Alpha •Music Concepts •Nitty Gritty •Onix •Ortolan •Precise •Premier
PS Audio •Ratel •Jeff Rowland Design •SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Stu •Talisman/Alchemist
Target •Tube Traps •Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •Wadia •Wharfedale

AUDIO NEXUS

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere
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capacitor, at very high frequencies, shows
almost adead short with aphase angle of some
80° capacitive. If one considers the inductive
characteristics of any interconnecting wire and
the grounding techniques used at the inputs
and outputs of amplifiers, plus the possible
ground-loops in the testing systems, it is evident that asituation might exist in which the
load presented to the amplifier, and its resonance characteristics, can cause a180° phaseshift, in some instances fulfilling the require-

00

100

10k

1k

Fig. 2 Quad ESL-63 (S/N 027208), electrical impedance (solid line) and phase
(dashed) (5 ohms/div. vertical scale)
emu I
n

!
IASI IS 9111

SNP LII 19111-0111 011001011 D
iNU 90 10:05113
AO

ments for an oscillator.
Ibring this to your attention because there
are certain amplifiers with very carefully
designed grounding systems (for lowdistortion performance) which might show
some signs of instability when connected to a
load which, above 150kHz, is almost adead
short, and then add an inductive/capacitive
network across its output and grounds. It
would seem that, at the very least, asmall resistor in series with the capacitor, to prevent the
load from reaching almost 0ohms and damping the tank network, would be the proper

0.5,
—19 5

thing to da Of course, the ultimate test would
be to have acomputer plot acircuit the load of

-90.0'

which would present the precise resistive,

40.07m
I
I
0.00.

0.0

00

100

lk

100

50k

Fig. 3. Sound-Lab Dynastat (S/N
DS031288), electrical impedance
(solid line) and phase (dashed) (2
ohms/div. vertical scale)

inductive, and capacitive characteristics of the
loudspeaker you want to mimic, taking into
consideration the air-loading of the woofer, etc
C. Victor Campos
Director of Product Development, Adcom

look at the differences between the Quads,
Sound-Labs, and 8ohms/2.2µF will clearly
show that the Quad, which is afull-range electrostatic, shows avery reasonable curve for a

The use of a2.2e capacitor in parallel with
an 8ohms non-inductive resistor was an old
idea that proved quite efficacious in reveal-

loudspeaker, with both inductive and capacitive characteristics (fig.2). Ishould add that this
load is quite benign when compared to some

ing potential instability in amplifiers. It was
the original Quad, which did drop to a very

other loudspeakers available. The Sound-Lab

intended to mimiç not the more-recent ESL-

loudspeaker (fig.3) is also not at all similar in
impedance and phase-angle to those of the

63. Similar loads today are represented by the
original CLS and the IRS Beta. Victor's com-

resistor/capacitor network. In fact, both the
Quads and Sound-Labs are not all that different

are well-taken, and, in fact, Ken Kantor has

to drive when compared to the capacitor/resis-

sent us aload that be feels represents atypi-

tor network.
Just to bring up apoint of interest, it is not

and phase angle.

just the simple impedance of aloudspeaker
which can make it adifficult load for an ampli-

Music Reference/RAM Max Works

fier to drive It is the combination of the impedance plus the magnitude of the phase angle of
the voltage and current that, in combination,
can make aloudspeaker very difficult to drive
The load presented by the 8-ohm/2.2µF
Stereophile, September 1990

low value load at bigb frequencies, that it was

ments on the needfor astandard speaker load

cal loudspeaker in terms of impedance value

Editor:
Iwould like to belatedly comment, if Imay, on
David Manley's letter in the February '90 issue
(p.215), which was recently brought to my
attention. Iapologize for this delay, as I'm con219

cerned it may have added to David's emotional
anguish. Iwant, of course, to allay his fear that

Gifted
Listener
Audio

t
ye

samusic lover, you
have the gift to
appreciate the subtlety in
both the music and the
performance. You complete
the experience.
We understand this, and
we share your enthusiasm.
Our exceptional
components, meticulous
setup, and honest advice
allow you to relive the
excitement in your home.

his own VTL amplifiers and similar designs
might be attacked by the roving bands of audio
philistines he describes as "nimble tube
rollers."
As chief spokesman for the Nimble Ilibe
Roller Society (NTRS), Iwant to categorically
reassure David. Our members, and most specifically, owners of Music Reference RM -9
amplifiers, are not sneaking around, pockets
bulging with KT88s, EL34s, and 6550s,
indiscriminately substituting tubes in VTL and
other tube amplifiers. The isolated cases blown
out of proportion by the news media are simply the result of afew zealous NTRS members.
These misguided enthusiasts fail to understand
that less advanced tube-specific amplifiers are
unable to enjoy the benefits of the RM -9's
multi-tube capability.
Iadmit to creating the problem. The RM-9
could have been quite easily designed around
aspecific tube type, but the advantages of a
multi-tube capability made the additional engineering effort well worth it—and with absolutely no compromise in the sonic results.
Indeed, as tube availability inevitably narrows
in the years to come, having the capability to
use several different output tubes may well

Come visit us, or call for
an appointment. You'll like
our standards. And you'll
find we're just small
enough to listen to you.

excellent turnout at last month's meeting,

These brands are on display:

generation of concealable asbestos gloves.)

Analogic

• Ariston

• Audioquest

B&K • Celestion • Dynavector • ET
Euphonic Technology • Forte • Fried
MIT • Koetsu • Goldmund •Magnum
Mirage • Onkyo • SME • Premier
Nitty Gritty •Phantom Acoustics •Sims
Meta Research •Sonrise •SUM •Stine«)
Talisman • Threshold • Wadia Digital

• Accessories •Books
•Recordings
5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville VA 22020

703.818.8000
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replace the tube-specific amplifier design. Fortunately, it's not that hard to execute once you
understand tube operation.
(And, of course, it would be nice to see the
NTRS grow in the future, although we had an
inspired no doubt by the preview of the new
So what are the advantages of multipleoutput tube capability as embodied in the
Music Reference RM-9 amplifier? Briefly, there
are three First, as already noted, down the road
we don't know what the tube marketplace will
offer to consumers. The RM -9 gives the consumer three choices, so he or she has amuch
better chance of keeping this amplifier alive in
the foreseeable future.
Second, each of these three power output
tubes is often ascribed adifferent sonic reputation. While these are highly subjective opinions, Ibelieve the consumer should be given
the opportunity to decide for himself. Hence
the RM-9 not only offers the capability of three
different power tube types, but three different
feedback levels, giving nine possible combiStereophile, September 1990

nations to explore. Listeners, including your
reviewers, have found this to be highly beneficial. [Dick Olsber reviewed the Music Reference
RM-9 in Vol.12 No.12. —Ed]

that only sees aplate impedance change of a
few thousand ohms out of 20k, rather than a
factor of 15 or 20 to one The plain truth is the
plate impedance appears in parallel with the

Third, one type of output tube may sound
better than another with aparticular speaker

transformer, and is not of significant design

in aparticular room environment. Idon't want
to make this choice for the listener. Idon't have
the same ears or taste. Why lock the consumer

low, as in triode mode.
Finally, while 1hate to be the grim realist, 1

in to your choice when he can make his own?
While 1don't want to bore the readers with
dueling technofreaks, David notes three tube

cial Test Requirement" tube. As far as Iknow,
the STR sobriquet came into being when the

characteristics which he states his tube-specific
amplifiers are optimized for in their design.
Unfortunately, having engineered proprietary
tube instrumentation and then exhaustively
tested 30 or 40 thousand tubes of all types
these past dozen years leaves you with more

consideration or sonic value unless it gets very

must dash David's pious hopes for the "Spe-

Mesa Boogie guitar company approached Sylvania many years ago and asked them to design
atube that would better resist the hard knocks
of life in aguitar amplifier. The result was their
"STR," and has nothing to do with superior
sonic performance; in fact, I'd be willing to bet

than just nimble fingers, and Ifeel compelled

Sylvania spent most of their time coming up
with the label. The only way to be sure of a

to comment.
First, David expresses concern about the cur-

tube's performance is to test for the best, which
is exactly what we've been doing for the past

rent draw of the heaters. Well, Iagree in the
sense we don't recommend any old output

ten years. (And despite David's fondness for
them, over these ten years I've never found a

tube that happens to fit in the RM-9 sockets.

Russian-made power tube Ifelt to be reliable,

On the contrary, the EL34/6550/KT88 all have

although Ihave found the Russian 6DJ8s to be

afilament draw of between 1.5 to 1.6 amps, and
this draw can in fact vary 10% tube-to-tube for
any particular type So they can be readily sub-

quite good.)
In closing, Ido envy David's sure marketing

stituted for one another without concern here.
Second, as far as I'm concerned, no modern
output tube—no matter what the original
design specifications say—is safe to operate at
any higher than 475V at the screen. So none of
the three tubes appropriate to the RM-9 is operated above that maximum screen voltage. To
do so is to push the tube to its performance

sense at announcing he is switching to chromeplated chassis (McVTL?). We at Music Reference
might argue that the RM -9's powder coating
has better corrosion resistance, and that the
ability to choose between three different output tubes has more significant practical and
sonic consequence for the consumer, but it
never occurred to us that some people might

edge and risk catastrophic failure, because they

want to spend time polishing their equipment.
Roger A. Modjeski

ain't makin"em like they used to and quality

President, Music Reference/RAM 'Me Works

control is, well, pathetic. (Note that Idid not
say wear-out failure. I'm concerned here with

ATC

the tube simply blowing up. Maybe in the first

Editor:

week, maybe ayear later, maybe never.)
Third, David mentions optimizing for the
tube's plate impedance. Hmmm. Many tube
amplifier designers think plate impedance has
something to do with impedance matching. We
certainly don't think David is that confused,
because VTL makes some amplifiers with a
switch to select either pentode or triode operation. In triode operation the plate impedance
drops to avery low value indeed. If VTL ampli-

Thank you very much for your comments in
Siereopbile [Vol.13 No.4, p.49].
You may not know that Joseph Magee contracted pneumonia shortly after the
WCES ...
Joseph is now able to work several
hours aday. This is, of course, the reason that
he did not return). Gordon Holt's call. Fred
Vogler (one ofJoseph's employees) has been
lending out the monitors to various Classical
and Rock recording studios, and as aresult we

fiers can change the plate impedance from, say,

now have anumber of very prestigious users

20k ohms to lk ohms, Idon't see how David
can complain about atube switch on the RM-9

We would argue that an active system is more
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who have either ordered or are just about to. ..
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reliable than aconventional passive one. The

MMMMGOOD!
Magnum

majority of amplifier failures relate to misuse
(le, shorting output terminals, etc.) and the
majority of drive-unit failures are through clip-

FM Tuners

ping amplifiers. On our system we have thermal cutouts on the transformer and the heat-

Mirage Loudspeakers

sink and optional LDR limiter to protect the

MI
T Cables

tweeter from excess energy (analog tape

Mod Squad Products

rewind), and FET limiting circuits which detect
voltage from the driver stage which would

Music Reference Tube Electronics

cause the power amps to clip. The waveform

>

is rounded off and the gain momentarily
reduced. This happens extremely quickly and
only introduces approximately 1% harmonic
distortion. For moderate overloads it is inau-

1‘ 1110SiC
Sëa
c

dible, and when severely overdriven it tends
to sound like an overdriven valve amp. Ibelieve
Mark Levinson do something similar.
Ashley james

542 North Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692

ATC
P.S. Joseph has since told us that both JGH's
calls were returned but he just got his answer
machine.

11 am-6 pm Tuesday-Saturday
Wednesday evenings until 8pm

IGH responds: Why didn't anyone leave a
message on it?

electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH
EIRYSTON •DENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
N.A.O. •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
INFINITY •M & K
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANOERSTEEN
phono & c.d.

Over the past eight years, we've been chosen
by these eight manufacturers to be their
exclusive dealer for all Long Island:

CARNEGIE •DUAL
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRAD() •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SME
SONOGRAPHE •SOTA
SUMIKO •THORENS
VPI •van den HUL
cables
Audioquest •M.I.T.
MONSTER /SIGMA
other good stuff
A.S.C. Tube Traps
C.W.O. furniture
The PHANTOM Shadow
•Fine Collection of
reel records •c.d.dlecs

Audio Research
Bryston • Klyne
Martin Logan
Oracle • Proceed

Thiel •Threshold
Visit us...We'll become YOUR choice, too!
4 Large Music Rooms

• Private Demos by Appointment

Delivery and Expert Installation throughout Metro New York
"Nothing matters but the music!" Lermontov, The Red Shoes (1947)
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA

Dublin
San Diego
Stereo Plus
Stereo Design
6767 Dublin Blvd
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
El Toro
Stereo Unlimited
Tower Records
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
23811 El Toro Rd
San Francisco
Encinitas
Harmony Audio Video
North County Stereo Vision 2238 Fillmore
ALASKA
131 N El Camino
Sounds Alive
Anchorage
Encino
731 Florida St
Shimeks
Sound Factor West
Stereo Plus
405 E Northern Lights Blvd 17265 Ventura Blvd
220 Market SI
Tower Records
Fair Oaks
ARIZONA
2525 Jones SI
Pinkerton Audio
Mesa
6716 Madison Ave, Ste 8
Ultimate Sound
Hi -Fi Sales
141 Kearny St
Fairfield
810 W Main St
C8M Stereo Unlimited
San Jose
Phoenix
2020 N Texas
Paradise
Sound
Sound Alternatives
860 S Winchester
Gardena
4126 E Lewis
Reference Audio Systems
San Luis Obispo
Tower Records
18214 Dalton Ave
Audio Ecstasy
3949 E Thomas Rd
786 Higuera
Grass Valley
Scottsdale
Alta Buena Stereo
Santa Barbara
Esoteric Audio
214 E Main St
Audio
Vision
4120 N Marshall Way, Ste 1
612 N Milpas
Hollywood
Tucson
Mission
Audio
World Book 8News
Wilson Audio Ltd
215 W Mission St
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
2900 E Broadway
Santa Cruz
Irvine
Cymbaline Records
ARKANSAS
Soundquest
1336 Brommer Street #9A
4255 Campus Dr #116
Little Rock
Santa Maria
Creative Sight 8Sound
Leucadia
Jeff Lynn Audio
400 N Bowman. Ste B-3
Music by the Sea
5455 Esplanada Ave
542 N. Hwy 101
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

CALIFORNIA

Arroyo Grande
Central Coast Audio
123 W Branch
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510 AWalnut St
Timer Records
Classical Annex
2585 Telegraph Ave
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen Ltd
8822 W Olympic Blvd
Burlingame
Future Sound
1118 Burlingame Ave
Campbell
Sound Goods
2627 S Bascom Ave
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelly's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Dueles Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill #139
Colma
Serra Stereo
4947 Juniper° Serra
Cotati
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd

Los Angeles
Paris Audio
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Radio Active Sound
1278 Westwood Blvd
Mission Viejo
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 401h St
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3627 Merrill Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
2440 Fulton Ave
Neal's Speakers 8. Stereo
1728 Fulton Ave
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
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Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Paris Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO

Boulder
ADSystems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N Tejon
The Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
Denver
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave
Santa Monica
Sound Hounds
Audio Sho pe
646 S College
1322 2nd St. Ste 228
Westminster
Optimal Enchantment
Westminster Newsstand
522 Santa Monica (by appl ) 5088 W 92nd Ave
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sausalito
Music by Design
Sound Unlimited
107 Caledonia St
169 Church St
Sherman Oaks
Danbury
Tower Records
Carston Stereo
Classical Annex
146 Old Brookfield Rd
14623 Ventura Blvd
Fairfield
Simi Valley
The Sound Source
1955 Black Rock Tnpk
House of Audio/Video
1970-4 Sequoia
New Haven
Stockton
Take 5Audio
Private Line
105 Whitney Ave
Home Entertainment
New London
88 W Castle St
Roberts
Torrance
90 Bank St
Stereo Hi Fi Center
Stereo Lab
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
140 Bank St
Upland
FLORIDA
Audio Haven
1937 W 11th St
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
Van Nuys
3259 N Federal Hwy
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
Venice
28901 US 19 N
Armadillo 8. Company
928 California Ave
Coral Gables
Sound Advice
Walnut
1222 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Best
2411 S Joel Dr
Fort Lauderdale
Audio
Center
West Covina
4134 N Federal Hwy
Protech Audio
1312 Partner St
Sound Advice
4008 N Federal Hwy
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Fort Pierce
Classical Annex
Sound Insights
8840 W Sunset Blvd
2302 S US 1

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E Bay Dr, Suite E
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Audio Distinction
5710 N Davis Highway #1
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N Federal Highway
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N Dale Maylmy
Audio Visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd
Sound Advice
1102 E Fowler Ave

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretanta #207
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd

ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
718 W North West Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Clark St Midwest Stereo
2806 N Clark St
Funtech
4041 N Milwaukee
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MUM
PHILIPS
FB 1000
H le/Jr D
54 •14 •16
154 lbs ea
List Price
54000 pr.

Hear it all...
in any of our 7 unparalleled listening
rooms. We also have a complete line of
audiophile LP's. CD's & Video Laser Discs.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

APATURE
ARCAM
ASC TUBE TRAPS
AUDIO CONTROL
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIODUEST
B&W
DUAL
ENTEC
GRACE
GRADO
KRELL
KRELL DIGITAL
KISEKI
LAST PRODUCTS
LAZARUS
MAGNUM-DYNALAB
MARTIN-LOGAN
MIRAGE
MIT
MONSTER PRODUCTS
PREMIER TONEARMS
PREMIER STANDS
NILES AUDIO
NAD
ORTOFON

RPG DIFFUSERS
SANSUI /VINTAGE
SHARP/OPTONICA
SHURE HTS
SIGNET
SIMPLY PHYSICS
SME
SONRISE FURNITURE
SONY ES
SONY AV LASER
SOUNOSTREAM
STAX
SUMIKO
TALISMAN
TARGET STANDS
TDK
TDL
TERK
THAT'S TAPE
THETA DIGITAL
VAN DEN HUL
VPI
WBT CONNECTORS
WELL-TEMPERED
WILSON AUDIO
YAMAHA, ETC,

"traeon• Pedini Camber

Getratas •Cav Audio Desien
pc/hie/cc/St. creinalector• Et
JlitodSqUezet• NtYWUps

kotet. Shahínian
Wettmperect Labs.

VANED AUDIO

AUDIO
THE
1980 Central

HI-FI

Avenue • Albany,

OASIS

NY 12205 •15181 452 3525
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Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Victors Stereo
8E Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile St Charles
411 S 2nd St
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Springfield
the King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
3584 N Wells
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd
1426 Twixt Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana Sr
Wichita
Music, Inc
3203 E. Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belair Rd

Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu Audio Shop
326 N Market St
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound'
833 E Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Sr
Cambridge
OAudio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant S1
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill Street
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E Liberty
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems. Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Road
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
325 Grove Street
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Farmington Hills
Almas HIFI Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Mount Pleasant
Dr Goodear's
Audio Parlor
IN Hiawatha Dr
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 llth Ave S
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau
Stereo Salon
1424 N Kings Highway
Kansas City
Primus Audio
1104 Baltimore
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St Louis Sound Co
1341 S Lindbergh. Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 S Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47 51 S Main St
NEW JERSEY
Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E Main St
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 RI 41
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck CI
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Ht 73

Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex SI
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and HIFi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hais Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart 's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cernllos Rd
Santa Fe Sight &Sound
500 Montezuma. Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Mortis Music Systems
Windsor Plaza, 98 Wolf Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 S Main St
Fairport
Fairport Soundworks
30 State St
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconsel Hwy
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd

Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbnaok
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S Mager Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E R/ 59
New York City
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Park Audio
425 Park Avenue S
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th Street
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, RI 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
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Mirage M-1
You've read the reviews.
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Now hear the speaker.

Adcom

Paradigm

Aragon

Rogers

Arcam

Sonographe

CAL

Sota

Celestion

Stax

Conrad-Johnson Theta Digital
Magnepan

Velodyne

MIT

VTL

Monster Sigma

Well-Tempered

Nakamichi

Yamaha

Audio Den LTD.

2021 Smith Haven Plaza
Lake Grove, N.Y. 11755

(516) 360-1990

James Feldstein, Sole Proprietor

CHESKY J
All

LIVE DIGITAL RECORDINGS

128X OVER-SAMPLED

Jazz Sampler & Audiophile Test Compact Disc JD 37/CD Only
Literally a Prescription for Your Stereo System
New Releases
Herbie Mann
Caminho De Casa JD40/CD Only
An exotic album of Brazilian flavored jazz by world-renowned flutist Herbie Mann and
his group Jazil Brazz
John Pizzarelli
My Blue Heaven JD38/CD Only
"Sweet-tempered, laid-back, small-band swing with vocals a la the King Cole Trio with a
bit of Frishberg tossed in."
Cashbox (June 9, 1990)
Chesky CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record Stores
Also available by Direct Mail. Send check, money order or Visa/Mastercard: CDs $14.98 plus $3.00 postage and
handling (add 81
4 % tax in New York) to:
/
Chesky Records
CIIP

'.2()

VISA

P.O. Box 1268 Radio City Station, NYC 10101
call to order 1-800-331-1437 or (212) 586-7537 (in NY state)
write for mail order information/dealer inquiries invited
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Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave

OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sain
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons .Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 East 41st St

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1558W 261E Street
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave

Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332- Ave Jesus T%etc

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E North St

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fr House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Marcum Electronics
6009 Burnet Rd
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
19020 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 10
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
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Esoteric Ear
13158 Veterans Memorial
Pkwy
StereoWorks
12818 Ashford Knoll
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S Loop 289 413
McAllen
Videorama
1301 Pecan
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
Pampa
Barry's Audio &Video
2545 Perryton Pkwy
Pampa Mall
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

UTAH
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON, DC
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fi Farm
1708 Harper Rd
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Madison
High Performance Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One. RR1

ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St

Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products &Svcs
215 Main St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W. Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc.
6519 College Park Sq

Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

WASHINGTON

ONTARIO

Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Avenue
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe a2
11E107 Bridgeport Way SW

Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Globe Audio
5521/2Upper James St
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
MA Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S

NOVA SCOTIA

Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio— Westdale
1059 King St W., Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St a3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E.
Stereo Factory
234 King St E
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Audio Venue
131 Park St

OUEBEC
Anjou
Son Or
7339 St Zotique
Montreal
Cinaphonie Audio
6479 Beaubien East
Quebec
CO RA
131-18 Rue E
Ste•Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
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BY THE YEAR 2000

EVERYTHING ELSE WILL HAVE COME AND GONE-BUT YOUR
TICE AUDIO POWER BLOCK &TITAN WILL STILL BE THERE!
•Atma-Sphere •Audible Illusions •Belles •Cary
•Chicago •Distech •EHS •Eminent Tech •
FMS •Fried •Garrott •Kindel •Kinergetics •
Klimo •Magnum •MFA •Musical Concepts •PS
Audio •Pro-Ac •Quicksilver •Sonance •Spica •
Straightwire •Sumiko •Superphon •SystemdeM
•TARA Wire & Electronics •Target •Tice •VPI

Hear These And Other Fine
Products At:
POWERBLOCK -Improvement greater than
you ever imagined. Indispensable for any hiend system.

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT

TITAN-Coupled with the powerblock-they
define the state of the art in AC line conditioning.
POWER EXTENDER-Rack style, 6outlet
strip designed not to degrade the AC power.

Call for appointment

516-360-8815
11 Caroline Avenue, Smithtown, NY 11787

Used equipment bought, sold, traded
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF THE MCNEILL AUDIO REPORT

In-House Test Lab * 30th Year of Tube Sales
POWER TUBES
6E105
6L6GC
6L6GC
6LF6
EL34
EL34
KT88
3008
6550
6550
6550A
7591A

(Philips-STR387)
(China)
(Siemens)
(China)
(China)
(WE.)
(China)
(Philips/ECG)
(GE)

Singles

MP

MOT

750
17.00
12.50
20.00
14.00
12.00
25.00
195.00
19.00
40.00
25.00
20.00

16.00
34.00
25.00
40.00
28.00
24.00
50.00
390.00
38.00
80.00
50.00
40.00

32.00
68.00
50.00
80.00
56.00
48.00
100.00
76.00
160.00
100.00
80.00

PRE-AMP TUBES
5AR4/GZ34
5U4G13
6AN8A
6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
6DJ8
6DJ8
6JK6

(El)
(Jan Philips)
(USSR)

10 00
10.00
10.00
10.00
7.50
10.00
10.00
14 95

12AT7
(US)
12AU7A
(El)
12AX7
(El)
12AX7A
(China)
LM-12AX7/A .. (Low Noise)
12BH7A
5751
7199
(Philips/ECG)

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 De Celis Place • PO. Box 7323
Van Nuys. California 91406
Fax:18181997-6158 •Telex: 215706 [ARSE)

(818) 997-6279
228

6.50
5.50
5.50
6.50
12.00
9.95
7.50
14 00

SHIPPING & TERMS
2 Day Au SIO 75
Ground UPS S8 75
UPS C 0 D Cash or
Cash in Advance
Money Order/
Cashier's Check/Cash
675% Sales Tax in CA

* WORLD-WIDE
SHIPPING *
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BERMUDA

NEW ZEALAND

Hamilton
MEN International. Ltd
61 Church St

National Distributor
Peony., Wellington
DR Britton Ltd
3Sydney St

DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi- Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvel 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi- Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36

HONG KONG

The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd

SINGAPORE

National Distributor
Audio Surte- Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jof re. 22

THAILAND
Bangkok
Audio Suite
350/1-2 Petchabun Rd
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raidamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathurnwan. Rumpinee

ICELAND

UNITED KINGDOM

National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Letsuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade. Friar St

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama &A
Marsella 71

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HIFI Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

ppoapEmn
Awe
• A NEW LEVEL!
With our upward expansion to
seven listening rooms, we invite
you to experience the finest in
High-End Audio.

• NEW ARRIVALS:
Monster Cable Sigma
Sota Cosmos
Spectral Digital Reference Player II
Spectral MCR-Signature
Thiel CS-5
Wilson Watt Series II/Puppy

• CENTRAL OHIO'S
EXCLUSIVE
DEALER
FOR:
Infinity IRS Beta
Krell
MIT/CVT Cables
Mirage M-1
Mod Squad
Mondial
SME
SOTA
Spectral
Theta Digital
Thiel
VPI
Vandersteen
Wilson Watt ..

[

PirtofflEssne r
RU CH °

-1

614/299-0565
1764 N High St, Columbus, OH 43201
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, eso per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.90 per word, $76 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
Only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, klki 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
REDISCOVER FM STEREO—Informative booklet on
how to improve your FM reception. Free for the asking
from the "FM Specialists" at Magnum Dynalab 6509
7kansit Rd. #HI, Bowmansville, NY 14026, or call
(800)448-8490.
MAGNUM DYNALAB UPDATE PROGRAM. Factory
upgrading to "Etude" specification available for FT101 models. See your authorized dealer or call/write
for information. Magnum Dynalab 6509 »Izmit Rd.,
Bowmansville, NY 14026, (800)448-8490.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, NEC, Forte,
Nakamichi R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson,
ProAc, SOTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire, Stuc, Nakamichi, NAD, Niks,
Ortofon, Siuniko, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional
consultation and installation. The Listening Room,
1305 Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)
792-3816.
DENON POA-8000 MONAURAL power amplifiers,
200W/8 ohms, mint, original boxes and manual,
$1195 the pair. Ron, (305)895-0184.
MERRILL OUTBOARD POWER SUPPLY for the AR
turntable is ready! The Merrill power-supply system
comes with: aspeed-adjustable low-distortion sinewave generator, new motor, and precision crystalline
polymer pulley As with all Merrill products, the sonic
improvement is dramatic. 33rpm, $179; 33 and
45rpm, $209. Underground Sound, 2125 Central
Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901)272-1275.
DEMO SALE, $1000 OFF: JSE Model 4speakers ($4700
retail), $3700; Fried G3A speakers ($2660 retail)
$1660; Meitner PA 6IR preamplifier and Str-55 power
amplifier ($4290 retail), $3290; Apogee Caliper
speakers ($2000/pair retail), 81000/pair; Paoli 60B
tube monoblock amplifies ($2000), $1000. All models
are dealer floor demonstrators in mint condition with
full manufacturer's warranty. Community Audio,
8020 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19118.
(215)242-4080.
AUDIOQUEST QUARTZ HYPERLITZ interconnects,
3', $75; and 10', $175; both for $225. Jobn, (405)
360-3461.
THE BINAURAL SOURCE—Exclusive one-stop
source of true binaural recordings for startling headphone listening (also speaker-compatible). (See Nov.
and Dec Audio.)Classical/jazz/drama/sound environments; in all three formats, from US and Germany. Free
catalog: Box 1727 S, Ross, CA 94957, or (415)
457-9052.
BURMESTER 850 HIGH-END mono amplifiers,
chrome, excellent condition, $3500. Call Tim, TX.
(817)855-4026.
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DENON MC CARTRIDGE DL-302, new in sealed box,
$75; Denon AU-310 MC step-up, $80. (215)395-9716.
BFI IFs 2Ame $175 ;BR JFS DMC preamp, $175; SID
305m turntable w/Grace 707, Grado ZTE+1, $250;
Speakerlab DAS S, $200; Audio Analyst A-200X
speakers, $100; Dahlia drivers, crossovers, $100; Mission PCM 7000, 8500; Dyna Stereo 120 amp (not
working), $50. All negotiable. (914)962-7554.
MERCURY CD REISSUES START in October! However,
I'm still paying top dollar for mint -condition original LP pressings. Randall Goldman, Box I, Kenilworth, IL 60043.
CAL ARIA II, $950; Counterpoint SA-12, $700; Dahlquist DQ-20s, $1100; Original Quads with Arcicis,
$950. All perfect shape, original boxes. (915)
689-8722.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET: JVC BN-5
Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings °Mil Time, $1200. Prices
include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommerwerck,
do Stereophilg 208 Delgado St., Santa Fg NM 87501.
TORUMAT PRODUCTS AVAILABLE: TM-7XH improved LP cleaner-conditioner, TC-2 electrical contact
Enhancen Torumat llinuable Max and Clamp. Products
have been reformulated or redesigned for optimal performance. Dealer inquiries invited. lbrumat Ca, 8081
Dick Cook Rd., Loomis, CA 95650, (916)652-6074.
CASH FOR USED POWER/PREAMP—ARC, Levinson,
Krell, PS Audio, Threshold, and Conrad-Johnson in
good condition. Simply ship in UPS/COD. Call CA,
(209) 298-7931 or Fax (209) 297-0359, Sennie
ELECTROSTATIC

SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY!

Vacuum-tube controlled, latest technology and modular design, risk-free 30-day home trial. Uncompromised performance at factory-direct pricing. Call
or write to David Lucas, Inc, Dept. sg 924 Hulton
Rd., Oakmont, PA 15139. (412)828-9049.
ENERGY REFERENCE CONNOISSEUR speakers, teak,
excellent imaging, $1200. (415)292-7862.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers, the new
Hales speakers (both Cardas- wired), Cardas cables,
Convergent Audio preamps (that marvelous C.A.T.),
Wingate. Bedini, YBA amps, First Sound passive linelevel preamps (superb), Benz, Sound Anchor. Demos
and trade-ins occasionally. Audio Archives, (619)
455-6326.
HIDE YOUR GABLES! Custom wood baseboard moldings (patent pending) keep high-end performance
with 100% Wife Acceptance Factor. Fit any decor. For
complete information, send self-addressed stamped
envelope. Dealers welcome. The Bob Wood Organization, PO. Box 9001, Woodlands, 7'X 77387-9001.
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1M PAIR Audio Research interconnects ($190 retail),
$140 OBO, shipped. (915)856-4425.
DYNACO STEREO 70 power amp, excellent condition, with modifications suggested by Frank Van
Alstine, $200. Al, (215)626-3743 after 12 noon EDT
MEITNER PA-6I PREAMPLIFIER, infrared remote, MC
phono, serial #515, $1200 0130. Neal, (904)448-5261.
RICHMOND AUDIO PRESENTS—Wadia Digital,
including factory-authorized Wonder and Sidereal
capacitor upgrades for your 'dia power supplies;
also featuring Wadia 2000 and X-32 Processors, Barclay Cabernet, Bel, Perfectionist Audio, Duntech, MAS,
Cardas, Clarity, Tice Audio, and more. Call for information or write Richmond Audio/ Video, PO. Box
1111, Staten Island, NY 10314. (718)370- 1916.
LINN LP-12 with silver 1110K LVll, low hours, $900.
(914)223-5837.
ARC CLASSIC 150 MONOBLOCKS, mint, $6000; ARC
SP11 Mk.II, mint, $2700; Nitty Gritty mini-pro II with
45rpm adaptor, never used, $550. David, (312)
477-4861.
AUDIO RESEARCH M3000 Mk.L1, $5495; SP14, $1995;
Krell ICMA 100 Mk.II, $2495; KSA 80B, $2795; KMA
160B, $4795; Threshold FET 10 high Esupply, $1695;
SA4E class-A amp, $3495 ($5800); Apogee Diva,
$3895; Cello performance amp, $8595; Levinson 20.5
updated, $6795; Studer B67 mastering recorder,
15/30ips, $1995; Oracle Premier +SME V, $2795.
Yang, (201)935-4026 (NJ).

ARCAM DELTA BLACK BOX and CD Ikansport, outstanding combo, $1250; MC Interlink Ref A (3 lm
pairs), and Powerline 2(6' and 4' prs); offers. (505)
281 -3095.
ARTHUR'S CUSTOM AUDIO—Michigan: Audiophile,
AudioQuest, Cardas, CD Stoplight, Finyl, First Sound,
Hales Audio, MFA, MSB, Magnum Dynalab, Precise,
PSE, SimplyPhysics, Sound-Lab, Wadia, and other fine
brands. (313)682-4686, by appointment only.
QUAD ESL-63 SPEAKERS with Arcici stands, $1100;
Spectral DMA-50 amp, $1200; Audio Research SP-9,
$1050; VP1-19 Mk.11 turntable with Eminent 'Technology 11 arm, $750; Magnum Dynalab Fr-101, $400;
Adcom GCD-575, $375; Spica TC-50 speakers with
Sound Anchor stands, $400; MIT 330 and 750 cables.
(407) 267-3091.
ADCOM PREAMP, $349; Adcom 545, new, $399;
Audible Illusions 1preamp, $299; Creek 4040, $245;
Denon tuner, $99; Thorens 31611, $299; Polk RTI1T,
$649; Carver C9, $99; NAD 2600A amp, $489; MIT
SGWEST 15', 5949. (714)861-4830.
MIT, MAS MASTERLINK, OCOS, Cardas cables, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR balanced, highflexibility
sets; Clements speakers, Vendetta
Research, custom Shallcross volume controls; Ubnder
Caps/solder/wire; all types of audio connectors,
tonearm and chassis wires; NAVCOM; Tone Cones,
many accessories, mod parts; $1 catalog ($3 overseas).
Michael Perry. Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937 (
415)
669-7181.

Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.
Square Deal auditions
irtually everything — but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

Square Deal
456 Waverly Avenue
Patchogue, New York I1"2

(516) 475-1857
Others: 1800 332-5369
Local

ADS •AKG
Alphason •Apogee
Arcici •Ariston
B&O •B&W
Boston Acoustics
C.A.L. •Carver
Classe Audio •CWD
Dahlquist •Dual
Electro Companiet
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Magnum
Mod Squad
Monster •NAD
Nakamichi
Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES
Straightwire
Sumo •Terk •Tice
Velodyne
& Morel

Since 1925. We must be doing sornct 'ling right.
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The Ultimate Satellite...

...Vader

*want
Audio &
Consultancy -Custom Systems -Acoustic Treatment
Installation -Retail

... is part of the
Premier System One.
Audition in your home.
For details, call
1-800-346-9183 or write
Audio Concepts, Inc.
901 South Fourth Street,
La Crosse, WI 54601.
FAX 1-608-784-6367.

Apogee •Arc•ici •Audio Prism
AudioQuest •Basis •Benz •Cardas
Chesky •Chicago Speaker Stand • Classe'
Clearaudio •Cogan Hall •Creek •Delos
Distech •Dorian •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •First Sound •Garth
Garrott •Harmonia Mundi •Klyne
Lantana •Last •Lectron •Magnan
Merrill •Mod Squad •Mogami •Morch
Nestorovic •Neutrik •Opus3 •Pro Ac
Q ED •Rego •Reference Recordings
Sequerra •Sheffield Lab •Sims •Sumiko
Superphon • Tara Labs • Target
Tice Audio • Vendetta Research • VM PS
Wadia • Water Lily • WB T •and More

(800) 628-0627
Princeton Jct., NJ. 08550

Specializing In

Mini-Monitors
& Sub woofer Systems
Icousiir I. fuggy • Italimpiev • lath1de
• I%(

• IM h • Sonata • (WWII%

ele%ihni

• ( !UM ..

ilid111

1)emisiclia Mahar, • hi I (
Klaiber • hrell Pigiial • Ievican • Fusee
rpm • Ili%siaa ( ru% • Ilagman
%hid Squad • l'%1

• l'hilip%

ideo

• Rega • Sun, •Aotitt, Idirer • Nia
.1mirise • .Sound

I
ne/,r • Iera

Iidea

lara-1 ah, • large! • Iehnlyne • II
%pi g Ila)111 VI(
/'RI /15 SIIIPI'l\f,
Ili SIM' II ()RI I'll MI
2211 101 1 1101)I
11 Ill 11111
10R 1\101011110\ OR 11 ,101\1Ill St
disno\F 05.51/111105.5

301-890-3232
IRI I 1\1 (MU WI

Js
AUDIO

HIM(

RI

ONE CHILDRESS CT.
BURTONSVILLE.
MARYLAND 20866
FAX 13011 890.3819

IISA. .11ASTERCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS
designs 8z builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing

• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VPI
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
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SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MFA, SOTA Siltech,
Linaeum, SME, Superphon. Alma-Sphere, Spica, Forte,
Philips, Rotel, BEL, Wadia, and more. Corner Audio,
1204 NW Glisan, Portland, OR 97209. (5 0 3)
227-1943.
WESTERN CONNECTICUT: WE SPECIALIZE in
affordable high-end! Adcom, Aragon, B&W 800 series,
Bedini, Mirage M-1 and M-3, Sony ES, Lexicon,
Philips, Soundstitam, Hartnan/Kardon, Kimber Kable,
AudioQuest. Custom multi-room installations and
more. Hi-Fi Stereo Consultants, (203)748-0311.
GOLDMUND REFERENCE W-T3F, mint, $12,500:
Infinity IRS V, updated from Ills, unused, best offer.
Christopher Hansen Ltd., (213)858-8112.
AUDIOQUEST AND TRIPPLITE, names you can rely on.
Cable Concepts, service and pricing you can live with.
Call for pricing on professionally terminated cables and
new rack-mount AC-spike line filters and conditioners.
Cable Concepts (614)761-8933, Fax (614)761-8955.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SA100/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna, Sound-Lab,
Kinergetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714)861-5413. Appt.

THROW OUT YOUR INTERCONNECTS—Ultra Resolution cables are more dynamic, detailed, extended,
and accurate. No filters or phony technology. $350,
Im pair, includes oversize WBT plugs. 30-day moneyback guarantee. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Ave, Denton, NJ 08629. (609)599-3828
ATTENTION MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES! Audio Illusions of East Detroit, MI presents these fine products:
3A Loudspeakers, Audible Illusions, Aragon, AudioQuest, British Built, Cogan-Hall, Chicago Stands,
Creek, Edison-Price, Hafler, Heybrook, Onix, Pioneer
Video, Primate, Precise, Ryan, Revolver SimplyPhysics,
Straight Wire, Sumo, Yankee, and much more!! Call
(313)772-8822 for more information.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: AudioQuest,
Barclay, Classé Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, Reference Line,
Ryan Acoustics, Sansui/Vintage, Sinitic°, Superphon,
Target, Wavetrace, Vkl1-11-mpered. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315)
451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
MINNESOTA AUDIO COMPONENTS of uncompromising quality: Bedini, Shahinian, Arcici, Well lanpered, AudioPrism, Sumo, Regs, Kinergetics, Precision Audio, Target, Sugden, Royd, van den Hul,
Sumiko, LAST, LPs and CDs, and more are at Audition
Audio, (612)331-3861, by appointment.
THRESHOLD PREAMP FET 10/hl line-stage only,
latest model, new condition, $2200 or hest offer (718)
856-3716 anytime

TRY ANY CABLE

audio
specialists inc.
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •NAD
Bang gr Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Wharfedale
Onkyo •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Straight Wire
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!

NAKED
Only The Cable Company
lets you compare all brands
in the privacy of your own
home*. Trust your ears,
*39 Brands, 194 cable products.
*Interconnects, speaker cables,
power cords & most accessories.
*Free shipping on export orders.

(The Cable Company)
*CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS:

1-800-FAT WYRE

the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
1219) 234-5001

L
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Po. box 305. upper black eddy. pa 18972
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SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
AUDIO RESEARCH • B & W • CWD
GRADO • INFINITY-IRS BETA & GAMMA
LEXICON

• LUXMAN

MAGNEPAN

•

MIT

•

M & K

• MONSTER

NAKAMICHI •ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA
PIERRE LURNE • SHURE SURROUND
SME • SOTA • SPECTRAL

• STAX

SUMIKO • SUMO • TERA • THIEL
VELODYNE • WADIA • WILSON WATT

SINCE 1968

,4101U1151131111
EILITIROINKS
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114

Fumphwerks — is afull-spectrum audio
service for the music aficionado.
Three progressive, complementary
membership
efef
l rship
icient acp
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sr
s
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t
m
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r
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r
o
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u
cassette. Your precious time is cut to a
minimum in locating and purchasing
what you want.
Fumphwerks“" is adedicated,
premium quality service. You can expect
peerless service in your pursuit of music.
For busy discriminating people, this is not
only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or
pen for afree portfolio of services fees and
be on your way to your highest expectations
in music service.
Fumphwerks —

P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph'"'

fe

CHICAGO t
SPEAKERWORKS
designs 8E builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN 'Amu. MPRTIrl LOGM
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab

MIT 51Acci
N.) Irk)rtY audio research IRS Series

Threshold

Sc

SiOPPE

21 N Market Sr.. Selinsgrove. PA • 717 374.0150
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• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B
K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VPI
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
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Audio Haven
Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.

MUSE

CLASSE

VTL

APOGEE

MIRAGE

RYAN

MERLIN

HALES

VMPS

CAL

ROWEN

ROTE L

WELL TEMP

FIRST SOUND

TH ORE NS

CARDAS

BRASFIELD

SHURE FITS

VERSA DYNAMICS

BENZ

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

GRADO

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110

Western New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON
DEALER

•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDIOOUEST
•CHESKY
•DENON
•GRADO
•LINN

•MAGNEPAN
•MIRAGE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•PROCEED
•PROTON VIDEO
•THIEL
•VELODYNE

Trades Welcome
MC •VISA • AMEX • DIS

COUNTERPOINT SA-11 line-level preamp, one of the
wry best; boxes, manuals, warranty cards, etc, $4500.
Don't call to chat, just send money Wayne 4181 Guilford, Indianapolis, IN 46205. Price includes shipping in continental US.
COUNTERPOINT SA-I4 OTL amplifiers, extraordinarily transparent, the finest for electrostatics: 130W/8
ohms, 190W/16 ohms. 1989 amps, new tubes, warranty, mint condition, $4250/pair OBO. Must sell!
(714)861-0416.
STOP! BEFORE YOU SPEND another dime on your
audio system, order this. Inexpensive Ways to Substantially Improve Your Audio System is the title of
this informative guidebook. To order, send $12.95 to
Infosoureg -(r.N. First, Suite 68, Fresno, CA 93710.

UNLIMITED
Auclioquest

B&K •Modified B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics
Lexicon
Monster Cable
Sony ES
"Established Since 1959"
"We hear Music with our Ears;
We listen with our Minds."

a nr
1
MI

A. Angers, Founder

2314 MONROE AVE., ROCHESTER. NY

716-442-6050

MON.-FRI. NOON-9

THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE is back! B&K, Superphon, Audible Illusions, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab,
British Fidelity, more; B&K Sonata MC-101 preamp
demo, $600. Also featuring Focus, Ryan Acoustics,
ProAc, Musical Concepts, Apature, mort Stereo Consultants, lafayettg IN. Phone 3-10pm EST Mon.-Sat.,
(317)474-9004.

Spica ... & More

E.
•

An

•

FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Ariston, Rotel, B&W loudspeakers, Spectrum,
Onkyo, Mod Squad Line Drive and Prism, Chicago
Speaker Stands, Kimber Kahle, Audio-lèchnica, Linn
turntables and cartridges, Linn Loudspeakers, Arcici,
Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics. Three Rivers
Audio, (219) 422- 5460.

SAT. 10-5

SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131
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CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

Apogee

Martin-Logan
Mirage MIT Cable
Jeff Rowland Design Group
SME
Shure Home Theatre
Sou
Theta Digital
Threshold
Vandersteen
Wadia
Wilson Audio
plus
CD's and LP's
By

Appointment

Financing
Closed
11-9
4119

Credit

Delivery

Sun-Mon

Thursday
Hillsboro

11-6
11-5

Pike

Analoge Design Group
Avalon Acoustics
Audible Illusions
Monster Cable
Wilson Audio
Forte' Audio
Niny Gritty
Threshold
Spectrum
Athena
Onkyo
B& K
Spica
Thiel
UPI

Grado
SOTA
MIT
Sony ES

For the sound mind.

Cards

Set

Jett Rowland Design Group
Eminent Technology
ASC Tube Traps
Well Tempered
Klmber Kable
Audioquest
Clearaudio
PS Audio
Ountech
Camber
Scuttle(
Proton

Up

Tues -Wed
Fri-Sat

Nashville,

615/297-4700

Aud ¡p i/ii/ii
Cdnnection
AUDIBLE ILWSIONS
One of the ten best buys in audio
BELLES ELECTRONICS
Audio's best kept secret
CELESTION
Ribbons, 3, 6, 600, 700, 7000
COUNTERPOINT ELECTRONICS
The best of both worlds
KIMBER KABLE -KCAG
Keeps on disappearing
MAGNUM DYNALAB
FM tuners, affordable excellence
MERRILL TURNTABLE
The last one you'll buy
MOD SQUAD
Line Drive -affordable Class A
MeRCH
DP6, UP4 Tonearms extraordinaire
PSE
Superlative sound, worth the trip
QUICKSILVER AUDIO
Pre-amp and mono block -WOW
TARA LABS -SPACE & TIME
amust with tube amps
TICE POWER BLACKS & TITAN
Guaranteed smiles
VANDERSTEEN
the legend continues
1B, 20, 3,4
(201) 239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave ,Verona, NJ 07044
Call for fairest prices on accessories

TN

Q

OMNI SOUND

19020 Preston Road

Dallas, Texas 75252

(214)964-6564

AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET

0990 -999 Vl6

Representing:

B&K Audio
Bang & Olufsen
California Audio Labs
Celestion
conrad-johnson
Entec
Forte'
Infinity Reference
Linn

OMNI
SOUND

Sound advice
without the price
(914) 666-0550
11:00am-6:00pm M-F
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SNELL TYPE A III speakers, $2200; SOTA Sapphire
Star, many accessories, $825; McIntosh 7270 amp,
$1500. All equipment excellent condition in boxes.
(201)231-9241 after 6.

The Esoteric Ear is your only
outlet for high end audio/video.
• 3huge dedicated soundrooms

• Only the finest AN componentry
• A full selection of Audiophile LPs & CDs
• Friendly, honest, and expert consultation
Featuring:
VPI •SimplyPhysics •Aragon •Vandersteen
ET2 •Martin Logan •Prodigy •Audioquest
Krell •Counterpoint •Ortofon •Philips AN
Rotel •Krell Digital •Anodyne •Paradigm
Apogee •Straightwire •Magnum •Talisman
...and many more.'
Th
Fe
j(
0

Monnues
Wed-Fri
Saturday
Sunday

by appl
12-11pnl
10-6pol
11-4nn,

13158 Veteran's Memorial Pkwy

537-8108

MOD SQUAD PRISM, latest with Isodrive, 1650 or
offer; Mod Squad Line Drive, $325 or offer. (317)
844-9474.
JSE MODEL 2A speakers, mint condition, sacrifice at
11200 OBO. Call (508)877-7015 6- lOpm EDT
A WIDE SELECTION of audiophile equipment is available from Audio by Gil Morrison of Detroit, MI! Featuring the VMPS loudspeaker and Boulder Electronics
lines! Custom installation available! Free UPS shipping!
Call (313) 342- 2475for prices and information.
PHILIPS LHHI000 REFERENCE COMPACT DISC
player system, $3250; Philips DEA1000 Reference digital integrated amplifier, $2000. Both brand new in
sealed boxes with warranties. Offers considered. (303)
722-8442.
30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from
Hong Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask for pricelists with 12 postage. Winston
Camera & Radio Ca, Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55
Hankou ,Road, Hong Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax
(852)369-93/3.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc. The Stereo 7fruling Outlet, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown. Pi 19046. (215)886- 1650.

MUSIC AND
TECHNOLOGY
IN HARMONY
ADS • ALCHEMIST • BANG &OLUFSEN
B&K • BOSTON ACOUSTICS • CANNON
VIDEO •ONO •DENON •EPOS •KLIPSCH
LEXICON • MADRIGAL • MARK LEVINSON
MEITNER
• MITSUBISHI
• MONSTER
CABLE/SIGMA • MARTIN-LOGAN • MOTIF
NAKAMICHI • NILES • PHILIPS • PIONEER
LASERVISION •POLK •PROCEED •PROTON
ROTEL • SENNHEISER • SONOGRAPHE
STAX•SUMIKO•SYSTEMDEK•TERK•TARGET
THIEL • TRIAD • VELODYNE • YAMAHA

HAL'S
STEREO & VIDEO]
609 883-6338
Alt US Route 1and Texas Avenue
Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08638
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For the love of music.

o

Conrad-Johnson
Martin-Logan
Vandersteen
Audioquest
Quicksilver
Aragon
Lectron
Melos
ProAc
Spica
Basis
Krell
Naim
Rega
NAD
CAL
B&K

Audio Ensemble
2 Pouls Way (Rte.101A )
Amherst, NH 03031

603 886 4742
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Apogee

Audio reaqes

Aragon

\--‘?Day Sequerra
( Counterpoint
Naim Audio
Hafler
Belles

B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Fosgate
Kinergetics
Philips Reference
Premier
SME
Siefert Research
Threshold
VP'
Van den Hul

B& W
Energy
Lux man
Inie..
• >
Audio quest
Systemdek
Velodyne
Lexicon
Straighttvire
Proton Video
California Audio Labs
Sonance • Denon • VPI •Dual
Sumiko • Navcom • Tiveek
...and the east's exclusive
Prophile dealer.
Eastern Pa's Premier High End

Mullo specialists

215-391-1200
5980 HannIton Blvd • Wescosvdle. PA 18106

I'
AL__JE)1CD
L—AI

I

ICDN

—1
— IN

IN NEW YORK BY APPOINTMENT (212) 874-6904

KRELL & KRELL DIGITAL
B&W •ADCOM •NAKAMICHI
APOGEE•MOD SQUAD
PRO AC •P.S.AUDIO •ADS
VELODYNE • MIRAGE • B&O
ROTEL •WELL TEMPERED
SALES • SERVICE • FUN

STEREO
=

=

=

415.8611044
2201 MARKET ST. •S.F.
238
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Exclusive South Florida Tara Labs
ibmporal Continuum Dealer and
Leading Distributor of...
3A
Ariston
ASCTUbe Traps
Audioquest
Beyerdynamic
California Audio
Labs
Carver
Celestion
Cheeky
Clear Image
Conrad-Johnson
Cyrus
Dorian
Energy
Epicure
Fosgate Surround
Hatter
Infinite Slope

J.S.E.
JVC
Mission
Mod Squad
Pioneer
Prophile
Proton Audio
Proton Video
Sones

ri

Sumiko SME
Sumo
Tara Labs Space Er
Time
Tèmporal
Continuum
Ttiad
Tice
VPI

In Florida

stereo
shoppe

1650 North Federal Highway
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
Phone: (305) 942-7074
FREE SHIPPING NATIONWIDE

THE FINEST IN
TUBE TECHNOLOGY

ARAGON 24K PREAMP with IPS and new pots. Perfect
condition, $850 OBO. Deric, (304)599-8236 after

3pm.

BRITISH FIDELITY BLOWOUT. All products new,
with full manufacturer's guarantee: Digilog D/A converter, suggested retail $995, now $595; B1 integrated
amplifier, suggested retail $549, now $345; MC-2
loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail
1749, now $475; REF-2 loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail $589, now $375. Limited
quantities—first come, first served. Music & Sound
Imports Inc, 450B Pike Road, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006, (215)953-9222. Visa/MC.
THE $250-$400 UPGRADE (FOR $119!). Experience the
benefits of asonically neutral intet0311f100L the Solid Cote
'Rxlinology Cot w.,ut (SCT-04). Some audiophiles find
it comparable or superior to Straight \
VIM Maestro and
AudioQuest Lapis. You may audition this cable for 45
days risk-free. If not the satisfying improvement you year',
return for refund including shipping both ways. Available with KM connectors for balanced electronics. Air
shipping, $4. Solid Cow Rxbrtologg 3808 Réstview Ave
nue lVest Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407)842-7316.

Ws/CDs/Tapes
CLASSICAL RECORD SALE. Our latest classical catalog
is available. Many audiophile, collectible, and import
LPs. Large selction of mono, stereo, and digital. Write
or call for catalog. First Chair Records, PO Box 629,
Walkersville, MD 21793. (301)845-8997.

illllllw

MUSIC
LOVERS

Finest Audio
•Counterpoint
ATM-2

For the Ultimate in Digital
Performance Capability
We are perhaps, the only dealer that inventories the
finest in manufactured amplifiers: AIRTIGHT,
MOORE-FRANKLIN, PRODIGY, WRIGHT and
CLASSIC AUDIO.
We also design and build systems.

by Robert

330 East Maple Rd. • Birmingham, MI 48009
(313) 644- 8202
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•Acoustat
•Rogers, Arcam
•Wadia
•Duntech
•VPI, Quad

Call or write:

21L1LILM'a. 41:211>

•conrad-johnson

(415) 841-7166
1510A Walnut •Berkeley ,'
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825 CLASSICAL LPs from 1960s and 1970s, all mint.
Heavy piano, chamber, and orchestral. No opera or
vocal, $3200. David, (312)477-4861.
MERCURY, RCA SHADED DOGS, Bluebacks and audiophile LPs,
and yetrack tapes. Send $11 for list of
2000 titles toi Van Asscbe 103 W Silvermeadow,
Midwest City, OK 73110, (405)732-5747.
$50 BUD for mint stereo copies: RCA LSC 1817, 2225,
2287, 2313, 2396, 2400, 2405, 2449, 2456, LDS 6065.
Others wanted! Randall Goldman, Box 1, Kenilworth, IL 60043.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Sterropbile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to

Waisted
WANTED: TANNOY SPEAKERS, tube Marantz, vintage collectibles—all in any condition; ARC, Levinson,
Krell. 'Dade: Marantz #5 Serial 2709 and 2710; Marantz
#9, front plates and logos, mint; llannoy drivers and
parts. (718) 387- 7316 or (718) 384- 4667 (N)').
WILL PAY Highest-First SSS and pick up! lhbe
Marantz, Mclmosh,JBL, Altec, Turnoy, ES/,Jensen, WE,
etc. (708) 310-0307.
WANTED: TEAC Z-7000 cassette deck. Will consider
trade for landberg TCA 3014A cassette deck. George
(216)773-7328 after 6pm.
PYRAMID 2+2 SPEAKERS, T1 ribbon tweeters, any
condition, McIntosh C34. (201)231-9241 after 6.

Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

WANTED OR TRADE: McIntosh, Audio Research,
VTL, Krell, JBL, etc. Yang, (201)935-4026(NA

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR QUALITY LP and CD collections! Classical, Audiophile (RCA, Mercury, London,
EMI, Lyrita, more), jazz, rock, many others. No collection too large! USA's greatest used/new/collector
shop stocks over 100,000 LPs. Princeton Record
Ercbangc 20 South Ihlane St., Princeton, Ay 08542.
(609) 921 -0881.

WANTED: Original HEN/RR lbst CD.
PO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.

-Completist, -

For records, tapes and CDs.

dillimappe

FOR SALE: 380+ LPs, 206 titles: Decca, EMI, DG,
Philips, etc. Symphonies, opera, chamber music, all
excellent, most never played, $1500. List available,
but will only sell as agroup. Also, Linn Sondek LP 12
with Grace 707 and Denon 103D. All perfect, $500.
(703) 536- 1651.
ATTRACTIVE CD STORAGE areality. Handcrafted,
visually striking solid-oak freestanding shelf unit holds
440 discs. Available in three stain finishes, this unique
design is abest buy at the factory-direct price of $195
(plus shipping). Unconditional money-back guarantee.
Visa/MC. Photo/literature: Juniata Design, Inc,
R. D.3, Box 183, Ebensburg, PA 15931, or call (814)
472-9295 M-E 8-3 EST

•

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiet II, and Import Press-

0

S

A

is

The best record rack in America

ings Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATE,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Quantity discounts. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc 5346 N. GuilfonlAve, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)255-3446

L

-•

imp

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design

(415) 928-4509

P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

NGE

L

E

S

Surround Sound Specialists

B
everly Hills Audio
EXCITEMENT
IN

8950

240

SOUND

Custom Installation
McIntosh

Naim

Nakamichi

Creek

Linn

Magnum

Mirage

B+K

Lexicon

Rega

West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 •(213) 276 -2001
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards. please write: Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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Kinergetics
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Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
Martin-Logan
May Audio Marketing
Mod Squad
Mondial
Monster Cable
Museatex
Music Box
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Music Lovers
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New England Audio Resource
Nifty Gritty
Now Hear This
Old Colony Sound Lab
Omni Sound
Onkyo
Oracle
Parasound
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Polk Audio
Precision Audio
Precision Audio Utilization
Preston Trail
ProAc
Progressive Audio
Reference Line Audio
Rogers
Rotel
Savant Audio &Video
Serra Stereo
Signet
Siltech
Sound & Music
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Sound Goods
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THE FINAL WORD
First, some good news: the CD version of
Stereophile's Poem flute-and-piano album is
now available—the ad's on p83. The transfer to
digital was performed using the 128x-oversampling analog/digital converter that Bob Katz

angst outweighs the enjoyment." And given the
fact that he was deeply hurt by our readers' overall negative reaction to his Armor All reporting,
Ican understand Sam's wish to call ahalt.
I'm sure, however, that that halt will be tem-

developed for Chesky, with the edited )" analog master tape played back on the recorder on

porary. It may well be "Goodbye" to Tellig the
Anarchist, but to Sam himself, au revoir would

which it was made—Kavi Alexander's Ampex

seem more appropriate Maybe if we all clap our
hands three times and say, "Come back, Sam!"

MR70, the lack Mullin Special." The CD still
doesn't sound like the LP—but we think it's
pretty good!

he vil! once more appear in these pages.

On to less good news. Senior Contributing
Editor Sam Tellig tells me that for anumber of
reasons, not the least of which are personal, he
does not want to continue writing his "Audio
Anarchist" column. A self-confessed audio
neurotic (he once described his writings as "the
chronicle of one man's illness") and an avowed
cheapskate (I remember him once parking
eight blocks away from ahotel to avoid tipping
its free-valet-parking attendant SI), Sam's writings appeared in the magazine in 1982 with the
ferocity of an elemental force, Vol.5 No.10 carrying his thoughts on good MM pickup cartridges in the first "Audio Cheapskate" column.
His forays into the world of beer-budget highend were aStemophtle fixture throughout the '80s.
But Sam eventually became disillusioned with
inexpensive components. ihie cheapskate specials that sounded much more musical than they
had any right to at the price seemed to be becoming rarer, not more plentiful, and too much inex-

JA doing what comes naturally

pensive stuff sounded, well, just cheap. Listening
to an unending diet of unmusical equipment

Finally, as 1dragged along my 1964 Fender
Precision Bass to Chicago last June, twanted

was wearing him down, so in Vol.12 No.3, we
rechristened his column "The Audio Anarchist,"

to Paul Rosenberg and lbny Federici for organiz-

reflecting Sam's need to examine awider range
of components and topics.

ing Mondial's "Glasnost" evening at the Summer
CES. My thanks also to The Absolute Sound's

And so he did, introducing us along the way
to the audiophiles who frequent the Thursdaynight meetings at Definitive Hi -Fi in Mamaro-

to use this space to say amondo "thank you"

Frank Doris, who played his Stratocaster with
great sound and great feeling, and to Allen Perkins
of SOTA and Neil Sinclair of Theta Digital, both

neck—Lars, Mario, the Gindian, Lou, Brass Ear,

of whom laid down the kind of beat that makes

and the long-suffering Rudi Kothe, Definitive's
proprietor. But awriter cannot hide from his

it easy for abass player to just lay back into the
music. As you can guess from the photograph,

editor, and there were signs of burnout apparent:
"I want to listen to music, not to equipment,"

Ihad aball, but you'll have to read the CES

he recently wrote me, tired of the necessity for
the audiophile writer always to have an opinion
about what he or she hears. "It is not agood
idea to continue;' Iwrote Sam back, "when the
242

reports elsewhere in this issue to find out what
more dispassionate observers thought of our
efforts. The most appropriate name for our ad
hoc band probably should have been "The Ithelps-if-you-were-theres!"—John Atkinson
Stereophile, September 1990

LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
AudioQuest speaker cables will make you think you're
hearing all your music for the first time.

•

Audioauest F-14

•

AudioQuest F-14 uses four solid
conductors in a practical and inexpensive configuration. Strand interaction
is eliminated, skin-effect and

resistance are kept
to reasonable levels, the
performance is glorious and
the price is practically free.

AudioQuest Cobalt uses Hyperlitz•
conductors. This patent pending
design virtually eliminates magnetic and
electrical interaction between strands
while allowing for a large cross sectional
area (AWG) with no skin-effect induced distortion. Best of all, every strand has identical
geometry and electrical characteristics so that
no discontinuity is introduced to the music signal.
These two blue cables and all the AudioQuest designs
sound much more dynamic. dimensional and focused than
the competition's. The midrange and highs are sweeter.
more extended and less "confused"
sounding. while the bass is tighter and
better defined. All the AudioQuest cables
(speaker, interconnect and video) use very cost
effective designs which give you an absolutely
incredible improvement at a minimal cost.
The proof is in the listening -- please listen
for yourself. When you do you'll replace your current
cables with AudioQuest cables and rediscover
your entire music collection.
Call today for the AudioCitiest dealer nearest you.

Tel

Audio0uest Cobalt

aucloquest
714 498 -2770

fax: 714 498 5112

PO. Box 3060, San Ciernerte, CA 92672 USA

How to make an Onkyo receiver
as good as its competition.
44,

If we wanted to make an Onkyo receiver as good as our competition,
it wouldn't be too hard.
First, we'd remove our heavy duty transformer and oversized heat sink.
Of course, this means less current capability, resulting in compromised
low impedance performance and compressed musical dynamics.
Sonic anemia.
Not to mention thermal overload.
Room to room remote capability would go. If we're not concerned with
performance, why bother with convenience.
As afinishing touch, face plates and chassis would be plastic instead of metal.
So much for structural integrity.
Now, we could do all those things to an Onkyo receiver. But we won't.
Because at Onkyo, our receivers are built to be better.
And that's adifference you can hear—and see.

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950

